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FOREWORD
The Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS) was performed
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research
Center, for the Department of Energy, Division of Fossil Fuel Utili-
zation. CTAS was aimed at providing information which will assist the
Department of Energy in establishing research and development funding
priorities and emphasis in the area of advanced energy conversion system
technology for advanced industrial cogeneration applications. CTAS
included two DepartmW_ of Energy-sponsored/NASA-contracted studies con-
ducted in parallel by industrial teams along with analyses and evaluations
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Lewis Research
Center.
This document describes the work conducted by the Energy Technology
Operation of the General Electric Company under National Aeronautics and
Space Administration contract DEN3-31.
The General Electric Company contractor report for the CTAS study is
contained in six volumes:
Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS), General Electric
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Section 1
SUMMARY
Cogeneration systems in industry simultaneously generate electric
power and thermal energy. Conventional nocogeneration installations use
separate boilers or fur-laces to produce the required thermal energy and
purchase electric power from a utility which rejects heat to the outside
environment. Cogeneration systems offer significant savings in fuel but
their wide spread implementation by industry has been generally limited
by economics and institutional and regulatory factors. Because of po-
tential savings to the nation, the Department of Energy, Office of Energy
Technology sponsored the Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS).
The National Aeronautics & Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, con-
ducted CTAS for the Department of Energy with the support of Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and study contracts with the General Electric Company and the
United Technologies Corporation.
OBJECTIVES
The objective of the CTAS is to determine if advanced technology
cogeneration systems have significant payoff over current cogeneration
systems which could result in more widespread implementation in industry
and to determine which advanced cogeneration technologies warrant major
research and development efforts.
Specifically, the objectives of CTAS are:
1. Identify and evaluate the most attractive advanced energy
conversion systems for implementation in industrial cogen-
eration systems for the 1985-2000 time period which permit
use of coal and coal-derived fuels.
2. Quantify and assess the advantages of using advanced technology
systems in industrial cogeneration.
SCOPE
The following nine energy conversion system (ECS) types were evaluated in
CTAS:
1. Steam turbine
2. Diesel engines
3. Open-cycle gas turbines
4. Combined gas turbine/steam turbine cycles
5. Stirling engines
6. Closed-cycle gas turbines
7. Phosphoric: acid fuel cells
8. Molten carbonate fuel cells
9. Thermionics
In the advanced technology systems variations in temperature, pressure
ratio, heat exchanger effectiveness and other changes to a basic cycle
were made to determine desirable parameters for many of the advanced
systems. Since coal and coal-derived fuels were emphasized, atmospheric
and pressurized fluid bed and integrated gasifiers were evaluated.
For comparison, currently available non-condensing steam turbines
with coal-fired boilers and flue gas desulfurization, gas turbines with
heat recovery steam generators burning residual and distillate petroleum
fuel and medium speed diesels burning petroleum distillate fuel were
used as a basis of comparison with the advanced technologies.
In selecting the cogeneration energy conversion system configu-
rations to be evaluated, primary emphasis was placed on system concepts
fired by coal and coal-derived fuels. Economic evaluations were based on
industrial ownership of the cogeneration system. Solutions to institu-
tional and regulatory problems which impact the use of cogeneration were
not addressed in this study.
Over fifty industrial processes and a similar number of state-of-
the-art and advanced technology cogeneration systems were matched by
T.y
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General Electric to evaluate their comparative performance. The Indus=
trial processes were selected as potentially suited to cogeneration pri-
marily from the six largest energy consuming sectors in the nation. Ad-
vanced and current technology cogeneration energy conversion systems,
which could be made commercially available in the 1985 to 2000 year time
frame, were defined on a consistent basis. These processes and systems
were matched to determine their effectiveness in reducing fuel require-
ments, saving petroleum, cutting the annual costs of supplying energy,
reducing emissions, and improving the industry's return on investment.
Detailed data were gathered on 80 process plants with major emphasis
on the Tcllowing industry sectors:
1. SIC20 - Food and Kindred Products
2. SIC26 - Pulp and Paper Products
3. SIC28 - Chemicals
4. SIC29 - Petroleum Refineries
5. SIC32 - Stone, Clay and Glass
6. SIC33 - Primary Metals
In ado tion, four processes were selected from SIC22 - Textile Mill Pro-
ducts and SIC24 - Lumber and Wood Products. The industry data includes
current fuel types, peak and average process temperature and heat require-
ments, plant operation in hours per year, waste fuel availability,
electric power requirements, projected growth rates to the year 2000,
and other factors needed in evaluating cogeneration systems. From this
data approximately fifty plants were selected on the basis of: energy
consumption, suitability for cogeneration, availability of data, diversity
of types such as temperatures, load factors, etc., and range of ratio of
process power over process heat requirements.
Based on the industrial process requirements and the ECS character-
istics, the performance and capital cost of F.ach cogeneration system and
its annual cost, including fuel and operating costs, were compared with
nocogeneration systems as currently used. The ECS was either sized to
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match the process heat requirements (heat match) and electric
bought or sold or sized to match the electric power (power ma
which case an auxiliary boiler is usually required to supply
maining heat needs. Cases where there was excess heat when m
the power were excluded from the study. With the fuel variat
there are 51 ECS/-`uel combinations and over 50 processes to b
matched in both heat and power resulting in a total of approx
matches calculated. Some matches were excluded for various reasons; e.g.,
the ECS out of temperature range or excess heat produced, resulting in
approximately 3100 matches carried through the economic evaluation. Re-
sults from these matches were extrapolated to the national level to pro-
vide additional perspective on the comparison of advanced systems.
RESULTS
A comparison of the results for these specific matches lead to the
following observations on the various conversion technologies:
1. The atmospheric and pressurized fluidized bed steam turbine
systems give payoff compared to conventional boiler with
flue gas desulfurization-steam turbine systems which already
appear attractive in low and medium power over heat ratio
industrial processes.
2. Open-cycle gas turbine and combined gas turbine/steam turbine
systems are well suited to medium and high power over heat ratio
industrial processes based on the fuel prices used in CTAS.
Regenerative and steam injected gas turbines do not appear to
have as much potential as the above systems, based on GE results.
Solving low grade coal-derived fuel and NOx emission problems
should be emphasized. There is payoff in these advanced systems
for increasing firing temperature.
3. The closed-cycle gas turbine systems :Studied by GE have higher
capital cost and poorer performance than the more promising
technologies.
4. Combined-cycle molten carbonate fuel cell and gas turbine/steam
turbine cycles using integrated gasifier, and heat matched to
medium and high power over heat ratio industrial processes and
exporting surplus power to the utility give high fuel savings.
Because of their high capital cost, these systems may be more
suited to utility or joint utility-industry ownership.
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5. Distillate-fired fuel cells did not appear attractive because
of their poor economics due to the low effectiveness of the cycle
configurations studied by GE and the higher price of distillate
fuel.
6. The very high power over heat ratio and moderate fuel effective-
ness characteristics of diesel engines limit their industrial
cogeneration applications. Development of an open cycle heat
pump to increase use of jacket water for additional process heat
would increase their range of potential applications.
To determine the effect of the national fuel consumption and growth
rates of the various industrial processes together with their distribution
of power to heat ratios, process steam temperatures and load factors,
each energy conversion system was assumed implemented without competition
and its national fuel, emissions, and cost of energy estimated. In this
calculation it was assumed that the total savings possible were due to
implementing the cogeneration systems in new plants added because of needed
growth in capacity or to replace old, unserviceable process boilers in the
period from 1985 to 1990. Also, only those cogeneration systems giving
an energy cost savings compared with nocogeneration were included in esti-
mating the national savings. Observations on these results are:
1. There are significant fuel, emissions, and energy cost savings
realized by pursuing development of some of the advanced tech-
nologies.
2. The greatest payoff when both fuel energy savings and economics
are considered lies in the steam turbine systems using atmospheric
and pressurized fluidized beds. In a comparison of th,.: national
fuel and energy cost savings for heat matched cases, the atmos-
pheric fluidized bed showed an 1110 increase in fuel saved and 60%
additional savings in levelized annual energy cost savings over
steam turbine systems using conventional boilers with flue gas
desulfurization whose fuel savings would be, if implemented, 0.84
quads/year and cost savings $1.9 billion/year. The same comparison
for the pressurized fluidized bed showed a 731 increase in fuel
savings and a 29 010' increase in energy cost savings.
3. Open-cycle gas turbines and combined-cycles have less wide appli-
cation but offer significant savings. The advanced residual-
fired open-cycle gas turbine with heat recovery steam generator
and firing temperature of 2200 F were estimated to have a potential
national s3ving of 3910 fuel and 27" energy cost compared to cur-
rently available residual-fired gas turbines whose fuel savings
would be, if implemented, 0.18 quads/year and cost savings $0.33
billions/year.
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4. Fuel and energy cost savings are several times higher when the
cogeneration systems are heat matched and surplus power exported
to the utility than when the systems are power matched.
Other important observations made during the course of performing
CTAS were:
1. Comparison of the cogeneration systems which are heat matched
and usually exporting power to the utility with the'power
matched systems shows the systems exporting power have a much
higher energy savings, often reaching two to five times the power
match cases. In the past, with few exceptions, cogeneration sys-
tems have been matched to the industrial process so as not to
export power because of numerous load management, reliability,
regulatory, economic and institutional reasons. A concerted
effort is now underway by a number of government agencies, in-
dustries, and utilities to overcome these impediments and it
should be encouraged if the nation is to receive the full poten-
tial of industrial cogeneration.
2. The economics of industrially owned cogeneration plants are very
sensitive to fuel and electric power costs or revenues. In-
creased price differentials between liquid fuels and coal would
make integrated gasifier fuel cell or combined-cycle systems
attractive for high power over heat industrial processes.
3. Almost 75% of the fuel consumed by industrial processes studied
in CTAS, which are representative of the national industrial
distribution; have power over heat ratios less than 0.25. As a
result energy conversion systems, such as the steam turbine
using the atmospheric or pressurized fluidized died, which exhibit
good performance and economics when heat matched in the low power
over heat ratio range, give the largest national savings.
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Section 2
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Cogeneration is broadly defined as the simultaneous production of
electricity or shaft power and useful thermal energy. Industrial cogen-
eration in the context of this study refers specifically to the simul-
taneous production of electricity and process steam or hot water at an
individual industrial plant site. A number of studies addressing
various aspects of cogeneration as applied to industry have been made
in the last few years. Most of these focused on the potential benefits
of the cogeneration concept. CTAS, however, was concerned exclusively'
with providing technical, cost, and economic comparisons of advanced
technology systems with each other and with currently available tech-
nologies as applied to industrial processes rather than the merits of
the concept of cogeneration.
While recognizing that institutional and regulatory factors strongly
impact the feasibility of widespread implementation of cogeneration, the
CTAS did not attempt to investigate, provide solutions, or limit the tech-
nologies evaluated because of these factors. For example, cogeneration
systems which were matched to provide the required industrial process heat
and export excess power to the utilities were evaluated (although this
has usually not been the practice in the past) as well as systems matched
to provide only the amount of power required by the process. Also, no
attempt was made to modify the industrial processes to make them more
suitable for cogeneration. The processes were defined to be represen-
tative of practices to be employed in the 1985 to 2000 time frame.
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The cogeneration concept has been applied in a limited fashion to
power plants since the turn of the century. Their principal advantage
is that they offer a significant saving in fuel over the conventional
method of supplying the energy requirements of an industrial plant by
purchasing power from the utility and obtaining steam from an on-site
process boiler.
The saving in fuel by a cogeneraiton system can be seen by taking
a simple example of an industrial process requiring 20 units of power and
100 units of process steam energy. A steam turbine cogeneration system
(assuming it is perfectly matched, which is rarely the case) can provide
these energy needs with fuel effectiveness or power plus heat over input
fuel ratio of 0.85 resulting in a fuelA nput of 141 units. In the con-
ventional nocogeneration system the utility with an efficiency of 33%
requires 60 units of fuel to produce the 20 units of power and the pro-
cess boiler with an efficiency of 85% requires 118 units of fuel to pro-
duce the required steam making a total fuel required of 178 units. Thus
the cogeneration system has a fuel saved ratio of 37 over 178 or 21%.
In spite of this advantage of saving significant amounts of fuel,
the percentage of industrial power generated by cogeneration, rather
than being purchased from a utility, has steadily dropped until it is now
less than 5% of the total industrial power consumed. Why has this hap-
pened? The answer is primarily one of economics. The utilities with their
mix in ages and capital cost of plants, relative low cost of fuel, steadily
improving efficiency and increasing size of power plants all made it pos-
sible to offer industrial power at rates more attractive than industry
could produce it themselves in new cogeneration plants.
Now with long term prospects of fuel prices increasing more rapidly
than capital costs, the increased use of waste fuels by industry and the
need to conserve scarce fuels, the fuel savings advantage of cogenerating
will lead to its wider implementation. The CTAS was sponsored by the US
Department of Energy to obtain the input needed to establish R&D funding
priorities for advanced energy conversion systems which could be used in
industrial cogeneration applications; Many issues, technical, institutional
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and regulatory, need to be addressed if industrial cogeneration is to
realize its full potential benefits to the nation. However, the CTAS
concentrated on one portion of these issues, namely, to determine from
a technical and economic standpoint the payoff of advanced technologies
compared to currently available equipments in increasing the implemen-
tation of cogeneration by Industry.
OBJECTIVE, OVERALL SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
The objectives of the CTAS effort were to:
1. Identify and evaluate the most attractive advanced conversion
systems for implementation in industrial cogeneration systems
for the 1985-2000 time period which permit increased use of
coal or coal-derived fuels.
2. Quantify and assess the advantages of using advanced tech-
nology systems in industrial cogeneration.
To select the most attractive advanced cogeneration energy con-
version systems incorporating the nine technologies to be studied in the
CTAS, a large number of configurations and cycle variations were identified
and screened for detail study. The systems selected showed desirable
cogeneration characteristics and the capability of being developed
for commercialization in the 1985 to 2000 year time frame. The advanced
energy conversion system-fuel combinations selected for study are shown
in Table 2-1 and the currently available systems used as•a basis of com-
parison are shown in Table 2-2. These energy conversion systems were then
heat matched and power matched to over 50 specific industrial processes
selected primarily from the six major energy consuming industrial sectors
of food; paper and pulp; chemicals; petroleum refineries; stone, clay and
glass; and primary metals. Several processes were also included from wood
products and textiles.
On each of these matches analyses were performed to evaluate and
compare the advanced technology systems on such factors as:
• Fuel Energy Saved
• Flexibility in Fuel Use
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Table 2-1
GE-CTAS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY COGENERATION ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS MATCHED
TO FUELS
Coal Derived Liquids
Coal ei^ s;dua Distillate
Steam Turbine AFB* Yes -
Pressurized Fluid Bed Yes --- ---
Gas Turbine
Open Cycle-HRSG --- Yes Yes
Regenerative - Yes
Steam Injected ... Yes ---
Combined Gas Turbine/Steam
Turbine Cycle
Liquid Fired - Yes
Integrated Gasifier
Combined Cycle Yes --- ---
Closed Cycle-Helium Gas Turbine AFB --- ---
Thermionic
HRSG FGD* Yes ---
Steam Turbine Bottomed FGD Yes ---
Stirling FGD Yes Yes
Diesels
Medium Speed --- Yes Yes
Heat Pump --- Yes Yes
Phosphoric Acid Fuel	 Cell Reformer --- --- Yes
Molten Carbonate Fuel	 Cell
Reformer -- - Yes
Integrated Gasifier
HRSG Yes --- ---
Steam Turbine Bottoming Yes --- ---
"' AFB - Atmospheric Fluidized Bed
FGD - Flue Gas Desulfurization
Table 2-2
GE-CTAS STATE OF ART COGENERATION ENERGY COINVERSION MATCHED TO FUELS
Petroleum Derived
	
Coal	 Residual	 Dis tillate
Steam Turbine	 FGD	 Yes	 ---
Gas Turbine	 ---	 Yes	 Yes
Diesel	 ---	 Yes	 Yes
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* Capital Costs
s Return on Investment and Annual Energy Cost Saved
• Emissions
• Applicability to a Number of Industries.
These matches were evaluated, both on a specific process site basis,
and on a national level where it was assumed that each ECS is applied
without competition nationwide to all new applicable industrial plants.
Because of the many different types of conversion systems studied
and myriad of possible combinations of conversion system and process
options, key features of the study were:
• The use of consistent and simplified but realistic characteri-
zations of cogeneration systems
• Use of the computer to match the systems and evaluate the
characteristics of the matches.
A major effort was made to strive for consistency in the performance,
capital cost, emissions, and installation requirements of the many ad-
vanced cogeneration energy conversion systems. This was accomplished first
by NASA-LeRC establishing a uniform set of study groundrules for selection
and characterization of the ECS's and industrial processes, calculation of
fuel and emissions saved and analysis of economic parameters such as level-
ized annual energy cost and return on investment. These groundrules and as-
sumptions are described in Section 3. Second, in organizing the study,
as shown in Figure 2-1, GE made a small group called Cogeneration Systems
Technology responsible for establishing the configuration of all
the ECS's and obtaining consistent performance, cost and emission
characteristics for the advanced components from the GE organizations or
subcontractors developing these components. This team, using a standard
set of models for the remaining subsystems or components, then prepared
the performance, capital costs, and other characteristics of the overall
ECS's. As a result, any component or subsystem, such as fuel storage and
handling, heat recovery steam generator or steam turbine, appearing in
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Program	 PROGRAM AND TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
Review Board	 GE Energy Tec+urology Operation
Industrial Applications Tech.
Team Management
?	 GE Thermal Power Systems
Engineering
Cogeneration System Technology 1
i	 Team Management
GE Corporate Research and
Development
Cogeneration Systems Criteria and
Evaluation
Team Management
GE Energy Technology Operation
Figure 2-1. GE-CTAS Project Organization
more than one type ECS is based on the same model. This method reduces
the area of possible inconsistency to the advanced component which, in
many ECS's, is a small fraction of the total system. The characteri-
zation of the ECS's is described in Sections 5 and 6. The functions of
obtaining consistent data on industrial processes from the industrial
A&E subcontractors was the responsibility of the Industrial Applications
Technology group and is described in Section 4. Matching of the ECS's
and processes and making the overall performance and economic evaluations
and comparisons was the responsibility of Cogeneration Systems Criteria
and Evaluation. The methodology of matching the cogeneration systems is
detailed in Section 8, the results of the performance analysis in Section
9, economic analysis in Section 10, the national savings in Section 11,
and overall results and observations in Section 12.
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Section 5
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
5.1 SELECTION PROCESS
Industrial processes were selected to provide a realistic frame-
work to be used in the evaluation of cogeneration systems. One of the
criteria used in the selection was energy consumption. The 2-digit SIC
industries were reviewed and selected for their total energy consumption.
Within each 2-digit sector specific industries (4-digit SIC) were
selected based on additional criteria, principally the expected growth
of the industry in the next 20-25 years.
The major energy consuming sectors classified in the United States
Office of Management and Budget, Manufacturing Division of Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual have energy usage reported in the
Annual Survey of Manufacturers for 1976 given in Table 5.1-1.
The energy consumption of these industries as measured by the 1976
Annual Survey of Manufacturers data is 84.9% of total national industrial
consumption. These data are only for purchased fuel and electric energy
and do not take into account the use of captive energy sources or the
electric utility conversion efficiency of fuel energy uo electric energy.
Since the emphasis was placed on selecting processes from the major
energy consuming, industrial groups, subcontractors with expertise in
industrial processes in these fields were retained to provide necessary
process information.
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Table 5.1-1
NATIONAL INDUSTRY USE OF ENERGY
(1976)
SIC
20
22
24
26
28
29
32
33
Purchased Power & %
Electric En ,gy National
Industry Btu x 10 Enerl
Fodcl & Kindred Products 937.5 7.4
Textile 328.6 2.6
Lumber 243.8 1.9
Paper & Allied Products 1 294.6 10.3
Chemical & Allied Products 3 017.1 23.9
Petroleum & Coal	 Products 1 291.7 10.2
Stone, Clay & Glass Products 1 219.6 9.7
Primary Metals Industries 2 380.5 ,18.9
Total 10 713.4 84.9
All	 Industries 12 625.3 100.0
The subcontractors are listed in Table 5.1-2.
'able 5.1-2
SUBCONTRACTORS FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DATA
SIC
	
Industr y	Subcontractor
20
22
24
26
28
29
32
32
33
Food & Kindred Products
Textile
Lumber
Paper & Allied Products
Chemical & Allied Products
Petroleum & Coal Products
Glass
Stone & Clay
Primary Metals Industries
General Energy Associates
J.E. Sirrine Co.
J.E. Sirrine Co.
J.E. Sirrine Co.
Dow Chemical, Midland
Dow Chemical, Midland
GE Lamp Glass
Kaiser Engineers
Kaiser Engineers
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To select processes within these industries the industrial process sub-
contractors were instructed to gather energy use growth trends for the
top energy consuming industrial plants within their assigned industrial
groups.
Following are some of the criteria used for select i ng processes
within each 2-digit sector. Processes selected must:
e represent processes anticipated to be used in the 1985-2000
time frame
• represent major energy consuming industries
• be potentially good candidates for cogeneration
• have sufficient data available for analysis
• include diverse characteristics requiring a variety of power
systems
• cover a variety of fuel types with emphasis on processes requiring
clean fuels in the 1985-2000 time period.
Initially in the process selection the meaning of "process" was an
industrial plant which had one principal process and product output. In the
chemical industry, plants are highly integrated with a large mix of processes
and products. Heat and electric power requirements vary widely and depend
on the product mix. But, it is anticipated that no new green field chemical
plants will be constructed in the 1985-2000 time period and that additions
to capacity will be accomplished through plant expansions at existing sites.
It appeared reasonable to consider cogeneration as applied to separate pro-
cesses because chemical plant capacity additions could be made on a process
basis. In addition, requirements were estimated for the central power
station for an integrated chemical plant.
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In the petroleum refining industry there are many different cru
oils processed in the U.S. Any refinery may process one or many of the
crudes - as blends or separately. Each crude has different distillation
properties and sometimes require different processes to produce di'stil-
lation properties and sometimes require different processes to produce
the same end products. Types of crudes used in refineries vary.as do
the products produced and it is therefore difficult to describe a typi-
cal refinery. Also, as in the chemical industry, increased capacity will
be accomplished through plant expansion. It was decided that refineries
can be adequately represented for purposes of this study be modeling
three different sizes, each with a mix of representative processes.
Typical plant capacities for each industry have been selected
where appropriate to represent sizes of new plants expected to be con-
structed in the 1985-2000 time period. In some instances, plants em-
ploying the same process but having different capacities were selected
because it is anticipated that cogeneration economics will be a function
of required energy conversion system size.
Plants were also selected from the Textile and Lumber products
area. Processes in the textile industry have a high steam use and the
lumber industry shows potential for a high growth rate.
A list of the final industries selected for further anlaysis is
given in Table 5.1-3.
More details of the selection process and the data used in the
selection is given in the subcontractor reports contained in Appendix A.
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5.2 DATA SUMMARY
The blank process data sheet indica'uing the data sought for each
industrial process, is shown in Table 5.2-1. The completed data sheet,
as supplied by the subcontractors for the selected industries, are in-
cluded in their reports contained in Appendix A.
The data for each of the selected industries is summarized in
Table 5.1-3(a,) to (h). The electric power requirements are given in
both MW of electricity and converted to the heat equivalent, MBtu/hr.
The process heat requirement indicates the quantity in MBtu/hr.; the per-
cent of the heat that is supplied as hot water when it is not all steam,
and both peak and average temperature. The power to heat ratio, as
implied, is the ratio of process power to heat in the same units. The
load factor indicates the number of hours per year that the industry
operates or requires heat and power. The primary fuel listed is that
currently being used. In those industries where waste fuel is available
the quantity in MBtu/hr is shown. The last three columns show the
national energy consumption in 10 12 Btu/yr for the year 1978 and that
anticipated for the years 1985 to 2000. These data include fuel energy
required or sensible (direct) heat required as well as for steam and
generation of electric power.
Graphical summaries of this data are shown in Figures 5.2-1 to
5.2-3. In Figure 5.2-1 the power to heat ratio (P/H) is shown versus the
total process heat. Diagonal lines indicate the electric power require-
ments in MW. The process heat requirements vary from 10 to over 3000
MBtu/hr or a factor of 300. Power to heat ratios vary from 0.01 to 3.6
on the figure but one process (low density polyurethane) is off the scale
of the chart at nearly 12 (see Table 5.1-3(e)). Several industries have
requirements for heat that are well above the range of temperatures ap-
plicable to the conversion systems being considered. These industries,
like glass, cement, copper smelters, and aluminum are shown in Table
5.1-3 to have no process heat requirement; however, they could have the
potential for use with bottoming conversion systems to produce electricity
5-7
because they have lavger amounts of waste heat available at relatively
high temperatures. Because of the severe operating conditions - e.g.,
high temperatures and corrosive gases - each would have to be con-
sidered separately.
Figure 5.2-2 shows P/H versus the process temperature. Except for
the very high temperature industries all require temperatures in the
250 to 600 F range. Figure 5.2-3 shows P/H versus the load factor in
hr/yr that the plant is operated. Most plants have a high load factor
since the industries were selected on the basis of suitability for co-
generation and it was felt that a high usage rate would be required to
cover the increased capital investment generally required for a cogen-
eration system. Several plants with low load factors were selected to
determine whether or not cogeneration could be economic in such appli-
cations.
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Table 5.2-1
CTAS INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DATA SHEETS
A. Plant SIC/Flame/Size:
S. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average
	 kW; Peak	 kW
J. Steam Requirerents (Process &seating):
lb/hr	 @	 osia,	 Returns
	 Temo. of Returns
@
@
O t her neat to Process (Describe):
c. Plant Hours of Operation at A.verace Conditions:
	 hr/yr
G. Larce Horseoower Loads:
Speed
	 Proxble
No -Mal no
	 PeaK ho	 Speed	 Ranee	 D-iver
^. Operational Considerations:
T. Waste Heat Streems:
15/hr	 TeT^
	
Oescri:t=on
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Table 5,2-1 (Cont`d)
-2-
Plant SIC/'lame/Size:
i. Fuels	 Primary Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (xHV)
Secondary Fuel	 /	 mil. Stu/hr (HHV)
By 	 Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No, or Plan's in
Years 1925-2000	 Where	 Ccceneration Potential
4. Application Discussion:
y, ?referred -Economic Criteria:
conomic Oiscussicn:
a, Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy;
4. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream iced c.rves w, ere appro=rite.
Use additional sneets for discussion wr:are required.
5-10
Table 5.2-1 (Contrd)
-3-
g iant SIC/Name/Sim _!
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985- 7-000 time period)
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978
In 2000
Make estimates cf Chances likely to be ;Wade in this process between 1:78 and 2000
to be compatible with antir=pated environmental re__uiations, enercy conservation
measures, chances in raw materials ('eedstocks) or other factors t,at "light effect
the enercy conversion system requirements.
1 . Describe cro-.wth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process.	 (198.-2000 time period)
i. "rational enercy consumed by this process
In 1978
In 1985
in 2000
X. Describe the typical size of -:;his plant today and 'now that will chance .n 1985-2000.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major enercy users or
major sources or waste energy.
Z. Cescribe the cost of ener gy (heat plus kilowatts) as a cercent of the total
ooerating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
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5.3 PROCESS DEFINITION AND DATA
Each subcontractor was requested to supply the completed data sheets,
descriptions of the processes, flow diagrams, a discussion of current
plants and future plans or trends, analysis of the energy requirements,
and a selection with rationale of the processes to be used for studying
the cogeneration energy conversion systems.
As should be expected with the wide variety of industries considered,
not all subcontractors used the same approach or format in reporting the
results. After the initial data was submitted and discrepancies or errors
corrected, the data was immediately used in the Task 4 analysis. Because
of the time limitation and the cost of making refinements, the subcon-
tractors were not asked to produce a final report other than the draft
copies which were submitted. These draft copies, without alterations,
are included in Appendix A.
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5.4 ESTIMATED NATIONAL PROJECTIONS
The data contained in the reports of Appendix A were analyzed and
summarized to provide the data for making estimates of the potential
saving on a national basis. This analysis was performed by General
Energy Associates (GEA) and is contained in Appendix B. GEA has added
comments to the data where their estimates disagree with the data sheets.
These comments were later reflected in their methodology which they
developed for the national projections.
GEA also provided a breakdown of the fuel use by type for each
industry. This data is given in Table 5.4-1. Since GEA made these
estimates independent of other industrial process subcontractors, the
GEA values will often vary from those found in the subcontractor process
data sheets.
The fuel distribution provided in Table 5.4-1 is for the national
average for each of the 4-digit SIC industries. The information pro-
vided in the CTAS work sheets of Appendix A (Plant Data Sheets) represent
the type fuel used for that specific plant or that process within the
4-digit sector. Where no breakdown is provided by the CTAS Plant Data
Sheets, the national average may be used and the fuel type with the
largest percentage should represent the primary fuel. In many cases the
on-site fuel is used (e.g., bark and residual oil) and this should be
considered since the Census numbers represent the purchased fuels.
The unit process waste streams within the indicated process that
might be suitable for bottoming cycles were also estimated by GEA and
are shown in Table 5.4-2. The energy content is calculated as follows:
Q=mcp(
*F-Tamb)
where
Tamb 
ti 1000F
and
	
Cp ti 4
i
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From this the mass flow may be estimated. The pound production can be
multiplied by Energy Content (column 3 - Btu/lb) to obtain Btu and use
with the above equation to get the mass flow.
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Table 5.4-1
PERCENTAGE PURCHASED FOSSIL FUEL USE BY TYPE OF FUEL
SIC Coal Gil Gas Ocher
;. SIC 20 2011 4 17 59 20
2026 1 22 50 27
2046 34 12 54 --
2063 11 18 71
2032 5 33 55 7
B. SIC 22 2260 18 40 30 12
C. SIC 24 2421 - 28 40 32
2436 - 9 64 27
2492 - 35 49 16
0. SIC 26 2621-2)
2621-4
2621-6` 19 47 30 4
2621-75
2621-8
E. SIC 28 2812 40 8 51 1
2813 - 5 92 3
2819 10 12 75 3
2821-2
2821-3}
, 0
`
20 49 11
2822 33 3 37 22
2824-1'
2824-2j 34 i1 16 6
2865-1'
2865-2 5 23 69 32865-3
2865-4,
2369-1'
2869-2, a 6 81 5
2869-3
2869-1;
2873 2 5 92 1
2874 - 21 73 1
2895 - 15 71 11
F. SIC 29 2911-1,
2911-2'r - 13 90 2
2911-3
G. SIC 32 3211 21 8 71 -
3221 19 16 63 2
3229 - 9 83 3
3241-1^I
3241-2 4 57 9 34 -3241-3
3241-4j
H. SIC 33 3312.1
3312-2 62 12 26 1
3312-3)
3331-11^
3331-2 !
3331-3'- 57 9 33 13331-4 i
3331-5	 '.
3331-6-
3334-1^
3334-2` 55 4 39 2
3334-31
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Table 5.4-2
WASTE STREAMS FOR BOTTOMING CYCLES
Energy
SIC Waste Source Content Temp.
(Btu/lb product) ("r)
3221 Melting Furnace 1000 1300
Fining Furnace 320 1100
Forehearth 570 1500
Annealing 430 1200
3229 Melting Furnace 1000 1300
Fining 690 1100
Fire Polish 335 500
Annealing 720 1200
Drier 144 350
3241 Drier 200 725
Kiln 460 1100
3312 Sintering 175 300
Pelletizing 200 250
Blast Stoves 80 700
Blast Furnace 500 1000
Electric Furnace 200 800
Open Hearth 300 800
BOF 100 2000
Reheat Furnace 450 1200
Reheat Furnace 450 1200
Reheat Furnace 240 1200
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5.5 APPENDIX A
1.0 The data contained in this appendix is that submitted by the indus-
trial process subcontractors without revision or corrections. The
responsibilities for the various sections of this appendix are listed
below:
SECTION
	
DESCSIPTION	 RESPONSIBILITY
2.0 - SIC 20 - Food & Kindred Products	 General Energy Associates
	
2.1	 General
	
2.2	 Beet Sugar
	
2.3	 Corn Wet Milling
	
2.4
	
Meat Packing
	
2.5	 Malt Beverage
	
2.6	 Fluid Milk
3.0 - SIC 22 - Textile Mill	 Products J.E.	 Sirrine
3.1 General
3.2 Weaving Mills, Manmade Fiber
4.0 - SIC 24 - Lumber and Hood Products J.E.	 Sirrine
4.1 General
4.2 Softwood, Veneer & Plywood
5.0 - SIC 26 - Paper & Allied Products J.E.	 Sirring
5.1 General
5.2 Integrated Paper Mills
6.0 - SIC 23 - Chemicals, Allied Products Dow Chemical
6.1 General
6.2 Li ;,fit Olefins from Cracking
Fuel	 Oils
6.2 Ammonia from Synthesis Gas
6.4 Carbon Black from Oil
	
Pyrolysis
6.5 Methanol	 Synthesis
6.6 Polyester Fiber Synthesis
6.7 Oxygen/Nitrogen from Air
6.8 Cumene from Benzene Alkylation
6.9 Low Density Polyethylene Resin
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RESPONSIBILITYSECTION
6.0 - SIC 28
6.10
6.11
6.12
6.13
6.14
6.15
6.16
6.17
6.18
6.19
7.0 - SIC 29
7.1
7.2
DESCRIPTION
Chemicals, Allied Products (Cont'd)
Vinyl Chloride Monomer
Chlorine-Caustic Soda
from Diaphragm Cells
Phosphoric Acid - Superphosphates
Isopropanol Synthesis
Styrene-Butadiene Rubber (SBR)
Nylon Fiber Synthesis
Styrene Monomer
Phenol/Acetone from Cumene
Ethylbenzene from Benzene Alkylation
Ethanol Synthesis
Petroleum & Coal Products
General
Petroleum Refining
Dow Chemical
8.0 - SIC 32 - Stone, Clay, Glass Products
8.1 General
8.2 Portland Cement
8.3 Lime
8.4 Glass Container
8.5 Flat Glass
8.6 Pressed and Blown Glass
9.0
	
- SIC 33 - Primary Metal	 Industries
9.1 General
9.2 Integrated Steel Mill
9.3 Steel	 Specialty Plant
9.4 Non-Integrated Steel Mill
9.5 Alumina Plant
9.6 Aluminum Plant
9.7 Primary Copper
9.8 Primary Zinc
9.9 Primary Lead
9.10 Secondary Lead
GE
Kaiser
GE
GE
Kaiser
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2. Food and Kindred Products (SIC 20)
2.1 General
This major group includes establishments mansfacturing
or processing foods and beverages for human consumption and cartain
related products. This industry is highly fossil fuel intensive
with natural gas as the major fuel form. Fossil fuel accounts
for over 80% of its energy use. Historically the growth of
natural gas has been pronounced while electricity has increased
its share of the total. This reflects an increased use of
automation and freezing. The basic constraints on the industry
have been to faster processing time, need for stFrilization,
packaging and the need to meet environmental requirements - these
all tend to be energy intensive.
In the food industry, washing and cooking represent the most
intensive thermal energy process and refrigeration is the largest
mechanical process which represents over 25% of the total industrial
refrigeration requirement. The temperatures associated with the
process heat requirements are relatively low (< 300°F), particular-
ly for those supplied by process steam.
In this study the top i._ne 4 digit SIC industries in the
Food Sector were initially considered. An analysis and evaluation
approach was established (Appendix A) which reduced these nine to
the following five 4-digit industries for final consideration.
These industries are presented in detail in the following section
and Appendix C.
2011 - Meat Packing
2026 - Fluid Milk
2046 - Wet Corn Milling
2063 - Beet Sugar
2082 - Malt Beverages
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2.2. Meat Packing (SIC 2011).
2.2.1 Process Description
These establishments primarily engaged in the slaughtering,
for their own account or on a contract basis for the trade, of
cattle, hogs, sheep, lambs, and calves for meat to be sold
or to be used on the same premises in canning and curing,
and in making sausage, lard, and other products. Establishments
primarily engaged in killing, dressing, and packing poultry,
rabbits, and other small game are classified in Industry 2016.
A typical process is shown in Figure 2.1 which indicates
the livestock (steers or hogs) as entering and the operations
of removal of hide and internals. Following that the meat
products are trimmed, deboned and processed (smoked, cooked;
etc.). The major mechanical operation includes refrigeration.
The major thermal processes include hot water and steam for
rendering, clean up and smoking, cooking and curing.
Slaughtering operation is usally a one shift operation.
However, carcasses are chilled overnight and storage areas
are refrigerated. Refrigeration load is 24 hours per day.
The industry is semi-seasonal. They run at full capacity
in the Fall and Winter. During late Spring and Summer,
fewer animals are available and some plants will operate
only a few days per weep:.
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2.2.2 Present and Future Plants
The distribution of plant size by employment and percentage
of energy use is given in Figure 2.11. The plant size typical of
the 1985-2000 year time frame is represented by a production level
of approximately 50 x 10  lb/yr. These plants (100-500 employee
range) currently represent about 34% of the energy consumed in
SIC 2011. There are approximately 295 plants of this size or
larger in the country now. Although growth rate has been
predicted at over ll%/yr, this may not show up as a significant
increase in number of plants. There appears to be a surplus of
slaughtering capacity in the industry.
Since World War II, the trend has been for movement of
plants from large central slaughtering areas (e.g. Chicago) to
areas near where animals are grown. An additional 20-40 plants
are estimated by the year 2000 of this typical size due to
expansion of smaller plants and new construction. Cogeneration
potential is good because of electrical use for refrigeration
and large steam hot water requirements.
2.,2.3 Energy Requirements
The energy requirements are presented in Table 2.1 which
presents significant data for the application of Cogeneration
Technologies. It is estimated that this industry uses
117 x 1012 BTU/yr of the national energy in 1978 and will
approach 191 x 1012 BTU/yr by the year 2000. The primary fuel
used is gas which represents 64.3% of the fossil fuel used by
this industry.
This industry uses approximately 1900 BTU fossil fuel
per pound of meat products produced.
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Table 2.1
A. Plant Name/Si M 2011-Meat packing (Typical of the 100-500 employee range representing
34x of energy of 2011)
8. Products:	 Product	 lb yr, etc.
d	 Meat Products	 4$ x 106
T.ar^ 5 '^a11n`^	 ^ _3 x 1Q6
Wi ta ,,	 3.8 c 106
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average.194o kW; Peak 233o kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process 3 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psia,	 Returns %,	 TemD. of Returns
x of steam
24 x 103
 @	 15	 condensate,	 18 •r
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Sot water @ 140-180 ° assumed made from 40% of the 15 psig steam. Singeing and
smoking, cooking and curing require approximately 2 x 10  BTU/hr.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 2100	 hrlyr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
	
Speed	 Probable.
Normal ho
	 Peak ho
	
Speed	 Range	 Driver
Refrig. Comp.	 320	 380	 -	 -	 electric
H. Operational Considerations:
Slaughtering operation is usually a one shift operation. However, carcasses are
chilled overnight and storage areas are refrigerated. Refrigeration load is 24
hours per day. industry is semi • seasonal. They run at full capacity in the Fall
and Winter. During late Spring and Summer, fewer animals are availalbe and some
plants will operate only a few days per week.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temo.
118,000	 400-500°F
7 I'M
34;0003 	40n^^^F
21,000
	 400-550°F
Description
Stack from boiler
:lane °*- L '-mod jr•ar
Stack from singeing
VRpOT F +`n" npr? ti l n _J—
drver
Stack f-am eiroki-& t
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(Typical of the 100-500 employee range
Plant Name/Size:	 2011-Meat Packing - representing 34Z of energy of 2011)
National z Distribution Using Same Discribuc,,.on for
Typical Plant.
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel r.a9 /	 (64,3%) 27.4	 mil.	 Btu/hr (WI)
Secondary Fuel Other /	 (14.5z) 6.2	 mil.	 Btu/hr (F.H'J)
By-product Fuel Coal /	 (11.6z) 4.9	 mil.	 Btu/hr-(H,-7)
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
Oil (9.6%) 4.1	 111	 of
90% of fuel used to generate steam or hot water. The remainder for singeing,
smoking, or vehicle transportation. This 10% generally requires special
fuels, but again this is a small fraction of total.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
.Approximately 295 plants of this size or larger in the country now. Although growth
rate has been predicted at over 11"/ur, this may not show up as - a significant increase
in number of plants. There appears to be a surplus of slaughtering capacity in the
industry.
M. Application Discussion:
Since World War 11, the trend has been for movement of plants from large central
slaughtering areas (e.g. Chicago) to areas near where animals are grown. Thus moder—
zation of large plants in animal production areas and building of an estimated 20-40
plants by year 2000 of this :ypical size due to expansion of smaller plants and new
construction. Cogeneration potential good because of electrical use for refrigeration
and large steam hot water requirements.
N.
Preferred Economic Criteria: Estimated criteria of over 8% return on net worth.
0. Economic Discussion:
Capital expenditures for equipment and new structures range from $150-250 million
per year.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Refrigeration operates on 24 hour cycle while basic plant operations are on
1 shift/day.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
For typical plant discussed here, average electrical load from 8 am to 4 pm is
1940 Kw and from 4 pm to 8 am the average load is 250 Kw. The steam rate of
2 4 ,000 lb/hr is relatively constant from 3 am co 4 pm as are the aasce streams.
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Plant Name/Size:	 2011-Meat Packing
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Estimated at $200-400 million/yr.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
The attached flow sheet is typical for most plants and probably Will not change in the
future.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 Estimated 35,000 x 10 6 lb /yr (Production assumed to be ti 70% of
capacity)
111 2000	 40-50.000 x 10 5
 lb/vr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental re gulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that ;night effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Major factors may be substitution for natural gas in boilers to maintain production and
also the eating habits of public - if there is reduction in diet of red meats.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Increased consumption has been projected at over 11Z1yr but may be better correlated with
MM or disposable income. however, this may be over stated due to change in diet of
public.
W. National energy consumed by this process (fossil and elec. x 3 w total BTU/yr)
In 1978	 117 x 1012 BTU/vr
In 1985	 132 x 1012 BTU/yr
In 2000	 191 x 1012 BTU/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Size of plant described is typical of 100-500 employee range (30-80 x 10 6 lb/yr producti —.
Which appears to be typical of the future.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
m4Jor sources of waste energy.
See attached Process Flow Diagram and Summary Sheet.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
5.5Z
This is a percentage of value added which does not include cost of raw materials or
profits but all ocher costs.
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2.3 Fluid Milk (SIC 2026)
2.3.1 Process Description
These establishments are primarily engaged in processing
(pasteurizing, homogenizing, vitamizing, bottling) and
distributing fluid milk and cream and related products
including cottage cheese. The process is shown in Figure 2.111
in which whole milk is received in the plant and fluid milk and
cottage cheese produced. Again refrigeration is the main
mechanical process although packaging requires significant
electrical requirements. The Pasteurization process and the
cooker (in which skim milk) is produced requires the major
thermal energy.
Not all plants will make cottage cheese. However, some
plants will make quite a variety of products including cottage
cheese, ice cream, etc. Fluid milk operations are generally
one shift per day, five days per week. They are year round
operations.
2.3.2 Present and Future Plants
The distribution of plant size by employment and percentage
of energy use is given in Fi gure 2.III. The plant size typical
of the 1985-2000 year time frame is represented by a production
level of approximately 50 x 10  lb/yr. These plants (50-250
employee range) currently represent about 63e of the energy
consumed in SIC 2026. Per capita consumption of fluid milk is
fairly constant and therefore total consumption will vary with
the population. Projections are for 1.5 to 1.7% growth rate per
year. Construction of new plants in the dairy industry in the
past few years appears to be mainly for plants for other dairy
r:
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Figure 2.111	 2026 - FLUID MILK
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,,. rn
products (cheese; etc.). The trend in the industry is for
closing of smaller local plants and upgrading of remaining
plants. The plants that are closed are small enough that
they don't significantly affect industry capacity. Approximately
735 plants of this typical size or larger are in the country now.
Expansion of present small plants, increasing capacity and
construction of new plants of this size may represent an
additional 20 to 50 new plants by the year 2000. The cogenera-
tion potential is good because of low presure steam and hot
water requirements along with the electric requirements. How-
ever, payback is a strong function of the single shift operation.
2.3.3 Energy requirements
The energy requirements are presented in Table 2.11 which
presents significant data for the application of Cogeneration
Technologies. It is estimated that this industry uses
71 x 1012 BTU/yr of the national energy in 1978 and will approach
101 x 1012
 BTU/yr by the year 2000. The primary fuel used is
natural gas which represents 42% of the fossil fuel used by
this industry.
This industry uses approximately 600 BTU fossil fuel per
pound of milk products produced.
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Table 2. 11
Typical plant of the 50-250 employee range
representing 63% of energy consumed in 2026. Typici
A. Plant Name/Size: 2026-Fluid Milk - plant production at 48 x 10 6 lb/yr of product.
B. Products:	 Product	 ib/yr, etc.
Fluid Milk	 35 x 106
Cottaste Cheese	 13 x 106
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 1310	 kit°; Peak 1570	 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
I b/hr	 @	 p.Li Q ,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
	11,000	 @	 15	 50%	 180'
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Hot water produced from steam Ln the 160°F range.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal ho	 Peak hp
	
Speed	 Range	 Driver
No single large motor. or drives.
H. Operational Considerations:
Not all plants will make cottage cheese. However, some plants will make quite
a variety of products including cottage cheese, ice cream, etc. Fluid milk
operations are generally one shift per day, five days per week. They are year
round operations.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.
	
Descriotior
	10.000	 110-150 *r	Trlaara -inrar
	
27.000
	
400-son °F	 ants.•.
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Plant Name/Size:	 2026- Fluid MUk
National % Distribution Using Sane Distribution for Topical 
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Gas T(4 2%)
Plant	
6. 0 	 mil. Btu/hr 	 ( ^'':*I°H.
Other Secondary Fuel  %j ,aZ'^ - 6^ 	 mil. Btu/hr ( c-1
By-product Fuel f,- / L„I 1 1 	 mil. Btu/hr
K. fuels Discussion:
Fuels used predominantly for steam production. Other typo fuels used such as gas,
propane, etc. used for vehicles and in most cases fuels not classified by Census of
Mfg. but are used for steam production.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
Per capita consumption of fluid milk is fairly constant and therefore total consumption
will vary, with the Population. Projections are for 1.5 to 1.7% growth rape ner oo =r.
Construction of new plants in the dairy industry is the past vew years appears to be
mainly for plants for other dairy products (cheese, etc.). The tread in the industry
M. Application Discussion:
is for closing of smaller local plants and upgrading of remaining plants. The plants
that are closed are,
 small enough that they don't significantly affect industry capacit-.
Approximately 735 plants of this typical size or larger are in the country nor. Ex--ai-
sion of present small plants, increasing capacity and construction of new plants of Z.^
size may represent an additional 20 to 50 new plants by the year 2000. The cogenerati =
potential is good because of
	 presure steam and hot water requirements along with
electric requirements. However, payback is a strong function of the single shift opera-
N. referred Economic Criteria:	 Return on net worth of 11.42.
0, Economic Discussion:
Capital expenditures for equipment and new structures range from $125 to 175 million_
per year.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
A fraction of the refrigeration operates on a 24 hour cycle. Cleaning operation
significant at end of day period and at start up.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
approximately 50 Kw load on a 24 hour basis and tie.remainder 1260 Kw du==ng the
eight hour shift. The steam and waste stream profiles are relatively level for
eight hours.
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Plant Name/Size:
	
2026 - Fluid Kilk
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
In the year 2000, it is estimated that the capital expenditure will range from $200 to
$300 million per year.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
The attached flow sheec • is fairly typical, although not all plants will make cottage
cheese, etc. The process will stay basically the same for some time to come.
T. What is the national capaci';y for producing this product
Now in 1978	 60-70,000 x 10 6 1b/vr.
In 2000	 80-90,000 x lob lb/yr.
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factu.rs that rr-ght effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Any major changes would be created by form of milk products. Such as dry milk, etc. and
therefore packaging may change. Possible shift co sterile containers which require a
slight increase in temperatures to 260°-270°F but no rapid changes predicted.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Per capita consumption of fluid milk is fairly constant and therefore total consumption
will vat-1 with the population. Projections are for a 1.7. growth rate.
W. National energy consumed by this process (Fossil plus elec . x 3 - total BTU/yr)
In 1978	 71 x 1012 BTU/yr
In 1985	 80 x 1012 BTU/yr
In 2000	 101 x 101" BTU/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant toda y
 and how.`hat will change in 1985-2000.
The size of the plant described here is typical of the 5t1-250 employee ranges (40-60 .c i
lb/yr per plant) which appears to be typical of plants of the future and also represents
the size range consuming the largest fraction of energy.
Y. .lake a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
Z. Oescri ie the cost of Fenergy `(Veztapl s' S 8WaLTS) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
5%
This is a percentage of value added which does not include, cost of raw macerial,or
profits but includes all ocher costs.
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2.4. Wet Corn Mlling (SIC 2046)
2.4.1 Process Description
These establishments are primarily engaged in milling
corn or sorghum grain (milo) by the wet process, and producing
starch, syrup, oil, sugar, and byproducts, such as gluten feed
and meal. Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing
table syrups from corn syrup and other ingredients, a •ad those
manufacturing starch base dessert powders, are classified in
Industry 2099. The process is shown in Figure 2.V in which
shelled corn enters the process. It is then seperated, ground,
washed and passed through a centrifugal separator to produce
a starch, which is processed to produce corn syrup and other
products. The evaporators, extractors and drying operators
are the primary thermal energy users while the centrifugal
process represents a large mechanical requirement.
There is very large electric self generation (on a
national basis) in this industry. The national average is
about 577%.
2.4.2 Present and Future Plants
The distribution of plant size by employment and percentage
of energy use is given in Figure 2.VI. The plant size typical
of the 1985-200 year time frame is represented by a production
level of approximately 1.4 x 10  lb/yam of corn processed. These
plants (greater than 500 employee range) currently represent 84%
of the energy consumed in SIC 2046.
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Approximately 9 large plants now account for 84% of
energy use. Growth rate is projected at 8.5% for 1978 as
corn syrup production increases. With new capacity installed
for corn syrup production, production should revert to the
historical averages - e.g. 2/3 of GNP increase. On this
basis, and the fact the new large plants are smaller than
existing ones, 15 large plants are estimated for 1990-2000.
While large plants continue to be most significant, with
present capacity averaging 85,000 bushels/day. This and the
projected growth rates give rise to the number of large plants
estimated above for 1990. Most new plants make corn syrup -
this is not true of all older plants this is not however a
high energy process. There is excellent cogeneration potential
because of 24 hour operation.
2.4.3 Energy Requirements
The energy requirements are presented in Table 2.111 which
presents significant data for the application of cogeneration
Technologies. It is estimated "that this industry uses
10 x 1013 BTU/yr of the national energy in 1978 and will approach
almost 16 x 10 13 BTU/yr by the year 2000. The primary fuel used
is natural gas which represents 57% of the fossil fuel used by
this industry.
This industry uses approximately 6100 BTU of fossil fuel
per pound of corn processed.
1
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Table 2.II,I
A. Plant Name/Size: 2046 -Wet Corn ;idling, 84z of energy in plants with 500 or Etreat2r
employees.
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Corn Oil	 1.4 x 10 9 lb /yr of corn processed
Corn Oil Meal
Corn Syrup
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 28.5 	 TW;	 Peak	 35.6 MW;.
(OF this approx. 57: is self generated - nat=on avg.)
0. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psiq,	 Returns	 Temn. of Returns
Process	 41.9 x 104 	@	 15
fleeting^n ' 9	 104
	@	 11	 _, 471 of	 ,	 180°FCleanup
On-Site	 steam cond.
Generation	 in v 10 4 @	 500	 . returned
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
There are significant direct heat requirements in the drying and roasting operations
(see process flow sheets)
Feed Dryer -	 10,5 x 10 7 Btu/hr
Dextrin• Roascer 2.9 x 10 7 Btu/hr
Overall, the ratio of steam required to direct heat is 4.8.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 6600	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
!Normal ho	 Peak hp
	
Speed	 Range	 Driver
Approx. 9 distinct
	
large hp Inadg al'	 1550 HP	 Electr ic
	about the same ho.	
Motors
(see process flow sr;eets)
H. Operational Considerations:
There is very large self generation in this industry - as a national average 57: of
electrical requirement is self generated - it is assumed here that 57% plant require-
ments are - self generated.
There is some additional waste heat in cooling water (95-110°F) and
I.
Waste Heat Streams: moist air (200°F) from dryers - these have act been included due to
inaccessibilty of recovery.
lb/hr	 Temp-	 Descriotion
( gaseous)	 10'	 4000F	 v,,..d Ory Ar c s tc
^gaseous
	 1 -OS
p 5	 Electric Generation
^ 5()	 x ^	 ^'
(liq.)	 4 x 10'	 180°F	 Yon Returned Condensate
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Plant Name/Size: '1Z046 	 Corn Milling, 84% of energy in plants with 300 or greater
-- .National Fuel Distribution (,.) Typical Plant Size Distribution
_
3.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 ?vat. Gas / (57%)
	
740 mil.	 Btu/hr (8-1)
Secondary Fuel	 Coal/ ^ ^5 )	415B tumil.	 /hr Nt-"I )
By-product Fuel Other / (1.5 t)	 20 mil.	 Btu/ hr
K. Fuels Discussion:
Natural gas is used in the direct heat, drying and roasting operations and, as boiler
fuel. The other fuels are exclusively boiler fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where
	 Cogeneration Potential
Approx. 9 large plants now account for 84% of energy use. GrowER rate is prolecz_a at
8.52 for 1978 as corn syrup production increases. With new capacity installed for corn
syrup production, production should revert to the historical averages - z.g= oz =
increase. On this basis, and the fact the new Large plants are smaller than existing
hl, Application Discussion: ones (see below) 15 large plants estimated for 1990.
While large plants continue to be most significant, with present capacity averaging
85,000 bushels/day - new plants (while still large) now average 35,000 bushels/day.
This and the projected growth rates give rise to the number of large planes estimated
above for 1990. Most new plants make corn syrup - this is not true of all older planes
this is not however a high energy process. There is excellent cogeneration potential
because of 24 hour operation.
N., Preferred Economic Criteria: Estimated criteria of over 9% return on net worth.
0. Economic Discussion:
Estimated capital expenditures range from $50 - 100/yr for the 1977-1979 time frame.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Most of the operations in the plant are 24 hours per day. With new separation
techniques it may be possible in the future to do all separations in one, shift and
store.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves ,Where appropriate..
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
For a typical plant the average electrical load is fairly constant at 28.5 MW for
24 hrs ./day. The total steam rate is also fairly donstant at 65,000 !/hr. At
6600 hr/yr of operation - the plants operate at 5-6 days per week.
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2046-Wet Corn Milling, 84Z of-energy in plants with 500 or greater
Plant Name/Size: emplovees.
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Est. $85-150 million/yr.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Process is unchanged.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978 1.7 x 1010 Lb/yr.
In 2000
	
3.9 x 1010 Lb/yr.
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Most new plants now make corn syrup as an additional product - this additional step is
not energy intensive. No other changes are anticipated.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Historically the product grew at 2/3 GNP, however since corn syrup capacity has been
added growth rate has been higher than this - it is anticipated that by 1990, 2/3 CW,
,growth will return..
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 10.4 x 1013 BTU/yr.
In 1985 _14.1. x 10 13 BTU/yr.
In 2000 15.9 x 1013 BTU/yr.
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Present plant sizes for large plants (greater than 500 employees) is 85,000 'bushels/day -
This will decrease to 35,000 bushels/day.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached Process Flow Diagram and Summary Sheet.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
122
This is a percentage of value added which does not include cost of raw materials or profits
but does include all. other costs. Numbers are from 1,972 census with correction to 1978.
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2.5 Beet Sugar Refining (SIC 2063)
2.5.1. Process Description
These establishments are primarily engaged in the
manufacturing of sugar from sugar beets. The process is
shown in Figure 2.VII in which the beets eneter the process
and then are washed and sliced and the juice and pulp
separated. Then a series of steps including evaporation,
centrifuging, drying and packaging take place to produce
sug-r and molasses. The centrifuging is the largest
mechanical requirement with the slicing, screening, etc.
representing large electrical requirements also. The kiln
dryer is the largest fuel user other than the steam/hot water
boiler. The heaters are large steam users.
This is a 24 hour operation for 5 or 6 days per week
for 4 or 5 months. There is also a very large electric
self generation. The national ratio of self generation to
purchased electric energy is 2.2.
2.5.2. Present and Future Plants
The distribution of plant size by employment and percentage
of energy use is given in Figure 2.VIII. The plant size typical
of the 1985-2000 year time frame is represented by a production
level of approximately 200 x 10  lb/yr. The plants (100 to
500 employee range) currently represents 86Z of the energy
consumed in SIC 2063.
The number of plants will remain stable. There has not
been extensive plant building in this industry. The product
demand should be stable, with any increases being at the rate of
population growth. In the 1985-2000 year time frame there will
be approximately 52 plants.
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2.5.3. Energy Requirements
The energy requirements are presented in Table 2.IV
which presents significant data for the application of
cogeneration technology. It is estimated that this industry
uses 7.5 x 1013 BTU/yr of the national energy in 1978 and will
approach almost 13 x 1013
 BTU/yr by the year 2000. The primary
fuel used is natural gas which represents 42% of the fossil fuel
used by this industry.
This industry uses approximately 7900 BTU of fossil fuel
per pound production.
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Table 2. IV
A. Plant Name/Size: _2063- Beet Sugar, Typical plant in 100-500 employee range which
accounts for 86Z of energy.
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr,_etc.
	
-
Beet Sugar	 200 x 10 6 Lb/yr.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average. 4 700	 kW; Peak	
5800	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
	
lb/hr	 @	 pia,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
Process Steam	 26 x 104	@	 15
Clean Up	 2.9 x 10 4 	@	 15 	 62:	 ,	 1300F
—T—
Space Ht.	 1.2 x 10"	 @	 15 ,	 returned ,
Self Generation 2.2 x 10 4 	500
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
There are two significant direct heat requirements:
Kiln Dryer 12.2 x 10 7 Btu/hr.
Lime Kila 2.2 x 107 Btu/hr.
The ratio of steam to direct heat required is 2.3.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 2300	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp	 Peak ho	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
Centrifuge	 115PEE 
All other rotor loads
are in the range 300-1000 HP.
H. Operational Considerations:
24 hour operation - 5 or 6 days per week for 4 - 5 months. Very large se ­Y
generation - nationally the ratio of self generation to pruchased is 2.:,
I. Waste Heat Streams:
	
lb/hr	 Temo.	 Description
(gaseous)	 8 x 105	450°F	 Boiler Stack
(gaseous)
	
105	 ;c0 °. 	 ate^^-+^ r
	 _
{Liq.)	 1.3 x 10'	 6	 LSO°R	 Non-eeturned !;ondensata(gaseous)-4Q.7— nn°? 	 7r•Ar ;packs
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2063- Beet Sugar, Typical plant in 100-500 employee range which
Plant Name/Size' accounts for 86% of energy.
	
National z Distribution 	 Distribution for Typical ?la--=
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel vat. Gas (421)	 /	 „A 	 mil. Btu/hr
	Secondary Fuel coal	 (39z)	 /	 2„	 mil. Btu/hr
	
Sy-product Fuel Other 	(13z)	 /	 74	 mil. Stu/hr (H.:7)
K. Fuels Discussion:	
oil	 ( 6%)
	 34	 mil. Btu/hr (MM
The natural gas is used in the kiln dryer and as boiler fuel, coal . is used as a ke is
the Lime Kiln and also as boiler fuel and all other fuels .are boiler fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential_
Excellent -
52	 Sugar Beet Growing Areas	 24 hour operation
N, Application Discussion:
The number of plants will remain stable. There has not been extensive plant building
in this industry. The product demand should be stable, with any increases being at
the rate of population growth.
	
N., Preferred Economic Criteria: 	 9 - 10% of Net worth
0. Economic Discussion:
Capital expenditures in this industry were $35 x 10 6 is 1972. Ia general, new
plant construction is low.
p. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Plants operate for 24 hours - 5 or 6 days/week. Operation is seasonable - start;"Lag
in the late summer and ending in the winter. In Michigan, for example, plants
operate 110 - 120 days/yr.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
All electric and thermal loads are constant at levels given in C & D over 24 hoer
periods for 5 - 6 days per week. It is however seasonal 4 - 5 months/yr.
()-PU INAL PAGE IS
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2063- Beet Sugar, Typical plant in 100-500 employee range which
Plant Name/Size:
	 accounts for 86%-of ener2v.
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$100 - 150 x 106/yr. in 1990 time frame.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Process will be unchanged.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 18 x 10 9 Lb/yr.
In 2000	 3G x 10 9 Lb/yr.
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, chan g es in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that night effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes are anticipated.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period) Per capita consumption of sugar has remained constant
for some time. However competition from other sweeteners (corn syrup, etc.) is active.
It is expected beet sugar will maintain its share of the sucrose market - and growth will
be at a rate not caster than po pulation (2-37/yr). The process itself should be unchanged.
H. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 7.5 x 1013 BTU/yr.
In 1985	 9.3 x 101' BTU/yr.
In 2000 
12.5 x 1013 BTU/yr.
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will chan ge in 1945-2000.
Typical size is in the 200 x 10 6 lb/yr. range - this should not change - the mi-x of plant
sizes should remain stable.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See Process Flow Sheets.
7 . Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
In 1972, neglecting raw material costs this was 9.87.. It is estimated that this has
climbed to L3 7: in 1973 based on energy cost that has increased more rapidly than labor
costs.
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2.6 Malt Beverages (SIC 2082)
2.6.1. Process Description
These establishments are primarily engaged in manufacturing
all kinds of malt beverages. The process is shown in Figure 2.IX
in which barley malt enters the process and is ccoked, filtered
and screened. Dry feedstuff is produced and the brew is
fermented, aged filtered, bottled and pasteurized producing
beer. The refrigeration, grinding mill and compressor for
bottling represent the major mechanical loads while cooking,
drying and pasteurizing require the major thermal energy require-
ments.
Fermentation and aging are a continuous process. Labor
required is low, but the fermenting and ageing cellars are
refrigerated continuously. Brew house operations vary from one
to three shift operation. In older breweries, one shift
operation is common. Bottling is often a one shift operation,
although in larger plants two or three shifts may be used. The
operation of a brewery is determined by the amount cf fermenting
and storage capacity. With todays' high speed filling machinery
(1500 bottles or cans/minute) oaE shift for bottling may handle
the plant capacity.
2.6.2. Present and Future Plants
The distribution of plant size by employment and percentage
of energy use is given in Figure 2.X. The. plant size typical of
the 1985-2000 year time frame is represented by a production
level of approximately 800 x 10  lb/yr. The plants (greater
trnan 500 employee range) currently represent 56% of the energy
consuemd in SIC 2082.
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Growth rate for malt beverages has been estimated at
about 4% per year. More recent estimates are a growth rate
of about double this. However, the higher figure is based
on the fact that there has been a high increase in the last
two years. It may be too early to determine whether the
high rate will continue but it has held for the last few
years. In general, the large companies are taking over the
market. These companies have been building large breweries
and in some cases super large industries. With approximately
24 plants of the typical size or larger in operation now, it
is anticipated that in the years 1990-2300 another 10-20
plants in this size range iwll be constructed or expanded to
this size. The cogeneration potential is good because of 24
operation and electric-steam demand.
2.6.3. Energy Requirements
The energy requirements are presented in Table 2.V which
presents significant data for the application of cogeneration
technology. It is estimated that this industry uses
750 x 1011 BTU/yr of the national energy.in 1978 and will
approach about 1900 x 10 11 BTU/yr by the year 2000. The
primary fuel used is natural gas which represents 63% of the
fossil fuel used by this industry.
This industry uses approximately 1300 BTU of fossil fuel
per pound of production.
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Table 2.V
(Typical of the larger plants with greater. than
A. Plant Name/Size: 2082-Malt Beverages 500 employees which currently represent 36% or
the energy consumed in 2082).
	
8. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Beer	 800 x 106
Dry Feedstuff	 3.2 x 106
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 6040 	 kW; Peak	 7250 kW
During bottling and packaging
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating): 2 shifts
lb/hr	 C^	 pLij,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
	
process)	 86,000	 @ _ 15	 ,	 25%	 ,	 1800
	(generate	 6,500
	 @	 500	 ,	 100%	 ,	 180'
	elec.)	 @
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Hot water requirements are 160° - 180° and are produced from steam. It
represents 60Z of the steam requirements.
Drying of wet feedstuff at 175° - 225 6 by burning fuel.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 6600 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed. Probable
Normal ho	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range Driver
Grinding Mill 640	 -	 -	 - elect.
CO 2 Compressor 400
Refrigeration 2300 	 -	 - elect.
H. Operational Considerations:
Fermentation and aging are a continuous process. Labor required is low, but
the fermenting and ageing cellars are refrigerated continuously. Brew house
operations vary from one, to three shift operation. In older breweries, one
shift operation is common„ Bottling is often a one shift operation, although
in larger plants two or three shifts may be used. The-operation of a brewery is
determined by the amount of fermenting and storage capacity. With todays' high speed
1. Waste Heat Streams: filling machinery (1500 bottles or cans/minute) one shift for
bottling may handle the plant capacity.
	
lb/hr	 Temo.	 Description
	
172,000	 400-5500	 -:tj_.	 - -
	
16,000
	 400-550°	 Boiler Stack for ^Iec_
	
240,000	 6J0-70'J"	 Dryer Stack
	
70,000	 •50°	 Haste aatar Lncludinz	 Returne_
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Plant Name/Size:	
2082 Malt Beverages
	
National Fuel Distribution f:) 	 Typical Plant Dist.
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Gas	 (632)	 /	 loo mil. Stu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel 011	 (252)	 /	 40 mil. Btu/hr (HH V )
By-product Fuel coil ( s	 15 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
	
Other ( 3 ^)	 5 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Almost 25Z' of fuel used for drying operation. Gas used primarily for drying and
boiler. The remainder used in boiler except for w 2 - 32 usdd for in-plant
transportation.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
Growth rate for malt beverages has been estimated at about 4;` per year. :lore recent
estimates are a growth rate of about double this-. However, the higher figure is based
on the fact that there has been a high increase in the last two years. It may be too
M.
 Aart1y, to ¢etGne whether care high rate will continue but it has held for the last few
pplication.	 cusslon: 1rears. In general, the large companies are taking over the
market. These companies ha ys been building large breweries and in some cases super
large industries. With appeaximately 24 plants of the typical size or larger in
operation now, it is antic#,avad that in the years 1990-2000 another 10-20 plants ?n
this size range will be conseructed or expanded to this size. The cogeneration
potential is good because of 24 operation and electric-steam demand.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: 	 Return on net worh 
ti 13.92.
0. Economic Discussion:
The capital expenditures ramge from $150 -200 million per year.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The fermentation, ageing and refrigeration are a 24 hour a day operation. Brew
house is a 2-3 shift operation for a large plant and bottling may be 2-3 shift
operation. This typical plant is assumed to operate 3 shifts per day for 5 to 6
days/wk.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
24 hour electric load of about 6.040 Kw and a process steam load of 96,000 lb /hr.
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Plant Name/Size:	 2082 - 4alc Beverages
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
In the year 2000 this is estimated at $300 - $400 pillion/yr.,
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
The process attached is typical of the present day operations and the 1990 time frame.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 50 - 50,000 x 10 6 lb/yr
In 2000	 90 - 110,000 x 10 6 lb/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental re gulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (;eedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
One possible change would be to do the mashing, operation at a central plant. The
filtered product called "wort" would be concentrated by evaporation. The concentrated
wort would then be ship ped to regiom l plants where it is rpcons iputed, (contd.ne-xt page).
Y. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipate future use or the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Growth trends estimated at ti 4t/year for the long range; however, recent estimates
are about double this based on recent experience.
W. National energy consumed by this process (fossil plus elec. x 3 - total BTU/yr).
In 1978	 750 x 10 11 BTU/yr
In 1985	 1200 x 10" BTU/yr
In 2000	 1900 x 10" BTU/Zr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Typical size today and future are at 800 x 10 lb/ yr and larger. Some plants up to
1,000 x 10 6 lb/yr.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached process flow diagram.
Z. Describe the cost of- energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
N 4z
This is a percentage of value added which does not include cost of raw material ar
profits but includes all other cost.
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U. (Continued)
fermented, aged and bottled. This is currently being done by one
European brewer, where concentrated, wort is shipped to Florida.
An American firm is doing this to supply markets in Hawaii and
Alaska. This allows more efficient use of the brew house at the
central plants and eliminates the need for a brew house and raw
ingredients handling facilities at satellite plants.
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APPENDIX A
Selection of Five Industrial Processes
Within the Food and Kindred Products
Sector (SIC 20)
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A.1 Introduction
The purpose of this task was to recommend five specific industrial
processes from the top nine (see Table AI) total annual energy consuming
4-digit industries within the food sector (SIC 20).
The top nine. 4-digit industries are ordered on total annual energy
consumption. The top five of this list are assessed for any significant
factors which would eliminate them from consideration. The bottom four
are assessed for significant factors which would increase the attractiveness
of that 4-digit industry for co-generation application.
These industries were then ranked and evaluated on pu , rchased fuels and
electricity, thermal and mechanical process requirements, thermal energy
profile, thermal energy requirements, stack waste heat estimates, plant
operation, plant size distribution and other factors as indicated in Tables
All - XI.
A description of each of these industries, products and process flow
diagrams are presented in Appendix B.
As a result of this evaluation, the following five 4-digit SIC food
industries were considered for more detailed evaluation for cogeneration
application:
2011 Meat Packing
2026 Fluid Milk
2046 Wet Corn Milling
2063 Beet Sugar
2082 Malt Beverages
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Table Al
TOP
	
NINE	 TOTAL
ANNUAL
	
ENERGY	 CONSUMING	 4-DIGIT
SIC	 INDUSTRIES	 IN
THE
	 FOOD
	
SECTOR	 (SIC	 20)
(1974)
TOTAL
	
ANNUAL PURCHASED
ENERGY
(FOSSIL PLUS ELECTRICI'Y)
RANK 4 - DIGIT	 SIC DESCRIPTION (1012 BTU/YR)
1 2 0 6 3 BEET SUGAR REF. 8 1 6
2 2 0 4 6 'SET CORN MILLING 7 8 9
3 2 0	 1	 1 MEAT PACKING PLANTS 7 6 9
4 2 0 8 2 MALT BEVERAGES 4 9 4
5 2 0 3 3 CANNED FRUITS & VEG. 4 6 7
6 2 0 5 1 BREAD, CAKE & REL. PROD. 4 3 5
7 2 0 2 6 FLUID MILK 4 3 2
8 2 0 7 5 SOYBEAN OIL MILLS 4 3 2
9 2 0 6 2 CANE SUGAR REF. 3 7 6
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Table All
	RANKING	 0 F INDUSTRIES
8 A S E 0	 ON	 PURCHASED	 FUELS
	
AND	 ELECTRICITY
NATUr`-' GAS
RANK	 (101- BTU/YR)
1	 *2046
2	 *2011
3	 *2063
ELECTRICITY
(10 12 BTU /YR)
*2011
2026
2051
FOSSIL FUEL
(10 12 BTU/YR)
*2063
*2046
*2011
4 2075 *2082 *2033
5 *2033 *2046 *2082
6 *2082 2075 2075
7 2062 2033 2051
8 2051 *2063 2062
9 2026 2062 2026
* TOP FIVE BASED ON TOTAL PURCHASED FUEL AND ELECTRICITY.
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Tabla AIII
THERMAL	 A40	 MECHANICAL
PROCESS	 REQUIREMENTS
i
t
PURCHASED FOSSIL THERMAL PROCESS REO.
ORDER SIC PURCHASED E=. MECHANICAL  REQ.
1 2063 120.7 15.5
2 2046 19.8 26
3 2011 46 31
4 2082 72 3.6
5 2033 10.7 5.7
6	 2051 52 32
7	 2026 30 20
8	 2075 84 47
9	 2062 97.9 14.4
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Table A1V
THERMAL	 ENERGY	 PROFILE
PERCENT	 01STRI8UTI0N
TEMPERATURE	 RANGE
ORDER SIC < 180 • F 180 - 467°F	 > d67 °F
1 2063 12 83	 5
2 2046 21 63	 16
3 2011 97 1	 2
4 2082 7 93	 -
5 2033 36 64	 -
6 2051 12 88	 -
7 2026 100 -	 -
8 2075 25 75	 -
9 2062 14 75	 11
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FTable AV
THERMAL	 ENERGY	 REQUIREMENTS
PROCESS THERMAL REQ. (10 12 BTU/YR)
ORDER SIC TOTAL < 180°F 180 - 467°F	 > 467°F
1 2063 57.4 69 47.6	 29
2 2046 35.9 75 22.6	 58
3 2011 47.1 45.7 05	 09
4 2082 29.6 21 27.5	 -
5 2033 30.7 11.1 19.5	 -
6 4051 26.3 32 23.1
	 -
7 2026 23,3 23.3 -	 -
8 2075 27.8 7	 0 20.8	 -
9 2062 1	 26.,3 37 19.7
	
29
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Tattle AVI
THERMAL
	
ENERGY	 REJECTION	 IN	 STACK
ENERGY (1012 BTU/YR)
ORDER SIC < 800' > 800°
1 2063 13.6 7
2 2046 75 15
3 2011 11.6 2
4 2082 74 -
5 2033 77 —
6	 2051 63 —
7	 2026 58 -
8	 2075 70 —
9	 2062 59 .7
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Table AVII
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS	 SUMMARY
MAJOR MAJOR
THERMAL MECHANICAL
SIC PROCESS PROCESS
2 0 1	 1 SCALD 140OF REFRIGERATION
WASH 95%
2 0 2 6 PAST, 165°F REFRIGERATION
100•F
2 0 3 3 STERILIZATION 100% SIZE REDUCTION:
RETORT < 2500 PULPING, SLICING,
BLANCH ETC.
2 0 4 6 EVAP. 300°F 35% MILLING
DRYERS 1000°F 16%
2 0 5 1 BAKING 88% MIXING
440°F
2 0 6 2 EVAP. 265°F 75% MIXING AND CENTRIFUGE
2 0 6 3 EVAP 275°F 48% MIXING AND CENTRIFUGE
PULP DRYING 250°F 25%
2 0 7 5 DESOLVENTIZER 2157 37% SIZE REDUCTION:
MEAL DRYER 350°F 27: MILLING, EXTRACTING
AND DECHILLING
2 0 8 2 DRYER 400°F 58°F REFRIGERATION
BREWING 212°F 25°F MIXING
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Table AVIII
INDUSTRY	 OPERATION
YEARLY SHIFTS/ HOURS/
ORDER SIC OPERATION DAY YR.
1 2063* SEASONAL 3 2800
( 4 1/2 MONTHS)
2 2046 YEAR ROUND 3 6600
3 2011 SEMI SEASONAL 1 2100
4 2082 YEAR ROUND 3 6600
5 2033 VERY SEASONAL 21/2 1600
( 2 1/2
— --------------------------------------------
MONTHS)
6 2051 YEAR ROUND 2 4000
7 2026 YEAR ROUND 1 2100
8 2075 YEAR ROUND 1 2100
9 2062 YEAR ROUND 3 6600
* THERE IS A SEASONAL COMPONENT WITH 2 8 0 0 HRS. - AND A REFINING COMPONENT
THAT IS ANNUAL - 6 6 0 0 HRS.
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Table AI$
PLANT	 SIZE	 AND	 ENERGY
D -LSTRIBUTI0N	 PROFILE
S I C < 20 21	 - 100 > 100
2011 1611 570 294
(	 5 :	 ) (	 1	 6 % ) 7 9	 )
2026 1220 914 373
(7a	 ) (39:) (54%)
2033 417 343 278
(	 3 %	 ) (	 1	 9	 ) ( 7 8 % )
2046 14 10 17
(	 l	 W.	 ) (	 1	 2%) ( 8 7 p)
2051 1944 766 613
(	 1%	 ) (	 2 0	 ) ( 9 7 A)
2 0 6 2 5 9 119
(	 1	 'o, 	) (	 5 R	 ) ( 9 4
2063 7 1 53
(1%
	 ) (1%) (98%)
2075 20 45 29
(	 1	 .. ( 2 8 A) (	 7	 1	 p)
2082 37 35 95
(	 1	 W.	 ) (	 4	 %	 ) ( 9 5 A	 )
* NUMBER OF	 EMPLOYEES SIZE
< 20 SMALL
21 - 100 MEDIUM
> 100 LARGE
% ) PERCENT OF TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMED IN PLANT SIZE CATEGORY
TOTAL
2475
2507
1038
41
3323
33
61
94
167
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Table AX
PERTINENT COMMENTS
REGARDING COGENERATION OPTIONS
P L A N T
	 T R E N D S:	 IN GENERAL THERE IS A TREND TO LARGER, MORE
INTEGRATED PLANTS ACROSS ALL SECTORS - SIC 2051 (BAKING) IS AN EXCEPTION -
THE TREND HERE IS TO SMALLER RETAIL UNITS. IN GENERAL FOR NEW CAPACITY
THE TREND IS TO EXPANSION OF EXISTING FACILITIES RATHER THAN ENTIRELY
NEW PLANTS.
PRODUCT	 C HANGE S:
GREATEST AREA FOR POTENTIAL PRODUC
REDUCED MEAT AND SUGAR CONSUMPTION
ON SHIFTS BETWEEN PRODUCTS.
T E C H N 0 L 0 G Y
	 TRENDS
EXCEPT FOR SPECIFIC COMMENTS:
a 2 0 2 6- SHIFT TO
INCREASE IN PROCESSING TEMPERATURE
TRENDS IN PACKAGING REPRESENTS
t EVALUATION. LIFESTYLE PATTERNS -
WILL LIKELY HAVE THE LARGEST IMPACT
-	 GENERALLY STABLE PROCESS USE,
STERILE CONTAINERS WHICH REQUIRE AN
FROM 1 6 5 TO 2 6 50F.
A 2 0 3 3	 POSSIBLE USE OF STERILE PLASTIC CONTAINERS TO
REPLACE CANS - LESS ENERGY USE. IN GENERAL TRENDS OVER THE LAST TEN YEARS
HAVE BEEN TOWARD DECREASE IN PROCESSING TIME IN ALL PHASES OF OPERATION.
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able AX (Cont.)
0 F I N A N 0 AL CONS IDERATIO NS : IN GENERAL A DCF
OF 1	 5 - 2 0 %	 IS REQUIRED OR A COMPLEX PAYBACK OF 2 1/2 - 5 YEARS.
THE TWO SECTORS WITH NARROWEST PROFIT MARGIN ARE 2 0 3 3 	 AND
	 2 0 1 1.
IN GENERAL, INCREASE IN PRODUCT QUALITY, CAPACITY OR NEW PRODUCTS HAVE THE
HIGHEST PRIORITY FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUNDS.
®	 F U E L
	 P R E F E R E N C E: 	 ONLY IN 2 0 5 1 (BAKING) IS NATURAL
GAS REQUIRED AS A CLEAN FUEL. IN OTHER SECTORS THE FOSSIL REQUIREMENT IS
AS A BOILER FUEL.
H I S T 0 R Y OF CO - GENERATION -	 20	 TO 30 YEARS
AGO THERE WAS SOME PRODUCTION OF BY-PRODUCT POWER - THIS HAS NOW ALL BUT
DISAPPEARED. NO ONE SECTOR SEEMED FAVORED.
® SPECIAL
	 ENVIRONMENTAL
	 OR	 LEGAL
C U N S I D E R A T I U N S- THERE APPEARS TO BE NO SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
THAT WOULD HAMPER COGENERATION IN ANY OF THE SECTORS.
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Table AXI
SELECTION	 PROCESS
1. BASIC APPROACH IS TO CONSIDER TOP 5 ENERGY USERS - TO ADD OR SUBTRACT
FROM THESE BASED ON tHE FOLLOWING CONSIDERATIONS:
6 HOURS OF OPERATION
n PLANT SIZE DISTRIBUTION
n TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS
n THERMAL/MECHANICAL
n "OTHERS"- FINANCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL
NEW	 TECHNOLOGY,	 PRODUCT	 TRENDS,
HISTORICAL
	 INCLINATION, ETC.
2. ® ALL SECTORS APPEAR TO HAVE SIGNIFICANT LOW TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS
(<467")
A ALL SECTORS TILT TOWARD LARGE PLANTS - EXCEPT 2 0 5 1 (BAKING).
n A WIDE RANGE OF THERMAL/MECHANICAL RATIOS OCCUR - THE RELEVANCE OF THIS
DEPENDS ON THE COGENERATION OPTION.
n AMONG THE "OTHER" FACTORS THERE APPEAR TO BE NO DECISIVE CONSIDERATION
THAT ARISES HERE.
n THE MAJOR FACTOR USED IS THEN HOURS OF OPERATION OR SEASONAL PERFORMANCE.
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Table AXI (Cont.)
SIC 2 0 3 3 IS ELIMINATED AS BEING MOST SEASONAL - THE OTHERS IN
THE TOP FIVE LIST ARE RETAINED.
AMONG THE BOTTOM FOUR SIC 2 0 5 1 IS ELIMINATED BASED ON A TREND
TO SMALLER PRODUCTION UNITS. SIC 2 0 6 2 IS ELIMINATED BASED ON
ITS SIMILARITY TO SIC 2 0 6 3 WHICH HAS BEEN INCLUDED. THIS
LEAVES SIC 2 0 7 5 AND SIC 2 0 2 6 FOR CONSIDERATION. OF THESE
SIC 2 0 2 6 HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS A STABLE, YEAR ROUND PRODUCT WITH
LARGE THERMAL DEMAND UNDER 1 8 0°F.
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APPENDIX B
Industrial Process and Product Description
of Initial Nine Industries Within the Food
Sector
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Table BI
2011 bleat Packing Plants
Establishments primarily engaged in the slaughtering, fnr their own account or on a
contract basis for the trade, of cattle, hog,, sheep, latnhs, and calves for anent to be sold
or to be used on the saute premises in cau ► ting and curing, and in making snu-nSe, lard,
and other products. Establishments primarily ungaged lit 1:i11inF, dree^inF, a:ul packing
poultry, rabbits, and other small game are clu.bified in Inducer; 2016; and those primarily
engaged in killing and processing horses and other nouf • ud animals arc classiftcd in
Industry 2047. Establishments primarily engaged in nanufacturing sau.ugc-- and meat
specialties from purchased cleats arc clab.iQed in Industry 2013; and eateblishments
primarily engaged in canning meat for baby f:; „ j arc classified in Industry 2032.
lbattotrs, on own necount or for the	 Meat extracts, mitre
trade: except noufcod animals	 Meat, utih-e
Bacon, slab and sliced : mine 	 Bent parking plants
Beef, taitee	 Mutton, mites
Blood meat	 Pork. n.iteeCannel melts, except bab y foods:	 fiausn,es, mites
trifee	 S1auFLtering plants: except nonfoodCured monts, teitaa	 animalsimams and plectra, mitre	 Variety meats (fresh edible organs).
Hides, cured or uncured : trailer	 tnitoe
Lamb, anise	 PeaJ. miles
Lard. nitas
2016 Fluid bliik
Establishments primarily engaged'in processing (pasteurizing, homogenizing, vita.
minizing, bottling) and distributing Quid milk: and cream, and related products; including
cottage cheese.
Buttermilk, cultured
Chocolate milk
Cotta ge cheese, including pot. bakers',
and fanners cheeseCream, aerated
Cream, bottled
Cream, plastic
Cream, sour
Flavored milk drinks
Kutoyas
I'll k, acidophilus
'Xilk, bottled
UUk processlcg (pasteur izing, homo-itenizlnc. bottllc,e ►
 and distrlb::ion
afilk products, made from fresh skim
mill-,
Whipped cream
n'hipped toppin¢,
 butterfat ban
Yoghurt
Zoolak
2033 Canncd Fruits, Vel-etables, Preserves, Jams, and Jellies
Establishments primarily engaged in canning fruits and vegetables, and fruit and
vegetable juices; and in manufacturing catsup and similar tomato sauces, preserves,
jams, and jellies. Establirhrn,nts primaril y
 engaged in canning Seafoods (except frozen)
are classified in 1-tdurtry ''2001; and canned Specialties, baby foods and soups (except
seafood) in Industry 2032.
Artichokes in olive oil, bottled Marmalade
Rarhecue vauce Mushrooms, cannedCatsupp Nectar+. fruitChprrles, maraschino Olirt s. Includin g stufed : bottledChill sauco. tomato Pastes, fruit and regetableFruit butters Pre. ernesFruits , cannod. bottled, and preserrect Purees, fruit and vegetable110miny. canned Kaup.rkraut, cannedJams spasonincs (prepared sauces), tomatoJellies, edible Tomato juice and cocktails, bottled andJuices.	 fruit and	 vegetable: canned, cannedbottled, and bulk Tomato pasteKetchup Tomato sauceBrant, canned Vegetables, canned
2046 Wet Corn .Billing
Establishments primarily engaged in milling corn or sorghum grain (milo) by the
art process, and producin g; Starch, sirup, oil, sugar, and byproduct s, such as gbiten
feed and tncul. E;itabl6htrucnts primarily engaged in manufacturing March from other
vegetable tuurces (potato, wheat, etc.) are also included. Ebtablishntents primarily
engaged in manufacturing table rirups from corn sirup and other ingredients, and those
manufacturing starch base dessert powders, are classi led in Industry 2099.
Corn all cake nadmeal
Corn ui;rup, dried
Corn btarch
Dextrine
Dextrose
Feed, gluten
Ifydrot
Meal. gluten
OiL corn , crude and refined
Potato Starch
Rice Starch
Sirup, corn: unmixed
Staruh,Instant
^tarcL,liquid
Starches. edible,
 nd taduatrlal
stevpwater concentrate
Sugar, corn
Tapioca
	 + v^^ +ryWheat starch
	 ` ` . '°.i	 1^ ^r
	
1.S
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Table BI (Cont.)
2031 Dread and Other Bakery Products, Except Cookies and Crar.kers
E tablishments primarily engaged in manufacturing bread, cake•, and other
"per bable" bakery products. Establishments manufacturing bakery products for
sale primarily for home -ervice delivery, or through one or more non-haking retail
outlets, are includeii it% thi.^ industry. L--t:tb1 hrtenta primarily engaged in producing
"dry" bakery product,, :itch as biscuits, era:kcrs, rrd cookie.9 are cla•-ified in Industry
2032. E.:tabliahment.s producing bakor)- pr(Auet^ primarily for direct :alc on the
premises to homichold consumers are classified in Retail Trade, Industry 5.162.
Bagels	 ltakrrfw: nholesale, 4hul!.-rale and
1taL•erle-i, manufacturing for home sere-mall Cnnihlned
Ice do-livery
	
ll:.krr7• pru4ucts, lartiallr ct,^,ked (nuty	 fruxrn)
Bak orc produrt .^ , "pr-oxhable" : bread,
	 Crullers
rAk"S, tl.,uehnute, pa., f rieb, et c ,	 hni^hryIliscults, baked: tutklcg lwwder and
	 N-strlcd : Danish, French, ete.
rai rd
	 flee, except meat {liesErrad, h:otvn: Euston and otser—
	 Itolk rbaker y
 prn,lucts)
cunn pd	 Sponge guMli l taker] products)Bun,, t l.: •re pro • lucts)	 sweet yeast roodsCbarlutte l:usee (bakery product)
.062 Cane Sugar Refining
Establishments primarily engaged in refining purchased raw cane sugar and sugar
sirup.
Can! sugar, refined : made from pur•	 Refiners' blackstrap molasses
eha."A rate cane sugar or su=r sirup	 Refiners' sirup, cace
Granul n ted cane sues:, made in	 Sirup, cane • made in sugar refineries
rciaccles from purchased su gar	 from ,)urchased sugarRefineries, cane sugar 	 Sugar, Invert
2063 meet Sugar
Establbhments primarily engaged in manufacturing sugar from sugar beets.
Dried beet pulp	 Molasses, made from sugar beets
L1gt:id sugar or sirup, beet sugar	 Sugar. beet
refining
2075 Soybean Oil Mills
Establishments primarily enga ged in manufacturing soybean nil, and byproduct
cake and meal. Establishments primarily engaged in refining soybean oil into edible
cooking oils are classified in Industry 2079.
Leelthin	 Soybean on. cake, wood meal
2082 Malt Beverages
Establishments primarily- engaged in manufacturing all kinds of malt beverages.
Establishments primaruy engaged in bottling purchased malt beverages are classified
in Industry 3181.
Ale	 \lalt extract, liquors, and sirups
Beer (alcoholic beverage)
	
Near Deer
Brewaries	 Porter (aleohollcbeversge)
Brewers' brain	 Stout (aicoltollc beverage)
Liquors, malt
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Process Flow Diagrams
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2011 - 4FAT PAWING PLANTS
PROCESS rLuY
Livestock
IF-
E1ee	 Slaughter
^•^^•	 °^a1'ti+'g SElect Blood
3024
I Dahairiag
Processing Steers
Drina Stem
aide 31da	 LElect..—^ Process ing
rRawval Hog
aNairElect ^,,^,. Lam.
I
Stem --..{
Drier
gldY
Feed
Supplement
fuel
	
Singeing 6
Polishing
Edible
offal
Evisceration
7iscaria
B-d11ag
„___	 Sripa
Tricaing
Rafrig. --01	 Chilling
1--,
Fresh
44ac
Products
Cutting 6
Elect. Deboning
Inedible Edible
Seem	 Rendering Rendering
SC
SceY Drier
Lard
Macs	
Racovery
S)ecenf By-product
Elect
^^cassing
Process Effluent
Fuel (Curing,	 Smaf[ing
cooking)Steam
Meet Produces
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Elect.
Sties !Silk
Pasteurization
Settling
Cooker
Drawing,
Washing
s
Cooling
Creaming
Packaging
Storage
Cottage Cheese
Separation
Cream
Refrig.
Steam
Elect.
Vitamia D
Steam
CX
Aefrig.
Whey
Elect.
Fuel
Refrig.
Milk
Pasteurization
144 5-161 F
I
Homogenization
Fortification
Deodorization
Storage
Packaging
Storage
Fluid :iiik
Steam
Elect.
CS1
Elect.
Elect.
Raf rig.
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:07J - CANNED FRUITS , 1-4D VECL•TABLE7
PROCESS FLOW
Stem or
Fuel
Fruits
Canned Fruits
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Fuel
CV
f n
G
d
fuel
2046 - WET COILS HILLlNG
PROCESS FLOW
Shsllsd Corn
Elect' Claaning
Cc".
Air
Water Steep 'rank
Stem
115 - 1251!
Light Steep Water
soy
Steep Water Elaer ,^ Dagorminacore
Evaporators :
Washing i
Elect. Can	 Drying of Germ
Can Separators -
Steep Water
Concentrates
Elect.
Elect. Oil Ezcraeto re
St':—
Grinding :Sills
Water
guu lilters
Washing Screens Cozn 011 Heal
Elect.
Elect. Centrifugal Separators
Centrifugal
Water Separators
Gluten Deodorizers
Feed Dryer
EL Starch Filtare
Reds Water Washing Filters
Refined Oil
Water Mid
Starch erStarch Convsion.
Fuel	 Starch Omer Modifying
Elect.
,Neutralization
Water
Soda Ash
Elect. Filter	 Waste
Fuel Daxtrin
Roasters Stem
Light Refining
Elect.
Dextrins Steam
Dry Starches CW
Evaporators
Steam
'.ieavy Refining
Elect.
Steam
F al
c'
Corn
Syrup
Deatroa^
Elect. Elect.
Sugar Dryer ^-y Cincrifuge CrvarsLli.er
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2051 - DREAD, CAKE AND RELATM PRODUCTS
PROCESS FLOV
Yeast, 4utrisats, Sugar. Flour
bressi
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:062 - CAMI SUGU REFINING
PROCESS RAM
Rwr Sugar
IN	 :iuialar
Use	 165•F
I Maltar	 I
Proce"
id
!tom
Water
Prasaurs
Elect.	 Filter
Stags
Of
Elect,
CY
Taal
Elect.
Clureoal	 Chaltoal
lilt^r	 'uu —
	 ,iegsnarewr
1S0•T
Dona Ctur
Ion Exchange
Evapocacor
:66•T
7sccus Pans
140.71
!lire! 6
Shredder
CenLrifU..
r
Soft Sugars
Elect.	 Craaulacnr
Tusl
	 b Drier
Wits Sugar
Elect.	 Liquid Sugar
Fuel
	 Proeau
Liquid Sugar
ORIGIN4L P
01F P;'?0. AGE IS
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2061 - HE= SUC.1A
PROCESS FLOW
9eets
Elect.	 Fluming S
WA *r	 Washing
Elect
Seem	 Slicing
HH	 DiffusionElect.
Steam	 160 - 175 F
Limaecona Steam	 Juice
Heater
Cok	 Lima Kiln	 Liming S
—,	 Carbonation
Water	 Sulfonacion
Sµlphu	 S Filter
Steam	 Heater
Steam	 Evaporators
Ca
Steam	 Vacuum Pans
C,i
Elect.*Gvranulatzoarr
Tact.
Steam
Steam
Sugar
S
Pulp Screens
S
Slect.	 Press
Steam
Elecc.	 Kiln Dryer
Pelletizing
Elect	 S
Pulp
Feed
Molasses
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ea
1Stem
Elect,
Stems
Elect
Elect
---mom- -,^.,f,._.
:073 - SOYBEAN OIL MILLS
PROCESS ?LOV
Soyb"n
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f	
-- ^^- T
Ii
2062 - ILkLT BEVEMCES
°ROCESS FL04
Barley Halt and Malt Adjuncts
Grinding
Wrig. —
Elect. —
Bottles, Cans, Yeasts
or Kass Refrig.
Steam or ='	 Cleaning
260 F
Rairig.
Elect.
Elect.
Cooker
212F
Mash Tub
170 F
Cooling,
Aq,ng, and
Fllteriag
Cznned And C ;ottled Beer
Compressor
W	 :50 2si
CO2
•
Rag Beer
Water
Stec
Water
Elect.
Water
Hops
Steau
Bottling
Ref rig..	 Pasceur:zation
Steam or —+!
V 140 i
Elect.	 Packaging
••sr
Filter Spear
Franding,
and
ughcer Tub) Grains :fining
Elect.
Brewing
212 F Refrig. Drier
c
Spenc FeedstuffFilter,
Coolers
ind Bops
Aar star
'ermenting f
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APPENDIX C
CTAS PLANT DATA SHEETS
for Five Selected Industries:
2011 - Meat Packing
2026 - Fluid Milk
2046 - Wet Corn Milling
2063 - Beet Sugar Refining
2082 - Malt Beverages
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LTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant flame/Size: 2011-HeatPacking__kT.Wpical of the 100-500 employee range represent _ r
-	 -- 34% or energy or '011)
S. Products:	 Product	 It/yr, etc.
Meat Products	 48 s 106
T.n rd :4 't►,11av	 1_3 z 106
r4AP	 3.8 z 105
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average	 1940 kW; Peak 2330	 kW
D. Steam Requirement3 (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 psis, Returns %, Tom. of Returns
sx^ of steam
24 a 103 @	 15	 .. condensate ,	 1804?
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Hot water 2 140' -180' assumed made from 40% of the 15 psig steam. Singeing and
smoking, cooking and curing require approximately 2 x 10 BTU/hr.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 2100	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal ho	 Peak ho	 Speed	 Ranae	 Driver
Refrig. Comp. _... 320	 380	 -	 -	 electric
H. Operational Considerations:
Slaughtering operation is usually a one shift operation. However, carcasses are
chilled overnight and storage areas are refrigerated. Refrigeration load is 24
hours per day. Industry is semi seasonal. They run at full capacity in the Fall
and Winter. During late Spring and SLmmer, fewer animals are availalbe and some
plants will operate only a few days per week.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr Terp. Descr-iotion
118,000 400-500*F Stack from boiler
-- 3 7
	00 404n^'^^r^
Stack -rca siase:ng
	 _	 _t"a;0 r
21,000 400-550'
-c Stack From	 rmk
	
--_--_
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
(Typical of the 100-500 employee range
Plant Name/Size:	 2011-Meat Packing
- representing 34% of energy of 2011)
National % Distribution Using Same Distribution for
Typical ?!ant.
•
J.	 Fuels:
	
Primary Fuel a5 /	 X 64.37.') 27.4	 mil.	 Btu/hr (	 ='^'
Secondary Fuel other /	 (14.57) 6.2	 mil .	 qtr.(; i1^1
By-product Fuel Coal /	 (11.67) 4.9	 mil.	 Btu/hr iXXV )
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
Oil (9.6%) °	 of4.1 n
902 of fuel used to generate steam or hot water. The remainder for singeing,
smoking, or vehicle transportation. This 107 generally requites special
fuels, but again this is a small fraction of total.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
Approximately 295 plants of this size or larger in the country now. Although growth
rate has been aredicted at over Ilt/vr, this may not show up as a significant inc-ease
in number of plants. There appears to be a surplus of slaughtering capacity is the
industry.
M. Application Discussion:
Since World War II, the trend has been for movement of plants from large central.
slaughtering areas (e.g. Chicago) to areas near where animals are grown. Thus moderai -
zation of large plants in animal production areas and building of an estimated 20-40
plants by year 2000 of this typical size due to expansion of smaller plants and new
construction. Cogeneration potential good because of electrical use for refrigeration
and large steam hot water requirements.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: Estimated criteria of over 8 % return on net worth.
(). Economic Discussion:
Capital expenditures for equipment and new structures range from $150-250 million
per year.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Refrigeration operates on 24 hour cycle while basic plant operations are on
1 shift/day.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
For typical plant discussed here, average electrical load from 8 am to 4 pm is
1940 Kw and from 4 pm to 8 am the average load is 240 Kw. The steam rate of
24,000 lb/hr is relatively constant from 8 am to 4 pm as are the waste strums.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 2011-Mdat Packing
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Eatimated at $200-400 million/yr.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
The attached flow sheet is typical for most plants and probably will not change in the
future.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 Estimated 35,000 x 10 5 lb/yr (Production assumed to be % 70% of
capacity)
In 2000	 40-50,000 x 106 lb/vr
!i. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process betMeen 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental re gulations, enes•gy c^,'rservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Major factors may be substitution for natural gas in boilers to maintain production and
also the eating habits of public - if there is reduction in diet of red meats.
". Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
?ncreased consumption has been projected at over ll%lyr but may be better correlated with
GNP or disposable income. However, this may be over stated due to change in diet of
public.
W. National energy consumed by this process (fossil and elec. x 3 - total BTU/yr)
In 1978	 117 x 1012 BTU /°rr
In 1985	 132 x 1012 BTU/yr
In 2000	 191 x 1012 BTU/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will chan ge in 1985-2000.
Size of plant described is typical of 100-500 employee range ;30-80 x 10 6 lb/yr production)
which appears to be typical of the future.
Y. Make a list of unit ooerationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached Process Flow Diagram and Summary Sheet.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give oasis for this discussion.
s.sz
This is a percentage of value added which does not include cost of raw materials or
profits but all other costs.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Typical plant of the 50-250 employee range
representing 63% of energy consumed in 2026. TypicA:
A. Plant Ilamer'Size. 2026-Fluid Milk - plant production at 48 x 10 0 lb/yr of product.
a. Products:	 Product	 lb r etc.
Fluid Milk	 35 x 10,6
Cottage Cheese	 13 x 106
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 1310	 kW; Peak 1570	 kW
p. Steam Requirements (Process S Heating):
lb/hr	 Q	 psia.	 Returns t.	 Temp. of Returns
11,000	 E!	 15	 50x	 1B0'
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Hot water produced from steam -in the 160 O F range.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 ), n	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads: 	
Speed	 Probable
Norma] ho	 Peak ho	 Soeed	 Rance	 Driver
No single large motor or drives.
N. Operational Considerations:
Not all plants will make cottage cheese. However, some plants will make quite
a variety of products including cottage cheese, ice cream, etc. Fluid milk
operations are generally one shift per day, five days per week. They are year
round operations.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Descrioti on
in-non	 i n —1 sn °r	 :]aa « •tnfar
'17.000
	
JQQ-50n - h
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Plant Name/Size:	 2026- Fluid Ki.lk
National I Distribution Using Same Distribution for Typical
J.	 Fuels:
	 Primary Fuel	 Gas / (421)
Plane
	
A_o	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 ;i;^': / ^ ^ 5.6	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel r­ mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Fuels used predominantly for steam production. Other type fuels used such as gas,
propane, etc. used for vehicles and in most cases fuels not classified by Census of
!lfg. but are used for steam production.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985- r-000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
Per capita consumption of fluid milk is fair.ly constant and therefore total consumption
will vary, with the nonulat ion. Projections are for 1.5 to 1. 7!; 7rewth rate per veer.
Construction or new plants in the dairy industry in the past vew years appears to be
mainly for plants for ocher dairy products (cheese, etc.). The trend in the industry
M, Application Discussion:
is for closing of smaller local plants and upgrading of remaining plants. The plants
that are closed are small enough that they don't significantly affect industry capacity.
Approximately 735 plants of this typical size or larger are in the country now. Expan-
sion of present small plants, increasing capacity and construction of new plants of this
size may represent an additional 20 to 50 new plants by the year 2000. The cogeneration
potential is good because of low presure steam and hot water requirements along wi:h the
electric requirements. However, payback is a strong function of the single shift opera-
N.	 erred Economic Criteria:	 Return on net worth of 11.42.
Q, Economic Discussion:
Capital expenditures for equipment and new structures range from $125 to 175 million
per year.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
A fraction of the refrigeration operates on a 24 hour cyc l e. Cleaning operation
significant at end of day period and at start up.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
Approximately 50 Kw load on a 24 hour basis and tke remainder 1260 Kw during the
eight hour shift. The steam and waste stream profiles are relt , b;vely level for
eight hours.
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Plant Name/Size:	 2026 - Fluid %tilk
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
In the year 2000, it is estimated that the capital expenditure will range from $200 to
$300 million per year.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
The attached flow sheet-is fairly typical, although not all plants will make cottage
cheese, etc. The process will stay basically the soma for so= time to coma.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 60-70,000 x 10 6 lb/vr.
In 2000	 80-90,000 
x 106 lb/yr.
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, chances in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Any major changes would be created by form of milk products. Such as dry milk, etc. and
therefore packaging may change. Possible shift to sterile containers which require a
slight increase in temperatures to 260°-270 °F but no rapid changes predicted.
Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Per capita consumption of fluid milk is fairYy cuustant and therefore total consumption
will vary with the population. Projections are fv= a 1.7% growth rate.
W. National energy consumed by this process Cfassib plus aloe- x 3 - total BTU/yr)
In 1978	 71 x 1012 BTU/yr
In 1985	 80 x 1012 BTU/yr
In 2000	 101 x 10 - BTU/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how_Lhat will change in 1985-2000.
The size of the plant described here is cypic of the D 250 employee range (40-60 x 10`
lb/yr per plant) which appears to be typical of plants of the future and also represents
the size range consuming the largest fraction of energy.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
ee at, ached Process Flow Dia
	
am .an S
	 v Sh e .
Z. L2scrile the cost of energy ^ rheat p^ US Kli owatgs^ as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
52
This is a percentage of value added which does not include cost of raw material or
Profits but includes all other costs.
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A. Plant Name/ Size: 2046-Wet Corn :filling, 84Z of energy in plants with 500 or creacer
employees.
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/=, etc.
i
Corn Oil	 1.4 z 109
 lb/yr of corn processed
..... 
Corn oil :teal
Corn Syrup
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 28.5	 MW;	 Peak	 35.6 4W;
(Of this approx. 57; is self generated - ratio 	 avg.)
0. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns
	
Tema. of Returns
Process
	
41.9 x 104 @	 15
Heating	 3.8 x 107	 15	 l80'FCleanup	 16 -i Y i94__ @	 t C	 , 4y7, of	 ,
On-Site	 steam cond.
Generation	 .1.0 e = 104 @	 500	 returned
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
There are significant direct heat requirements in the drying and roasting operations
(see process flow sheets)
Feed Dryer -	 10.5 x 1 0 7 Etu/hr
Dextrin-Roaster 2.9 x 10 7 Btu/hr
Overall, the ratio of steam required to direct heat is 4.8.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
6600	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal ho	 Peak ho
	 Sneed	 Ranae	 Driver
Approx. 9 distinct
	
large hp l oads att 	 tg_C L'P	 Electr'c
	
about the same hy.	
Motors
(see process flow sheecsj
H. Operational Considerations:
There is very large self generation in this industry - as a national average 57: of
electrical requirement is self generated - it is assumed here that 57: plant require
rants are-self generated.
There is some additional waste heat in cooling water (95-110'?) -_
I. Waste Heat Streams: 
moist air (200'7) from dryers - these have not been included -_
inaccessibilty of recovery.
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
(gaseous)	 105	 400'F
	 r-od Dr -: P r Seat's
gaseous
	 c 10 _	 4p, ° r	 ^lectr c Generacion
gaseous
	
`' :^ :Q^	 s^ "	 a.;	 x :.
liq.)	 4Js 10'
	 1317°F
	 von Returned Condensate
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Plant Name/Size: 2046-Wet Corn Milling, 84 00 of energy in plants with 500 or greater
National Fuel Distribution
	
Typical Plant Size Distribution
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Nat. Gas
	 / (57S)	 740	 mil. Btu/hr (HY
Secondary Fuel ail	 / ^^^? )	 I	 mil. Btu/hr (rH^;
By-product Fuel other	 / (1.5 »)	 20	 mil. Stu/hr ( _
L Fuels Discussion:
Natural gas is used in the direct heat, drying and roasting operations and as boiler
fuel. The other fuels are exclusively boiler fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
Approx. 9 large plants new account for 34; of energy use. Orowtn rate is projected at
8.5% for 1978 as corn syup oroduction increases. With new capacity installed for co
syrup production, prod•^:1tion snould revert to the aistorical averages - e.g. 	 .) 3. —;F
increase. On this basis, and the fact the new large plants are smaller than existing
M. Application Discussion: ones (see below) 15-large plants estimated for 1990.
While large plants continue to be most significant, with present ca pacity averaging
85,000 bushels/day - new plants (while still large) now average 35,000 bushels/day.
This and the projected growth races give rise to the number of large plants estimated
above for 1990. Most new plants make corn syrup - this is not true of all older plant=_
this is not however a high energy process. There is excellent cogeneration potential
because of 24 hour operation.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: Estimated criteria of over 9% return on net worth.
0. Economic Discussion:
Estimated capital expenditures range from $50 - 100/yr for the 1977-1979 time frame.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
:lost of the operations in the plant are 24 hours per day. With new separation
techniques it may be possible in the future to do all separations in one shift and
store.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stre am load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
For a typical plant the average electrical load is fairly constant at 28.5 MW for
24 hrs./day. The total steam rate is also fairly 'donstant at 65,000 #/hr. At
li6e+0 hr/yr of operation - the plants operate at 5-6 days per week.
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2046-Wet Corn ►filling, 84S of-energy in plants with 500 or greater
Plant Nameilize: employees.
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Est. $85-150 million/yr.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Process is unchanged.
T. What is the national capacity for pr-oducing this product
Now in 1978 1.7 x 1010 Lb/yr.
In 2000	 3.9 x 1010 Lb/yr.
U. Make estimates of changes likel y to be made in Ciis process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental re gulations, ener gy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) cr other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Most new plants now make corn syrup as an additional product - tnis additional step is
not energy intensive. No ocher changes are anticipated.
`^. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-20010 time period)
Historically the product grew at 213 GIQP, hwever since corn, syrup capa *ity has been
added growth rate has been higher than this - it is anticipated that by 1990, 2/3 CN?
growth will return.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 10.4 x 10'
13
 BTU/yr.
In 1985	 14.1 x 10
13
 BTU/yr.
In 2000 15.9 x 1023 BTU/7r.
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Present plant sizes for large plants (greater than 500 employees) is 85,000 bushels/day
This will decrease to 35,000 bushels/day.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached Process Flow Diagram and Summary Sheet.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
1200
This is a percentage of value added which does not include cost of raw materials or ?ro ifs
but does include all other costs. 4umbers ara from 1,972 census with correction to 1978.
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accounts for 86% of energy.
8. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
	
Beet Sugar	 200 x 10 6 Lb/yr.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 4700	 kW; Peak	 5800	 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
	
lb hr	 @	 si ,	 Returns t,	 Temo. of Returns
Process Steam	 26 x 10"	 @	 15
Clean Up	 2.9 x 1D"	 @	 15 ,	 62N	 ,	 18007
Space Fit.	 1.Y zlOr_ @	 15 , returned
Self Generation 2.2 x 104	500
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
There are two significant direct heat requirements:
Xiln Dryer 12.2 x 107 Btu/hr.
Lime Kiln 2.2 x 107 Btu/hr.
The ratio of steam to direct heat required is 2.3.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 2800	 hr/yr
G. large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp	 Peak ho	 Speed	 Rance	 Driver
Centrifuge	 115OHP
All other motor loads
are in the range 300-1000 HP.
H. Operational Considerations:
24 hour operation - 5 or 6 days per week for 4 - 5 months. Very large self
generation - nationally the ratio of self generation to pruchased is 2.2.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
(gaseous)
	 8 x 105 -
(gaseous)
	 103
(Liq.)	 1.3 x 10'	 6(gaseous)
	 0
Tommo. Description
450'F Boiler Stack
450*F rl"m-r{r r:—
180°F
uf10°?'
Von-Returned Condensate
nnyrr Stacks
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2063-. Beet Sugar, Typical plant in 100-500 employee range which
Plant Name/Si'ze: accounts for 862 of energy.
	
National 7. Distribution 
I 	 Distribution for Typical Plant
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Nat. Gas (422)	 /	 „ a	 mil. Btu/hr (HSV)
Secondary Fuel coal	 (392)	 /	 721	 mil. Btu/ hr (h-'!}
By-product Fu plOCher	 (132)	 /	 74	 mil. Btu/hr (HHI)
K. Fuels Discussion:	
Oil	 ( 6%)
	 34	 mil. Btu/hr (HU)
The natural gas is uasd in the kiln dryer and as boiler fuel, coal is used as coke in
the Lime Iola and also an boiler fuel and all other fuels are boiler fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
Excellent -
52	 Sugar Beet Growing Areas 	 24 hour operation
M. Application Discussion:
The number of plants will remain stable. There has not been extensive plant building
in this industry. The product demand should be stable, with any increases being at
the rate of population growth.
N. Preferred -Economic Criteria: 	 9 - 102 of Net worth
0. Economic Discussion:
Capital expenditures in this industry were $35 x 10 6 in 1972. In general, new
plant construction is low.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Plants operate for 24 hours - 5 or 6 days/week. Operation is seasonable - starting
in the late summer and ending in the winter. In Michigan, for example, plants
operate 110 - 120 days/yr.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
A11 electric and thermal loads are constant at levels given in C S D over 24 hour
periods for 5 6 days per week. It is however seasonal - 4 - 5 aonths/yr.
()RIGINA.L PAGE IS
()x+' PoOI,, QUALITY
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2063- Beet Sugar, Typical plant in 100-500 employee range Which
Plant Name/Size:
	
accounes fob 86% of energy.
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$100 - 150 : 106/yr. in 1990 time frame.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial data for this process.
Process will be unchanged.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 18 z 109 Lb/yr.
In 2000	 30 z 109 Lb/yr.
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes are anticipated.
Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period) per capita consumption of sugar has remained constant
for some time. However competition from other sweeteners (corn syrup, etc.) is active.
It is expected beet sugar will maintain its share of the sucrose market - and growth :-111
be at a rate not faster than population (2-3Z/yr). The process itself should be unchanged.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 7.5 : 1013 BTU/yr.
In 1985	 9.3 x 1013 BTU/yr.
In 
2000 12.5 x 1013 BTU/yr.
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will chan ge in 1935-2000.
Typical size is in the 200 x 10 6 lb/yr. range - this should not change - the mix o= 31ant
sizes should remain stable.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See Process Flow Sheets.
7 . Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
In 1972, neglecting raw material costs this was 9.8Z. It is estimated that this has
climbed to 13Z in 1978 based on energy cast that has increased more rapidly than laaor
costs.
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(Typical of the larger plants with greater than
A. Plant Name/
Size: 2082-Malt Beverages 500 employees which currently represent 56S of
the energy consumed in 2082).
	
S. Products:	 Product	 lb/ r,  etc.
Beer	 800 x 106
Dry Feedstuff	 3.2 x 10'
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 6040	 kW; Peak	 7250 kW
ring bottling and packaging
0. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating : 2 shifts
lb/hr	 @	 psiq, Returns -rns Temp. of Returns
	
(process)	 86,000	 @	 15	 'S^ ___,
	
180-
	
(generate	 6,500	 @	 500	 LOOS	 ,	 180'
	
glee.)
	
@	 _.
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Hot water requirements are 160' - 180' and are produced from steam. it
represents 602 of the steam requirements.
Drying of wet feedstuff at 175° - 225° by burning fuel.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 6600	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal ho	 Peak hp	 Soeed	 Ranee	 Driver
	
Grinding Mill
	
640	 -	 -	 -	 elect.
	
Co2 Compressor
	
400	 -	 -
	
-
Refrigeration
	
2300	 -	 -	 -	 elect.
H. Operational Considerations:
Fermentation and aging are a continuous process. Labor required is low, but
the fermenting and ageing cellars are reirigera .ted continuously. Brew house
operations vary from one to three shift operation. in older breweries, one
shift operation is common. Bottling is'often a one shift operation, alchougn
in larger plants two or three shifts may be used. The-operation of a brewery is
determined by the amount of fermenting and storage capacity. With todays' high speed
I. Waste Heat Streams: filling machinery (1500 bottles or cans/minute) one shift for
bottling may handle the plant capacity.
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
	
172.000	 400-3500	 Rail r
	
16,000
	 4100-350'
	
Boiler _tack for e l - ,— . PrP— ^ .'-,	_
	
2x0,000	 000-700	 orver Stack
	
70.OU0	 150'	 Waste 'lacer Ircludin¢ Non Returned -
Jane.
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Plant Name/Size: = 0e2 - Nal t,Beverages
	
National Fuel Distribution (.)	 Typical Plant Dist.
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Gas	 (63S)	 /	 ioo mil. Btu/hr 0-10,
Secondary Fuel oil	 (Z5')	 /	 40 mil. Btu/hr
By .-product Fuel Cod ( 8 z)	 /	 15 mil. Btu/hr
K. Fuels Discussion; 	
Other ( 3 %)
	 5 mil. Btu/hr (HE".)
Almost 25% of fuel used for drying operation. Gas used primarily for drying and
boiler. The remainder used in boiler except for N 2 - 3Z ustd for in-plant
transportation.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Poten*.ial
Growth rate for malt beverages has been estimated at about 4X per year. ;lore recent
estimates are a growth rate of about double this. However, the higher figure is !based
on the fact that there has been a high increase in the last two years. It may be too
arty to determine whether the high rate wih ' continue but,it has held for the last few
M. 4Appl	 DIS CUSS'= : years. la generva, the large companies are taking over the
market. These companies have been building large breweries and in some cases super
large industries. With approximately 24 plants of the typical size or larger in
operation now, it is anticipated that in the years 1990-2000 another 1C- 7 0 plants in
this size range will be constructed or expanded to this size. The cogeneration
potential is good because of 24 operation and electric-steam demand.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:	
Return on net worh ti 13.9%.
0. Economic Discussion:
'she capital expenditures range from $150-200 million per year.
P, 11gjty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The fermentation, ageing and refrigeration are a 24 hour a day operation. Brew
house is a 2-3 shift operation for a large plant and bottling may be 2-3 shift
operation. This typical plant is assumed to operate 3 shifts per day for 5 to 6
days/wk.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
24 hour electric load of about 6.040 Kw and a proeess steam load of 96,000 lb/hr-
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Plant Name/Size:
	
2082 - Malt Beverages
R. Describe the level of capital investment in thin industry. (1985-2000 time period)
In the year 2000 this is estimated at $300 - $400 million/yr.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial data for this process.
The process attached is typical of the present day operations and the 1990 time frame.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 50 - 60,000 x 106 lb/Tr
In 2000	 90 - 110,000 x 106 1blyr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements..
One possible change would be to do the mashing operation at a central plant. The
filtered product called 'wort" would be concentrated by evaporation. The concentrated
wort would then be shipped to regional planc3 where it is .
 recons iputed, (contd.next page)-
Describe growth trends for the process proaucts and anticipate Tuture use OT the
process. ('1985-2000 time period)
Growth trends estimated at - 4;/year for Un long range; however, recent estimates
are about double this based on recent experience.
W. National energy consumed by this process (fossil plus aloe. x 3 - total BTU/7r).
In 1978	 750 x 10" BTU/yr
In 1985	 1200 x 10" BTU/yr
In 2000	 1900 x 10" BTU/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will chan ge in 1985-2000.
Typical size today and future are at 800 x 10 ti lbr ; T and larger. Some plants up to
2,000 x 10 6 lb/yr.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and in kilcate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached process flow diagram.
Z. Describe the cost of-energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
-- 4%
This is a percentage of value added which does not include cost of raw material or
profits but includes all other cost.
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U. (Continued)
fermented, aged and bottled. This is currently being done by one
European brewer, where concentrated wort is shipped to Florida.
An American firm is doing this to supply markets in Hawaii and
Alaska. This allows more efficient use of the brew house at the
central plants and eliminates the need for a brew house and raw
ingredients handling facilities at satellite plants.
s
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3.0 TEXTILE INDUSTRY (SIC 22)
3.1 General - The textile industry is composed of the following categories:
SIC 22
	 Textile Mill Products - Weaving Mills
SIC 225 - Knitting.Mills - Hoisery, Underwear
SIC 2^5 - Finishing Plants - Except Wool
SIC 227 - Floor Covering Mills - Carpets, Rugs
SIC 228 - Yarn and Thread Mills
SIC 229 - Miscellaneous Textile Goods - Upholstery, Lace, Tire Cord,
Non-wovens
In reviewing each of these categories in terms of energy usage and
steam requirements, we have selected SIC 226 - Fininshing Plants - as
the most viable for a cogeneration study.
3.2 Textile Finishing SIC 226) - The finishing industry had 655 plants in
employing 9,500 people. The industry shipped $2.5 billion of
goods or an average of $3.8 million per plant. Finishing mills
employing 100 or more persons produced 86 percent of industry output.
Plants with more than 500 employees produced 35 percent of the industry
total.
Capital investment in 1976 as compiled by the American Textile
Manufacturers Institute (ATMI) follows:
CAPITAL INVESTMENT - MILLION DOLLARS
SIC NO. BUILDINGS EQUIPMENT TOTAL
22610 - Cotton Broadcloth $ 2.5 $ 21.3 $ 23.8
22620 - Manmade Fibers 15.1 66.9 82
22690 - Other 2.4 8.6 11
I	 .
3.2.1 General Process Description
Input Materials - The primary inputs to textile finishing are broad
wovena r' ri s, dyes, lakes and toners. Broad woven fabrics made up
52 percent of the inputs by value to textile finishing in the 1972
census data. Dyes, lakes, and toner made up an additional 19 percent
by value.
Product Output is finished cloth that is shipped to apparel manufac-
turers and other miscellaneous fabric manufacturers.
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3.2.1 General Process Description - Continued
List of Unit Operations
Singing
Desizing
Scouring
Bleaching and Washing
Mercerizing
Dying or Printing
Drying
Shipping
Major	 Uses -The largest motors utilized are in the printing
department w e^50 horsepower motors are common. Natural gas is used
in the singers and drying ovens.
Criticality of Power Failures	 In event of a power failure, no hazard
will occur to employees, such as exposions, dangerous gases,. etc.
Cloth could be damaged if left in bleaching vats.
Process Modification for Cogeneration - Natural gas and steam are
presently used in t e process. The natural gas is used for singing and
drying cloth. Cogeneration would possibly be more attractive if elec-
tric drying ovens could be used for drying cloth in lieu of natural
gas. However, the present process equipment available requires high
heat for drying, which can only be achieved by using natural gas. At
present we do not know of a modification that will enhance
cogeneration.
Average Energy Consumption - Approximately 0.3 KW of electricity per
yard of processed cloth is consumed.
3.2.2 Industry Capacity - The approximate national industry capacity is 12
billion yards of cloth per year. From 1964 to 1975, the industry has
averaged 10 billion yards of cloth per year. The highest production
rate occurred in 1966 in which 11 billion yards of cloth were pro-
duced. The lowest production rate occurred in 1975 when 8.4 billion
yards of cloth were produced.
Process Changes - No process changes are anticipated in the near
future.  Howeverr gas or oil fired power boilers will be converted to
coal.
Growth Trends - Zero growth is anticipated due to present excess
capacity, fTreign imports, and low profit margins. Any new plants
that may be built would result in the closing of smaller less
efficient plants.
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3.2.2 Industry Capacity - Continued
Total Energy,Consumed
1978 - 21 Billion KWH Per Year
1985 - Same
2000 - Same
The above is based on zero growth of the industry.
jXpical Plant Capacity - In 1972, 655 plants produced 10 billion yards
of cloth and employed people. This averages 15.3 million yards
per year of cloth per mill and 121 employees per mill. The larger mill
will average 130 million yards of cloth per year with 800 employees per
mill.
T ical Plant Size During the Period 1985
	 2000 - If new plants are
built, they will replace many smaller and inefficient plants with no
increase in total industry output. Another possibility is that the
smaller plants will gradually be closed and the larger plants will
increase production to cover the production loss of the smaller mills.
We estimate that the typical plant in 1985 - 2000 will produce 2.5
million yards of cloth per week, with 800 employees.
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A. Plant Name/Size:	 Textile Finishing - SIC 226
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
Finished Broadwoven 	 2,500,000 yards/week
fabrics
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 6200 kW; Peak	 6600 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 6 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
38,000	 @	 50	 30%	 180OF
102,000
	
@ 105 , 30X	 2120F
18,000	 @	 105	 100%	 2120F
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Natural gas used for singing and drying ovens =
38.5 mil. BTU/HR
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions. 	 6240	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak ho	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
50	 50	 1800	 N/A	 Electric
H. Operational Considerations:
24 hr/day - 5 day week - 6240 hr/yr.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
15/hr
228„Onn i^r
5,000 CFM
96,000 CFM
Temo.	 Description
	
F	 -Contaminated Waste Water
	
40(P F	 tinging Discharge - Air
	35CDFF	 Finishing Discharge - Air
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: T Ytila Finishing - $Tr 29A - 2 ,5 00 . 000 yards,44ask
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 rnai / u8	 mil.
Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuela;r 
uE
gr
al ^as or
.aee5s
/ 38.5
	
mil. Btu/hr (HM!)
By-product Fuel	 None / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Natural gas and/or oil will continue to be used for direct firing applications
on process equipment. Coal will be used in the future for producing steam.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 'There	 Cogeneration Potential
No New Plants	 Marginal in existing
Plants
M. Application Discussion:
Marginal for cogeneration due to:
a) Low electrical requirements (6200kw)
b) 5 day/week operation
*	 N. Preferred Economic Criteria: Data of a priority nature and not available -
0. Economic Discussion:	 See "N"
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
24 hour/day - 5 day week = 6240 hr/yr.
Maintenance done on weekends and occasional shutdowns.
Q. Attach kilcwatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
	
Plant Name/Size: 	 Textile Finishing - Sir 92R-2,F00,040-Tarde,lweek.
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
	
1976 - $117 x 106
	Note: Capital investment is based on zero growth for the
	1985 - $149 x 106
	years 1976-2000. Escalation estimated @ 3% per year.
2000 - $201 x 106
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Not a new process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 ln_nnn Y ln6
 yards
	In 2000	 10,000 x 10 6
 vary	
No growth
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, thanges in rave materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Present gas or oil fired power boilers will be converted to coal.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (19135-2000 time period)
No growth is anticipated due to present excess capacity, foreign imports, and
low profit margins.
W. National energy consumed by this process
	
In 1978	 22 Billion 41H per Year
In 1985 Same
In 2000 Same
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and 'now that will chan g e in 1985-2000.
In 1972, finishing plants employing 100 or more persons produced $2.25 billion of
output or 86 !')er cent of industry out put. Plants with more than 500 employees had$917 million of shipments or 35,percent of industry output.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See block diagram.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a Percent of the total
operating costs. Give oasis for this discussion.
Data is not available for total operating costs. Various mills that we interviewed
estimated a range of 15 to 20 per cent of total operating costs as the cost of
energy.
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4.0 LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS SIC 24
4.1 This industry is concerned with the production of lumber, plywood,
particle board, and other wood products. Wood product mills in general
vary in size from small "dirt mills" to large integrated forest prod-
ucts complexes producing on site all of the above mentioned products.
In 1972 there were 8,071 establishments in the U.S.A., of which 1717
had more than 20 employees, 343 had 100 or more employees, and 266 had
100 to 249 employees.
The typical operating schedule of a large sawmill is two shifts per
day, five days per week for wood preparation, sawing, anu Planing
operations, and 7 days per week operations for drying.
This industry averages 3.9,09 of product value added as energy- A large
portion of the process steam is generated from wood waste and most
electricity is purchased.
4.2 Softwood Lumber; SIC 2421
There will be approximately 40 billion board feet of lumber produced in
1978. No basic changes are foreseen in the industry in the years 1985
- 2000. Production should rise to 80 billion BF by the year 2000 with
a one billion dollar capital investment over the period 1985 	 2000.
4.2.1 The raw material for the process is timber. The product output is
finished building lumber. The process includes, debarking, sawing to
length, removing undesirable wood, sawing timber lengthwise into
rectangular cross section, separating the green lumber, grading,
stacking, drying and planing.
The major energy use is drying. Power failures are not critical to
the process. The potential for cogeneration is good in a large wood
products complex. The average energy consumption per board foot
production is 6000 BTU nationally.
4.2.2 The national capacity for production of this process is 40 billion
board feet. 37 billion board feet were produced in 1977 by 1,982
United States plants. There is presently a rapid movement to burn
wood for industrial energy. Direct fired drying, as opposed to steam
drying is popular. The trend toward small timber will reduce the
precent of lumber used. Composition panels and boards bound together
will substitute for lumber, however, small lumber sizes will increase
in use as opposed to larger boards and timbers. The national energy
use in 1978 is 237 X 10 12 BTU. In 1985 it will be 300 X 1012
BTU, and in 2000, 400 X 10 12 BTU.
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The following is a tabulation of plant sizes in the United States:
PRODUCTION RANGE - BF
50 - 300 MM
25 - 50 MM
10 - 25 MM
5 - 10 MM
3 - 5 MM
Other
NO. OF PLANTS
221
273
402
329
261
496
19'2 Total for 1977
The expected plant capacity in 1985 - 2000 will be 50 MM BF.
4.2.3 Plant kilowatt requirements are 1500 KW average. Steam requirements
are 30,000 lb/hr @ 125 psig. Plant hours of operation are 4000
hr/yr. Large horsepower loads include:
Chipping Head	 100 Hp - 1800 RPM
Chipper	 100 Hp - 1200 RPM
Blower	 100 Hp - 1800 RPM
Waste heat stream is kiln exhaust, air @ 180° F. - 6MM BTU/hr.
Load profiles are uniform with no load when plant is down.
4.3 Softwood P1 wood SIC 2436
o twood Veneer SIC
There will be approximately 19 billion square feet of 3/8" softwood
plywood produced in 1978. There is a foreseeable trend toward direct
firing of veneer dryer to reduce final cost. Production will rise to
74 billion square feet in 2000 with a $6 billion capital investment
over the period 1985 - 2000.
4.3.1 The raw material for the process is timber. The product output is
plywood. The process includes, debarking, cutting the timber into
veneer, drying the veneer, applying glue to the veneer surface,
binding the sheets of veneer together in a heated press, and
finishing edges and surfaces. The major energy use is drying. Power
failures are not critical. The average energy consumed per square
foot is 5000 BTU.
4.3.2 The national capacity for production of softwood plywood is 20
billion square feat, with 19 billion to be produced	 in 1978. The
anticipated production	 in 2000 is 74 billion square feet. There is	 a
trend toward direct firing of veneer dryers to reduce final cost.
The national
	 energy consumption in 1978 is 100 X 10 12 BTU. The
national	 energy consumption in 2000 will	 be 275 X 10 i2 BTU.
Nationally, the average plant capacity is 55 MM square feet. Today's'
average new plant size is 100 million S.F., in 1985 - 2000 this size
will	 increase to 200 MM to 300 MM S.F.
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4.3.3 The electric load to produce 100 MM S.F. of plywood is 3000 KW. The
steam required is 75,000 lb/hr @ 250 psig with 90% returns at 250° F.
Plant hours of operation are 6000 hr/yr. Large horsepower loads are
lathe @ 150 Hp - 1800 RPM, fan at 100 Hp - 1800 RPM. Waste heat
stream is dryer exhaust (air) at 13 MM BTU/hr 200° F. Heat is
recoverable down to 160° F. Energy load profiles are uniform with no
load when the plant is down. The primary fuels that are byproducts,
are bark and sawdust.
4.4 Particle Board
There will be approximately 4 billion square feet (3/4" basis) of
particle board produced in 1978. No basic changes are foreseen in the
industry in the 1985 - 2000 time period.. Production should rise to
23.8 billion in 2000, with a $3.9 billion capital investment between
1985 and 2000.
4.4.1 The raw material is wood chips. The production output is particle
board. The process includes receiving wood chips, planer shavings,
and sawdust, size reduction by flaking and/or refining (steaming may
also be used in this step), dry by direct steaming, add urea
formaldehyde binder, spread uniformly in a flat sheet, press to
thickness. The major energy use is drying. Power failure can be
slightly critical, but fire controls can be added to offset this
danger. The average energy consumed per square foot is 9,700
BTU/S.F.
4.4.2 The national capacity for production of this product is 4 billion
square feet. Production in 1978 will be 3.4 billion. Shifts are
being made to reduce the consumption of oil and gas by substituting
coal and wood. The use of particle board -is increasing rapidly as
smaller timber is harvested for lumber production. Total national
energy usage is 32 X 10 12
 BTU/yr. The average plant size is 48
MM S.F. The typical modern facility is 100 MM S.F. The typical
facility in 1985 - 2000 is expected to be 100 to 200 MM S.F.
4.4.3 The electric load to produce 80 MM S.F. of 3/4" thick board is 5000
KW. The steam required is 37,000 lb/hr @ 250 prig. The-fiber drying
process is direct fired with natural gas wood or oil at 55 MM BTU/hr.
Plant hours of operation are 8000 hrs/yr. Large horsepower loads are
refiner 700 Hp @ 1800 RPM, press 200 Hp @ 1800 RPM, and transport
planer 200 Hp @ 1800 RPM. Waste heat streams are refiner exhaust
20,000 lb/hr @ 225= steam, and press and drying exhaust 15 MM BTU/hr
@ 225° F. Both are recoverable down to 160° F. Fuels are natural
gas 50 MM BTU/hr, and oil 37 MM BTU/hr.
Thermal and electric loads are straight line except during mainte-
nance shutdowns.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Softwood Lumber: SIC 2421
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
_Dimension Lumber 	 50 million Board M /year
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 1500	 kW; peak 17. 00	 W
D. Steam Requirements (Process 6 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psiC,	 Returns :,	 Temo. of Returns
30.000	 @	 125	 90	 200OF
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
None
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 4000 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal hp Pea_	 k hp Speed Ra_ = Driver
_000 200 1800 Constant Motor
100 150 1200 Constant Motor
100 100 1800 Constant Motor
H. Operational Considerations:
16 Hour/Day - 5 Days/week - 50 Weeks/year a 4000 hr/year
I. Waste Heat Stream;,:
lb/hr	 Temo.	 Descriotion
(AIR)	 6 M BTU/HR	 180OF	 Kiln exhauet
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Softwood Lumber-, SIC 2421: 50 MM B
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Bark and Sawdust 1	 5o mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 Oil / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel Bark/Sawdust / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Bark or sawdust from the timber processed is the primary fuel supplemented
with oil depending on the particular process arrangement.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
2,00	 Across U.S. with primary	 Good
growth in the south.
M. Application Discussion:
Cogeneration potential increases as sawmills become part of a large wood
products comples.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: 	 No Data Available
0. Economic Discussion:
See "N"
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Plants operate 4000 hours/year with one to two days per week for maintenance.
Q. ,Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sneets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Oata Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Softwood Lumber
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
The capital investment perhaps will be 100 plants at $10 million or $1 Billion(todays dollars).
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978. give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Process is commercial
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 40 billion BF
In 2000	 80 billion BF
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
oeasures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated.
V. describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
See narrative description.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978 237x 10 12 Btu
In 1985 300 x 10 12
 Btu
In 2000 400 x 10 12 Btu
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
The average plant size is g0 x 10 6
 BF/year. Plants added to capacity will be50 x 106
 BF/yr to 200 x 10 BF/!, r. Small plants will be closed.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See G, D and J.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 SIC 2436 Softwood Plywood
B. Products:
	
Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Plywood	 100 Millinn Sq. Ft./Yr. 3/8" Thick
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 3000 	 kW-, Peak 3500	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 paia,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
75,000	 @	 250	 90	 250OF
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
None
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 6000	 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal	 hp Peak No Speed Rance	 Driver
Lathe _	 150 200 1800 Constant	 Motor
Fan 100 100 1800 Constant	 Motor
H. Operational Considerations:
24 Hr/Day - 5 Day/Week - 50 Weeks/Year = 6000 Hr/Yr
I. 'Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Tero.
	 Cescriot on
(Air)	 13MM BTU/Hr
	
2001 F
	
Dryer Exhaust	 -
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CTAS Plant Oata Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Snftwood Plywood 100 MM SF (3/3" Basis)
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Bark	 /	 130	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 oil	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel Bark
	
/	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Bark from the timber processed is the primary fuel, supplemented
with oil depending on the particular process arrangement.
L. Applications-
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-20!10	 'There	 Cogeneration Potential
400	 Across U.S. with primary 	 Goad
M. Application Discussion:
Cogeneration potential increases as plywood is produced in large wood
products complexes.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:	 Data Not Availaole
0. Economic Discussion:
See "N°
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Plants operate 6000 hours/year with one to two days per week for maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt , steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets `or discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Softwood Plywood
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
The capital investment will be 200 plants at $30 million each or
$6 Billion Total (todays dollars).
S. If th-ia is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Process is commercial
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 20 billion SF
In 2000	 74 billion SF
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated.
Y. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
See narrative report.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978
	 100 x 1012 BTU
In 1985
	
150 x 10 12 BTU
In 2000
	
275 x 1012 BTU
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1995-2000.
The average plant size built today is 100 MM SF (3/8" Thick). The average
plant size added in the 1985-2000 period will be 200 MM SF to 300 MM SF.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users cr
major sources of waste energy.
See G, 0 and J.
Z. 4escribe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: SIC 2492 - Particle board
S. Products:Product	 lb/yr, etc.
'Particle boars_	 80 million 5q. Ft./Yr. - 3/4" Thick
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average, 5Q00 kw; Peak 	 60000 _kW
0., Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
I b/hr	 !	 psia, Returns X, Two. of Returns
37.000 -	 !	 9s;n	 'innoF
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Direct fired fiber drying with natural gas, wood, or oil at 50 MM Btu/hr.
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 8000	 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp Pea_	 k hp	 Speed Ranae	 _Driver
Refiner 7(1n 700	 11gnn _ Constant	 Motor
Press 200 ?nn	 1800 Constant	 Motor
Transport 200 ?no	 1800 Constant	 Motor
H. Operational Considerations:
Continuous 24 hrs/Day .Approximately 6 Days/week
One day or less per week required for maintenance
I. Waste Heat Streams.
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
	
20.000 - stem	 225OF	 Yhaict frnm Rpfinin4 f1ppratinn
	
_15 MM BTUH-Air	 2250F	 Press and Dryin g_Exhaust
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: SIC 2492 Particle board	 80 MM SF/yr.
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Natural aas /	 50 mil. Btu/ hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 Oil /	 37 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 Wood /	 __ mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Wood is fast oecoming the primary fuel to produce steam and direct
heat for drying in this process.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 ',there	 Cocene!ration Potential
25	 Across U.S. with primary 	 Good
growth in the south.
M. Application Discussion:
Cogeneration potential increases as particle board plants oecome part
of a large wood products complex.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:	 No Data Available
0. Economic Discussion:
See "N"
p. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Plants operate 8000 hours/year with one day or less/week for
maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
Uniform loading with essentially no load when plant is down. The only
cycle is the press steam which varies 5,000 los/hr every five minutes
more or less.
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CTAS Plant 7ata Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Particle board
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
The capital investment will be 130 plants at $30 million each a $3.9 billion.
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
This process is commercial.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 3.4 billion SF (3/4" thick)
In 2000	 23.8 billion SF (3/4" thick)
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Refer to narrative report.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 32 x 1012 _ BTU
In 1985	 100 x 10 12 BTU
In 2000	 172 x 10 12 BTU
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
The average particle board plant is 50 MMSF/year. Perhaps the average
plant in 1985 - 2000 will produce 100 - 200 MMSF/year.
Y. Make a list of unit opera*_ionsin the plant and indic-, te 'he major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See G. D & J.
Z. Cescribe the cost of enercy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
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5.0 PULP AND PAPERBOARD MILLS NO. 2611, 2621, 2631
5.1 This industry is concerned with the production of pulp and paper
products from organic fibrous materials, primarily wood, by mechanical,
thermo-mechanical or chemical processes. As a whole, the industry is
highly energy intensive and is committed to on-site steam and electric
generation. Mills generally operate 24 hours a day, 350 days per year,
and employ 325 people per 1000 ton per day production rates. As a
whole, the industry growth rate is 3% per year and is expected to
continue to grow at this rate for the period 1985 - 2000. The major
energy uses in industry are pulping, refining, bleaching, liquor
recovery, and drying. All processes depend heavily on a constant and
dependable power supply and maintain ties with their local utilities
for backup in case of failure of on-site facilities.
5.2 Waste Pager Mills will produce approximately 86,300 tons per day of
product in— a year 2000. No major changes are anticipated in the
basic process in the time period between 1985 and 2000, but it is
foreseen that there will be .a major turnover in fuel use from oil to
coal for steam and electric power generation. Production of products
from wastepaper is expected to increase at 3% per year with a level of
capital investment of $26.3 X 10 9 in the 1985 - 2000 time period.
5.2.1 Input materials are wastepaper, water, and coal. Product output is a
variety of paper products, i.e., tissue and boxboard. Unit opera-
tions are receiving and storage, pulping (includes screening and
bleaching), refining, blending, forming, and drying. Power ties are
maintained with the utility for backup in case of power failure.
Some wastepaper operations are cogenerators. The average ^nergy
consumption per unit of primary process output is 3.9 X 10
WH/ton and 12% of total operating costs are costs of energy.
5.2.2 The national capacity for the process is 14 X 10 6 tons per year.
The only major change anticipated in the industry is adaptation to
coal as the primary fuel source. The growth trend anticpated is 3%
per year. The anticipated total energy consumed in 1978 by the
process is 127 X 106 MWH per year. The range of sizes is 20 -
600 TPD. A typical modern facility will produce 600 TPD. The
expected plant size in the period 1985 - 2000 will produce 600 tons
per day of product.
5.2.3 Plant kilowatt requirements average 15,000 KW. Steam requirements
are 52,000 lb/hr @ 70 psig and 192,000 lb/hr @ 150 psig. Plant hours
of operation are 8400 hr/yr. Large horsepower loads include, fan
pump drive @ 600 Hp and paper machine drives 2 @ 1300 Hp and 5 @ 700
Hp. Waste heat streams are paper machine overflow to sewer @ 110° F.
- 9 X 105 lb/hr - and paper machine hood exhaust @ 240° F. - 1.4
X 106 lb/hr. It would not be practical to recover heat from the
paper machine overflow. Heat can be recovered from the hood exhaust
down to 160° F. The primary fuel is coal.
Thermal and electrical load profiles are straight line because of
continuous operation.
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5.0 PULP AND PAPERBOARD MILLS NO. 2611, 2621, 2631 - Continued
5.3 Unbleached Kraft Mills will produce approximately 110,000 tons of
product per day in the year 2000. No major changes are anticipated in
the basic process in the time period between 1985 and 2000, but it is
foreseen that there will be a major turnover in fuel use from oil to
coal for steam and electric power generation. Production of products
from unbleached Kraft pulp is expected to increase at 3% per year with
a level of capital investment of $33.6 X 10 9 in 1985 - 2000.
5.3.1 Input materials are wood, water, chemicals, and coal. Product output
is a variety of paper products, i.e. liner board and bags. Unit
operations are chipping, cooking, washing, liquor recovery, refining,
blending, forming, and drying. Major energy users are pulping,
refining, drying and liquor recovery. Power ties are maintained with
the utility for backup in case of power failure. Most Kraft pulping
operations are cogenerators. The average energy consumption per unit
of primary process output is 7.4 X 10 6 WH/ton and 7% of total
operating costs are costs of energy.
5.3.2 The national capacity for the process is 18 X 106 tons/yr. The
only major change anticipated in the industry is adaptation to coal
as the primary fuel source. The growth trend anticipated is 3% per
year. The anticipated total energy consumed in 1978 by the process
is 310 X 10 6 MWH/yr. The range of plant sizes is 250 - 3000 TPD.
A typical modern facility will produce 1000 TPD. The expected plant
size in the period 1985 - 2000 is 1000 TPD.
5.3.3 Plantkilowatt requirements average 29,000 KW. Steam requirements
are 4.2 X 10 5 lb/hr @ 70 psig and 1.4 X 10 lb/hr @ 150 psig.
Plant hours of operation are 8400 hr/yr. Large horsepower loads
include paper machine drive 2 @ 2200 Hp and 5 @ 1200 Hp, kiln draft
fan drive 600 Hp, and fan pump drive 1000 Hp. Waste heat streams are
paper machine hood exhau§t 15 X 10 5
 lb/hr @ 240° F., paper and
pulp mill sewers 94 X 10 1
 lb/hr @ 110° F., and lime kiln exhaust
32,000 lb/hr @ 180° F. It would not be practical to recover heat
from the sewer overflow. Heat can be recovered from the hood exhaust
down to 160° F., and from the kiln down to 120° F. The primary fuel
is coal.
Thermal and electrical load profiles are straight line because of
continuous operation.
5.4 Bleached Kraft Mills will produce approximately 79,000 tons of product
per day in the year 2000. No major changes are anticipated in the
basic process in the time period between 1985 and 2000, but it is
foreseen that there will' be a major turnover in fuel use from oil to
coal for steam and electric power generation. Production of products
from bleached Kraft pulp is expected to increase at 3% per year with a
level of capital investment of $48.9 X 10 9 in 1985 - 2000.
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I5.0 PULP AND PAPERBOARD MILLS NO. 2611, 2621, 2631 - Continued
5.4.1 Input materials are wood, water, chemicals, and coal. Product output
is a variety of paper products, i.e. tissue, fine paper, and bleached
liner board. Unit operations are chipping, cooking, washing, liquor
recovery, bleaching, refining, blending, forming and drying. Major
energy users are pulping, refining driving, bleaching, and liquor
recovery.
5.4.2 The national capacity for the process is 14 X 10 6 tons/yr. The
only major change anticipated in the industry is adaptation to coal
as the primary fuel source. The growth trend anticipated is 3% per
year. The anticipated total energy consumed by the process is 343 X
106 MWH/yr. The range of plant sizes is 250 - 3000 TPD. A
typical modern facility will be 1000 TPD. The expected plant size in
the period 1985 - 2000 is 1000 TPD.
5.4.3 Plant kilowa^t requirements average 50,000 KW. Steam requirements
are 4.1 X 10 lb/hr @ 10 psig and 3.8 X 10 lb/hr @ 150 psig.
Plant hours of operation are 8400 hr/yr. Large horsepower loads
include paper machine drive with 2-2500 Hp and 5-1400 Hp motors, kiln
draft fan drive-800 Hp, and fan pump drive 3008 Hp. Waste heat
streams are paper machine hood exhaust 15 X 10 lb/hr @ 240 F.,
paper and pulp mill sewers 13.4 X 10 lb/hr @ 110 ° F., lime kiln
exhaust 32,000 lb/hr @ 180° F., and chlorination sewer @ 5.5 X
106
 lb/hr. It would not be practical to recover heat from the
paper, pulp or chlorination sewer. Heat can be recovered from the
paper machine hood exhaust down to 160° F. and from the kiln down to
120° F. The primary fuel is coal.
Thermal and electrical load profiles are straight line because of
continuous operation.
5.5 Neutral Sulfite Semi-Chemical will produce approximately 23,000 tons of
product per day in the year _000. No major changes are anticipated in
the basic process in the time period between 1985 and 2000, but it is
foreseen that there will be a major turnover in fuel use from oil to
coal for steam and electric power generation. Production of products
from unbleached NSSC-pulp is expected to increase at 3% per year with a
level of capital investment of $7.8 X 10 6 in 1985 - 2000.
5.5.1 Input materials are wood, water, chemicals, and coal. Product output
is corrugation medium. Unit operations are chipping, digesting,
refining, washing,,
 stock preparation, forming, drying, and finishing.
Major energy uses are digesting, refining, drying, and liquor
recovery. Power ties are maintained with the utility for backup in
case of power failure. Most NSSC operations are cogenerators. with
Kraft Mills. The average nergy consumption per unit of primary
process output is 4.7 X 10 and 17% of total operating costs are
costs of energy.
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5.0 PULP AND PAPERBOARD MILLS NO. 2611, 2621, 2631 - Continued
5.5.2 The national capacity for the process is 4.4 X 10 6 tons/hr. The
only major change anticipated in the industry is adaptation to coal
as the primary fuel source. The growth trend anticipated is 3% per
year. The anticipated total energy consumed by the process is 4.1 X
106 MWH/yr. The range of sizes is 200 - 600 TPD. A typical
modern facility will produce 400 TPD. The expected plant size in the
period 1985 - 2000 is 600 TPD.
5.5.3 Plant kilowatt requirements average 20,000 KW. Steam requirements
are 95,000 lb/hr @ 70 prig and 212,000 lb/hr @ 150 psig. Plant hours
of operation are 8400 hr/yr. Large horsepower loads include, paper
machine drive with 2-2000 Hp and 5-1000 Hp motors, and fan pump
drivg 600 Hp. Waste heat streams are pulp and paper mill sewers 4.8
X 10 lb/hr @ 110° F., and paper machine hood exhaust 9 X 105
lb/hr @ 240° F. It would not be practical to recover heat from the
paper, or pulp mill sewers. Heat can be recovered from the paper
machine hood exhaust down to 160° F. The primary fuel is coal.
Thermal and electrical load profiles are straight line because of
continuous operation.
5.6 Thermo-Mechanical Pulp^ing^ will produce approximately 28,493 tons of
product per day in the year 2000. No major changes are anticipated in
the basic process in the time period between 1985 and 2000, but it is
foreseen that there will be a major turnover in fuel use from oil to
coal for steam and electric power generation. Production of products
form thereto-mechanical pulp is expected to increase at 3% per year with
a level of capital investment of $10.7 X 10 6 in 1985 - 2000.
5.6.1 Input materials are wood, water, and coal. Product output is a
variety of paper products, i.e. news print and coated book paper.
Unit operations are chipping, pulping, washing, refining, forming,
and drying. Major energy uses are chipping, pulping, refining, and
drying. Power ties are maintained with the utility for backup in
case of power failure. Some TMP pulping operations are cogenerators..
The average energy consumption per unit of primary process output is
6.3 X 10 WH/ton and 23% of total operating costs are costs of
energy.
5.6.2 The national capacity for the process is 5.4 X 10 6 tons/yr. The
-)nly major change anticipated in the industry is adaptation to coal
as the primary fuel source. The growth trend anticipated is 3% per
year. The anticipated total energy consumed by the process is 68 X
106
 MWH/yr. The expected plant size in the period 1985 - 2000 is
400 TPD.
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5.0 PULP AND PAPERBOARD MILLS NO. 2611, 2621, 2631 - Continued
5.6.3 Plant kilowatt requirements average 31,300. KW steam requirements
are 8,300 lb/hr @ 70 psig and 142,000 lb/hr @ 150 prig. Plant hours
of operation are 8400 hr/yr. Large horsepower loads include, paper
machine drive with 5-900 Hp and 8-600 Hp motors, primary refiners
6-5000 Hp, secondary refiner 6-400.0 Hp, and fan pumps 1-600 and
1-700. Waste heat streams are pulp and paper mill sewer j.1 X
106
 lb/hr @ 120° F. and paper machine hood exhaust 6 x 10
lb/hr @ 240° F. It would not be practical to recover heat from the
pulp and paper mill sewers. Heat can be recovered from the paper
machine hood exhaust down to 160° F. The primary fuel is coal.
Thermal and electrical load profiles are straight line because of
continuous operation.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:
	 BLEACHED KRAFT/1000TPD	 (2621-2)
B. Products:
	
Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Tissue
Fine Paper
Bleached Liner Board
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 50400 kW; Peak 58,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process S Heating):
lb/hr
	 @	 psig,	 Returns p,	 Temp. of Returns
4 x 10 5
	(a
	
70	 70%	 3160F
3_R x 10 5	@	 150	 ,	 70k	 a	 365OF
@	 r
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Oil fired lime kiln @135 x 10 6BTU/HR.
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 8400 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Description Normal	 lip Peak hp Speed Range Driver
2@2500 HP 2@2900 HP
Paper Machine Drive 5@1400 HP 5@1600 HP	 variable 300-1200RPM	 Motor
Kiln Draft Fan 800 HP 900 HP	 1800 Constant Motor
Drive
Fa n Pump Drive 3000 HP 3500 HP	 1200 Constant Motor
H.	 Operational Considerations:
Continuous Operation.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
(Air)	 15 x 10 5	2400F
	 Paper Machine Hood Exhaust
(Air)	 32,000 lb/hr.	 1800F	 Lime Kiln Exhaust
(Water)	 5.5 x 10'" lb/hr. 900F	 Chlorinator Sewer
5-x.35
...	 .....awn... Y.d..,.	 ...	 _
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
	
Plant Name/Size:
	 Bleached Kraft/'1000 TPD
	 (2621-2)
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Coal	 /	 468	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel
	 oil	 /	 135	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel Bark s Black /
	 464	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:	
Liquid
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where
	 Coveneration Potential
	
30	 Across the U.S.A.
	 I11 mills will be
cogeneratirs
M. Application Discussion:
The Kraft process depends on bu7.ning of by-products and cogeneration
to be economically feasible.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:	 biscounted Rate of Return
0. Economic Discussion:
The expected return on investment is 17%.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The plant operates for 8400 hrs/yr. with biannual one week
shutdowns for maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant_ Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Bleached Kraft/1000 TPD	 (2621-2
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$48.9 x 109
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Not a new process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 14 x 10 6 tons/year
In 2000	 25 x 
10 tons/year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
We anticipate a growth rate of 3% a year in this time period.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978
In 1985
In 2000
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
The typical size ov a plant is now 300 TPD. The typical size built
in 2000 will be 1000 TPD.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy. Chipping, cooking, washing, bleaching, refining,
blending, forming and drying. Major consumers are cooking, refining &
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts)	 as a percent of the total 	 bleaching.
	
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.	 7%
Based on $400/ton and $35/ton coal $0.03/KWHR.
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A. Plant Name/Size:
B. Products:	 Product
Liner
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Unbleached Kraft/1000 TPD
Ib/yr, etc.
P
Bags
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements:. Average 	 29 , 000kW; Peak 33,500 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
	
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
4.7 x 10 5 @	 70	 708	 3160F
1 4 x 105 @	 15i1— ,	 ?nR	 16 Sop
@	 ,	 t
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Oil fired lime kiln @135 x 10 6 BTU/IiR.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
8400
	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Description	 Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
2@2200
	
2@2500
Paper Machine Dr. 5131900
	
t; (a
	 Variable	 _QO-120pRPM ^^otp _
Kiln Draft Fan Dr	 ronUP _	 80n HP _ X 800	 Constant	 Motor
Fan Pump Drive	 I 00 up	 1200 HP	 1200	 Constant:	 Motor
H. Operational Considerations:
Continuous Operation.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
(Air)	 1.5 x 105
(Water) q4 x 105
(Air)	 32,000 LB/HR
Temp.	 Description
2400F	 Paper Machine Hood Exhaust
1100F	 Paper and Pulpmill Sewers
1800F	 Lime Kiln Exhaust
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:_ 	 Unbleached Kraft/1000 TPD 	 (2621-4)
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Coal / 352 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel
	 oil	 (Kiln) / 135 mil.	 Btu/hr (HH'!)
By-product FuelBark-Black Liq / 341 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
Coal will provide the bulk of the energy required. Oil will be used
in process systems that will be direct fired.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cooeneration Potential
40	 Across the U.S.A.
	 All plants will be
cogenerators
M, Application Discussion:
The Kraft process depends on burning of byproducts and cogeneration
to be economically practical.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
	 Discounted Rate of Retur
0. Economic Discussion:
The expected return on investment is 178.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The plant operates for 8400 hrs/yr. with biannual one week shutdowns
for maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: 	 Unbleached Kraft	 (2621-9)
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$33.6 x 109
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 18 x 10 6 tons/year
In 2000	 90 x 10 6 tons/year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
We anticipate a growth rate of 3% a year in this time period.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978
In 1985
In 2000
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
The typical size of a plant is now 500 TPD. The typical size built
in 1985-2000 will be 1000 TPD.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy . users or
major sources of waste energy. Chipping, cooking, washing, refining, blending,
forming and drying. Mayor consumers are cooking, refining and drying.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion. 	 7%
Based on $250/ron board, $35/ton coal and $0.03/KKHR.
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Revised-August 30, 1978
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: 	 Neutral Sulfite Semichemical 600 TPD
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/iir, etc.
Corrugating Medium
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 20,000 kW; Peak 23,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 6 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns „	 Temo. of Returns
95,000
	 @	 50	 70	 _ 2970F
212,0;)0	 @	 150	 70	 365OF
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
None
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 8400 1hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Description	 Normal	 ho Peak ho Soeed Ranae Driver
Z@ZOOU	 P 2F'Z3875'-
Paper Machine Drive	 5@1000 HP 5@1500 Variable 300-1200 Motor
Fan Pump Drive
	
600 HP 690 HP 1200 Constant Motor or turbine
H. Operational Considerations:
Continuous Operation.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
15/fir	 Terse.	 Des^r --,ion
('dater)	 4.8 x 106	 1100 F	 Pulp and Paper Mill Sewer
(Steam)
	 9 x 105 lb/Hr.	 240 O F	 P_per f! chine Ha rl Exhaust
5-111
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:
	 Neutral Sulfite 600 TPD
	 (2621-6)
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Coal	 /	 405	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel ,	-	 /	 -	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel
	 -	
/	 -	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Coal projected to be the primary fuel in 1985-2000.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
8	 Across the U.S.A.	 Good
M. Application Discussion:
Cogeneration exists in most mills and is more attractive when
waste liquor can be cross-recovered in a Kraft recovery boiler.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:	 D
iscounted Rate of Return
0. Economic Discussions
The expected return on investment is 17%.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The plant operates for 8400 hrs/hr. with biannual one week
shutdowns for maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: 	 NSSC 600 TPD	 (2621-6)
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$7.8 x 106
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Not a new process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 4.4 x 106
In 2000	 8.4 x 106
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process, (1985-2000 time period)	 We anticipate a growth rate of 3% a
year in this time period.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978
In 1985
In 2000
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
The typical plant size is now 250 TPD and is expected to be
600 TPD.
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy. Chipping, digesting, refining, washing, forming,
drying, major users of energy are digesting, refining, and drying.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion. 17
based on $310/ton pulp and $35/ton coal and $0.03/KIIHR.
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Revised September 7, 1978
CTAS Plant Oata Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: 	 Thermo -Mechanical Pulping - 400 TPO
B. Products:	 Product 	 15/v_ retc•
Newsprint
Coated Book Paper
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 31,300 kW; Peak 36,000 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psio,	 Returns r,	 Temo. of Returns
8300 @ 70	 70%
	
316OF
142.,000	 @	 150	 70%	 365OF
r.. ^^..- @ —0
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
None of Significance
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 8400	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Spend	 Prcbable
Description Normal ho	 Peak ho Speed	 Rance Driver
Primary Refiner
6@ 5000	
5800 1800 RPM	 - Motor
Secondary Refiner ^ 1800 RPM	 - Motor
Fan Pumps 9 3
1200 RPM	 - Motor
Paper Machine Drive
5@ g
S@ 6^S	 298— Variable	 300-1200 Motor
H.	 Operational Considerations:
Continuous Operation.
I. haste Heat Streams:
15/^:r	 Terno.	 Description
(Water)
	
1.7 x 106	1200F	 Pulp and Paper Mill Sewer
(Steam)
	 6 x 105 lb/Hr .	24nDp	 Paper Machine Hood Exhaust
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
	
Plant Name/Size: 	 TMP/400 TPn	 (2621-7)
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 coal	 /	 264	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 -	 /	 -	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel
	 -	 /	 -	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Coal is the primary fuel projected to be used. Wood is assumed
to be received in chip form with no bark recovery available.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cuneneration Potential
	
27	 Across the U.S.A.
	 Good or Existing
M. Application Discussion:
Most Mechanical Pulp Mills have c6generative systems.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:	 Discounted Rate of Return
0. Economic Discussion:
The expected return on investment is 17%.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The plant operates for 8400 hrs/yr. with biannual one week
shutdowns for maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 TMP/400 TPD	 (2621-7)
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$10.7 x 106
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Not a new process.
T. What is the national capacity for produring this product
Now in 1978	 5.4 x 106
In 2000	 1u.3 x 105
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
	 We anticipate a growth rate of 38 a
year in this time period.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978
In 1985
In 2000
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Typical plant size is now 250 TPD and expected to be 400 TPD.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy. Chipping, pulping, washing, refining, forming,
drying. Major users are pulping, refining and drying.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion. 	 23%
Based on $400/ton Pulp — $35/ton coal — $0.03/KWHR.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A.	 Plant Name/Size:	 Wastepaper/600 Tons/Day (2621-8)
B.	 Products:	 Product lb/vr,	 etc.
Tissue
Boxboard
C.	 Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average	 15,000	 kW;	 Peak 17,000	 kW
D.	 Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @ psia,	 Returns	 %,	 Temp.	 of Returns
52.000
	 @ 70	 ,	 70% 3160F
192,000	 @ 150	 70% 3650F
@ ,	 , _
E.	 Other Heat to Process 	 (Describe):
None
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 8400	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Descri tp ion	 Normal hp	 Peak ho	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
Fan Pump Drive	 600 HP	 700 HP	 Variable 300-120ORPM Motor
Paper Machine Drimp 2@1300HP	 1500 HP	 Variable	 300-1200RPM Motor
5@ 700HP	 800 HP
H. Operational Considerations:
Continuous Operation.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
(Water)	 9 x 10 lb/hr.	 1100F	 Paper Machine Overflow to Sewer
(Air)	 1.4 x 10 lb/hr.	 2400E —	 Paper Machine Hood Exhaust
5-3.117
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:_	 Wastepaper/600 TPD	 (2621-8)
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Coal /	 292 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel 	 None /	 0 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 None /	 0 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
Coal projected to be the primary fuel in all plants.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
55	 Across the U.S.A.
	 Good
M. Application Discussion:
Some wastepaper mills are now cogenerators.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:	 Discounted Rate of Return
0. Economic Discussion:
The expected return on investment is 17%.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The plant operates for 8400 hrs/yr. with biannual one week
shutdowns for maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional .sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:
	
Wastepaper/600 TPD	 (2621-8)
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$26.3 x 109
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Not a new process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 14 x 10 6 tons per year
In 2000	 31.5 x 10 6 tons per year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No changes anticipated.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period) We anticipate a growth rate of 3$
a year in this time period.
W. National energy --onsumed by this process
In 1978
In 1985
In 2000
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change.in
 1985-2000.
The typical size in 1978 is 250 TPD. Fie anticipate a typical
size of 600 TPD in the years 1985-2000.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy. Repupling, refining, blending, forming, and
drying. The major energy consumers are refining and drying.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion. 12% based on a market price
of $350/ton product, $35/ton coal and $0.03/KWH.
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6.0 Chemicals & Allied Products
6.1 General
6.1.1 Process Considerations
Each major chemical product in the U.S. economy
is made by one or more unique individual pro-
cesses and there are many differences between the
processes used in the manufacture of each
product. There is, however, great similarity in
the equipment used. Basically, the processes
employ reactors where, in one or more steps, the
feedstock material. is chemically converted to the
desired output product. Often the reactors con-
tain a catalyst that is unique to the process.
There will be associated process heaters (fur-
naces) , heat exchangers, distillation columns,
pumps, compressors, mixers, tanks, and sophisti-
cated control systens to maintain automatically
the temperature, pressures, and flow rates
through the plant. The modern chemical plant
represents a large capital investment, typically
from 25 to 250 million dollars; and it is
expected to operate continuously for weeks or
months at near full capacity to meet fixed costs
on the investment.
In this report we will describe the major
features and energy using characteristics of the
processes by which 1S of the major chemical
products together with some of their by-products
are produced in the United States. These prod-
ucts are all in the top 50 volume chemicals and
account for approximately one-third of total
energy use in the chemical industry. Production
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of these chemicals generally occurs in large-
volume chenical complexes. Each of these com-
plexes is different depending on the particular
characteristics of the company operating the
installation. Variables affecting the type of
operations integrated in a given complex include
the raw material and fuel availability, the
patent protection for the processes used, the
marketing strengths of the company and many other
factors. Presented below are some observations
that might be considered relative to the process/
plants described in this report and their
potential for integration within a chemical
production complex.
Light olefin (ethylene propylene) plants are
almost always integrated with other plants that
use these olefins. Most frequently an ethylene
producing unit will be associated with poly-
ethylene plants. Plants producing vinyl chlo-
ride, ethylbenzene and ethanol use ethylene as a
feedstock and will frequently be found in the
sane complex with an ethylene plant. Ethylben-
zene and styrene plants are often integrated.
Plants, such as a cumene plant or an isopropanol
plant, which use propylene for a feedstock are
often cc-located with the light olefin plant
producing the propylene. Chlorine-caustic soda
plants are frequently integrated with units such
as a vinyl chloride plant which require chlorine
as a starting material. Cumene and phenol plants
will often be found together. In the future,
oxygen plants will be integrated with many plants
that now use air for oxidation reactions, thus
eliminating nitrogen and improving the economics
for recovery and use of the vent gases.
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Conversely, it is also possible to find plans
such as those listed above, which are not
integrated. In the large concentrated chemic
processing centers, such as the Houston Ship
Channel or the Mississippi River between Batt
Rouge and New Orleans, a plant using ethylene
feedstock may be supplied via pipeline from a
ethylene producer miles ,away. There also ari
some processes/plants which are inherently
independent and will be found most often as
"stand-alone" units. These include ammonia,
phosphoric acid and synthetic fiber plant.
It appears from present trends that future growth
in production of the major chemical products will
occur prir1arily at existing sites. However,
expansi(,}n of. production capacity will usually
consist of the building and operation of complete
processing plants for the particular product
concerned. These plants will be dependent upon
the parent complex for such items as steam, fuel,
electricity and cooling water and possibly for
their feedstock supply as well as for product
disposal, Since steam production is so fre-
quently centralized in a chemical complex, the
final section of this report describes typical
chemical industry steam generation plants of the
future. It is worth noting that increasingly the
trend is to have individual plants within a
complex eliminate the harmful materials from
their own effluents rather than have the complex
install or increase their waste disposal capacity
for this purpose.
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6.1.2 Economic Considerations
Production of the chemicals chosen for discussion
in this report is dominated by large sophisti-
cated national and international corporations.
These corporations use the latest and most
advanced econcamic evaluation techniques such as
cash flow analysis, net present value, and dis-
counted rate of return. These techniques are
used as a basis for calculating return on invest-
ment (ROI) which is the prinicpal criterion
influencing investment decisions. The precise
method used will vary from one company to
another.
In estimating the capital investment for a
particular sector of the chemical industry we
have converted all asset values to 1976
replacement values. Projections of future
investments are also in teens of 1976 dollars
without escalation.
In the detezmination of energy costs as a
fraction of total production cost, we have used
certain standard assumptions throughout this
section of the report. These assumptions are
listed below. All cost and prices are typical
1976 values.
Utilities costs: Steam - $2.40 per 1000 pounds
Electricity - 17.5 mils per kwh; Fuel - $2.00 per
million BTU's; Cooling Water - $ .03 per 1000
gallons.
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Operating Labor: $9.30 per hour; Supplies and
Laboratory Services - 30% of operating labor;
Plant Overhead - 80% of total labor.
Capital related costs: Taxes, insurance and
depreciation - 12% of total fixed capital.
6.2 Light Olefins fran Cracking Fuel Oils
This process and product belongs to Industry 2869
Industrial Organic Chemicals. The total investment in
this industry is $24 billion. The investment in plants
for the production of light olefins is over $5 billion
making this the largest single sector of the industrial
organic chanicals industry.
6.2.1 Process Description
Feedstock for this plant is gas oil. Alternate
feedstocks for light olefin production could be
naphtha or gases such as propane and ethane.
With a gas oil feed a wider range of products is
produced	 The major product output will be
ethylene. The next most significant product will
be propylene followed by butadiene. These
olefins will account for approximately 44% of the
process output. The remaining output will be
gasoline material, fuel oils and fuel gases. The
plant will have a feed input of 5900 tors per day
of gas oil, and will produce 1510 tons per day of
ethylene, 860 tons per day propylene, 240 tens
per day butadiene and 2580 tons per day of fuel
oils including the gasoline.
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The major Energy-using operations in this plant
are the cracking furnaces and the gas compres-
sors. Other unit o perations are distillation for
separation of the products, and pumps for product
movement throughout the plant. The cracking fur-
naces are designed for high thermal efficiency.
These furnaces will operate on the fuel oils and
gases produced within the process. They heat the
steam and gas oil feed mixture to cracking temper-
atures, superheat the steam, and finally heat the
boiler feedwater for the steam, achieving thereby
more than 85% thermal efficiency.
The heat put into the process by the cracking
furnaces is extracted from the products with
waste heat boilers. The steam derived from these
waste heat boilers is used elsewhere in the
process both for diluent steam in the feed mix-
ture and for reboiler operations in the distil-
ling columns. Steam is also used to operate the
gas compression turbines. Stean is used at
several different pressure levels from 1500 psig
to 35 prig. At the higher level (1500 psig)
external steam input is required in the amount of
150,000 pounds per hour. At the lower stean
level (35 psig) surplus steam is produced in the
amount of 44,000 pounds per hour. Since stean is
used for most of the shaft power requirements in
this plant, relatively little electrical input is
required. The electrical input is 5700 kilo-
watts. However, since this electricity is used
in control systems and other critical components,
it is necessary that it have a high reliability
or that an alternate electrical source be avai 1-
able for emerg6 ncies.
y]
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This process is designed to have a high level of
energy recovery and also to have a high opera-
tional reliability. Consequently, although it is
feasible that alternative energy conversion tech-
nologies could be incorporated into the design of
this plant to enhance the cogeneration potential,
extensive testing and demonstration would be
necessary before commercial acceptability would
be had.
Light olefin production appears to have a high
energy intensity. This plant requires 32 million
BTU per ton of ethylene produced. However, when
the energy is allocated to all products produced,
the intensity is comparable to that of other
organic chemicals. The cost of energy for fuel
and power represents 15% of the total operating
cost.
6.2.2 Production Considerations
Although this process is relatively new, it is
expected that it will beccane the principal pro-
cess for the production of ethylene and propylene
in future years. At the present time, the
national capacity for production of ethylene is
12 million tons per year. It is expected that
this will increase by the year 2000 to approxi-
mately 48 million tons per year. Ethylene and
propylene are widely used as chemical feedstocks
for manv other chemical and plastic products.
The products derived from ethylene and propylene
are in growing demand. The growth has been
averaging more than 8% per year and, although
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this will taper off somewhat in future years,
production is still expected to quadruple by
2000.
The average production level for present ethylene
plants is about 950 tons per day product. New
plants are being built in sizes from 750 tons per
day to 2000 tons per day. It is expected that
the future typical plant size will be 1500 tons
per day (1 billion pounds per year). Economies
of scale above this level are very debatable.
The plant described here has all features (waste
treatment, waste heat recovery, etc.) necessary
to comply with regulatory requirements and energy
econanics for the foreseeable future. The plant
is designed to use the feedstocks expected to be
available in this future period.
At the present time, approximately 300 trillion
BTU per year of net energy input ( fuel and power)
is used in the production of ethylene. It is
projected that this will increase to 750 trillion
BTU per year in 1985 and 1.1 quadrillion BTU in
the year 2000.
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6.2.3 Energy Characteristics
Energy Schematic:
Conversion
T_nouts
	 Uni -	 Outputs
By-product Fuels	 --14
High Pressure Steam
HP, MP a LP Steam
Electricity
Cracking Furnaces
S team Superheater
Gas Compressors
Distilling Col. Reboil
Pumps & Lighting
Steam from HP
s Waste Beat MP
Recovery LP
Cooling Water
--^ Flue Gas
Electricity Requirements: Average 5700	 Peak-t1=10% r4
Steam Requirements (Process and Seating):
lb/Ps	 osig	 Returns
	 Temn. of Returns
150, 00	 1500	 0
ukh her Heat to Process:
	
Steam: 123,000 lb/hr at 600 psig
ecoverea from the process and 	 858811,00000 " 	 of 150
eyepro uc`cnfuel	 1900 x 10 6 Btu/hr	 128;880 11	 "	 35
Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7900	 nr/yr
Large Horsepower Loads:
Normal hp	 Service	 Probable Driver
38,000	 Gas Compression 0-100 Asig
	
StLz m
37,000	 "	 0-250 osig
5,800
	 "	 "	 0-212 osig
Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 T_°_*ap.	 Description
44,000	 260°F	 35 Asia Steam
2.5 x 10 6 	350"F	 Flue Gas
3— 8 x10^	 100-120°F	 Cooling Wa*_ez
Fuels:
-_-:e-v Pue	 (3y-product Fuel)	 /	 (see below) MCM BTU/
Secondary Fuel High pressure Steam 	 175	 ' I BT'J/:^
By-Prcduc L F
uel Gas and Oil
	 /	 1900
	
_M_*1 BTU/'a--
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6.3 Vinyl Chloride Monomer from the Balanced Chlorination
and Oxychlorination Process
This product and process also belong to the Industrial
Organic Chemicals Industry SIC #2869. As indicated in
the preceding section, this industry has approximately
$24 billion of investment. The vinyl chloride moncmer
production facilities represents over $600 million of
this investment at 1976 replacement costs.
6.3.1 General Process Description
This plant starts with eth ylene and chlorine as
the principal feed materials and produces
1000 tons per day of vinyl chloride. The plant
has the following unit operations:
Cracking furnace
Distilling columns
Air ccml)ression
Heat recovery boiler
Pumps
Reactors
The principal energy use is the fuel to the crack-
ing furnace and the steam for the distilling
columns. Somewhat smaller energy use is the elec-
tricity to the air compressor. The remaining
unit operations use smaller amounts of energy.
This process, like other organic chemical indus-
try processes, handles highly volatile and flam-
mable products and requires that careful proce-
dures be followed when starting up and shuttinc
down. Consequently, power failures are very
critical and must be kept to a minimum.
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it is feasible that topping systems for power
generation could be used in connection with both
the direct heat and the steam required in this
process. However, it would li y.ely be necessary
to redesign major components of the plant to
incorporate such features.
Total average energy consumption in this plant is
approximately 16 million BTU per ton of vinyl
chloride produced. Based on the assumptions
pertaining to operating costs that were presented
at the beginning of this discussion, energy costs
in the vinyl chloride plant represent 13% of
total operating cost.
6.3.2 Production Characteristics
The present national capacity for production of
vinyl chloride is approximately 3 million tons
per year. Two-thirds of this production is from
the process described here.
No major process changes are contemplated during
the next several years, however, as environmental
requirements become more stringent, new plants
will likely use pure oxygen in the oxychlorina-
tion reaction in place of air. This will reduce
the vent gas flow aril permit recovery of the
small amounts of ethylene lost in the vent gas.
Affect on the overall plant energy input will be
small. Since ethylene can be produced from a
number of differnt hydrocarbon sources, as men-
tioned previously, and since there is no contem-
plated shortage of chlorine in the foreseeable
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future, this plant should have no need to change
raw materials or to change the process because of
raw material shortages.
Vinyl chloride is used almost entirely (97%) in
various types of polymers for plastic products.
It is used as PVC in a variety of . products from
shoe soles to plumbing systems. It is replacing
many other products in common use and has been
growing in production more than 10% per year.
Demand will quadruple by the year 2000.
In the period from now until 2000 vinyl chloride
plants will improve their energy efficiency.
Thus, although production will quadruple, energy
consumption in 2000 is expected to be about
160 trillion BTU per year which is approximately
triple the present energy use of 50 trillion P,TU
per year for this product. Energy consumption in
1985 is estimated to be 110 trillion BTU per
year.
The average size of existing vinyl chloride
monomer plants today is just over 700 tons per
day production. One plant is more thar°.1 1000 tons
per day. Future typical plant size is expected
to be approximately 1000 tons per day as there
appears to be little or no economy cf scale above
this level.
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Steam (300 psig)
Steam (150 psig)
Fuel (Gas/Oil)
Electricity
Electricity
Steam (150 psig)
Cooling Water
Flue Gas
E^
E
6. 3.3 Energy Characteristics
Energy Schematic:
Conversion
inputs	 Uni-
	 Outputs
Electricity Recuire_ments: Average 	 4000 F1 ;	 Peak +5-10% MI
Steam Requirements (Process and Heating):
lb/hr	 psig	 Returns	 Temo. of Rez , -ns
180,000	 150	 Condensate	 200-300°F
27,000	 300	 "	 300-320°F
Other Heat to Process:	 The primary energy input to this process
is the fuel (oil or gas) to the cracking (pyrolysis) furnace.
Amount = 480 M24 Btu/hr.
Hours o'- Operation at Average Conditions:	
8300
	
_hr/yr
Large Horsepower Loads:
Dior:al hp	 Service	 Probable Driver
1500	 Refrigeration	 Electricity
Waste Eeat Streams:
lb/hr Temp. Descri^lion
15 x 10 6 100-120°F Coolinc Water
0.7 x 10 6 400°F Flue Gas
56 x 10 3 330OF 100 psig Steezi
Fuels:
P -!mare Fuel Gas or Oil / 480	 raF BTrj/*—
Bv-Product Fuel / MIM 3 emu/ hr
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6.4 Styrene Monomer Production by the Dehydrogenation of
Ethylbenzene
This product and process also belong to the Industrial
organic Chemicals Industry SIC #2869. The capital
investment in styrene monomer production is over
$400 million. This represents less than 2% of total
investment in the industrial organic chemicals industry.
6.4.1 General Process Description
This plant uses ethylbenzene as the primary feed-
stock. The ethylbenzene is dehydrogenated to
produce 1500 tons per day of styrene monomer. In
addition to the styrene monomer, small amounts of
by-products are formed. These amount to 70 tons
per day of toluene, 60 tons per day of benzene,
and 90 tons per day of hydrocarbon fuels.
This plant uses a relatively simple chemical pro-
cess. Unit operations consist of a process
heater to superheat steam, a reactor containing
catalyst for the dehydrogenation reaction, distil-
lation to separate the products and a compressor
to recover fuel gas for reuse. Waste heat in the
process is removed in air-cooled and water-cooled
condensers.
The major energy use in this plant is the stean
which is used both as a feed material to the
reactor, and is also used for heat in the distil-
lation columns. The next most significant energy
use is the fuel to the process heater which super-
heats the steam. A smaller but significant
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amount of energy is used by the fuel gas compres-
sor. other energy uses are small and distributed
through the plant.
This plant, like most of the other major pro-
cesses in the organic chemicals industry, is
designed for continuous, around-the-clock, seven-
day-per-week operation, and is not easily started
up or shut down. Consequently, power supply
interruptions would have serious adverse affects
if they occurred more than rarely.
Because this plant uses a large quantity of steam
together with a significant amount of electrical
power, it is feasible that the cogeneration of
stean and electricity would have application
here. However, modification of the process to
incorporate advanced energy conversion tech-
nologies would necessitate very substantial
testing and demonstration prior to commercial
acceptance.
The average energy consumption in this plant is
9.7 million BTU per ton of styrene monomer
produced. Again, using the basic assumptions for
operating costs described earlier, the energy
cost in this process represents 6.5% of total
operating cost.
6.4.2 Production Characteristics
The national capacity for production of styrene
is approximately 3.5 million tons per year.
Essentially all of this capacity utilizes the
ethylbenzene dehydrogenation process. This
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process has no environmental hazards and no
significant changes will be required to meet
expected environmental requirements. There
likely will be additional heat recovery incor-
porated into the process as time proceeds,
however the energy use shown here should be
typical for the 1985-2000 time period.
Styrene is used in a wide variety of plastics and
elastomers. End products vary from automobile
tires to building insulation and these products
have a fast growing demand. The use of styrene
is expected to triple by 2000.
in 1978, styrene monomer plants consumed an
estimated 35 trillion BTU of energy for fuel and
power. This is expected to increase to 65 tril-
lion BTU in 1985 and to 90 trillion BTU by the
year 2000.
There are 13 styrene monomer plants in production
in the U.S. at the present time. Average plant
size is 950 tons per day. One plant is approxi-
mately 2000 tons per day. Based on economies of
scale and maintenance difficulties associated
with increasingly larger plants, it is expected
that new plants constructed in the 1985-2000 tire
period will average about 1500 tons per day.
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6 . 4.3 Ener gy Characteristics
:nerav Schematic:
Conversion
*n=uts
	 Uni-	 Out=uts
Steam (75 prig)
SI.eam
Fuel (Gas and Oil)
Electricity
n
Reactor Feed
Distilling Columns
Steam Superheater
Gas Compressors ~tl
Pumps
Cooling Water
Flue Gas
Cooling Air
Steam (75 psig)
Electricity Requirements: Average	 4400	 r,•7;	 peak +5-108 Kw
Steam Requirements (Process and Heating):
lb/hr	 psic	 Returns	 Te= . of Returns
320,000 (net)	 75	 Condensate
	 190°F
190,000	 30	 Condensate	 250°F
Other Heat to Process: By-product fuel (approx. 200 M Btu/hr) is
produced and consumed in this process. in addition, a small amount
(16 MI Btu/hr) of direct fuel (oil or gas) input is required.
Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7900	 hr/yr
Large Horsepower Loads:
Normal ho	 Service
	
Probable Drive=
2700	 Electricity
taste Heat Streams:
lb/hr Tema. Description
8 x 106 100-120 °F Coolina Wa^=r
0.3 x 10 6 400°F Flue Gas
0.66	 x	 10 6 150-240°F Air Coolinc
Fuels:
Pr.=aa=-r Fuel Oil/Gas / 16	 '.try 3TU/ .--
Seccr_dary Fuel BTU/'---
By -P_cduct Fuel Hvdrocen and / 200=	 NIL-14 BTIVham
Was;.e O:.is
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6.5 Ethylbenzene from the Vapor Phase Alkalation of Benzene
This pr-..uct and process also belong to the Industrial
"_,janic Chemicals industry SIC 42869. The capital
irvestnent in ethylbenzene production is approximately
$150 million. This represents less than 1% of total
investment in the industrial Organic Chemicals Industry.
6.5.1 General Process Description
This process uses benzene and ethylene as feed-
stock and produces 1700 tons per day of ethyl-
benzene. This is a relatively simple process
with only a few unit operations. The major units
in the plant are the process heater for vapor-
izing feedstock, the reaction vessel containing
catalyst, the condensers, and the distillation
unit. The major energy inputs to this process
are fuel to the heater for feedstock vaporization
and fuel for heat to the reboilers of the
distilling columns. Waste heat is obtained from
the condensers on the reactor product and also
fran the reflux condensers on the distilling
columns.
This plant is a single train unit designed to
operate continuously 24 hours per day, seven days
per week. It is not designed to have frequent
startups and shutdowns. Consequently, a power
failure creates serious difficulties in plant
operaticn and the reliability of the power supply
is an important consideration.
This plant represents the state of the art, and
incorporates substantial waste heat recovery.
The plant has no particularly harmful effluents
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to require special treatment. Future regulations
may require special precautions in handling ben-
zene, however, these should have little effect on
energy use. The plant uses substantial quanti-
ties of steam and direct fuel input. However, in
proportion, a relatively small amount of electri-
cal power is required. It is therefore assumed
that cogeneration technology installed in this
plant would produce excess electricity beyond the
needs of the plant. It is feasible that by
redesign of the energy conversion equipment
electricity could be produced from topping the
fuel and/or steam input to this plant.
Combined energy input to this plant i5
5.5 million BTU per ton of ethylbenzene. How-
ever, extensive energy recovery using waste heat
boilers produces more than 4.5 million BTU per
ton of product in stean for export from the
plant. If the surplus steam is assumed to have
no value, and if we make the same assumptions as
previously regarding operating costs in this
plant, then the cost of energy represents 5% of
the production cost. Value assigned to the
by-product stean will reduce this percentage
accordingly.
6.5.2 Production Characteristics
The national capacity for production of ethyl-
benzene at the present time is 4.5 million tons
per year. The vapor-phase alkalation process
used in the plant described herein is relatively
new and accounts fcr only a small part of this
production. It is expected, however, that this
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vapor-phase process, which has a lower production
cost for the product, will be employed in the
majority of new plants constructed in the future.
Since this process represents the latest commer-
cially available state of the art, little or no
change is expected for plants which will be con-
structed in the next several years. The process
and energy usage described herein should be
applicable to plants constructed in the 1985 to
2000 time period.
Ethylbenzene is used almost entirely in the
production of styrene and consequently will g--cw
at the same rate as styrene production grows.
Since styrene markets are very diverse and fast
growing, ethylbenzene is expected to continue in
large demand. Production of ethylbenzene will
triple by 2000.
It is estimated that present production of ethyl-
benzene consumes 22 trillion BTU per year in the
United States. Although there will be substan-
tial growth in the use of ethylbenzene, increased
utilization of the vapor-phase process with atten-
dant increased heat recovery will result in only
a modest increase in energy use. In 1985, total
energy use is expected to be about 27 trillion
BTU per year. By the year 2000, when most produc-
tion will be from vapor-phase plants, gross
energy use without credit for stean produced will
be 65 trillion BTU per year. However, utiliza-
tion of the surplus steam produced in these
plants would reduce net energy cons=ption to
10 trill ion BTU per year.
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There are presently 12 major plants In the U.S.
producing ethylbenzene. They range in size from
400 tons per day up to 2600 tons per day.
Average size is 1200 tons per day. The most
recent plant constructed has a throughput of
1700 tons per day and it is expected thai.; this
will be the nominal plant size for many years to
come.
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6. 5.3 =nergy Charade_istics
_rercv Sch erratic:
Conversion
Inauts	 Uni`	 Outou_s
H.P. Steam (600 psig
Fuel (Gas or Oil)
Distillinc Columns
Process ii;a `er
Condensate Water
Cooling Water
M.P. Steam (150 psic)
L.P. Steam (23 psig)
Flue Gas
Elect_icity Requirements: Average	 700	 Kd;	 Peak +5 -109 Kai
Steam Rem.-rements (Process and Seating):
lb/hr	 *sic	 Returns	 Tema. of Ret •--^ s
220,000
	
60L	 Condensate
Other Feat to Process: 140 M2•i Btu/hr from fuel gas or oil to the
process heater which heats the benzene to the reactor (exit
temperature = 760°F).
Hours of Operation at average Conditions:	 7900	 hr/yr
Large Horsepower Loads:
Normal ho	 Service	 Probable Drive:
Waste heat Streams:
lb/hr Tema. Desc_:ction
198,000 25 psig/240°F Heat Recovery Steam
124,000 150 psig/360°F it	 of
245,000 100 •^	 12C 4 F Coolinc Water
1^/,,Qtl z	 r clue Uas
Fuels:
Primary Fuel Oil/Gas / 140	 tin! ?TL""/
Secondary Fuel Vin? 3T L'/.:
By-Product Fuel
6.6 Phenol frcm the Cumene Peroxidation Process
This product and process belong to the Industrial
Organic Chemical Industry sIC #2869. Production
processes for phenol manufacture represent a capital
investment of almost $400 million which is approximatly
1.5% of the total investment in the Industrial Organic
Chemicals Industry.
6.6.1 General Process Description
Cumene is the primary feedstock for this process.
The cumene is oxidized with air and the resulting
intermediate product is chemically cleaved to
form phenol and by-product acetone. The plant is
sized to produce 600 tons per day of phenol.
Acccmpanying this will be 380 tons per day of
acetone and approximately 50 tons per day of tars
which can be used for fuel.
This process consists of only a few basic opera-
tions. These are catalytic reaction, distilla-
tion, vacuum evaporation, gas compression and
pumping. The major energy use occurs in the
steam used in the reboilers of the distillation
columns.
This process develops an intermediate product
which is inherently unstable and if reaction
conditions are not carefully controlled explosion
could result. Consequently it is necessary that
very reliable utilities be employed in this
process so as to not cause serious fluctuations
in the reactor temperatures and pressures.
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A large amount of steam is consumed in this pro-
cess, and it is feasible that topping systens
used in cc njunction with the steam could cogen-
erate electricity to provide the power needs of
the plan?:,, It is quite probable that excess
electricity would be developed. The reactions in
this proc+:ss are exother-i,.tic and because of the
necessity to carefully control reactor conditions
heat is removed from the reactors with cooling
water. It is possible that with sufficient
developmental study advanced energy conversion
technologies could utilize the excess heat
produced in the reactors. However, it would be
necessary to extensively prove the reliability
and safety of such design modifications.
This plant requires an energy input of 14 million
BTU per ton of phenol produced. At this level of
use, the cost of energy represents 9% of the
total production cost of the phenol.
6.6.1 Production Characteristics
The present production capacity for phenol in the
U.S. is 1.5 million tons per year. Almost 90% of
this prod ucticn uses the cumene peroxidation
process.
Phenol is a very undesirable material in water
effluents and its presence is expected to be
increasingly restricted in water dischar g es from
chemical plants in the future. It is likely that
the future phenol plant will have more equipTien t
and energy use devoted to the removal of phenol
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and other trace materials from the water efflu-
ents. This, however, should not effect energy
use by more than a few percent.
The cumene raw material for this process is made
from benzene and propylene, each of which are
available Fran many sources and starting mate-
rials. It is not anticipated that cumene
availability will have any effect upon phenol
production in future years or the process by
which phenol is produced.
Phenol is a versatile chemical used as an inter-
mediate in the manufacture of other chemicals and
also used in the manufacture of various resins
for plastics. Three major phenol derivatives,
epoxies, caprolactum, and polycarbonates have
high-growth potential. The use of phenol is
expected to triple by the year 2000.
The energy consumed in the production of phenol
is 20 trillion BTU per year. This is expected to
increase to 45 trillion BTU in 1985 and to
60 trillion in the year 2000.
There are 12 plants in the United States produc-
ing phenol at the present time. Capacities of
these plants range from 100 tons per day to
800 tons per day. The most recently built plant
has a capacity of 590 tons per day and it is
expected that future plants will be in this same
approximate size. The plant described herein is
sized at 600 tons per day.
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Distilling Column.
Distilling Columns
Air Compressor
Pumps & Lighting
H.P. Steam (600 csigT'
i1.P. Steam (200 psiT,--*"
Electricity	 --^
Ccoling later
ti
6. 6.3 Ene- ,- Characteristics
=nercy Sc ematic:
Conversion.
I.ncuts	 Uni-	 Out=u Ws
	
Electricity Reeuirements: Averace 6000 	 KW;	 Peak + 53	 KIII
Steam Recuire-me nts (Process and Heating) .
1b1hr	 psic	 Returns	 Temp of Re-urns
30,000	 600 osic	 Condensate
270,000 _
	
200	 Condensate
Other Feat to Process:
	
Fours of Ope=aticn at Average Conditions:	 8200	 h=/yr
La=ce Forseoower Loads:
Normal ho	 Ser•.-ice	 Probable Driver
3000	 Air Compressor	 Electricity
Waste heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Descri=lion.
1 7 -,e  1.r6
	
inn - 17n o r	 s .,	 .,,moo_
='eels :
PrLmar. Fuel *	/ 	 !n, BTU/ -
Se^ond4rj/ Puel 	 /	 '.24 BTI;/ =-
3v-_°roduct Fuel	 /	 `^_`•! P=L'/ =
*ail heat x.out is provided by the stem.
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6.7 Ethanol Synthesis from Ethylene and Water
This product and process also belong to the Industrial
Organic Chemicals Industry SIC #2869. The investment in
facilities to produce ethanol is presently approximately
$275 million. This represents just over 1% of .the total
investment in the Industrial organic Chemicals Industry.
6.7.1 General Process Description
This is a relatively simple catalytic process.
Raw materials are ethylene and water. In the
presence of a catalyst and under high pressure
ethanol is directly produced. In addition to the
800 tons per day of manufactured produced in this
plant, approximately 40 tons per day of miscel
lanecus hydrocarbon materials are produced, which
can be used for fuel.
The unit operations in this process are feed-
stock superheating, catalytic reaction, gas
compression, distillation and pumping. The major
energy input to the process is the steam to the
distillation operation. Condensate from this
steam in turn is used for process water in the
feed to the reactors. oil or gas is used in
appreciable amounts in the process heater to
superheat the ethylene and water feed mixture.
The bulk of the electricity usage occurs in the
gas ccmpressor. other energy use is small and is
widely distributed throughout the plant.
This plant is designed to operate on a 24 hour
per day, 7 days per week continuous basis.
Shutdowns are infrequent. The plant is not
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designed to be started up or shut down on a
frequent basis. Consequently, reliable utilities
and power supply is essential to the economic
operation of this plant.
Maximum temperature requirements in thin process
are in the range of 500 0 to 600°F. Therefore, it
is feasible that topping systems could be
installed on the fuel or steam systems to
cogenerate electricity. Again, as discussed pre-
viously, modification of the design of this plant
to incorporate cogeneration capability would
require extensive development effort to insure
reliability of the energy conversion components
in long-teem, continuous use.
Energy consumption in this process for fuel and
power averages approximately 13.7 million BTU per
ton of ethanol produced. Using the assumptions
pertaining to operating costs previously dis-
cussed, the energy input to this process repre-
sents 13% of the total operating cost.
6.7.2 Production Characteristics
There exists at the present time in the United
States, the capacity to produce l million tons
per year of synthetic ethanol. In addition,
there is a small amount of productive capacity
utilizing fermentaticn processes startinc with
sugars or other natural materials. More than 90%
of the synthetic ethanol is produced by
 the
direct hydration of ethylene as described here.
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This is a relatively simple catalytic process and
few changes are expected in future years. No
harmful effluents are produced and no additional
equipment or energy use will be required to meet
environmental requirements. Catalyst improve-
ments can be expected to bring some decrease in
the temperature or pressure required for the
reaction which will bring a small reduction in
energy use in future plants. The raw materials,
ethylene and water, from which the ethanol is
made, will be readily availabl-s throughout the
foreseeable future and no change in feedstock is
contemplated.
Ethanol is an old product which is widely used as
a solvent in both industrial and consumer prod-
ucts and as an intemnediate product in chemicals
manufacturing. It has also been proposed as a
synthetic liquid fuel to be blended with gaso-
line. If ethanol is incorporated into gasoline
fuel, it will likely only occur as a result of
some type of governmental mandate. In the
absence of the use of ethanol in fuels, the
demand for ethanol will grow at about the same
rate as the general economy and can be expected
to double by the year 2000.
There are six plants in the U.S. today making
synthetic ethanol. The average plant size is
500 tons per day. One plant is much larger,
producing over 1000 tons per day. This plant has
grown incrementally, however, and it is expected
that future new plant additions will average
approximately 800 tons per day in size.
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0.7.3 Energy Characteristics
Energy Schematic:
Inputs
Conversion
Unit
9
Outputs
Fuel (Oil or Gas)
	
Process Heater
	
Cooling Water
Steam (450 psig)
	
Distilling Columns	 Flue Gas
Electricity	 r.,, Aq rn^nressor
Pumps s Lighting
Electricity Requiremen'Zs: Average	 3300	 MR,	 Peak +5%	 iT,1
Steam Recuirements (Process and Heating):
lb/hr	 psic	 Returns	 Te-it. of Ret`ns
400,000	 450	 0	 (Condensate is used
_.	
C..r ..r fCG- 
..?tee )
Other Eeat to Process: 65 MM Btu/hr from fuel gas or oil to the
process heater to preheat the feed to the reactor.
	
Hours of Operation at Avera ge Conditions:	 7900	 hr/y--
Large Horsepower Loads:
No=al hp	 Service	 Probable Driver
4000	 Gas Compressor	 Electricity
Waste Beat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp,	 oescri:tion
77 v 1 f1 6 	 1.^4 17 11 0 -	 r—n,l: + r.ia Z..
Oz ., t 0 3	 A=Mcr	 o,..e ram
Fuels:
Primary Fuel
	 n; t Ira o	 /	 c ;	 `-M BTL'/^-
Secondary Fuel	 /	 --M 3T':
3v-Product Fuel Heavy Oils	 /	 58	 MM BTC/ r
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6.8 Cumene from Benzene Alkalation
This product and process belong to the
Organic Chemicals Industry SIC 7#2869.
ment in c:umene production facilities is
$125 million which is about .5% of tota.
the industrial Organic Chemicals Indust
6.8.1 General Process Description
Feed materials for this process are benzene,
propylene and propane. The propane does not
enter into the reaction, however, liquid propane
is injected to the reac*;ors to remove heat cf
reaction and prevent undesirable temperature
increase. The propane is later separated from
the reactor products and recycled. This plant
produces 700 tons per day of cumene.
There are relatively few operations in this
process. The major units are the feed process
heater, the reactor, and the distillation
columns. No steam is used in this process. Oil
or gas is burned in a process heater to heat
DOWTHERM*, which in turn is circulated to the
process units to supply the necessary heat inputs
for the distillation operation and the preheating
of the feed materials.
This plant is a large single train operation
designed to operate continuously 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week and cannot be readily
*Trademark of The Dcw Chemical Company
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shutdown or started up. Consequently, reli-
ability of utilities, particularly the power and
steam supply to this plant, is a critical
consideration.
The heat requirements for this process are at a
relatively low temperature, in the range of 500 °F
and below. Consequently, the fuel and/or team
could be topped for electricity production by
appropriate technology. In such _- ,ase, as was
discussed previously, it would be necessary to
redesign some of the energy conversion equipment
in this process and then have a thorough testing
and demonstration in order to obtain commercial
acceptance.
The energy required fcr this process is
4.3 million BTU per ton of cumene produced. This
represents only the energy required for fuel and
power and does not include feedstock to the
process. This amount of fuel and power consti-
tutes 3% of the total operating cost of the
cumene plant.
6.8.2 Production Characteristics
The production capacity for cumene in the United
States is 1.5 million tons per year. Ail of this
production is from the benzene alkalation pro-
cess. The benzene and propylene feedstocks are
and will remain readily available and this
process will not change in the future from a need
to process alternate feedstocks.
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There are no significant undesirable effluents
from this process and the foreseeable future
requirements for environmental protection should
not have a notable effect on these plants.
Perhaps the only expected change in the process
will come as a consequence of higher energy
prices which should result in improved heat reco-
very and heat utilization. However, this will
have only a marginal impact on the energy require-
ments for this process.
Cumene is used almost entirely in the manufacture
of phenol and acetone. Growth will parallel the
growth of these two products. Both phenol and
acetone, which are older, well-known, widely used
products in the chemical industry, will grow at
about the noam for the total chemical industry.
This indicates that 'he use of cumene will be
approximately tripled by the year 2000.
It is calculated that the production of cumene
requires 6.5 trillion BTU per year in the United
States. This is expected to increase to
10 trillion BTU in 1985 and to 15 trillion BTU in
the year 2000.
The average size of cumene plant in the United
States is 380 tons per day. The plants range
from 150 tons per day up to 1000 tons per day.
Although there are two plants in the 1000 tons
per day size, these plants have grown incre-
mentally and it is expected that future plant
construction will be sized at approximately
700 tons per day nominal throughput for cumene.
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6. 8.3 Energy Characteristics
Enercv Schema :ic:
Conversio::
inputs	 ou-outs
Fuel ( Gas or Oil)
Hot Dowtherm
Hot Dowther :aDistillinc Columns	 Flue Gas
Electricity Pumps 6 Lighting
Electricity Requirements: Average	 600	 17.4;	 Peak	 Rig
Steam Requirements (?rocess and Heat-4
-.5) :
lb/hr	 esic	 Returns	 Teme. o` Returns
other Heat to Pro;:ess; Fuel (gas or oil) -- 110 M4 Btu/hr to a
process heater t/j heat circulating Dowtherme.
sours of Ooeratic;n at Average Conditions: 8400	 hr/yr
Large Horsepower Leads:
NOL-mal hhn Service Probable Driver
ste Heat Screams:
lb/hr Temp. Desc=iction
6.5 x 10 6 100 -- 120°F Cooling Water
148 x 10 3 Flue Gas450 °F
Fuels:
Primary Fuel Oil/Gas / 110	 MM BTU/hr
Secondary Fuel / Vin? BTU/hr
By-Product Fuel BTC/h
P^rQcesseater
Feedstock Heat Ex-
car
^
Hot Dowtherm (450°F)
Cooling Water
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6.9 Isopropanol by the Direct Hydration of Propylene
Th4ls process and product belong to Industry #2869 Indus-
trial Organic Chemicals. The total investment in facili•-
ties for the production of isopropanol is $160 million.
This represents slightly more than .5% of the total
investment in the industrial organic chemicals industry.
6.9.1 Process Description
Feedstock for this plant is propylene and water.
These materials are combined catalytically to
produce the isopropanol. Output from the plant
is 500 tons per day of isopropanol and associated
with this will be approximately 10 tons per day
of fuel materials.
The unit operations in this process are gas
compression, catalytic reaction, distillation and
pumping. Distillation is the major energy use
followed by the preheating of the reactor feed.
This is a relatively simple process and does not
require the equipment sophistication found in
many of the other industrial organic chemical
processes.
Isopropanol manufacture in the plant described
here is similar to that of many other industrial
organic chemicals in that large, single-train,
continuously operating plants are the industry
standard. Such plants are designed for long
periods of operation without shutdown or startup.
Again, it is critical that the utilities of this
plant not be subject to interruption.
i
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This plant operates at temperatures below 500°F
and consequently should have potential, if
redesigned, to use various advanced energy conver-
sion technologies and associa^Yd topping systems
for the cogeneration of electricity. The elec-
tricity consumption in the plant is relatively
small and it is likely that cogenerated electri-
city would have to be exported.
The average energy consumption in this plant is
14 million BTU per ton of isopropanol produced.
This represents 15% of the total operating cost.
6.9.2 Production Characteristics
Production capacity in the United States for
isopropanol is 1.2 million tons per year.
	 At the
present time this production almost entirely uses
a process based on sulfuric acid.
	 However,	 it is
anticipated that in future years the availability
of a more pure stream of propylene for feedstock
will shift the economics to favor the direct
hydration process.	 The direct hydration process
is in use in other countries and should have
economic advantage in the U.S.
	 in the future.	 it
is expected that in the period from 1585 to 2000
all new plants will use the direct hydration
process.	 Since this is a relatively new process,
it is not anticipated that significant changas
will be made from the plant design used in this
analysis.	 As energy prices increase in relation
f	 to the rest of the economy,	 it is likely that
there would be additional energy conservation in
the form of additional heat exchanger surface or
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waste heat boilers installed in this plant. This
would not, however, substantially change the
energy requirement for the plant operation.
For many years, isopropanol has been a feedstock
in the production of acetone. Approximately
one-half of the isopropanol production has gone
to this use in the past. In recent years,
because of the production of acetone as a
by-product in the manufacture of phenol from
cumene, the demand for isopropanol in the manu-
facture of acetone has slowed. However, this
affect appears to have diminished and in the last
two or three years demand for isopropanol and
production capacity have both increased substan-
tially. Isopropanol is used for solvent and
medicinal purposes in many products throughout
the economy. It is expected that the future
growth of this product will be slightly faster
than the growth of the economy and production
will be increased two and one-half times by the
year 2000.
Energy reguirenents in the United States for the
production of isopropanol average about 3 tril-
lion BTU per year. This is expected to increase
to 6 trillion BTU in 1985 and to 11 trillion BTU
by the year 2000.
There are five plants in the United Sta tes  pro-
duc ing isopropanol today. The average production
per plant is 685 tons per day. The plants range
in size from 80 tons per day up to 1300 tons per
day. Increments of expansion and new plants have
been larger than 500 tons per day. It is
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expected that the t ,.rpi^al plant built after 1985
will have 1000 tons per day nominal production of
isopropanol.
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Fuel (Oil or Gas)
Steam (150 psig)
Electricity
n
Conve=s.,,.,.,n
Un -, --
Process Heater
Distilling Column s
Gas Compressor
Pumps & Lighting
Enerav Sc-e,,aat_,c:
.nnuts
Cooling Water
Flue Gas
Elecz=icit3 Retirements: Averace	 3600 
-
?,11	 ?aa•, r5	 MI
Steam Requi.=eznents (Process and He-tillg)
	
lbthr	 os,-'c	 Returns	 Te,.i=. o. Returns
	
.350,000	 150
Other Heat to Process: 160 4,21 Btu,".hr of fuel (oil or gas) to a
process heater to preheat the reactor feed streams.
Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 71900
"azce Ecrsepcirez Loads:
Normal n p. Driver
2000 Gas compressor Electricity
Waste Feat Stzez--as:
Terio. 0 zscr:. ,zt i an
17 x 10 100 -- 120°F Coolina iqatulr
-600 x 10 400°F Flue Gas
Fuels:
Primaz-v Fuel Oil/Gas	 s 165
Secor-dazy Fuel 3TL:""-
Bv-Prcduc-- Fuel Gas	 f 35	 1,24 3^_G
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6.10 Methanol Synthesis from the Partial Oxidation of
Hydrocarbon Oils
This product and process belongs to the Industrial
Organic Chemicals Industry SIC #2869. Investment in
methanol plants in the United States is approximately
$500 million dollars and represents about 2% of the
total investment in the industrial organic chemical
industry.
6.10.1 General Process Description
This plant uses oil or naphtha plus oxygen and
steam for feedstock material. It produces
1500 tons per day of methanol. There is no
direct fuel input to this process as the heat
derived from the partial oxidation of the hydro-
carbon feed material is used for the process
heat. There are two reaction steps: the partial.
oxidation and the synthesis reaction, both of
which are exothermic and supply heat to the pro-
cess. This heat is recovered by using waste heat
boilers and the steam therefrom is utilized in
the distillation columns within the process. The
steam is also used to drive the gas compressor
which compresses the feed gas to the synthesis
reactor.
In common with many other organic chemical produc-
tion processes, this plant is a large, single-
train operation, and is designed to operate for
long periods of time (weeks or months) continu-
ously without shutting dcwn. Consequently,
reliability of utilities and particularly the
power supply is an important consideration.
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The partial oxidation reactor in this process
operates at a very high temperature ( above
2000°F) and is normally associated with a waste
heat boiler to recover heat in the form of steam.
It is feasible that this reactor could be asso-
ciated with advanced energy conversion technolo-
gies to convert some of the heat released into
electricity at the elevated temperatures
involved. This would, of course, require substan-
tial redesign of the reactor and would have to be
followed by extensive testing and demonstration
to bring about commercialization. Waste heat in
the form of steam is also recovered from the
synthesis reactor, however, because of the lower
temperature involved, (less than 600*F) the
potential for cogeneration applications appears
to be limited. it is feasible that various
advanced energy conversion technologies could be
incorporated into the design of this plant to
enhance the cogeneration potential. Extensive
testing and demonstration would be necessary
before commercial acceptability would be had.
This process is different from many others in
that no external energy input is required to
accomplish the conversion of the feed materials
to the methanol product. Sufficient heat is
generated in the partial oxidation process to
produce both the steam required in the feed
mixture as well as the steam required for heat in
the distillation operation._
6.10.2 Production Characteristics
Production facilities exist in the U.S. to manu-
facture 4.5 million tons per year of methanol.
Tn
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None of this production capacity uses the partial
oxidation process, although one such plant is
under construction. The partial oxidation pro-
cess has been commercialized and is being used
outside the United States. The advantage of the
partial oxidation process is that the primary
feedstock is or can be a heavy oil or even a coal
material. Such feedstocks are expected to be
more readily available in the future and will
eventually replace the use of natural gas as feed
for this process.
If this plant is integrated within a chemical
complex where the surplus steam production could
be utilized, it is feasible that considerable
more heat recovery could be installed, producing
stean beyond the needs of the methanol plant.
Since this plant represents a very advanced
design, it is unlikely that there will be sub-
stantial changes over the next several years to
meet either changing feedstock availabilities or
fuel availabilities. The process does dissipate
a lot of heat to the cooling water and changes
will likely be made in the future to recover scme
of this energy.
The major use of methanol, which accounts for
about 45% of all production, is in the production
of formaldehyde. The remainder of the methanol
is used in a wide variety of intermediate and end
products. It is used as a feedstock in the
manufacture of various organic chemicals, and it
is widely used as a solvent. None of the major
uses of methanol appear to be declining, and
there is even some indication that methanol will
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be used as a fuel for vehicles and possibly a
fuel for electrical power generation in the
future. In any event, it appears that methanol
will grow in use substantially faster than the
growth of the general economy, and its use is
expected to triple by the year 2000, reaching a
consumption of approximately 13 million tons per
year.
There are 12 plants in the United States
presently producing synthetic methanol. They
range in size from less than 200 tons per day up
to 2200 tons per day. The average plant size is
1100 tons per day. At least one new plant has
been built in the 2000 tons per day size,
however, the econanies of scale at this size
compared to operational difficulties is
questionable. it is expected that future plants
in the 1985 onward period will be at a level of
1500 tons per day output.
!t
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610.3 Ene: g-Y Characteristics
Energy Scematic:
Conversion
In=: u`s
	 Uni
	
Outzuts
Feedstock (Oil) '—I
H.P. Steam (1250 psig-r"
M.P. Stearn (150 psici—^
Electricity	 --y
Oxidation Reactor
•^^I --
Gass Compressor
Distilling Columns
P=ps & Lighting
Coolinc Water
._.a. 
M.P. Steam (150 psig)
Electricity Requirements: Average	 1500 27K,	 Peak +53	 KIR
Steam Requirements (Process and heating):
lb/h:	 osic	 Ret ^:s	 Tema. o= Ret -ns
213 ? 360°F (150 psig stean.
110,000	 1250	 100%	 7qsk	 (cnndensate)
23,000	 150	 0	 ---
Other Heat to Process: Much of the heat for this process is derived
from the partial oxidation of the feedstock in the first reaction step.
Hours of Ozerati.on at average Conditions: 	 ^7900	 hr/yr
Large Horsepower Loads:
No Taal ha	 Service	 Probable Driver
10,000	 Gas coma ression	 Steam
Waste Heat St_ea.us:
lb/hr	 Tema.	 Description
9.4 x 106	 1 R_- 1? !22°	 C _^i	 _ ''_`_
I
I
I 'eels
I^ 	 Secondar•i Fuel	 /	 2!TMi 3Tlij =
3^-^rcdcct :ue	 /	 T
*Process eac is obtained from the partial oxidation of the feedstock.
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6.11 Chlorine and Caustic Soda from Diaphragm Cells
These products and this process normally belong to the
Alkalies and Chlorine Industry SIC #2812. Investment in
the alkalies and chlorine industry is estimated at
2.8 billion dollars. Investment in chlorine and caustic
plants is estimated at 4.4 billion dollars. The reason
for this discrepancy is that many chlorine and caustic
plants are associated with chemical ccmplexes which are
reported to the Department of Commerce and to the Census
of Manufacturers as part of chemical industries other
than the alkalies and chlorine industry.
6.11.1 General Process Description
The input materials for this process are salt and
water. This is an electrolytic process and two
products are made. Chlorine is produced in the
amount of 1000 tons per day, and caustic soda
(NaCE) ,
 in the amount of 1130 tons per day . There
is also a small amount of hydrogen (28 tons per
day) produced. This process involves a number of
operations. Raw salt is treated and converted to
a brine solution. It is then introduced to the
electrolytic cells where the chlorine, caustic
soda and hydrogen are produced. The caustic soda
solution is treated and processed in evaporators
for concentration. There is also filtration
associated with the processing of the caustic
soda. The chlorine is purified. There is the
`	 hydrogen renoval operation and, although it is
not part of the plant discussed here, there may
be liquefaction of the chlorine for further sale.
f
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The major energy uses for this process are the
electricity required for the electrolytic cells,
and the steam used in evaporating water from the
caustic soda solutions. There is heat generated
by the electrolysis process and that heat is
carried out of the cells by the products. The
heat in the caustic soda solution is retained and
is used to either preheat the feed to the cells,
or provide sensible heat to aid in the evapora-
tion of the caustic soda solutions. The heat
carried out by the chlorine in the gaseous form
in this version of the process is not used and is
removed by using cooling water. Energy conserva-
tion is achieved in the concentration of the
caustic solutions by using multiple effect
evaporators and by using the hot condensate from
this operation in the salt treating operations.
In contrast to the plants and processes described
previously in this report, the chlorine-caustic
diaphragm cell process is not seriously disturbed
by starting up and shutting down. The chlorine
cells are arranged in sets and at any given time
in the operation sets of cells will be off line
and can be added into the production train when
desired or others removed for servicing. Since
the major reactants and products in this plant
are not hydrocarbons as we have talked about pre-
viously, there is less hazard from a shutdcwn or
a malfunction of the plant. Because chlorine-
caustic plants are such large users of energy,
and because they can be shut down or at least
slcwed dcwn with reasonable ease, it has some-
times been advantageous to use these plants to
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balance the load on the chemical complex main
power plant when there are difficulties in other
parts of the complex.
Within the chlorine-caustic plant relatively lcw
temperatures are used, the maximum temperature
being less than 320°F, and consequently the poten-
tial for generating heat or electricity in a
cogeneration mode is limited if we use the plant
itself as a source. However, the production of
the stean and electrical power re quired as input
to the chlorine-caustic plant could be accom-
plished by many energy conversion technologies
and obviously these methods could include various
cogeneration schemes. Since such mode of cogener-
ation would be external to the chlorine-caustic
plant, no process modifications would be
required.
The average total energy consumption of this
plant is 17 million BTU per ton of chlorine
produced. The cost of stean and power represents
44% of the total operating cost.
6.11.2 Production Characteristics
The production capacity for chlorine in the
United States is 12.5 million tons per year.
This capacity is split primarily between the
mercury cell process (20%) and the diaphragm cell
process (80%). It is expected, however, that
mercury cell plants will no longer be constructed
because of public reaction to mercury pollution
in the effluent water. There are no significant
environmental problems associated with the
diaphragm cell process.
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Since salt is available in essentially unlimited
supply and is the only significant raw material
for this process, it is not anticipated that raw
material availabilities will have any effect upon
this plant in future years.
There is opportunity in this plant for improved
heat reco^,-,^ry and it is feasible that this will
be done as the cost of energy increases in the
future. There are also improvements that can
likely be made through technical innovation to
reduce the electricity consumption. However,
modern diaphragm cell plants operate sufficiently
close to the theoretical minimum electricity
requirement that there is little rocm for
improvement. Consequently, it is expected that
for the foreseeable future there will be little
change in diaphragm cell. plants for chlorine
manufacture and in the energy requirements for
such plants.
Chlorine and caustic are large-volume basic
chemical commodities that have long been
available in the U.S. econcmv. It is not
expec^.xe that there will be significant changes
in the growth rate of their use over the next
several years. The growth for these products is
expected to be slightly less than the growth of
the general economy and to increase to roughly
22 million tons per year by the year 2000.
The total energy consumption for the manufacture
4	 of chlorine and caustic soda is 180 trillion BTU
per year. This is expected to increase to
240 trillion BTU per year in 1985 and to
300 trillion BTU per year in the year 2000.
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There are at least 65 chlorine-caustic plants in
the United States. Some of these plants are
quite old and are small in size. The average
size overall is 180 tons of chlorine per day.
Newer plants, the so-called "world scale" plants,
are approximately 1000 tons per day. This is the
size of plant that will be built in the 1985 to
2000 time period.
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611.3 Energy Character.stics
rner Sc-ema- c:
Conversion
Inputs
	
L.- t
	 Outputs
o.- cess slater
	 (Heatincp
c^vatorators
Electrolysis Cells
Pumps & Lighting
L.?., Steam (20 psig)
M.P. Steam (100 psig)
Electricity
n	 '--4
j Cooling Water
Waste Water
Electricity Requirements:	 Average 120,000	 IGI; Peak	 +108	 KW
Steam Requirements	 (Process and heating):
lb/hr	 psic Returns	 Temp	 of Returns
175,000
	
100 Condensate used for Process wa..
90,000	 20 0
- Other teat to Process: 	 Some heat is generated by the electrolysis
of the salt solution. 	 This heat is exchanged between the cell effluent
and the fresh feed.
Hours o	 Operation at Average Conditions: 8500	 —hr/y:-
Large Horsepower Loads:
Normal hm Service Probahle D=iver
*,Taste Heat Streams:
lb/hr Temp. Description
5.4 x 10 6
	100 -- 120°F Cooling Water
Fuels:
?r ,Lzmary Fuel* / t BTG/ r
Seccndazy Fuel B"_'C/
3y-Prcduc = Fuel
*Steam and electricity are the only energy inputs.
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i6.12 Cryogenic Oxygen
This product and process belong to the industrial Gases
Industry SIC #2813. Capital investment in the indus-
trial gases industry is approximately 2.2 billion
dollars. Capital investment in oxygen facilities is
approximately $800 million representing slightly more
than one-third of the , total investment in the industry.
6.12.1 General Process Description
This plant produces 2000 tons per day of oxygen
at a pressure of 500 pounds per square inch from
approximately 10,000 tons per day of air as the
only feedstock material. Although this process
employs some very sophisticated equipment, it is
quite simple in concept and can be installed to
be very reliable and to operate almost indepen-
dently of day-to-day attention. The principal
operations in this process are gas compression,
heat exchange and distillation. The process
involves a series of compressions and expansion
of gas to achiceie cooling in a cascade arrange-
ment such that each stage of expansion will cool
the products to an increasingly lower temperature
until liquefaction occurs and the products can
then be distilled separating the main
constituents, oxygen and nitrogen.
Electricity is the only energy input to this
plant and it is used primarily for gas
compression.
Oxygen plants are frequently designed for
unattended operation and consequently can be
subject to shutdown in case of power failures.
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The materials handled are not inherently
dangerous provided the oxygen has a controlled
release to the atmosphere.
Since this process operates below ambient temper-
atures, it is unlikely that energy conversion
technologies suitable for cogeneration would find
application witb-i n the process. However, the
process does use large quantities of electricity
and in combination with other major fuel-using or
steam-using chemical processes the oxygen plant
would be a logical user of cogenerated
electricity.
This process consumes more than 400 kilowatt
hours of energy per ton of oxygen produced. At
this level, the cost of energy represents 45% of
the total operating cost of the oxygen.
6.1.2.2 Production Characteristics
The approximate national production capacity for
oxygen in the U.S. is 16 million tons per year.
Essentially all of this production is by the
cryogenic process.
The cryogenic process for oxygen production uses
air as a raw material and consequently it is
unlikely that there will need to be a change in
the process in future years because of feedstock
unavailability. Because energy represents such a
significant portion of the production cost of
this material, oxygen plants have been designed
to have maximLzn efficiency in their energy utili-
zation. Consequently, it is not expected that
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the design of these ;plants will substantially
change in future years because of increasing
energy costs.
Oxygen is widely used throughout the U.S. econ-
omy. oxygen is used in large quantities in many
chemical processes. It is used in large volume
by the steel industry, and it is also sold in
large volume for welding use. There is expecta-
tion that the development of a synthetic fuels
industry will constitute a large market for
oxygen in the future. The use of oxygen has been
growing more rapidly than the general economy and
use is expected to quadruple by the year 2000.
If. we convert the electrical usage to British
Thermal Units for comparison with other pro-
cesses, the production of oxygen consumes
22 trillion BTU per year. This will increase to
33 trillion BTU by the year 1985 and to
66 trillion BTU in the year 2000.
There are more than 200 oxygen plants in the
United States. They range in size from 10 tons
per day up to 6000 tons per day. However,
equipment to build a single-train oxygen plant
larger than 2000 tons per day is unavailable and
this represents the largest size for a single
module. The average size of oxygen plant is
780 tons per day. It is expected that future
oxygen plants will be built at the largest size
that is commercially available, 2000 tons per
day.
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6.13 Low Density Polyethylene Resin
This product and process belong to the Plastics and
Resins Industry SIC #2821. Investment in the plastics
and resins industry is approximately 8.7 billion
dollars. Capital investment in facilities for the
production low density polyethylene is approximately
1.5 billion dollars, which is 17% of the total
investment in the industry.
6.13.1 General Process Description
This plant produces 1000 tons per day of low
density polyethylene resin by the high pressure
polymerization of ethylene. Ethylene is the only
feedstock to this process. In addition to the
product resin, approximately 30 tons per day of
by-product fuel material is produced. The princi-
pal operations in this plant are gas canpression,
the catalytic reactor, the product separation
from unreacted feedstock, the extrusion of the
product into pellets, and the materials handling.
The major energy use to this process is the
electricity to drive the motors on the gas
compressors. The only other significant energy
use is the steam required to maintain reaction
temperatures in the reactors..
This plant is a continuous single-train operation
and is not designed for frequent or irregular
startups and shutdowns. Con equently, it is
essential to the effective operation of this
plant that the utility supply, including the
power supply, have a high level of reliability.
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The highest temperatures in this process are
below 500°F and consequently the process units
are unlikely to provide much opportunity for
cogeneration within the plant. However, because
of the electricty requirement and because of the
steam requirement, it is feasible that a cogenera-
tion unit could be employed to provide these two
energy requirenents to the process.
The average energy consumption of this plant is
5 million BTU per ton of polyethylene resin.
This represents 6.5% of the total operating cost.
6.13.2 Production Characteristics
The production capacity for low density
polyethylene in the United States is 3 million
tons per year. There are two principal processes
by which this product is manufactured, the auto-
clave reactor process and the tubular reactor
process. These processes are quite similar in
all aspects other than the type of reactors
employed and the energy consumption in each
process is roughly equivalent.
This plant does not have any significant adverse
materials in the effluent streams and it is
unlikely that future pollution control require-
ments will cause an increase in the power con-
sumption or require any substantial alteratl~n of
the process.
There is much-energy lost in the cooling of the
reactors and the gas being compressed in the
compressors and it is likely that as newer
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techniques are developed means will be found to
recover a significant portion of this heat for
useful purposes. The mechanism by which this
will be accanpl ished and how this heat will be
utilized are not clear at the present time.
Since this plant uses only electrical power and
steam as energy inputs and both of these can be
produced from a variety of fuels, it is not anti-
cipated that fuel availability will have an
effect upon either energy consumption or the
plant design in the future. Similarly, the raw
materials, primarily ethylene, can be produced
from many different sources and raw material
availability will not critically affect the
design and operation of this plant in the future.
Low density polyethylene has the largest volume
of use in the United States at the present time
of any of the common plastic base materials.
This demand has been growing at a high rate,
averaging close to 10% per year in recent past
periods. it is expected that a large demand
growth will occur in the next several years, and
that by the year 2000 there will be a fourfold
increase in the use of low density polyethylene.
Polyethylene film is used in a variety of ways;
for packaging materials, for moisture sealing (in
building construction) , and for household food
wrap. Polyethylene is also molded to make many
products, such as bottles and bottlecaps and
toys.
At the present time, the manufacture of low den-
sity polyethylene uses approximately 18 trillion
i
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BTV per year. This energy use is expected to
increase to 38 trillion BTU per year in 1985 and
will grow to 60 trillion BTU in the year 2000.
-there are 20 lcw density polyethylene plants in
the United States today. These plants range in
size from 100 tons per day up to 1000 tons per
day and the average is very close to 500 tons per
day. The newest single—train plants being built
today are approximately 1000 tons per day in size
and it is expected that this size will be the
standard for many years to come.
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6.14 Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR) by the Emulsion Process
This product and process belong to the Synthetic Rubber
Industry SIC 12622. Investment in the synthetic rubber
industry is 1.1 billion dollars. The investment in pro-
duction facilities for SBR is over 700 million dollars
and represents about 75% of the total investment in the
industry.
6.14.1 General Process Description
In this process, styrene and butadiene are mixed
together under carefully controllea temperature
conditions and react to produce polymeric (latex)
material which is then solidified and recovered
in the form of styrene butadiene rubber. The
plant produces 350 tons per day. The principal
operations in this plant are pumping, mixing,
distillation, screening, washing, drying and
materials handl 4 ng .
Electricity use is distributed throughout the
plant in the various pumping, mixing, screening
and drying operations. Stean consunption is
concentrated largely in the distilling operation.
This plant will operate several lines of produc-
tion in parallel having duplicate reactors and
many other facilities duplicated. Consequently,
i
	 it is feasible that parts of the production line
4 can be shut down at random times without bringing
the entire plant down. This process will be less
adversely affected by power failures than many of
the processes previously discussed.
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Low temperatures are employed in this process.
Essentially all steps are occurring at tempera-
tures of 200°F or less. Consequently, energy
conversion processes generating high temperatures
are not required and the potential for cogenera-
tion fran this type of equipnent does not ecist.
However, in the production of the steam and the
electricity required for this process, cogenera-
tion techniques would be feasible.
The average energy consumption for this process
is 4.7 million BTU per ton. At this level,
energy cost represents about 2.5% of total
operating cost.
6.14.2 Production Characteristics
The production capacity for SBR in the United
States is 1.5 million tons per year. More than
80% of this is produced by the emulsion process.
Few changes are expected in this process over the
next 20 or more years. The required temperature
levels are very low and the potential for energy
conservation is relatively small from waste heat
recovery or additional heat prevention measures.
Environmental protection requirements are small
and future changes are not expected to signifi-
cantly alter the energy use in this process.
This is the principal source of rubber for the
U.S. economy. SB rubber is widely used in auto-
mobile and truck tires and i n other commercial
and industrial rubber products. Use is expected
to grcw at the general level of the economy and
is expected to double by the year 2000.
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This process consumes 7 trillion BTU per year in
the United States and this energy consumption
will increase to about 9 trillion BTU per year by
1985 and to 13 trillion BTU by the year 2000.
There are 13 SB rubber plants in the United
States varying in size from 100 tons per day up
to 1000 tons per day. Average plant size is
about 350 tons per day. Plant size can be
increased incrementally by adding reactor trains.
It is expected that the typical new plant of the
1985 to 2000 time period will be 350 tons per
day.
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6.143 Energy Characteristics
Energy Scenatic:
Conversion.
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6.15 Polyester Fiber Production
This product and process belong to the Non-Cellulosic
Synthetic Fibers Industry SIC ;2824. Total investment
in this industry is 9.1 billion dollars. The total
investment in facilities for the production of polyester
fiber is 3.7 billion dollars representing slightly more
than 40% of the total investment in the industry.
6.15.1 General Process Description
Feedstock for this plant is ethylene glycol and
dimethyl terephthalate. These materials react
together to form hydroxyethyl terephthalate
ester. The ester is then polymerized to form the
polyester product. The plant produces 250 tons
per day of polyester fiber materials. There is a
methanol by-product in the amount of 80 tons per
day.
Major operations in this plant include melting
vessels, screw conveyors for handling solid
materials, esterification reactors, pumps,
polymerization reactors, distilling columns, and
the extruding, spinning and drawing equipnent for
the fiber threads.
Electricity represents 55% of the energy input to
this process. Most of this electricity is used
in operating the equipment involved in spinning
the fiber. A large portion of the electricity is
used in the air conditioning recuired to dissi-
pate the heat from the fiber as it cools from its
molten state to the solid fiber. The other signi-
ficant energy uses in this process are the steam
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to the melting vessels and also steam to the
distilling columns. The third most significant
energy use is the heat to the polymerization
reactors which is usually provided by circulating
DOWTHERM. The energy input to this process is
removed in two ways. Much of the energy is
removed as low temperature cooling water and the
remainder comes out as low temperature heat in
the air cooling provided by the air conditioning
system..
This plant is a multiple-train operation, will
have several reactors in parallel and all of the
major items of process equipnent will be dupli-
cated. Consequently, portions of the plant can
be shut down and started up independent of the
rest of the plant. Because these production
trains are designed for regular startup and
shutdown, a power failure or a loss of other
utility services is not critical in the same
sense as for many of the other processes
described earlier in this report.
This process uses temperatures in excess of 500°F
and most of this heat is presently dissipated
through cooling water. It is anticipated that
future designs might incorporate additional waste
heat recovery in the form of steam or alterna-
tively other energy conversion processes could be
used which would be appropriate for cogeneration
of electricity as well as stean. Cogeneration
technologies would also have application in the
production of the electricity, the stean and the
DOWTHERM heating required for this process.
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This plant requires slightly more than 10.5 mil-
lion BTU per ton energy input. This level of
energy input represents 5% of the total operating
cost.
6.15.2 Production  Characteristics
The production capacity in the United States for
polyester fiber is 1.5 million tons per year.
Although individual manufacturers are reluctant
to describe their process, it is believed that
almost all polyester fiber is produced by
comparable basic processing and the individual
plants differ only in relatively minor features.
Energy consumption in these plants is largely
determined by the type of fiber produced and for
comparable fiber outputs energy use should be
similar from one plant to another.
These plants do not require unique fuel materials
or energy inputs and the feedstock raw materials
can be synthesized from a number of sources such
as petroleum or even coal. Consequently, it is
expected that the basic design of this plant will
stay as developed here for many years into the
future and the energy consumption per unit of
output should nut change substantially. There
will be, in all likelihood, additional heat
recovery improvements made which could supply low
pressure steam to other processes or provide
electricity which could be used within the
polyester plant. It is expected, though, that
these developments will be of an increnental
nature and not have a significant effect on the
overall energy consumption.
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The use of polyester fiber has grown rapidly in
recent years. This product has replaced
naturally occurring fibers, such as cotton, in
many textile and fabric uses throughout the
economy. It is expected that polyester use will
continue to grow. However, since the
displacement market is essentially saturated, the
growth will slow substantially. However, the
future growth rate will still be larger than the
growth of the economy and the use of polyester
fiber should triple by the year 2000.
The production of polyester fiber consumes
approximately 30 trillion BTU per year. This
will increase to 55 trillion BTU per year in 1985
and further increase to 75 trillion BTU per year
by the year 2000.
There are 34 polyester fiber plants in the United
States. These plants range in size from 3 to
300 tons per day capacity. The average plant
size is 200 tons per day. The capacity growth
for the next few years will be mainly incremental
additions to existing plants. By 1985 it is
expected that typical new plant construction will
be at the nominal size of 250 tons per day.
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6.16 Nylon 66 Fiber Production
This product and process belong to the Non-Cellulosic
Synthetic Fibers Industry SIC #2824. Total investment
in this industry is 9.1 billion dollars. The capital
investment in production facilities for nylon fiber is
2.6 million dollars representing almost 30% of the
investment in the industry.
6.16.1 General Process Description
The feedstock for this plant is hexamethylene
diamine (HMDA) and adipic acid. These two mate-
rials are reacted together to produce a compound
called nylon salt. The nylon salt is purified
and then polymerized to form the nylon compound.
The nylon material is solidified, dried and
becomes what is called a nylon chip. The nylon
chip is then melted, extruded, spun and drawn
into the nylon fiber. This plant will produce
150 tons per day of fiber of various qualities.
The major processing operations in this plant are
the mixing, batch reactors, drying, solidifica-
tion, melting, extrusion, and fiber spinning and
drawing.
The major energy input to this process is the
electrical power to the fiber operation. Elec-
tricity is used for the motors in the extrusion
and the spinning-winding operations and a large
amount of electricity is used in the air condi-
tioning for the air cooling re quired in this
phase of the operations. Another major energy
use is the steam required in the evaporation and
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concentration of the nylon salt. Also, DOWTHERM
heat is provided to the polycondensation (poly-
merization) reactor. Other less significant
energy uses are for pumping and materials
handling.
This plant uses parallel production trains, each
of which can be operated relatively independently
and can be shut down and started up on a regular
basis. Consequently, power failures would have
less significance to this plant than in many
other types of chemical production described in
earlier sections of this report.
The melting point of Nylon 66 is above 500°F and
consequently temperatures at this level are
required at several points in the production
process. it is feasible that for generating
these temperatures technology could be employed
that would be able to use cogeneration or to
produce electricity simultaneously. The
production of the electricity, stean and the
DOWTHERM heat required in the operation of this
plant could all employ cogeneration and have a
simultaneous production of electricity and useful
heat.
The average energy consumption in this plant is
14 million BTU per ton of Nylon 66 fiber. This
process is not energy intensive in terns of ccst
and the energy input represents less than 2% of
the total operating cost.
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6.16.2 Production Characteristics
The approximate production capacity for all
nylon, Nylon 6 as well as Nylon 66, is 1 million
tons per year. 70% of this production is
Nylon 66.
The raw materials for this process can be
synthesized from a number of starting materials
and it is not expected that availability of raw
material will affect the process or require
changes to the process in the future. Fuel for
this process can be any of several fossil or
synthetic fuels and, again, this will not affect
the energy consumption within the process. It is
expected that as energy prices increase, addi-
tional heat recovery will be installed on the
process and there will be some reduction in the
energy intensity because of this.
Nylon is widely used in textiles and in indus-
trial plastics where tensile strength or abrasion
resistance is needed. The market has been
growing faster than the general economy and use
is expected to at least double by the year 2000.
On a national basis, the energy required for the
production of nylon is approximately 14 trillion
I
	
	 BTU per year. This will increase to 20 trillion
BTU in 1985 and to 25 trillion BTU by the year
j	 2000.
There are 30 plants in the U.S. producing nylon.
They range i n size from 15 to 300 tons per day.
The average size is 150 tons per day. Because of
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the modular nature of this process, capacity
increases will be probably in increments of
150 tons per day or less.
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6.17 Ammonia Synthesis
This product and process belong to the Nitrogenous Ferti-
	
3
lizer Industry SIC #2873. The total capital invest-ment
in nitrogenous fertilizers is 3.9 billion dollars. The
capital investment in production facilities for ammonia
is approximately 2.5 billion dollars. This represents
slightly more than 60% of the total investment in the
industry.
6.17.1 General Process Description
The input materials for this process are air,
steam, and various alternative hydrocarbon
materials ranging from natural gas to coal. It
is only necessary that the reformer furnace at
the beginning of the process be designed to
acccmodate the particular hydrocarbon feedstock
employed. Products from the reforming furnace
are carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen and
hydrogen. This stream is processed in a shift
conversion reactor to produce the proper ratio of
nitrogen and hydrogen. The carbon dioxides are
scrubbed out and the nitrogen-hydrogen strewn is
compressed and sent to the synthesis reactor
where ammonia is formed. The plant produces
1200 tons per day of ammonia and, in this case,
uses a starting feedstock of natural. gas.
This plant is designed so that the entire energy
input is in the fuel to the reforming furnace.
r.
	
	
The reforming furnace is designed to produce
steam as a by-product (waste heat recovery) and
this steam is used primarily for operating the
gas compressors preceding the ammonia reaction.
i
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The major energy using operations in this plant
are the reformer furnaces, the compressors, and
the carbon dioxide strip ping column.
This plant is a large single-train production
operation. It is designed to operate continu-
ously 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. It is
not feasible to start up and shut down this plant
at frequent intervals. Consequently, reliability
of the power supply, as well as other utilities,
is a critical consideration.
This plant uses high temperatures (1500°F) and
consequently is a good candidate for alternative
energy conversion technologies which may have
potential for cogeneration. However, the plant
as specified here has a high thermal efficiency
and much of this heat is recovered in the form of
steam and then subsequently used within the pro-
cess. Although the electrical power input to
this process is small (3500 kilowatts) in rela-
tionship to the fuel requirement for the reform-
ing furnace, it is of course feasible that this
electrical power could be produced from a
cogeneration technology either within or outside
of the ammonia plant.
The energy input to this plant is almost entirely
in the fuel to the reforming furnace and amounts
to an average 12.5 million BTU per ton of ammonia
produced. At this level of fuel input, the coEt
of energy represents 21% of the total operating
cost.
6.17.2 Production Characteristics
The annual production capacity for ammonia in the
United States is approximately 18 million tons
per year. The principal difference between
ammonia plants are the size, hydrocarbon feed-
stock and the amount of heat recovery. As
natural gas becomes less available future plants
will employ more liquid hydrocarbons for feed and
they will also incorporate more heat recovery in
their design. it is not expected that ammonia
plants will get much larger than the largest
plants being designed and installed today as the
economies of scale at this level are becoming
questionable. The plant that we have used for
example here represents our best estimate of the
magnitude of heat recovery and size and feedstock
that will be crunsidered typical in the 1985 to
2000 time period.
Ammonia is the second or third largest volume
chemical product in the United States. It has
had a rapid growth rate in earlier periods,
however, it has slowed in recent years and is not
expected to grow substantially faster than the
econamy for the foreseeable future. Ammonia is
used largely in agriculture and the growth of its
use will depend primarily upon the d;--nand for
agricultural products together with the produc-
tivity requirements from the cropland. It is
expected that the use of ammonia will be slightly
less than double the current use and will be at a
level of 34 million tons per year by the year
2000.
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There are more than 90 ammonia plants in the
United States today. They range in size from 50
to 2000 tons per day and average about 220 tons
per day. The newer plants are in the range of
500 to 1200 tons per day. New plant construction
in the 1985 to 2000 time period is expected to
average about 1200 tons per day in size.
C
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6.18 Phosphoric Acid by the Wet Process
This product and process belong to the Phosphatic
Fertilizers Industry SIC #2874. Investment in this
industry totals 2.5 billion dollars. The investment in
phosphoric acid is approximately .8 billion dollars or
about one-third of the total investment in the
phosphatic fertilizers industry.
6.18.1 General Process Description
This plant produces two grades of phosphoric
acid; 500 tons per day of orthophosphoric which
is equivalent to approximately 54% phosphorus
pentoxid a (P 2O5 ), and 500 tans per day of super
phosphoric acid, which represents 70% P2O5.
Input materials for the process are concentrated
phosphate rock, sulfuric acid and water. The
basic process involves dissolving the phosphate
rock in sulfuric acid, controlling the acidity
and temperature to precipitate calcium sulfate,
filtering out _'-e solid sulfate material and
leaving the phosphoric acid that is formed in
solution. This is followed by evaporation to
concentrate the phosphoric acid solution to the
desired acid strength in the product. Major
operations in the process are mixing , vent gas
scrubbing, filtrations, vacuum evaporation, hot
gas evaporation and pumping. The major energy
inputs to this process are the steam to the
vacuum evaporation and steam to the wash water
heating and fuel to the submerged gas evaporator.
The electrical, requirements are much smaller in
total energy equivalent than the stean and fuel
requirements, and are distributed throughout the
plant for pumping gas compression power.
•♦ TM
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This plant is a large single-train continuous
operation. It runs 24 hours per day, 7 days per
week with an on-stream factor of .9. The plant
is not designed to be started up or shut down at
frequent intervals. Normal runs will be for many
weeks at a time. Consequently, interruption in
the supply of power or other utilities consti-
tutes a serious problem. However, power failures
in this plant would be less critical than in many
of the organic chemical processes discussed
earlier.
The portion of this process where the acid is
concentrated to the super phosphoric acid uses
temperatures above 500°F. It is possible that
the submerged gas evaporator could be replaced by
different technology and coull employ cogenera-
tion to produce electricity at this point. Other
portions of this plant generally operate at
significantly lower temperatures where steam is
adequate for the heating requirements and cogener-
ation technologies probably are not feasible.
However, in the production of the stean, cogenera-
tion schemes are likely to be viable.
The average energy consumption in this plant is
4.4 million BTU per ton. At this level the cost
of energy represents 7.5% of the total operating
cost.
6.18.2 Production Characteristics
The approximate production capacity in the United
States for phosphoric acid is 10 million tons
(P2O5) per year. Approximately 10% of this
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Wcapacity is produced by electric furnace and
represents a very pure grade of phosphoric acid
which is too expensive to be used in fertilizers
and has been used in the past primarily for
detergents. Production capacity for wet process
phosphoric acid is approximately 9 million tons
(P2O5 ) per year.
This plant has some significant environmental
pollution hazards. Fluorine is generated as a
by-product and fluorine gas is in the vent gases
coming from the reaction step and also from the
concentration steps. It is necessary these
effluents be thoroughly scrubbed for fluorine
removal. More stringent air pollution require-
ments could necessitate additional processing
steps and require additional energy input to this
process.
The major feedstock for this plant, phosphate
rock, will be in shorter supply as time pro-
gresses and it will be necessary to start with
primary rock having lower phosphate content.
However, the rock is normally beneficiated to a
standard phosphate level at the mine and the
energy input required for this is not considered
part of the phosphoric acid plant requirement.
This process for the production of phosphoric
acid is the largest single use of sulfuric acid
in the United States. It is contemplated that
sulfuric acid will be in long supply for many
years to come because of the emphasis on recover-
ing sulfur oxides in the burning of coal and
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sulfur-containing fuel oils. As a result, it is
not expected that the phosphoric acid process
will be affected by any shortage of sulfuric
acid.
The phosphoric acid product from this process is
used almost entirely in fertilizers and its
growth is associated with crop production.
Growth in the use of phosphoric acid increased
faster than the economy in recent past periods as
the yields of food crops per acre was increased
It is expected that in the future this demand
will grow approximately at the same rate as the
economy and will double by the year 2000.
The wet process for sulfuric acid on a national
basis consumes approximately 35 trillion BTU per
year. This is expected to increase to 48 tril-
lion in the year 1985 and will be 60 trillion BTU
by the year 2000.
There are more than 35 plants 'in the United
States producing phosphoric acid by the wet pro-
cess. They range in size from 50 tons per day up
to 2000 tons per day. The average size is about
780 tons per day. New plant construction, is in
the neighbcrhecd of 1000 tons per day and it is
expected that future construction, 1985 and
later, will be at this same level.
a
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618.3 7-n er r _ C`a=acter-sows
_nergy Sceaatic:
Innuts
Conversion
Unit
G
Ou-puts
Fuel (Oil or Gas)
M.P. Steam
:l.P. Steam	 —^
L.P. Steam	 --^
Electricity
n	 _^
Gas Evaporator
Vacuum Ejectors
Wash Licuor Heater
Vacuum Evaporator
Air Compressor
Pumps, tiixers & Light
ina
Cooling Water
	
Electricity Requirements: average 4000	 KW;	 Peak +10 L—/-P
Stea.:. Recuirements (Process and Ee2ti.l g) .
lb/hr
	
psig	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
65,000	 25
27,000	 125
Other Heat to Process: 65 MM Btu/hr of fuel (oil or gas) to the
submerged gas evaporator. Alsc, heat is generated by the reaction
between the phos p hate rock and the sulfuric acid.
	
Hours of Operation at Avera ge Conditions:	 7000	 h-/yr
Large Eorsepcwer Loads:
Normal hn	 Service	 Probahle Driver
750	 Air Compressor	 Electricity
Taste Heat Streams:
1b/rs	 Team-.	 Descrintion
7.3 x 10 6 	100-120°F	 Cooling 'r;ater
Fuels:
Pr imary Fuel	 Oil or Ga s 	 /	 65	 «N STU/hr
Secondaz ,.? Fuel
3v-Prcduc t Fuel	 ---	 /u BTU/hr
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6.19 Carbon Black by the Furnace Process
This product and process belong to the Carbon Black
Industry SIC J2895. Total investment in the industry is
approximately $600 million.
6.19.1 General Process Description
The input materials for this process are the
primary fuel and the aromatic oil feedstock. The
aranatic oil is injected into the combustion zone
of a burner and the products of combustion are
immediately quenched to produce carbon. 300 tons
of the carbon (carbon black) are produced per day
in this plant. The major operational units are
the reactor, a cyclone separator, bag filter,
dryer, pulverizers, and materials handling
equipment.
The primary enercr_y input to this process is the
fuel to the reactors. A modest amount of steam
and electricity are used elsewhere in the pro-
cess, however they do not represent a significant
energy use at any one point in the process.
Waste heat is dissipated in the flue gas leaving
the bag filter operation.
This plant will have several production trains
operating in parallel and individual trains can
start up and shut down independently. These
trains in normal use may be started and stopped
almost on a daily basis. Consequently, inter-
ruption of the power supply is not a critical
problem in this plant.
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It is feasible that the reactor used in this pro-
cess which operates at high temperatures (above
2000 °F) could be modified to incorporate energy
conversion technologies adaptable to cogenera-
tion. This would take a substantial development
program since the reactors are designed for opti-
mum quality of the carbon black produced and any
energy recovery aspects would be strictly secon-
dary.
The flue gas produced in existing processes and
specifically in the plant described here, con-
tains a significant amount of carbon monoxide.
It would be feasible to install a conventional
carbon monoxide boiler and (with some supplemen-
tary firing) produce steam from the fuel value
contained in the flue gas. The steam production
would be much in excess of the steam requirements
of the plant and could be used to produce surplus
electrical power for sale.
The average energy consumption for this plant is
9 million BTU per ton of carbon black produced.
At this level of energy use the total direct
energy J.nput represents 21% of the operating cost
of the carbon black. If we consider that the por-
tion of the feedstock oil which is burned also
contributes to the energy input, then energy
input on this basis represents 43% of the opera-
ting cost.
6.19.2 Production Characteristics
The approximate total United States production
capacity for carbon black is 2 million tons per
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year There are three processes that have been
used for making carbon black. These are the
furnace process, the channel process, and the
thermal process. Both the channel process and
the thermal process are used only to a small
extent and the furnace process, which is the one
described in this report, accounts for more than
90% of all carbon black production.
Feedstock availability for this process is not
likely to be a problem in the future nor is it
likely to necessitate any change in the process.
A high carbon to hydrogen ratio in the feedstock
is very desirable and it is expected that the
heavier crude oils that will be available in the
U.S. as time progresses and also the oils from
coal liquefaction will constitute very attractive
feedstocks for the carbon black process.
This plant has an extremely low solid particulate
emission to the atmosphere because of the use of
the bag filters to trap the carbon in the flue
gas. If the carbon monoxide boilers mentioned
previously are installed, it should be possible
to have extremely clean atmospheric discharges
from this plant. While the addition of the
carbon monoxide boiler will increase the energy
recovery, it will have relatively little impact
on the total energy use of the plant since it
will produce energy for export to other users.
It is feasible that the combustion air for this
process could be enriched with oxygen to reduce
the nitrogen content of the flue gas, in this
case the flue gas containing the carbon monoxide
could be used as a synthesis gas for other
processes.
i
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More than 90% of all carbon black is used in
rubber materials, most of it going into truck and
automobile tire rubber.. The carbon black imparts
very desirable qualities to the rubber, improving
its strength, abrasion resistance and other
characteristics. The use of carbon black is
expected to closely parallel the use of rubber
and will grow at a rate somewhat slower than the
growth rate of the general economy. By the year
2000 demand is expected to be about 75% higher
than todav for a total requirement of 3.5 million
tons per year.
There are 30 furnace black plants in the United
States. These plants vary in size from 100 tons
per day up to 400 tons per day, the average size
being about 190 tons per day. Most of the produc-
tion increase occurs in the form of incremental
addition of production trains to existing plants.
It is expected that in the 1985 to 2000 time
period these planned additions will be in incre-
ments of 300 tons per day.
1
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619.3 Energy Characteristics
Energy Schematic:
Conversion
Inputs	 Unit	 Outputs
Fuel (Oil or Gas)
	
Steam	 —'
Electricity	 —'+
	
n	 ^^
	
n	 ^^
	
n	 -^
Reactor
Rotary Dryer
Fumps & Blowers
Pulverizer/Pelletizer
Conveyors
Lighting
Flue Gas
	
Electricity Requicements: Average 4000	 KW;	 Peak +15&
Stearn Requirements (Process and heating):
lb/hr	 osie	 Returns	 Teno. of Returns
20.000	 50	 rnnapneato	 ---
Other neat to Process: 112.5 ?Zi Btu/hr of fuel (oil or gas)
to the reactors.
	
Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 7900	 hr/yr
Large horsepower Loads:
Ncrmal ho	 Service	 Probahle Drive.
Waste neat Streatzs:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Descri;tion
520,000	 400 °F 	 Flue Gas from Reactors
b
Fuels:
Pr!xiary Fuel	 Oil or Gas	 /	 112	 ;,r.! 3TU/^-
^,	 Secordary Fuel	 /	 '=" BTt/
'	 BV-Product Fuel	 /	 :'!2 D'"C/h.
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6.20 Central Steam Plants
6.20.1 General Considerations
Approximately 65% of all fuel used in chemical
plants is employed to generate steam. Essen-
tially all of this steam is produced in boilers
that operate independent of the individual chem-
ical processes serviced with the steam produced.
These boilers will usually be grouped in a
central steam plant within the chemical plant
complex. Although, in some cases, a given com-
plex may have two or more steam plants geographi-
cally separated by a short (probably less than
one mile) distance, we will treat these cases as
a single steam plant.
Each steam plant will consist of as few as two or
up to twenty or more individual boilers depending
on the size of the steam load. The rated capa-
city of the boilers will .substantially exceed the
average steam demand of the complex. For the
overall industry, it appears that capacity
exceeds average demand by about 80%.
The individual boilers in most chemical complexes
will have a range of ages. The working life of a
field erected boiler is 25-50 years. A shop
fabricated ("package") boiler will have a shorter
working life, 15-30 years. The boiler life is
highly dependent upon the quality of the feed
water used. Quite often, the spare capacity in a
steam plant consists of older, less efficient
boilers which are either ouerated considerably
below maximum rating, or are held idle in case of
need for emergencies.
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The steam plant average steam demand in the
chemical industry is distributed as shown in the
table below.
Size of Average Number of Total Steam
Steam Demand Steam Load
MM lbs/hr Plants MM lbs/hr
Over 1.0 57 100
.25-.99 59 34
.05-.24 196 18
Below	 .05 1118 16
This tabulation represents only the plants in the
major energy consuming sub i ndustries of the chem-
ical industry,.. However, it accounts for more
than 90% of the total stem generation.
It can be seen that 60% of the steam use occurs
in plants producing more than one million pounds
per hour of steam. Twenty percent of the load is
in the fifty thousand to one million pound per
hour range and another twenty percent is below
fifty thousand pounds per hour average load.
These are the three size ranges that will be
characterized by describing a "typical" steam
plant for each.
Since we are interested in the steam plant of the
1985 to 2000 time period, it can be expected that
the average steam demand for a given plant will
increase between now and then. There will, how-
ever, be some offsetting factors which will tend
to inhibit the rate of growth. Between now and
1985 will be a period of increased emphasis on
heat recovery, and there will be many heat
recovery boilers installed to absorb much of the
.♦ T_
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growth in the steam demand. Also, many of the
new chemical plants put into production will be
much more efficient in energy (steam) use than
their predecessors being retired. For these
reasons, we will assume that the average steam
demand of 1985 will be comparable to that of
today.
6.20.2 The Large Steam Plant
This plant will have an average steam load of
1,750,000 pounds per hour, with the following
range of boilers.
Number of
	 Rated Capacity	 Total Capacity
Boilers	 lbs/hr each	 lbs/hr
1	 650,000	 650,000
2	 350,000	 700,000
6	 250,000	 11500,000
9	 21850,000
Steam pressure levels in this plant will be
600 l2s ig, 200 psig and 30 psig.
The three largest boilers will operate on oil or
gas fuel and will be rated at 625 psig steam
pressure. The six smaller boilers will be rated
at 250 psig steam pressure.
The steam plant will also generate 25 megawatts
of electricity from two turbines extracting at
200 and 30 psig with partial condensation.
This plant will grow in the 1985 . 2000 time period
by the replacement of the six smaller boilers
with two or more 650,000 lbs/hr boilers. These
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anew boilers will likely be fired with coat. or
coal derived fuels and be rated at 1250-1525 psig
steam pressure. At this -time,, iv steam turbines
will be installed to take advantage of the higher
steam pressure and generate additional electricity.
6.20.3 The Medium-Size Steam Plant
This plant will have an average steam load of
615,000 pounds per hour with the following
boilers.
Number of
	
Rated Capacity	 Total Capacity
Boilers	 lbs/hr. each
	
lbs/hr
3	 250,000	 750,000
3	 125,000	 375,000
6	 1,125,000
All boilers will be primarily gas fired with
optional oil firing.
Steam pressure levels in this plant will be
400 psig, 150 psig and 25 psig. The three
largest boilers will be rated at 625 psig steam
pressure and the three smaller boiler] will be
rated at 200 psig steam pressure.
This plant will have no electrical power
generation.
This plant will grew in the 1985-2000 tine period
by the addition of higher pressure boilers and
will add electrical generation from the high
pressure steam. The new boilers would likely use
fluidized bed coal combustion.
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6.20.4 The Small Steam plant
This plant will have an average steam load of
50,000 pounds per hour with the following
boilers.
Number of	 Rated Capacity	 Total Capacity
Boilers	 lbs/hr. each	 lbs/hr
4	 25,000	 100,000
All boilers will be gas fired and rated at
250 ps ig .
Steam pressure levels in this plant will be
200 ps ig and 25 ps ig .
The plant will have no electrical generation.
This plant will grow in the 1985-2000 time period
by the addition of one or more 100,000 pounds per
hour boilers operating on residual oil fuel.
S-212
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Ethylene from Gas Oil by Steam Crackin g / 1500 tonsiday
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc,
Ethylene	 1510 tons/day
Propylene	 860
Butadiene	 240
Fuels (incl. gasoline)(Net) 25:^
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements, Average	 47nn kW; Peak	 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process S Heating):
lb/hr
	
@	 psig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
150,000	 @	 1500	 0
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
This plant also uses: 123,000 ;/hr of 600 psig steam
581,000 R/hr of 150
428,000 T/hr of 75
128,000 /hr of 35
and 1.9 x 104 Btu/hr of by-product fuel--all of which are self produced in the
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7400
	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Ranae	 Driver
37,000	 (gas compression 0-100 psig) 	 Steam
38,000	 "	 "	 0-250 osia	 "
51800	 "	 "	 0-212 psis)
H. Operational Considerations:
This plant operates continuously around the clock, 7 days per week.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 iM2 	Descriation
44,000	 260 F	 35 psig steam
2.5 x 10b	350 F	 Flue gas
38 x 10 5	 100-120 F	 Cooling water
ff
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Ethylene / 1500 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 se	 helow mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 gains /	 19on mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
The major energy input to this process is the fuel to the cracking furnaces
all of which comes from the ases and heavy oils generated in the process. Sub-
stantial steam (150,000 N/hr^ is required from an offsite boiler, and this can be
Produced from any of several primary fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
30	 Mostly in the South-Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
It is expected that the majority of new ethylene plants will use this process
(gas-oil cracking) as feedstock should be available from many sources such as
domestic and imported petroleum, shale oil and synthetic oil from coal.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P, Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant will run continuously for as long as 2 or 3 years without a scheduled
shutdown for maintenance. Critical equipment items (e.g. reactor, pumps, heat
exchangers, etc.) will have one or more spare units which can replace an on-stream
unit that may require maintenance. Thera will be unscheduled failures which will
slow, or stop the plant on occasion; however, the plant will maintain smooth, uniform
operation 90% of the time.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Ethylene from Gas Oil Cracking / 1500 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
7 billion dollars
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 12 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 48 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
See attached sheet.
Y. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
See attached sheet
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 300 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 750 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000	 1.1 x 1015 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
See attached sheet
Y. Make a list of unit ope:rationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached sheet
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the tota,
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Using the previously defined basis the energy cost is approximately 14%
of the total operating cast.
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Ethylene from Gas Oil Cracking / 1500 tons/day
U. This plant has all features (waste treatment, waste heat recovery) expected
to be necessary to comply with regulatory requirements and energy economics
for the foreseeable future. The plant is designed to use the feedstocks
expected to be available in 1985 and after.
V. Ethylene (and propylene also) is widely used as a chemical feedstock for
many different chemicals and plastics which are in growing demand. Growth
has been averaging more than 8%/yr. This will taper off in future years, how-
ever.,production will still quadruple by 2000.
X. The average plant size today is about 950 tons per day. New plants are
being built in sizes from 750 tons/day to 2000 tons/day. It is expected
that the future typical plant size will be 1500 tons/day (1 billion lbs/yr).
Economies of scale above this level are debatable.
Y. Major energy using operations in the plant are the cracking furnaces and the
gas compressors. Other energy uses are in distilling and pumping.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:_ Vinyl Chloride Monomer/1000 tons/ day
from the balanced chlorination ano oxycnlorinatlon processes
S. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
Vinyl Chloride	 1000 tons/ day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 4000	 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 6 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
180,000	 @	 150 	 condensate,	 200-300
27,000	 @	 300	 300-320
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe): 	 (oil or gas)
The primary energy input to this process is the fuel 
A
to the cracking (pyrolysis)
furnace, in the amount of 480 MM Btu/hr.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	 8300	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:	
Speed	 Probable
Norma I hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Rance	 Driver
1500	 (refrig eration)
	
Elec.
H. Operational Considerations:
This plant is a single train continuous operation running 7 days per week.
Extensive heat recover- is emploved and the plant produces surplus 100 osig stern.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	 Tem	 Description
15 x 105	100-120 F	 Coolina water
.7 x 1 0 6	 400 F	 Flue aas
56 x 10
	 F	 100 psig steam
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Vinyl Chloride Monomer/1000 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Gas /	 480 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 see below mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion: Gas is the preferred fuel in this process to maintain good
temperature control in the cracking furnace. It is feasible that oil could be
used and perhaps coal, with proper furnace design. Approx. 240 MM Btu/hr of
steam is used which could be generated using any of several fossil or synthetic
primary fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000
	
Where	 Cogeneration Potential
11
	
Mainly in the South Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
p. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
These plants will operate continuously 7 days per week with an annual shutdown
of 1-2 weeks, for comprehensive maintenance. When the plant is running, any
maintenance that slows production will be deferred as long as practicable.
This plant will operate with a nominal on-stream factor of 950.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Vinyl Chloride Monomer/1000 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Over $750,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 3 x 106 tons/year
In 2000	 12 x 106 tons/year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made fn this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 50 x 10 12 Btu/yr
In 1985 110 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000 160 x 1012 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
The average plant size today is over 700 tons/day and one plant is more than
1000 tons/day. Future typical plant size is expected to be approximately 1000 tons,'day.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.__
	
attachment--
2. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. 'Give basis for this discussion.
- -see attachment--
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Vinyl Chloride Monomer/1000 tons/day
U. As environmental requirements become more stringent, new plants will use
pure oxygen as a feed in place of air. This will reduce the Yen, gas flow
and permit recovery of the small amounts of ethylene lost in the vent gas.
Effect on the overall plant energy input will be small. No other significant
changes in the process are expected.
V. Vinyl chloride is used almost entirely (97%) in various types of polymers for
plastic products. It is used as PVC in a variety of products from shoe
soles to plumbing systems. It is replacing many other products in common
use and has been growing in production more than 10% per year. Demand will
quadruple by 2000.
Y. Energy is used in this plant primarily in the form of gas in a cracking
furnace and in the form of steam to the distilling columns. A smaller
amount is used as electricity to the air compressor. Other operations
using small amount of energy are pumping and gas quenching. Steam is
generated from the heat of reaction from the oxychlorination reactor.
Z. Based on: Capital = $70,000,000
Steam	 - $2.40/M lbs
Fuel	 = $2.00/MM Btu	 Energy Costs =
Elec.	 = 1.75t/kWh
Deprec. = 10% S.L.	 130M of Total
Overhead & Supplies = 110% of Op. Labor 	 Operating Cost
Operating Labor	 = 7/shift @ $9.30/hr
9
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Styrene Monomer Production / 1500 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Styrene	 1500 tons/day
Toluene	 70
Benzene	 60
Fuel	 90
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 4400	 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 6 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psi9,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
320,000 @	 75	 0
190.000 @	 30_ +	 +
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
A small amount of direct heat from gas or oil - 16 MM Btu/hr, is used to
supplement the fuel (gas and oil) produced in the process and also used therein
(— 200 MM Btu/hr).
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
7900
	
hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
	
Speed
	
Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range
	
Driver
2700
	
Electricity
H. Operational Considerations:
This is a single train production operation with two cracking reactors in
series, handling the continuous flow of the ethylene and steam feed.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
8 x 106	100 - 120 F	 Cooling water
.3 x 100 450 F	 Flue gas
.66 x 106	240 - 150 F	 Reactor products (air cooled)
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
	
Plant Name/Size:	 Styrene / 1500 tons/day
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 oil/gas	 /	 16	 mil. Stu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel
	
see below	 / (steam) 580	 mil. Btu/hr (-
By-product Fuel Hydrogen & waste/	 200+	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
products
K. fuels Discussion:
The main energy input to this process is steam which is used both to provide
heat to the process and to moderate the cracking reaction. Steam is also used
in the distillation operations. The steam is superheated in a furnace fueled
primarily by by-product fuels from the process; however, some additional primary
fuel (either oil or gas) is required to meet the full heating requirements.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
	
6	 Misc. U.S. locations
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant operates continuously around the clock 7 days a week. General
maintenance is scheduled only during the annual shutdown of 2-3 weeks. Critical
items of equipment requiring more frequent attention are installed in parallel
so that one unit can be removed from service for repair or cleaning, while the
plant continues to operate at full production.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Styrene / 1500 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$350,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 3.5 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 10 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products fLnd anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 35 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 65 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000	 90 x 1012 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
--see attachment--
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Energy costs = 6.50 of the total production costs,
5-253
Styrene / 1500 tons/day
U. This process has no environmental hazards and no significant changes will be
required to meet environmental requirements. There will be additional heat
recovery incorporated into the process as time proceeds; however, the
energy use shown here will be typical for the 1985-2000 time period.
V. Styrene is used in a wide variety of plastics and elastomers. End products
vary from automobile tires to building insulation and have a fast growing
demand. The use of styrene is expected to triple by 2000.
X. Average styrene plant size today is 950 tons/day (for 13 plants). One plant
is almost 2000 tons/day. Typical future new plants are expected to be about
1500 tons/day.
Y. The major energy use is the process heater which superheats the steam.
The superheated steam is mixed with the feed to the cracking reactors
to provide heat input for the reaction. Distillation is also a major energy
use. Significant energy is used by the fuel gas compressor. Waste heat is
removed in the air cooled and water cooled condensers.
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1CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Ethylbenzene from Benzene Alkylation / 1700 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Ethylbenzene	 1700 tons/day
Fuel	 17 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements Average 	 700	 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 3 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 RliLl,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
220,000	 @	 600
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
140 MM Btu of fuel (gas or oil) is required for process heat.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7900	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	
Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
H. Operational Considerations:
This process has been sized and designed to integrate with a 1500 tons/day styrene
plant. Although it can be operated as a stand-alone unit, economics would require off-
site utilization of the medium and low pressure ^^team produced from the heat recovery
5
	
	
boilers. There are two parallel catalytic reactors in this process which operate on
two week cycles. While one is on-stream, the other is being regenerated.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
198.000	 25 psis	 steam from heat recovery boiler
124.000
	
150
245,000	 100	 1.20 F
	
Cooling water
177,000	 r 450 F	 Flue gas
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Ethylbenzene / 1700 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 oil / gas /	 140 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
The major energy input is the 600 psig steam. This steam can be generated
using any of several different fuels suitable for steam boiler operation.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
7	 Mostly in the South Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant operates continuously, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Maintenance
is scheduled to be accomplished during an annual shutdown of 2-3 weeks duration.
There will be an occasional (infrequent) emergency shutdown.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Ethylbenzene / 1700 tans/dsy
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
More than $150,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 4.5 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 13 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
See attached sheet.
Y. Describe growth trends for the process product:o and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
See attached sheet.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978 22 x 1012 Btu/yr	 (all old process)
In 1985 Gross = 45 x 1012 , Net = 27 x 1012
In 2000 Gross = 65 x 1012 , Net - 10 x 1012	(mostly new process)
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
See attached sheet.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached sheet.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discossion.
Using the previously defined basis, the cost of energy is 0% of the operating cost
if we take full steam credit for the by-product steam. Without this credit, energy
represents 5% of the total operating cost.
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Ethylbenzene / 1700 tons/day
U. This process represents the latest state of the art and incorporates substantial
waste heat recovery. The plant has no potentially harmful effluents to require
future treatment. Future regulations may require special precautions in handling
benzene, however, these should have little effect on energy use.
V. Ethylbenzene is used almost entirely in the production of styrene. Since
styrene has diverse, fast growing markets, ethylbenzene is expected to have an
increasing demand. Production will triple by 2000.
X. The average ethylbenzene plant today is about 1200 tons/day. The newest plant
built will have a capacity of 1700 tons/day and this will be the nominal average
new plant size for many years.
Y. This process consists of; feedstock vaporization, vapor phase reaction, product
condensation and distillation. Feedstock heating (vaporization) and distillation
require the major energy inputs. Waste heat is obtained from condensers on the
reactor product and distilling column.
ad
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Phenol- .. (& Acetone) from Cumene Peroxidation / 600 tons/day
B. Products:
	
Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Phenol	 600 tons/day
Acetone	 380 tons/day
Tar (fuel)	 50 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average	 600	 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns X,	 Temp. of Returns
30,000	 @	 600
270,000	 @	 200
@	 ,
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
In some versions of this process the 600 psig steam is replaced by circulating
DowthermR which is heated in a separate process heater using gas or oil fuels.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 8200	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:.
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
3000
	
Electricity
1	 H. Operational Considerations:
The reactions involved in this process are exothermic and involve a potentially
unstable intermediate product (cumene hydroperoxide). It is essential that reactor
temperatures be held low (by cooling water) and provision made to dump the reactors
if an abrupt temperature rise occurs.
I	 I. Waste Heat Streams:i
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
17 la 0	 100 - 120 F	 Cooling Water
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Phenol from Cumene / 600 tons/day
J. Fuels:
	
Primary Fuel	 see below	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
The major energy input to this process is in the form of steam. Primary
fuel for steam generation can be any of several fossil or synthetic fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
5	 Misc. U.S. locations 	 ?
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant operates continuou,ly 7 days per week with a nominal annual
shutdown of two weeks for general maintenance. Unscheduled shutdowns will
bring the overall on-stream factor to about 93%.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Phenol from Cumene / 600 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
over $200,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 1.5 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 5 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
See attached sheet.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
See attached sheet.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 20 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 45 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000 60 x 1012 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
See attached sheet.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached sheet.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Based on: Capital , $45,000,000
Steam = $2.40/M lbs
Fuel	 = $2.00/MM Btu	 Cost of energy =
Elec.	 = 1.750kWh	
91A1 of total operating cost
Deprec. = 10a S.L.
Overhead & supplies = 110N of Op. Labor
Op. Labor = 7/shift @ $9.30/hr
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Phenol from Cumene / 600 tons/day
U. It will be necessary that essentially all acetone and phenol be removed
(stripped) from the effluent water from these plants. The future plant
will have more equipment and energy use devoted to effluent .cleanup.
This, however, will not affect energy use by more than a few percent.
V. Phenol is a versatile chemical used as an intermediate in the manufacture
of other chemicals and also used in the manufacture of various resins for
plastics. Three phenol derivatives: expoxies, caprolactum and polycarbonates
have high growth potential. The use of phenol will more than triple by 2000.
X. The average plant size today in the U.S. is 375 tons/day, however, the two
largest plants are about twice this size. The most recent new plant is
approximately 600 T/D in size and it is expected that future new plants
will stay about this size.
Y. The major energy using unit operation in this process is the distillation
(product separation and purification) activity. Very little energy is
used in the cther unit operations - catalytic reactors, pumping and vacuum
evaporation.
i
I
7
I
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	
Ethanol Synthesis / 800 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/_yr, etc.
Etnanoi	 800 tons/day
Fuel	 40 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 	 3300	 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr
	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
400,000	 a	 450	 0	
Condensate is used for
prnr-cc water
@
.. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Fossil fuels (oil or gas) is used in a process heater to superheat the
ethylene/water feed :mixture enterin g the reactor (65 x 10 6 Btu/hr).
F. Plant Hours of Operaticn at Average Conditions: 	 7900	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:	
Sped Probable
Normal hp	 Peak ho	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
4000 hp	 Electricity
H. Operational Considerations:
This is a single train, continuously operating plant with a ncminal 90'
on stream factor. On about an anrual basis, the plant w*ll be shut dcwn *or
one or two weeks for general maintenance.
I. 'Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Descrintion
23 x 10 6	100-120 F	 Coolinc water
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: 	 Ethanol / 800 tons/day
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 gas/oil	 /	 67	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel
	
steam	 /	 375	 mil, Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 gas	 /	 7	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Steam is the major energy input to this process and the primary fuel
for the steam generation can be any of several fossil or synthetic fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000
	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
3	 Misc. U.S. locations
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0, Economic Discussion:
P, Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:.
As noted in item H, this plant operates on an around the clock, 7 days per week
continuous basis. Shutdowns are infrequent. The plant may operate at a lower
throughput or on an intermittent basis if sales or captive use of the product
are restricted..
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
of
f
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:
	 Ethanol / 800 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$250,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 1 x 106 tons/vr
In 2000	 2 x 106 tons/vr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made -in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process.
	
(1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 18 x 1012 Btu
In 1985	 24 x 1012 Btu
In 2000	 30 x 1012 Btu
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
a
-see attachment--
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
'	 --see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
--see attachment--
5-?b5
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Ethanol / 800 tons/day
U. This is a relatively simple catalytic process and few changes are expected.
No harmful effluents are produced. Catalyst improvement can be expected
to bring some decrease in the temperature or pressure required for the
reaction, which will bring some reduction in energy use.
V. Ethanol is an old product which is widely used as a solvent in both
industrial and consumer products and as an intermediate in chemicals
manufacturing. It has also been proposed as a synthetic liquid fuel.
Use of ethanol will grow with the economy and is expected to double by 2000.
X. The average plant size today is 500 T/0. One plant (out of six total)
is very large, however (over 1000 tons/day).. Future new plants are expecta^
to be larger than the present average and run about 8QO tons/day.
Y. The major energy inputs for this process are to the distillation
operations,to the feedstock superheater and to the gas compression.
Pumping uses a small amount of energy. Heat is removed by cooling water
in the distillation column condensers.
Z. Based on: Capital = $45,000,000
Steam	 = $2.40/M lbs	 Cost of energy =
Fuel
	
= $2.00/MM Btu	 130 of total
Elec.	 = 1.75d/kWh
Oeprec. = 10% S.L.
	
operating cost
Overhead & Supplies = 110% of Op. Labor
Operating Labor = 4/shirt @ $9.30/hr
t
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CTAS Plant Oata Sheet.
A. Plant tame/Size: Cumene/Benzene Aikyiation / 700 tons/dad 	
l
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.	 d
Cumene
	
700 tons/day
Fuel	 40 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average	 600	 kW; Peak,	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
none	 @
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Natural gas is used for direct process heat in the distillation process and
also to heat the reactants up to required temperature levels.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 8400	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
H. Operational Considerations:
r
I. 'Taste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Temo.	 Description
6.5 x 106
	
100-120 F	 it la r in^ conling wzter
I
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Cumene / 100 tol 	 ay
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 natural gas or oil/ 100 	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu / pr (HHV)
By-product Fuel
	
/	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
This process uses Dowtherm ® as a circulating heat transfer medium. The process
furnace will normally be fired with gas or oil, however a coal fired process furnace
would be feasible or even an oil fired combustion turbine with heat recovery.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-200av	 Where	 Cogeneration Poten', _1
6	 South Central & East Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0, Economic Discussion:
P, Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Cumene plants are operated on a continuous "round the clock" basis with
an annual shutdown (max. 2 weeks) for major maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
5-?. 68
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Cumene / 700 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$130,000,000'
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 1.5 x 106 tons!yr
In 2000	 4.8 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
see attached sheet
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
see attached sheet
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978
	
6.5 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 10 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000	 15 x 1012 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
see attached sheet
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
see attached sheet
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Using the same basis previously deffned, the cost of energy for this process
is 3% of the total operating cost.
Cumene / 700 tons/day
U. It is likely that heat recover y will be improved to reduce the amount of
heat rejected in the cooling water. Also, natural gas as the primary fuel
will be replaced by the fossil cor synthetic fuels.
V. Cumene is used almost entirely in the manufacture of phenol and acetone.
Growth in demand will parallel the growth of these two products. Both
phenol and acetone demand will grow at about the norm of the chemical
industry growth for a threefold increase by 2000.
X. The average plant size today is 380 tons/day (phenol). However, two plants
have been expanded to approximately 1000 tons/day. Future expansion additions
for this product will average about 700 tons/day.
Y. Principal unit operations are the catalytic reactor, distillation and
associated heat exchange. A process heater to supply hot OowthermR
requires the major energy input.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size; Isoprooanol by Direct Hydration / 1000 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
	
Isoprooanol	 1000 tons/day
Fuel	 20 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 	 3600 kW; Peak	 _kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 6 Heating):
	
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns t,	 Temo. or Returns
350,000	 @	 150
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Oil or gas is used in a process heater at the rate of 4 x 10 9 Btu/day
to superheat the reactor feed streams.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7900_	 ihr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:	
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed_	 Ranoe	 Driver
H. Operational Considerations:
I
I. Waste Heat Streams:
	
lb/hr
	
T= ?.	 Description
	
17 x 106
	
100 - 120 F _	 Cooling water
	
600,000
	
400 F	 Flue cas	 _
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Isopropanol by Direct Hydration / 1000 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Gas or Oil /	 165 mil,	 Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel Steam /	 415 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel Gas /	 35 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
Most of the energy input is	 in the steam, which can be produced from
any of several	 fossil or synthetic fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where
	
Coaeneration Potential
3	 South Central U.S.
M, Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0, Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant will operate continuously with a ':BOA or better on-stream factor.
The plant will shut down about once per year for major maintenance.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Usr additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
P l ant Name/Size: Isopropanol by Direct Hydration / 1000 tons/day
8. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$150,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 1.2 x 106 tons/yeas
In 2000	 3 x 106 tons/year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that mi g ht effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
No significant process changes are expected,
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Isopropanol is used in the production of acetone and for solvent and medicinal
purposes. Growth was temporarily slowed as about one-half of the acetone market was
taken over by another process. Future growth will be about parallel to the growth of
W. National energy consumed by this process 	 the economy (3t/year).
In 1978	 3 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 6 x 10' 2 Btu/yr
In 2000	 11 x 1012 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Average size of the five U.S. plants producing isopropanol today is 685 T/D.
It is expected that these plants will be replaced and or expanded With 1000 T.'D plants
using the direct hydration process.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
--see attachment--
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Isopropanol / 1000 tons/day
Y. Major unit operations are the gas compression catalytic reaction,
distillation and pumping.. Distillation is the major energy use together
with preheating the reactor feed.
Z. Based on: Capital - $45,000,000
Steam	 - S2.40/M lbs	 Energy Input =
Fuel	 = 52.00/MM Btu	 15h of Operating Cost
Deprec. = 10% S.L.
Overhead S Supplies - ilOb of Op. Labor
Operating Labor
	
- 4/shift @ $9.30
1
i
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Methanol Synthesis / 1500 tons,day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
Methanol	 1500 tons/day
Carbon Dioxide	 1030 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average	 1500	 kW; Peak	 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psia,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
2	 = JbU r --Q F-n psiq
110,000	 @	 1250	 l00	 79% = 1ti0 F(condensate)
23,000	 @	 150	 0
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Much of the heat for the process is derived from the partial oxidation
of the oil used for feedstock to make the synthesis gas.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Normal hp	 Peak hp
	
Speed
10,000
7380	 hr/yr
Speed	 Probable
Ranoe	 Driver
Steam
H. Operational Considerations:
1, Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp	 Description
9,400,000	 120 F	 Cooling water
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ETAS Plant Data Sheet
	
Plant Name/Size:	 Methanol Svnthesis / 1500 tons/day
J, Fuels:
	
Primary Fuel ,,,	/ none	 mil, Btu/hr (HHV)
Seconclary Fuel ^ 	 / 300 +	 mil, Btu/hr (HHV)
By-produci. Fuel —	/	 mil, Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Feedstock oil is partially oxidized to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen.
This releases heat which can be converted to st^am for use elsewhere in the process,
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential_
	
8	 Mostly in the South Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0, Economic Discussion:
P, Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
The plant is operated on a continuous basis with a planned shutdown about
once per year for two weeks. An occasional unscheduled shutdown may reduce
the on-stream time to 90%.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Methanol Synthesis / 1500 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$500,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give a q estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 4.5 x 10 6 tons/yr
In 2000	 13 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
- -see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
-- see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978
In 1985
In 2000
no fuel used per se.
A. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
-see attachment--
Y. Make a list of unit operatiensin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
No feel used per se.
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Methanol Synthesis / 1500 tons/day
U. This process wastes a lot of heat (^180 x 106 Btu/hr) in the cooling water
from the reactors, It is likely that this heat will he used to make steam
for use in other processes or for power generation for export.
V. Methanol is used as an organic chemical raw material and as a solvent.
Use is expected to grow much faster than the general economy.
X. The average plant size today is 1000 tons/day, This will increase
to 1500 T/D.
Y. The plant has a reactor to produce synthesis gas and also the synthesis
reactor --- both reactors produce heat as described elsewhere.
Other unit operations include gas compression (large energy user),
distillation and misc. pumping.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:_	 Chlorine 6 Caustic Soda from Diaphragm Cells / 1000 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb r etc.
Chlorine	 1000 tons/day
Caustic soda	 1130	 "
Hydrogen	 28
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 	 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb hr	 @	 p5i9,	 Returns Z,	 Temp. of Returns
175,000	 @	 100
90,000	 @	 20
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Some heat is generated by electrolysis of the salt solution. This is
partially recovered by heat exchange to preheat the incoming salt solution.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 8500	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb hr	 Temp.	 Description
5.4 x 106	100 - 120 F	 Cooling water
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►6:
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Chlorine-Caustic Soda / 1000 tons/day
J.	 Fuels;
	
Primary Fuel	 See below / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 Steam /	 312 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Energy is used in the form of electricity for electrolysis of the salt solution
and steam for evaporation and concentration of the caustic soda product. Primary
fuel could be any fuel suitable for steam and power generation.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where
Where electricity will have
_??	 the lowest cost
M. Application Discussion:
Cooeneration Potential
H i a h
N. PreFerred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Chlorine/caustic plants run continuously as long as sales exist for the products.
Annual scheduled maintenance would require about a one week shutdown and unscheduled
interruptions would bring the plant down a few more days each year. Individual cells
and other plant facilities can be maintained by being taken off stream without
stopping the entire plant.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Chlorine-Caustic Soda / 1000 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. 	 1985-2000 time period)
Over 1.25 billion dollars
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 12,500,000 tons/year
In 2000	 22,500,000 tons/year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
t: be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Changes to be expected in this process will reduce the energy consumption. It is
likely that new cell designs will result in a more concentrated caustic soda product
which will reduce some of the steam requirement.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Chlorine and caustic soda are basic chemical commodities used in the manufacture of
many other products throughout the economy. Both are well past their major growth
rates but they will continue to grow somewhat slower than the general economy.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 180 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 240 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000	 300 x 1012 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Some of the 68 existing chlorine/caustic plants are quite old and small size.
Average size overall is 180 tons C12/day. Newer plants - so called "world scale plants" -
are close to 1000 tons/day and this is the size that will be built in the 1:85-2000 period
Y. Make a list of unit operations in the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
--see attachment--
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Chlorine-Caustic Soda / 1000 T/D
Y. Electrolysis cells are the major energy use with multiple effect evaporators
using almost as much energy. Other unit operations are filtration, mixirN
and pumping.
Z. Based on: Capital - $105,000,0010
Steam	 - $2.40/M lbs	 Energy cost =
Elec.	 - 1.75c/kWh
Deprec. = 10% S.L.	 44% of total operating
Overhead & Supplies w 110% of Op. Labor	
cost
Operating Labor	 - 9/shift @ $9.30/yr
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:
	
Cryogenic Oxygen/Nitrogen / 2000 tons/day
9. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
Oxygen	 2000 tons/day
Nitrogen	 7000 tons/day
essentially
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 34,000 kW; Peak the same kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psi9,	 teturns	 Terno. of Returns
none	 @
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Rance	 Driver
35,000	 Electricity
12,000
H. Operational Considerations:
Essentially all of the energy input to this process is the power f or the
compressors. It is feasible that these compressors can be driven with a
combustion turbine or a steam turbine as well as the conventional electric motor.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Temo.
	
Descriotion
none
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Cryogenic_ Oxygen _/ 2000 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	
Electricity / 34,000 kW	
mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel / mil,	 Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil,	 Btu/hr (HHV)w_
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
If an alternate driver is used for the compressor, many fuels options
are feasible -- coal, gas or oil.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where
	
Cogeneration Potential
0o - 
If 
in egra e
52	 Throughout the U.S.	 with other plants
M, Application Discussion:
These oxygen plants will almost all be built in conjunction with other
oxygen using processes, e.g. coal gasification, steel production, methanol prow.	 ?n)
etc.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0, Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Oxygen plants run continuously with very little downtime. Planned
maintenance is nominally scheduled for 5 days once every two years.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where roNLIired.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Cryogenic Oxygen / 2000 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Over 1.5 billion dollars
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 16 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 48 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 22 x 10 12 Btu/yr
In 1985	 33 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000	 66 x 10 12 Btu/yr
1(- Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
--see attachment-
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy..
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
-see attachment--
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J
Cryogenic Oxygen / 2000 tons/day
U. Very few changes in this process are anticipated. As mentioned previously
where advantageous circumstances exist, combustion turbines or steam turbines
can be substituted and the appropriate fuels used.
V. The demand for oxygen has grown faster than the general economy for
several years and this trend will continue. Synthetic fuels manufacture
will use large quantities of oxygen in the future. Demand will triple
by the year 2000.
X. The maximum size for proven technology today is 2000 T/D of oxygen.
Largersingle train plants would require new prototype valves, compressors,
distilling columns, etc. which are not being manufactured. Thus 2000 T/D
will be a typical largest mcdule for several years to come.
Y. Gas compression accounts for almost all of the energy use.
Turbo expanders are used for cooling and distillation is used.
Z. A standard value used in the industrial gas industry is that energy (power)
input represents 450 of the operating cost. Another 45% covers depreciation
and other capital costs and IN is for operating and maintenance costs.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A, Plant Name/Size: Low Density Polyethylene Resin / 1000 tons/day
8. Products:	 Product	 lb/vr, etc.
Polyethylene Polymer	 1000 tons/day
Fuel	 30 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average	 55,000 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 8 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
16,000	 @	 400
@
@ 
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
None
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 7400
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed
Normal ho	 Peak ho	 $Deed	 Rance
33,000
18,000
15,000
H. Operational Considerations:
Most of the energy input to this process is for power to the compressors.
Very high pressures (30,000 - 40,000 psi) are required. Much of the waste heat (1{3;
is derived from interstage cooling of the compressed gas with tes,peratures from
215-280 F. The rest of the waste heat comes from cooling the reactors at
temperatures of 350 - 500 F.
1. 'waste Heat Streams:
	
lb/hr	 Temo.	 Descriotion
	
6 x 106	100-120 F	 Coolina water
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Low Density Polyethylene / 1000 tons/day
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 see below	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel_ Steam	 /	 19	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel
	
/	 mil, Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
No fuel as such is used in this process. Steam and electricity are required,
each of which can be produced with a variety of fuels. It is also feasible that
some of the steam required in this process could be produced in heat recovery
boilers. Also, instead of electricity, steam could be used to drive the compressors.
L. Applications:
No, of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
15	 !iustly in South Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This type of plant (large, single train) will have an annual two or three week
shutdown for maintenance. At random intervals (biweekly to bimonthly) there will be
one day shutdowns to change a com ponent or shift to a different grade of product.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size-
	 Low Density Polyethylene / 1000 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
More than 2 billion dollars
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 3 x 106 tons/year
In 2000
	
12 x 106 tons/year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Major end use for Low Density Polyethylene is in a wide variety of plastic
materials. Annual growth is very high (-10%/yr) and there will be a fourfold increase
W. iNationa 1 energy year 2000. this process
In 1978	 18 x 10 12 Btu/yr
In 1985	 38 x 10 12 Btu/yr
In 2000
	
60 x 10 12 Btu/yr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Average plant size is 500 tons/day at present. Newest single train plants are
1000 T/D and these will be standard in the 1985-2000 period.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs, Give basis for this discussion.
--see attachment--
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Low Density Polyethylene / 1000 tons/day
U. It is likely that the ethylene feedstock for this process will be derived
from fossil and synthetic oils rather than natural gas. There will probably
be a reduction in the pressures required for the polymerization thereby
reducing the power required for compression.
Y. Major'' energy consumption is in the gas compressors,waste energy comes from heat
exchange in the compressor coolers and the reactors. Other unit operations
are extrusion, drying and solid materials handling.
Z. Based on: Capital = $159,000,000
Elec.	 = 1.75c/kWh	 Energy = 6.59 of
Steam	 = 52.40/1000 #	
Operating Cost
Deprec. = l0A S.L.
Overhead 8 Supplies = 1106 of Op. Labor
Operating Labor	 = 7/shift @ 59.30/hr
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iCTAS Plant Data Sheet
A.
Plant Name/Size: Styrene-Butadiene Rubber, Emulsion Process / 350 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
S-B Rubber	 350 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 	 7500 kW; Peak	 + 10% kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 PsIl,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
35,000	 @	 100	 0
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Electricity provides the other energy input to this process.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7900	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	
Peak hp	 Speed	 Rance	 Driver
3000	 Elec.
H. Operational Considerations:
S-B Rubber plants consist of multiple reactor trains operating in parallel.
This is to keep the size small enough that temperature and mixing in the reactors
can be carefully controlled.
1. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
2 x 106	100-120 F	 Cooling water
5-291
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 S-B Rubber / 350 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 -- / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 -- / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 -- ! mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Energy inputs are in the form of steam and electricity. Primary fuel to
produce the steam and electricity can be any of several fossil or synthetic
fuel options.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where
	
Cogeneration Potential
8	 Mostly in the South Central U.S.	 --
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant will operate continuously 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Individual
production trains can be shut down for maintenance or product change without affecting
operation of the rest of the plant. Steam use on each train is intermittent and peak
demand for the plant may be twice the average hourly demand. The entire plant may
be shut down for general maintenance about once per year. On stream factor for the
plant is about 90 %.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 5-8 Rubber / 350	 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$400,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 1.5 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 3 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1578	 7 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 9 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000	 13 x 1012 Btu/hr
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
--see attachment--
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
--see attachment--
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S-8 Rubber / 350 tons/day
U. There will be few changes in this process over the next 20 years.
Required temperature levels are low ( 4200 F) and there is 11ttle
ogp^,,;rtunity for waste heat recovery. Environmental pollution controls
shoal d not affect the process significantly nor alter the energy use.
V. This is the principal source of rubber for the U.S. economy. S-B rubber
is widely used in automobile tires and in other commercial rubber products.
Use is expected to.grow with the economy and to double by the year 2000.
X. Average plant size today is about 350 tons/day (13 plants). One plant is
larger than 1000 tons/day. Plant si?;e can be increased incrementally by
adding reactor trains. It is expected that the typical new plant of
1995-2000 will be 350 tons/day.
Y. Refrigeration (compression) and stirred vessels (mixing) account for
most of the electricity use. Steam is used largely for steam distillation.
Other unit operations are pumping, drying, extruding and materials handling.
Z. Based on: Capital = $56 million
Elec.	 - 1.75t/kWh
Steam	 = $2.40/M lbs
	
Energy Cost =
Fuel	 = $2.00/MM Btu
	 2.5% of Operating Cost
Deprec. - 10% S.L.
Overhead/Supplies = 110% of Op. Labor
Op. Labor = 16/shift @ $9.30/hr.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Polyester Fiber_ Production / 250 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/Yr. etc.
	
Polyester Fibers	 250 tons/day
	
Methanol 	 80	 "
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 32,400 kW, Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 8 Heating):
	
lb hr	 @	 psi9,	 Returns X,	 Temp. of Returns
	
30,000	 @	 250
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Circulating Dowtherm R is used for part of the heat to this process.
Primary fuel for this use is either oil or gas in the amount of 57 MM Btu/hr.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7900	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
.Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp
	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
H. Operational Considerations:
This plant consists of a number of parallel production trains which car
shut down and start up independently. However, the overall plant will operate
continuously.
`	 I. Waste Heat Streams:
	
lb/hr
	
Temp.	 Description
	
10 x 106
	
100 - 120 F	 Cooling water
	
750,000
	
90 - 110 F	 Fiber products - air cooled
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Polyester Fiber./ 250 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:
	
Primary Fuel	 gas / oil /	 57 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 (steam) /	 34 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
The primary fuel is supplied to a Dowtherm R heater and can be either a gas
or liquid fuel. The secondary fuel is used to generate steam and can be any
of several fuels suitable for boiler operation. Electricity, which is the
major energy input to this plant, also can be produced from any of several
different fuels.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
10	 East South Central U.S.	 --
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant will operate continuously, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week,
however, individual sections can be shut down for a process change or maintenance
without affecting the rest of the plant. Cyclical operation or maintenance of
individual production trains is scheduled so as to minimize load swings on the
utilities.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
Steam and electricity load variatijns of +10-15t can occur from one working
shift to another when a production train is shut down or started up.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Polyester Fiber / 250 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
over 2 billion dollars
S. It this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 1.5 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000
	
4.5 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to he made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
See attached sheet
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
See attached sheet
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 30 x 1012 stuly
In 1985	
--55 x 1012
In 2000	 75 x 1012
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
See attached sheet
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached sheet
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Using the same basis given previously, the cost of energy is 5% of
total operating cost.
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Polyester Fiber / 250 tons/day
U. This is an energy intensive process in terms of energy input per ton of
product and it is expected that substantial improvement in the thermal
efficiency will be achieved. This will take the form of waste heat
recovery and more efficient equipment, however, the basic process will
not change significantly. Enes°gy intensity reduction up to 35-40% will be
obtained.
V. Polyester fiber demand has had very fast growth (>10%/yr) in recent
past years. It is now slowing as the market saturates. Substantial
demand growth will however continue as polyester fabrics are still
in increasing demand. Production is expected to triple by 2000.
X. The average plant size today is 200 tons/day. Capacity growth for the
next few years will be mainly incremental additions to existing plants.
After 1985, new plant construction will be at the 250 ton/day size.
Y. The largest energy requirement is for electricity in the fiber extruders
(spinning and drawing) operationand electricity for the air conditioning
required by this portion of the process. Much heat is also used in the
distilling columns and reactors. Other operations are mixing, melting
and pumping.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:_ _ Ny l on 66 Fiber Production / 150 tons/day
8. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr,_ etc.
Nylon Fiber	 150 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 	 11,000 kW; Peak	 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
23,000	 @	 30
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Some units in this process require temperatures higher than can be
conveniently provided with steam. For these units, circulating DowthermR
is used at temperatures of 500 - 540 F.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 8760	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	
Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
H. Operational Considerations:
This is a continuous process plant with multiple parallel production trains,
each of which can be started up, stopped and maintained independently. Also
portions of each train can be isolated by accumulating buffer stocks of intermediate
material to keep the downstream portion of the train operating.- Thus, overall
energy requirements are not subject to wide fluctuations.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Temp.	 Description
2.5 x 106	100-120 F	 Cooling water
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Nylon 66 Fiber / 150 tons/day
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 see below	 /	 25 (steam)	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 /	 2i (Dowtherm )	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Approx. one-half of the heat input is in the form of steam which can be
generated using any of several different fuels. The other one-half of the heat is
supplied by circulating Dowtherm R heat transfer fluid and again for this, any of
several different primary fuels can be used in the combustion furnace. Much of the
electrical energy input is used for air conditioning in the spinning and drawing
L. Applications:	 operations area.
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
8
	
Mostly in the South Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant has a continuous duty cycle with relatively small disturbances
as components of the various production trains are shut down or started up.
Maintenance is performed when individual production components are out of
service, without affecting operations in the rest of the plant.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Nylon 66 Fiber / 150 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Over 1 billion dollars
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 1 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 2 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
see attached sheet
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
see attached sheet
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 14 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 20 x 1012
	 is
In 2000	 25 x 1012
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
See attached sheet
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See attached sheet
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Using the same basis given previously, energy costs represent on the average
less than 2% of total operating cost. This will vary with the type of product
fiber produced.
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Nylon ^6 Fiber / 150 tons/day
U. FAw changes are anticipated for this process. There are no significant
e vironmental problems. Natural gas as a primary fuel will likely be
replaced by oil or coal. Additional heat recovery systems will be
Vistalled to improve the thermal efficiency.
V. Nylon 66 is widely used in textiles and industrial plastic products where
high tensile strength or abrasion resistance is needed. The market has
been growing faster than the general economy as Nylon 66 products replaces
other products. The production will double by 2000.
X. The typical plant size today is about 150 tons/day capacity. Two or
three plants range up to 300 tons/day. New growth will be in incremental
additions to existing plants. After 1985 such additions are expected
to be in 150 tons/day increments.
Y. The major energy use in this process is the electricity input to the
fiber extrusion (spinning b drawing) operation, including the required air
conditioning. Much heat is used in the nylon salt evaporator. A third
major energy use-is the Dowtherm R heat to the polycondensation reactor.
Other operations are pumping and materials handling.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Ammonia Synthesis / 1200 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Ammonia	 1200 tons/day
Carbon Dioxide	 1600 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average	 3500 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psia,	 Returns	 Temo. of Returns
560,000	 @	 1500' ,	 100%
80,000	 @	 600
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
The major energy input is 12 x 10 9 Btu/day of direct fuel to the
reformer furnace.
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 8400 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal	 hp Peak hp	 Speed Rance Driver
12,700 Not significant Steam
25,000 11
8,500
H.	 Operational	 Considerations:
All	 of the steam load is met with steam obtained from waste heat boilers
on the reformer furnace and reactors.
1. 'Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Temo.	 Descriotion
24 x 106
	
100-120 F	 Cooling water
500,000
	
400 F	 Flue aas
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Ammonia Synthesis / 1200 tons/day
J,	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 gas/oil /	 500 mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel / mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil,	 Btu/hr (HHV)
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
A wide range of fuels can be used, however the reformer furnace msvt he
designed for the specific fuel to be used.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000
	
Where
	
Cogeneration Potential
17
	
Mainl y South Central U.S.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0, Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and .Maintenance Philosophy:
Continuous operation/keep the plant running.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
Not appropriate
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:
	 Ammonia Synthesis / 1200 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
over 1 billion dollars
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 18 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 34 x 106
	 it
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Natural gas as a fuel and feedstock will be replaced by oil, and in some cases
coal. Increased heat recovery will reduce the fuel consumption.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
This process is used almost entirely in the production of ammonia for fertilizers.
Production for this use is expected to double by 2000 based on anticipated crop
production.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 300 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 370 x 10
12
In 2000
	
420 x 1012
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
The average size of existing plants is 220 tons/day. Newer plants are 1000 T/D
and larger. Typical plant size for 1985 and later will be 1200 tons/day.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
	
The major energy users are the reformer furnace and
gas compressors. Other unit operations are: catalytic reactor, gas absorption refrig. and
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total distillati
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Using the same basis as given previously,energy costs are 21 0M of total
operating cost.
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Ammonia Synthesis / 1200 tons/day
U. Natural gas as a fuel and feedstock will be replaced by oil and in some
cases by coal. Increased heat recovery will reduce the fuel consumption.
V. The pr: ,ess is used primarily to produce ammonia for fertilizer use.
This market will almost double between 1978 and 2000.
X. Average size of existing plants is 220 tons/day. Newer plants are
1000 tons/day and state of the art which will be typical 1985+
construction is 1200+ tons/day.
Y. The major energy users are the reformer furnace and the gas compressors.
Other unit operations are catalytic reactors (exothermic), gas absorption
refrigeration and distillation.
Z. Based on: Capital = $75,000,000
Fuel
	
= S2.00/MM Btu
	
Fuel - 21 p of
Deprec. - 10% S.L.
Supplies & Overhead = 110% of Op. Labor	 Operating Cost
Operating Labor
	 - 5/shift @ $9.301yr
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Phosphoric Acid - Wet Process / 1000 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb r etc.
Phosphoric Acid (Ortho) 	 500 ton/day (P205)
11
	 (Super)
	
500	 If
Gypsum
	
5600
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 	 4000 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psi9,	 Returns x,	 Temp. of Returns
65,00	 @	 25
?7,000	 @	 125,
@	
r	 __
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
A natural gas fueled submerged gas evaporator requires 125 MM MAY , of
fuel input. Reactor temperatures (160 - 175 F) are maintained by the heat
of reaction between the phosphate rock and the sulfuric acid.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
7900	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
750	 (air compressor)	 Electricity
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Temp.	 Description
7.3 x 106
	
100 - 120 F	 Cooling water
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Na;ne/Size:
	
Phosphoric Acid / 1000 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 gas / oil /	 65 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Much energy`.in the form of electricity and steam is required for this process.
Fuels for the generation of electricity and steam can be any of several fossil or
synthetic fuels. The primary fuel is used in a submerged gas evaporator and must
be a clean burning fuel such as natural gas as distillate oil. Other types of
evaporators using steam or circulating Dowtherm R could be alternatively substituted.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
8	 Most of these plants will be
in Florida.
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
This plant operates on a continuous 24 hour per day, 7 days per week basis.
It is expected to have a 90% on-stream factor. As much as possible, maintenance
is deferred or scheduled to the annual shutdown for 2-3 weeks.
tl. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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e same basis deffned previously, energy costs are 7.5% of
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Phosphoric Acid / 1000 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$250,000,000'
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 9 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 18 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, :changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
see attached sheet
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
The product is used almost entirely in fertilizer manufacture and growth is
dependent upon agricultural crop production. Demand is expected to double by 2000.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 35 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985 _48 x 1012
In 2000	 60 x 1012
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and haw that will change in 1985-2000.
The average plant size today is about 800 tons/day capacity. Newer plants range up
to 1000 T/D. Future plant construction is expected to average '1000 T:/D  in size.
Y. Make a 1 i st of unit operations in the plant and itid.'icate the oa,jor energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
see attached sheet
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowattt) a.5 a MIercent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
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Phosphoric Acid / 1000 tons/day
U. It is expected that the future new plants will process rock with a lower
phosphate content and increased beneficiation of the rock will be required.
Little change in the basic process is expected, however there will be
improvements in heat recovery and energy utilization to reduce energy intensity.
Y. Unit operations consist of air blown reactor tanks, filtration, evaporation,
pumping and materials handling. Energy use is diffused over all operations.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Carbon Black by Arom. Oil Pyrolysis / 300 tons/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Carbon black	 300 tons/day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 4000	 kW; Peak 5000	 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
	
lb/hr	 @	 psio,	 Returns %,	 Temo. of Returns
	
20,000	 @	 50	 ti	 ,
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Primary fuel to the reactor - 2.7 x 10 9 Btu/day
F. Plant Ho,irs of Operation at Average Conditions:	 7900	 hr/yr
G. Large :iorsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal ho
	
Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
H. Operational Considerations:
Plant consists of a number (20-30) of individual reactors which normally
cycle a daily to weekly basis for adjustment and maintenance. An off gas is
produced from the reactors -- this gas has a 50-60 Btu/cu.ft, combustion value.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temo.	 Descriotion
	
520,000	 400 F	 Off gas (flue gas) from reactors
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Carbon Black /300 tons/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel /	 112 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel / mil, Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Oil or gas can be used for primary fuel. A heavy aromatic gas oil is
introduced into the high temperature zone of the primary combustion where
it is pyrolized to produce the carbon product -- some of the gas oil feed
is oxidized and produces heat.
L. Applications:
No, of Plants in
Years 1985-2000
	 Where	 Coaeneration Potential
9	 Misc. U.S. locations
H, Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0, Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
There are 4 reactors per unit and 6 units per plant. Reactors are shut down
and adjusted (to obtain various grades of carbon black) on a daily or weekly basis.
Probably not more than one unit w 11 be down at the same time. The overall plant
will be operating 90 percent of tote time.-
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
II
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Carbon Black / 300 tons/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
$300,000,000
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 2 x 106 tons/yr
In 2000	 3.3 x 106 tons/yr
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W, National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 18 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 1985	 20 x 1012 Btu/yr
In 2000	 24 x 10 12 Btu/hr
Y. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
--see attachment--
r!	 Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major ener gy users or
major sources of waste energy.
--see attachment--
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
--see attachment--
r.
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Carbon Black / 300 tons/day
U. It is likely that CO (carbon monoxide) boilers will be installed to recover
the heating value of the off gas. It may be desirable to have oxygen
enrichment of the combustion air to increase the heating value of the
off gas. If steam from the CO boiler is used to produce electricity,
the plant will produce 5 times as much electricity as it uses.
V. The main use of carbon black is in rubber products and pigments.
Growth will be strongly related to growth of the automobile usage.
X. Typical average plant size today is 150 tons/day. By 1985-2000 typical
size will be 300 tons/day.
Y. The major energy is the primary fuel and feedstock to the reactor.
Other unit operations are bag filters, mechanical conveyors, pelletizers,
pulverizers and drying,
Z. Based on: Capital = $33,000,000
Fuel	 - 52.00/MM Btu
Deprec. = 101 S.L.
Supplies & Overhead = 1100 of Op. Labor
Operating Labor = 7 men/shift @ S9.30/hr
Fuel = 21a of operating
cost (primary fuel only).
If we consider that
one-half of the feedstock
represents fuel, then
total fuel is 430 of
operating cost.
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7. Petroleum and Coal Products (SIC-29)
7.1 General
Within SIC-29, petroleum refining accounts for more than 95 p
 of the
energy use. Accordingly, we confine our analysis and discussion to this
one industry.
7.2 Petroleum Refining
The petroleum refining industry is a highly complex, multi-product
operation which uses many processes to convert crude oil into usable products.
Technological changes over the past 25 years have been deep and rapid, with
ti,e result of increasing the number of light petroleum products and improving
product quality. The domestic refinery has shifted significantly from
heavy`uels to the production of lighter products such as gasoline, distillate
fuels and petrochemical feedstocks.
No two refineries are exactly alike. Each refinery is designed to
utilize a specific range of crude oils and has various degrees of flexibility
to alter product yields. Refineries are becoming increasingly complex as
more difficult crudes are processed and more exacting specifications on
product and environmental quality are met. To characterize the petroleum
refining industry in terms of cogeneration possibilities is a difficult
task because of the extreme flexibility of processes and supporting systems.
In this investigation the primary processes have been examined and then
integrated into prototypical refineries. The data sheets have been develoced
to characterize typical small, medium, and large refineries.
The most energy intensive processes are alkylation, thermal cracking,
fluid catalytic reforming and coking. Thermal cracking is now almost obsolete,
having been replaced largely by catalytic cracking. Alkylation and catalytic
reforming have been growing as a percent of crude capacity. This trend will
probably continue because both processes can be used to produce high octane
unleaded gasoline, which will become increasingly important in the future
as the use of lead alkyls (e.g. tetraethyl lead) is reduced.
7.2.0 Energy Conservation
The opportunities for waste heat recovery and improvements in
the design of existing energy consuming systems in the refining industry are
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substantial. Unlike the conservation measures mentioned previously,most of
these require some form of capital outlay. ,among the more important techniques
are:
a. heat recovery from stack gases;
b. optimizing heat exchanger configuration;
c. extending the surface area of heat exchangers;
d. improvin g pump, drivers and piping characteristics;
e. improving insulation;
f. power recovery from steam pressure reductions;
g. improved steam traps and condensate units;
h. CO boilers on catalytic cracking and fluid coking units;
i. power recovery from compressed fluids; and,
j. vapor recompression
From an energy conservation standpoint the most important measures are
heat recovery from stack gases and optimizing heat exchange to reduce
transfer to cooling water or air.
(1) Heat recovery
Heat recovery from stack gases can be accomplished by:
a. install tubes in the flue cas •stack and pass process
liquid through the tubes to absorb heat; and
b. use exhaust gases to preheat combustion air.
The use of stack gases to heat process liquid is widely practiced. However,
there still exist many opportunities to im p rove the degree of heat recovery
by this method. The use of combustion air preheater is an alternative as
is generation of steam.
Air preheaters are fairly simple in design, and are already in substantial
use. Based on industry sources roughly 10-2On of the potential has already
been accomplished. Equipment manufacturers claim that boiler fuel savings
of up to 25o can be accomplished through the use of preheaters. Industry
estimates are generally in the 10 to 15`0 range. Preheaters are not without
drawbacks. In some air sheds in which nitrogen oxides are a problem the
use of air preheaters may be restricted. The higher flame temperatures
encountered with preheat generate increased nitrogen oxides which may
result in a prohibition against their use.
r
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(2) Power Recovery Systems
The use of power recovery systems can also lead to
substantial energy savings. Useful work can be recovered
from steam, waste flue gases and process streams.
Typical' examples would include:
a. Steam pressure reduction
to drive a process pump.
being used for process hi
b. Steam let-down through a
generator;
c. Steam let-down through a
low pressure waste steam
by let-down through a turbine
The exhaust steam in turn
eat;
turbine to drive an electric
thermocompressor to recompress
to some intermediate level;
d. Use of catalytic cracking regenerator gas to drive
turbines and generate power, and
e. Use of hydraulic turbines to recover energy from
high-pressure liquid streams.
7.2.1 Petroleum Refining Processes
Vacuum Distillation
For the production of heavy gas oil, lubricating oil and
bitumen fractions reduced oil from the atmospheric distillation column is
heated in a direct-fired heater and then charged to a vacuum column. The
flash temperature will typically be 390-400 C at 12Gtnm Ho absolute. The
partial pressure of the hydrocarbons is further reduced by the injection
of steam. The steam added to the column, primarily for the stripping of
bitumen in the base of the column, may amount to 15 pounds per barrel of
feed and is normally superheated in a convection section in the feed heater.
Using.standard trays, the vacuum distillation column may be
very large -- diameters up to 45 feet. A low pressure drop across the trays
is essential and the liquid seal ,must be minimal. Trays used in vacuum
applications exhibit a much lower efficiency than trays used in atmospheric
columns. As a result, most vacuum towers now use proprietary g rid packinos.
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Multistage steam ejectors are normally used for vacuum development in
conjunction with a barometric leg/direct contact condenser. An example of
a common steam jet ejector system for vacuum tower operation is shown
below:
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Vacuum distillation is required for the removal of lighter fractions from
the high boiling petroleum fractions since vigorous decomposition starts to
take place at temperatures exceeding 7100 F. Stocks in this category include
reduced or topped crude, tars and heavy crudes. Some may require both steam
and vacuum. A typical vacuum distillation system is shown below:
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Heat for the atmospheric flashing is recovered by primary heat exchangers,
while any additional heat required is available by introducing a small
amount of reduced crude from the process heater outlet into the primary
flash tower.
Vacuum distillation may be employed for the redistillation of pressure
distillate, processes distillate, or bright stock solution. Vacuum systems
are widely used to produce for catalytic cracking plant feed stacks.
Vacuum distillation is advantageous for producing lubricants from topped
crude oils because the asphalt in asphaltic base stocks can make the cost
of acid treatment prohibitive while in paraffin base oils the advantage
lies in the larger recovery of valuable heavy stocks.
Because of the high boiler points of lubricating oil stocks, the use of
vacuum alone is seldom sufficient. Process steam must also be used in
quantities such as 1 pound steam for each gallon of reduced crude oil
processed.
The pressure drop that occurs between the barometric condenser and the
vaporizer section of the tower is of great importance. The purpose of
vacuum operation is to produce low effective pressure at the vaporizer
and hence the vacuum must not be lost by excessive friction through the
vapor line, condensers, and tower plates.
TOTAL STEAM REQUIRED .AP oROX. IN VACUUM DISTILLATION FOR 1,000
BARRELS PER OAY TOPPED CRUDE
Pressure mm Ng Produced
by the vacuum system 750 200 100 60 50 40 35 30
Temp. at vaporizer, 	 if no
°Fprocess steam is used, 950 330 780 750 135 725 715 708 700
Process
	 steam,
	
lb.	 far:
Vaporizer at 720°F 10,300 2,490 1,070 460 325 190 122 54
24,000V aporizer at 680°F 6,220 3,020 1,300 1,340 1,049 385 733 580
Jet	 team,
	
lb.	 for:
30 F cooling :eater 150 232 378 =92 330 1,600
°F70cooling water 146 222 312 368 -1 80 500 337 2,710
Total	 steam required,	 lb:
680°F-8037 dater 24,000 6,370 3,252 2,178 1 ,832 1,970 2,485
580°F- 700 F water 24,300 6,366 3,342 2,112 i,708 1,520 1,485 1,590 2,590
72O°F-80°F water 10,300 2,640 1,302 338 341 1,)20 1,722
120°F-70°F dater 10,300 2,636 1,292 772 693 570 722 311 2,710
In addition, a pressure droo of about 10 mm to the vaporizer for the lower Pressures, and A
larger pressure drop at higher pressures.
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Vacuum distillation avoids undue cracking of products and is used where
crude oil is to be reduced to a small percentage of bottoms. The overhead
products include gas oils and heavy lubricating fract-'ons, while the residuum
is a viscous pitch used for fuel oil blending or coking.
The Annual Refining survey of the Oil and Gas Journal, March 20, 1978, shows
that vacuum distillation is the largest proportional process contributor
(next to crude oil distillation) in the U.S. with a 1977 cumulative charge
capacity of over 6.3 MMB/sd.
Typical energy requirements in a vacuum distillation process in terms of
energy utilized per barrel reduced crude charged, are: 40 lb. steam, 60,000
Btu of fuel, 0.5 kWh, and 800 gallons of cooling water. Yield patterns will
vary widely but an average might be approximately 13% LYGO, 48 0  HVGO and 39%
vacuum residual. The Oil and Gas Journal survey reported that the average refiner
charge to vacuum distillation is 20,800 BPD using 2.55 x 10 9 BTU/day-
Thermal Cracking
Thermal cracking is decreasing in usage because of the relative
inflexibility of product slate. Modifications to refineries are eliminating
this process. Thermal cracking is defined as the thermal decomposition, under
pressure, of large hydrocarbon molecules to form smaller molecules. By using
this technique, lighter and more valuable hydrocarbons may be obtained from
low value stocks such as heavy gas oils and residuum. The largest use of the
thermal cracking concept in the modern refinery is in steam cracking. Steam
crackin g
 is conducted at low pressures, high temperatures, low hydrocarbon
partial pressures and in the vapor phase. This process is used to produce
light olefins (ethylene, propylene, butenes, and butadienes). Other thermal
cracking processes, such as visbreaking and coking, can be used to convert
residues to lighter, higher value stocks.
Thermal cracking is normally conducted at temperatures varying from 455 oC to
7300C and at pressures from 0-1000 psig. The important reactions include
breaking the carbon-carbon bond, dehydrogenation, isomerization and poly-
merization. The first reaction turns out to be the most important.
Irreversible endothermic cracking of paraffinic molecules or side chains
yields lower-molecular-weight molecules, usually a paraffinic and an olefinic
hydrocarbon.	 5-320
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Feed is introduced to the fractionator where it is heated. The Tighter
fractions are removed in a side stream, while the fractionator bottoms
including a heavy product recycle are directed to the furnace. Outlet
temperatures from the furnace vary from 480 0C to 515
0
C. This heated oil
enters one of the coking drums where cracking continues. The cracked
products are drawn off the top of the drum, while coke forms on the inner
surface of the drum.. To provide for continuous operation, two coking
drums are used -- while one is on-line the other is being cleaned.
Temperatures in the coke drum range from 415 0C to 4500C at pressures from
15 to 19 psig.
Overhead products return to the fractionator where the naphtha and 'heating
oil fractions are taken off. The heavy recycle material is reheated with
fresh feed. The coke drum is usually on stream for approximately 24 hours
before becoming filled with porous coke. Twenty-four hours are normally
required to clean the off-stream drum.
Fluid coking is a continuous process which uses a fluidized-solids technique
to convert residuum to more valuable products. The use of the fluidized
bed permits the coking reactions to be conducted at higher temperatures
and shorter contact times than can be used in delayed coking. Because
of this, less coke is generated resulting in higher yields of more valuable
products. The process is shown below:
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The rate at which hydrocarbons crack is strongly dependent on temperature,
with cracking reactions beginning about 315 0C - 3700C. Aromatics are the
least crackable hydrocarbon class.
The majority of regular thermal cracking processes use temperatures of
4550 C - 5400 C and pressures of 10-1000 psig. The Dubbs process is the
oldest process application and is charged with a wide boiling reduced
crude. The intermediate boiling range products above gasoline are
recycled to the heating coils, and the heavy residual tars or coke are
rejected. The Dubbs process is shown in the schematic below:
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The reduced crude feed is preheated by direct exchange with the cracked
products in the fraction ating column. Cracked gasoline and heating oil
are removed from the upper section of the column. Light and heavy distillate
fractions are removed from the lower section and are pumped to separate
heaters. Nigher temperatures are used to crack the more refractory light
distillate fraction.
Time and temperature are the two factors which will influence cracking yields
and product quality the most. The total yield of light products (gasoline,
naphtha, kerosene) at a given temperature and pressure is a function of time,
and achieves a maximum at a certain temperature.
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Average energy requirements for thermal cracking per barrel cF charge are:
122 lbs. steam, 700,000 BTU fuel, 2 kWh, and 2,000 gallons of cooling water.
With a charge of 20-30 0 API gas oil, nominal yield patterns are 6% fuel
gas, 2°0 propylene, 7°10 propane, 4110 butyl enes, 1	 i sobutane, 1'110 butane, 40%
gasoline components, and 47% heavy fuel oil components. The O il and Gas
Journal survey reported the average refinery charging 1,500 bbl/day to the
thermal cracker utilizing 1.34 x 10 9 BTU/day.
Coking
Coking processes are severe cracking operations designed to
completely convert residual products (pitch and tar) into gas, naphtha,
heating eil, gas oil and coke. The gas oil fraction represents the major
product obtained and is further used as a major feedstock to catalytic
cracking units. The coke obtained is normally used as a fule, but with
some additional treatment, it is marketed for some specialty uses.
Caking is becoming more lucrative because of the concentration of feedstock
sulfur in the coke and the yield of products which can be readily desulfurized
by coking. Two major coking processes are in use today, delayed and fluid
coking.
Delayed coking is a semi-continuous process in which the heated charge
(in this case residual product) is transferred to large soaking/coking drums
which provide the long residence time needed to allow the severe cracking
reactions to proceed. A sketch of the process is shown below:
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Two vessels are used in fluid coking -- a reactor (coker) and a burner.
The reactor holds a bed of fluidized coke particles with steam injected
at the bottom to assist in the fluidization.
The residual feed enters the reactor at 260°C - 370°C. Coker vessel
temperature ranges from 480
0
C - 565
0C thus partially vaporizing and
partially depositing incoming feed on fluidized coke particles. Heat
is supplied by the circulating coke particles. The hot residuum on the
coke particle cracks and vaporizes leaving the bed. The process leaves
a residue which dries to form coke.
Average bed temperature in the burner is 590°C - 650°C, with air added as
necessary to maintain the temperature by burning part of the coke.
Pressures range from 5 — 25 psig.
Solids inventory is maintained by periodically withdrawing coke from the
burner through the quench elutriation drum. Water is added to cool the
coke, which is then sent to storage.
Recently, a combination of fluid coking and coke gasification has been
developed whereby about 980 of the original crude oil residuum can be
converted to lighter products.
Energy requirements for delayed coking per barrel charges are 38 lb. steam,
208,000 STU fuel, 1.44 kWh and 1,300 gal. of cooling water. Charging
5 - 250 API residual results in approximately 8% fuel gas, Ta propylene,
to butylenes, 1 10 isobutane, 1% normal butane, 190 gasoline components,
630 gas oils and 160 coke.
Catalytic Cracking
Catalytic cracking is the most important and widely used
process for the production of gasoline components from heavy distillates.
Houdry discovered in 1927 that silica-alumina clays would catalyze the
cracking of heavy fuels providing good yields of gasoline range petroleum
fractions. The catalyst became quickly covered with carbon, however,
and blocked active reaction sites thus reducing its cracking activity.
r
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The catalytic capability could be restored by carefully burning off the
carbon and thus effectively regenerating it for another cycle.
The fluid bed system will be discussed in detail since it represents the
bulk of refinery applications. The catalyst used is normally a Si02/Al203
powder. A diagramatic representation of this process is shown below:
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In the fluid process., preheated vaporized feed picks up hot regenerated
catalyst, transports it in a dilute phase to the reactor where the vapor
velocity is reduced and the catalyst settles into the steam stripper and
thence flows to the regenerator. Coke is burned off with fluidizing air
fh'.'the:regeneration vessel, the regenerated catalyst then falling through
the control valve to be picked up agalii by the feed.
The reactor effluent is directed to the main fractionating column where
separation is made into gas, gasoline fractions, light and heavy gas oils,
and residue. Two and three stage cyclonic collectors are used in both
the reactor and the regenerator to remove entrained catalyst from exit
vapors. Catalyst not removed by the cyclones remainsin the regenerator
is captured in electrostatic precipitators. Catalystic in the reactor
product o,il passed to a settler and the resulting slurry oil is pumped
'lack to the reactor.
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Catalyst flows are directed by properly adjusting differential pressures
across control valves. Several generations of reactor/regenerator arrangements
have improved performance and reduced vessel sizes. These include the
pressure balance system, the transfer line unit, the Kellogg orthoflow unit
and the Esso Model IV. Shown below are the Esso IV and the transfer line
unit:
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High yields of motor gasoline components with an octane number of 80 to 85
motor and 92 to 99 research are typically obtained. Product distribution
can be varied somewhat to meet differing market requirements.
Energy utilized in fluidized catalytic cracking per barrel of charge results
in a net export of 100 lb. steam, and a consumption of 105,000 BTU fuel,
2.50 kWh and 550 gallons of cooling water. Typical product distribution
(charging LVGO-HVGO) is 2d  fuel gas, 4a propylene, Za propane, 5a butylenes,
5,10 isobutane, la normal butane, 52a gasoline components, 211 gas oil, and
140 heavy fuel oil components. Oil and gas Journal Survey Average Plant was
determined to have a catalytic cracking charge rate of 18,269 barrels per
day using 7 x 107 BTU/day.
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Catalytic Reforming
Catalytic reforming is an efficient process for the production
of high octane number hydrocarbons. The main feeds to the catalytic reformer
are paraffins and naphthenes which undergo a number of reactions dependin g on
the catalyst and the operating conditions. The major reactions are:
dehydrogeneration, isomerization, dehydrocyclization, and hydrocracking.
The first catalytic reforming process was called hydroforming and was
developed in 1939. A 91 by weight Mo0 3 -Alumina catalyst was used. However,
under the high temperature, low hydrogen partial pressure conditions, coke
was deposited on the catalyst, necessitating regeneration after 4-8 hours
of processing. A simplified process drawing is shown here:
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Two reactors are used for processing and two for regenerating. Feed and
recycle are preheated to reaction temperature and passed to the first reactor.
The highly endothermic reaction drops the temperature approximately 500C
and the reactants are reheated and passed to the second reactor. The products
are then passed to a separator for cooling and for recycle of gases. in
this separation process, accomplished by absorption/distillation, C 3 , C41
gasoline fractions, and hydrogen-rich excess gas are recovered. The MCO 3
-Alumina acts as an effective desulfurization agent achieving about ?Go
sulfur removal. Conversion to aromatics is also very high. Hydroforming
was widely used to produce toluene and xylene for aviation gasoline and
	
explosive:; during 'WWII.
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Two major catalytic reforming processes are being used today: processe
designed to give long on-stream runs before catalyst regeneration and
those in which the regeneration forms a portion of the processing cycle.
Lona On-Stream Runs
Processes under this classification include UOP's
Platforming, Sinclair Sake Reforming, Atlantic Refining's
Catfining, and Houdry's Houdriforming. Process conditions
normally used are:
Process:	 300-600 psig
Temperature:	 450OC-5400C
Space Velocity:	 1.5-3.0 v/v/h
Hydro/Hydrocarbon IMol. Ratio:	 5:1 - 10:1
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Oesulfurized feed is heated first in a product heat exchanger and then by a
fired heater. It is then forwarded to reactor one. Naphthene dehydrogenation
takes place and rapidly drops reactor temperature requiring the interheater
for products prior to entry into reactor two. Further dehydrogenation and
dehydrocyclization take place again severely dropping process temperature
requiring additional reheating before entrance into reactor three. Products
are then directed to a separator. The gasoline fraction is then passed to a
stabilizer where the C 4
 components and lighter materials are recovered.
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All variations of the reforming process have a small (initial?) reactor since
naphthene dehydrogenation is such a rapid reaction with a high space velocity.
In the final reactor, the paraffins are dehydrocyclized to aromatics or are
isomerized or hydrocracked. These reactions are slow and occur with a low
space velocity.
During catalyst life, deactivation slowly takes place, and it is necessary
to increase inlet temperatures in order to maintain octane number at the
desired level. The higher temperatures favor cracking and there is a
progressive loss of gasoline yield until the reactor is shut down and
regenerated.
Catalytic reforming with on-stream regeneration. Processes of this type
include powerforning and ultraforming. The major difference encountered
in this system is the lower pressure operation of approximately 200-350 psig.
The use of the lower pressure has several advantages:
- Higher- gasoline yield due to less hydrocracking.
- Higher aromatic production because of more favorable conditions
for naphthene dehydrogenation and paraffin dehydrocyclization.
- Higher hydrogen yields.
The disadvantage of the system is that the catalyst quickly deactivates
because of coke deposition, This makes frequent regeneration essential.
The process is used today primarily to upgrade low octane naphtha to high
octane gasoline blending components containing large quantities of aromatic
hydrocarbons. Charge stocks may be straight-run, hydro-cracked, hydrogenated
thereto-cracked, and naphthas boiling in the range of C 6 -4000 F. The charge
may be full range naphtha or selected heart cuts.
Energy requirements for catalytic reforming per barrel charge are 380,000 BTU
3 kWh and 770 gallons of cooling water. No process steam is required.
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Hydrocracking
Hydrocracking is used for the conversion of a ,vide range
of hydrocarbon feedstocks to lighter products. Typical charge products
are naphtha, light and heavy vacuum gas oils, desphalted residuum and
topped crude. The refiner has a wide flexibility to produce different
product slates emphasizing high octane gasoline blend stocks, jet fuel,
low pour joint diesel, LPG, or low sulfur fuel oil blends.
The process normally employs a fixed bed catalyst system utilizing recycled
hydrogen under an increased pressure. Product fractionation car, be
tailored to specific refinery needs. A typical single stage plant is
shown below:
MAKE-UP HYOROdEN	 RECYCLE COMPRESSOR
RECYCLE HEAVY OIL
The mechanism of hydrocracking is similar to that of catalytic cracking
with hydrogenation imposed. Carbonium ions are produced through olefin
intermediates. The carbonium ion cracks. The resultant fragments are
hydrogenated as a result of the high hydrogen partial pressure. This
rapid hydrogenation prevents the olefinic molecules from absorbing on the
catalyst.
One of the most important reactions is the partial hydrogenation of poly-
cyclic aromatics followed by the splittin g of the saturated rings to form
substituted monocyclic aromatics. Over-hydrogenation can result in a loss
of octane number and increased hydrogen absorption. Side chains of three
or four carbon atoms are easily split off by catalytic cracking to yield
isoparaffins and.olefins.
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Hydrocracking requires a dual-function catalyst with high cracking and
hydrogenation potential. The catalyst base is normally provided by such
materials as clays, zeolites-alumina or silica-alumina while the hydro-
genation is supported by such materials as nickel, tungsten, platinum or
palladium.
Among the processes currently being used, the most successful are Isomax
(UOP and Chevron) and Unicracking-JHC (Union, Esso). Process conditions
are typically:
Pressure:	 1200-2000 psig
Space Velocity:	 0.2-1.0 v/v/h
Hydrogen Recycle:	 8000-15,000 scf/b
Temperature:	 3400C - 4200C
Prot stage
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The two stage Isomax system is shown above. Fresh charge stock and hydrogen
are preheated and directed to the first stage reactor. Here the feed is
desulfurized and denitrogenated. The resultant mixture is cooled, hydrogen
gas is evolved and recycled. The liquid product is forwarded to a stripper
where the light gases, H 2 S, and ammonia are removed. The bottoms from the
stripper are passed to the second reactor along with more hydrogen. In the
second reactor the product is again hydrocracked, cooled, then debu.anizeo
and sent to the fractionator for separation of product.
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A schematic layout of the Unicracking system is shown below:
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in the Unicracking system platinum or palladium is deposited on zeolite
to provide the process catalyst. Feed and hydrogen are passed first to a
hydroprocessing reactor and. then to a hydrocracking reactor. The products
are cooled, separated from the excess hydrogen and distilled. The uncon-
verted bottoms are combined with additional hydrogen and recycled to the
hydrocracking reactor.
Summarizing energy requirements for hydrocracking, each barrel charged to
the process results in an export of 6 lbs. of steam and a consumption
of 145,000 STU of fuel, 3.20 kWh and 110 gallons of cooling water. Recalling
that the process is extremely flexible, the product slate cannot be char-
acterized because of specific refinery desires.
Hydrofining/Hydrotreating
Since hydrogen is often readily available from other refining
process, it is widely used in the refining of lubricating oil products.
Processes for the lube oil refinery have been classified as hydrofining,
mild hydrotreating, and severe hydrotreating. Hydrofining is used to finish
solvent-extracted base stocks, mild hydrotreating is used in solid lubricant
manufacture, and severe hydrotreating produces high viscosity oils from raw
petroleum feedstocks.
1
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Hydrofining stabilizes undesirable oil components by mild catalytic
hydrogenation. Oxygen compounds, sulfur and nitrogen are removed in
the process. A rough schematic, shown below, depicts the process.
HY&OW Out
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Exchanger
The feed and hydrogen are heated concurrently in the furnace and passed
into a down-flow reactor.. The product is cooled in the non-regenerative
heat exchanger and is directed to the separator. In the separator,
hydrogen and its reaction products (H 2S, NHV and light hydrocarbons) are
disengaged from the main product. Steam stripping removes dissolved gases
and traces of water are removed in the vacuum dryer.
Reactor temperatures range from 200 0C - 4200C at pressures from 100-1200 prig.
Space velocity can be as high as 2.0 v/hr/v. Again, a wide range of
operating conditions are used, depending on product requirements and feedstock.
Mild hydrotreating can be used to produce naphthenic oils which are widely
used as general industrial lubricants. It will also remove nitrogen compounds
which can adversely effect product color and color stability. The process is
shown here:
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The mild hydrotreating process is similar to the hydrofining plant with the
exception that a vacuum distillation column has been added for topping
hydrotreated products.
The process is conducted at constant pressure and temperature. Temperatures
range 2600C - 4250C with pressures up to 400 psig. The space velocity is
varied to produce the desired level of product.
Severe hydrotreating is defined by the use of conditions which induce
extensive hydrocracking in addition to the saturation of arimatics and the
destructive hydrogenation of non-hydrocarbons. This hydrocracking process
allows for high viscosity oil production without prior solvent extraction.
The process equipment is similar to that used for mild hydrotreating but
must be designed for more demanding operating conditions. Oils from the
severe process are dewaxed to meet pour point requirements. Severe
hydrotreating can produce a wide range of high viscosity oils from low
quality feeds. Base stocks are used in the formulation of multi-grade oils
as well as high quality light lubricating oils, diesel fuel, and gasoline
by-products.
Naphtha hydrotreating nominally requires the following energy requirements
per barrel of charge: 11 lb. steam, 53,000 BTU fuel, 1 kWh and 150 gallons
of cooling water. Gas oil hydrotreating requires 25 lb. steam, 66,000 BTU
fuel, 1.10 kWh, and 260 gallons of cooling water per- barrel of charge.
Alkylation
Alkylation refers to a process in the petroleum industry for
the production of high octane motor oil by the combination of olefins and
paraffins. I. Impatieff discovered the reaction of isobutane with olefins
using an aluminum chloride catalyst witn hydrogen chloride. Most commercial
installations, however, alkylate isobutane with olefins using sulfuric acid
or hydrogen fluoride as catalysts.
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rThe process of sulfuric acid alkylation (probably, the :M^ost widely used)
combined propylene, butylenes and amylenes with isobutane in the presence
of strong sulfuric acil, to produce high octane branched chain hydrocarbons
for use in aviation gasoline and motor fuels.
Most of the new plants installed operate on a mixture of propylene and
butyiene. The total debutanized alkylate has an F-1 octane number of 92-96
(unleaded). Processing straight butylenes can produce an alkylate with F-1
ocean e.numbers as high as 99.0 (unleaded). Endpoints of the mixed feeds are
typically between 1700C - 2000C.
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The feed streams (olefins and isobutanes) are combined with sulfuric acid
(fresh plus recycle) and are charged to the stirred, contact reactor. The
reactor contents are circulated at high velocities with the exposure of an
extremely large interfacial area between reacting hydrocarbons and the
catalyst. The reactor is maintained at a constant temperature. Since the
reactions are exothermic, the heat of reaction is normally removed by
propane refrigeration or by auto-refrigeration (allows some vaporization
in the contactor.
The most common desions currently in use are the Kelloo cascade auto-
refrigerated reactors and the Stratco effluent refrigeration alkyiator.
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Per barrel of olefin feed charged to the process, butylene alkylation
nominally requires 477 pounds of steam, 249,000 STU of fuel, 4.08 kWh
and 4,985 gallons of cooling water.
Polgerization
Polymerization is used to produce a high octane gasoline
blending component from olefins, typically propylene and butylene.
Sulfuric or phosphoric acid may be used as the catalyst, with the latter
being the most common.
Polymerization combines unsaturated materials to yield a product having a
higher molecular weight than the feed.. Thus, a hydrocarbon like propylene
can be polymerized to a material boiling in the gasoline range. Feedstocks
are normally available because refinery processes used in the industry to
increase the quantity of high-quality gasoline also produce large quantities
of gaseous material containing olefins. Thus, the process becomes one
which is subsidiary, whose function is to produce a small increase in
quantity of the total gasoline product at the expense of other refinery
fuel gases.-
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A simplified flow diagram of the system is shown above. The catalyst is shown
arranged in beds in the reactor. The reaction is exothermic and a quench is
introduced between the catalyst beds. Quench oil is often a mixed propane
that has passed through the reactor and is depleted in propylene.
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The reactor is maintained at approximately 200 0C at pressures from
500-1000 prig. Conversions of around 901M are obtained. Polymer gasoline
F-1 clean octane number is about 98. If a predominantly C 3 -C4 charge is
Polymerized, the recovery section can- be modified to yield a propane stream
for liquified petroleum gas (LPG) sale as well as butene by the use of a
depropanizer and a debutanizer. The type of feed that can be used varies
widely. In non-selective polymerization in chamber plants, a 
C3-C4 olefin
content of 20-2519 is normal. When the olefin content in the feed rises
above 25a, spent gas of low olefin content must be recycled with fresh feed.
Smaller installations use the chamber type plant while larger installations
use the tabular (exchange type) reactor.
The liquid phosphoric acid process has been modified by California Research
Corporation. The feed may be any type of olefin feedstock with olefin
concentrations as high as 9519. The . r"eed is caustic and water washed to
remove sulfur and nitrogen compounds. The hydrocarbon feed and the liquid
phosphoric acid are brought into intimate contact in a high efficiency
reactor. The reactor effluent is separated into acid and hydrocarbon in a
conventional settler and acid returned through a cooler. The product
stream goes to recovery to yield polymer gasoline of the desired vapor
pressure.
Propylene polymerization energy requirements per barrel of feed are 311 lb.
steam, 2.64 kWh, and 980 gallons of cooling water. No fuel is required in
the process. Sutylene polymerization requires 270 lb. steam, 2.27 kWh,
and 840 gallons of cooling water. Again, no fuel is required in the process.
9
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Isomerization in petroleum refining serves two major purposes.
First, it is used in converting n-butane into isobutane which can be alkylated
to liquid hydrocarbons and thence into gasoline boiling range components.
Secondly, it can be used to increase the octane numb. of a gasoline stock
by converting n-paraffins into isoparaffins.
Basically, the isomerization of paraffins and naphthenes is a reversible
first-order reaction limited by thermodynamic equilibrium. The reaction is
exothermic and does not occur without a catalyst. The process is to contact
hydrocarbons and the catalyst under favorable thermodynamic conditions.
Aluminum chloride has been used as a catalyst, but most applications use a
platinum containing catalyst. The most common isomerization processes are
those for- the isomerization of n-butane. The additional isobutane is needed
for an alkyiation feed because alkylation frequently consumes more isobutane
than normally occurs in refinery streams.
FUEL GAS
ISOBUTANE
	
STABILIZER
REACTOR
SEPARATOR
MIXED BUTANES FEED
N-BUTANE
HYDROGEN
A typical unit is shown in the flow diagram above. Mixed butane feed is
charged to a deisobutanizer concentrating the normal butane in the bottom
product. Next, the butane is mixed with hydrogen, heated and charged at
moderate pressure to the reactor containing the scecial catalyst. The
reactor effluent is cooled, whereupon hydrogen and light cases are separated
from the liquid for recycling. The liquid component is stabilized in a
conventional column. The stabilized bottom product is deisobutanized and
high purity isobutane is taken overhead as a product along with any
isobutane which was introduced in the fresh,"eed.
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Butane isomerization operating conditions are 200-300 psig.
Operating at this temperature UOP's Butamer process provide a 96701'nolar
yield and volumetric yield of 100.3a. C5/C6 isoparaffins provide excellent
highoctane components in the lower end of the gasoline range.
The diagram below shows the flow plan for a low temperature C5/C6 process
system. Operating conditions are a pressure of 250-260 psrg, temperature
less, than 1600C, a single pass space velocity of 1.0-2.0 v/v/hr-and a
hydrogen: hydrogen not ratio of 2:1.
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Feed is first purified by removing sulfur and water by catalytic desulfurization
and distilled drying. The dry feed is also hydrogenated to saturate the
olefins and benzene.
Essentially, no hydrogen consrming reactions take place in the isomerization
process so hydrogen consumption is negligible. A small amount of hydrogen
chloride is used in the recycle gas to help maintain catalyst activity, but
since it is recovered in a distillation process, losses are sma",1. The product
can be blended without need for stabilization or rerunning.
Butane isomerization energy requirements per barrel of charge are 65 lb steam,
1.48 kWh, and 1,440 gallons of cooling water. No fuel input is required.
Pentane/hexane isomerization requirements per barrel charge are 130,000 BTU
fuel, 2.40 kWh, and 750 gallons of cooling water. No process steam is required.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Hydrogen Production
The hydrogen requirements of modern large refineries are
normally so large that a hydrogen production plant becomes a necessary part
of the complex. Two main processes are used to produce this hydrogen,
steam reforming and partial oxidation.
The methane/steam reforming reaction has been used for many years in the
production of hydrogen.
CH  + H2O —♦-CO + 3H2
CO + H2O --CO 2 + H2
or extending to other hydrocarbons
C 
n 
H m + nH2 O —nCO + (n + m/Z)H2
Since the reaction results in a volume increase it naturally favors low
pressures. However, since hydrogen is ultimately needed at high pressures,
there is also an incentive to operate the process at as high a pressure
as possible. A simplified flow diagram is shown below:
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Steam reforming of light hydrocarbons is used for producing high purity
hydrogen such as is needed for hydrogenation and hydrodesulfurization.
Natural gas, refinery gas, propane, butane and naphtha are typical charge-
stocks. The steam-hydrocarbon reforming process includes the basic steps
of desulfurization, reforming, conversion, CO2 removal and methanation.
Since sulfur poisons the catalysts used, the feed stock is passed through
activated carbon to remove the sulfur compounds normally found in natural
gas. Other desulfurization steps may be necessary for refinery gas or for
heavier hydrocarbons. Superheated steam is added and the mixture flows into
the reformer furnace, where reactions yielding hydrogen and carbon monoxide
take place in the presence of a nickel catalyst at approximately 1400 O F to
16000F. Downstream "finishing" of the hydrogen included conversion of CO
to the CO2 by reaction with water vapor (producing more hydrogen), removal
of the CO, and, finally, conversion of residual CO to methane by reaction
with hydrogen.
An alternative method of hydrogen production is by partial combustion. In-
this process, the heat required to arrive at process conditions is supplied
by combustion using a portion of the feed. The process is non-catalytic
and can operate on any hydrocarbon feed from gas to fuel oil. Sulfur need
not be removed since it is converted into H 2S and S02 which is easily
removed from the product. Normal operating pressures are 30-40 atmospheres
although a Texaco process reportedly operates at 80 atmospheres.
Partial oxidation has the advantage of being able to operate on low priced
fuel oils with no restriction on the sulfur concentration.
Energy requirements for hydrogen production using the steam reforming process
are 275,000 BTU fuel, 0.4 kWh, and 650 gallons of cooling water per equivalent
barrel of light hydrocarbon feedstock.
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ICTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Small Refinery / 50-75 x 10 3 bbl/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb r etc.
Gasoline (motor, aviation) 1,185,900 b/cd
Distillates (fuel, kerosene,LP) 799,195 b/cd
Residuals (heavy oils, asphalts) 592,950 b/cd
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 14,000 kW; Peak
	
kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
	8.33 x 104 @ 400-600,	 ,
	
2.92 x 10 5 @	 100-200,
	
@	 ,
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Direct fuel to process heaters (natural gas and still gas, and oil)
2.1 x 1010 Btu/day
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
8760	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp
	 Speed	 Range
	 Driver
Cat cracker air blower 10,000
	 Elecric or steam
Alky refrig_comp	 turbine
Alky driver on contacter 	 _	 11
Hydrotreating comp	 it
H. Operational Considerations:
The refinery consists of many tightly integrated processes which do not
operate independently. 	 Production and process conditions are uniformly controlled
to maintain smooth operation.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
241,060
30.875
14,875
Temp.
950 F
_ 970 F
800 F
Description
Catalytic cracker
Catalytic reformer__
Hydrotreat,er
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: _Small Refinery
-
/ 50-75 x 103 bbl/day
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel crude oil derivatives / 	 4.75 x 105	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel natural vas
	 /	 2.78-x 105	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel
	
/	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Crude oil is not burned per se, but many components of the crude (heavy oil,
coke, still gas, etc.) do constitute the primary fuel. Pro ,eess steam allows
flexibility and does not need to be produced only by the primary fuel.
L. Applications:
No. of Equivalent Plantsin
Years 1985-2000	 Where
	 Cogeneration Potential
41-48 *	 Yes
M. Application Discussion:
* Majority of growth expected to take place at existing locations -- process
improvements in efficiency, etc. Petroleum industry growth assumed to be 2%
per year from now to 1985, 1% per year thereafter.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: 	 Sophisticated, complex analysis based on refinery
0. Economic Discussion:	
by refinery basis.
The refinery business is highly capital intensive. Maximum run time
is obtained from equipment.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Continuous run philosophy. Major maintenance is performed by
individual processes on an annual or biannual basis.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
NA
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:
	
Small Refinery / 50-75 x 103 bbl/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Industry wide - $37.5 billion (about $10 billion in small refineries)
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 3,033,000 b/cd
In 2000	 4,064,400 b/cd
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 0.56 Q
In 1985	 0.58 Q
In 2000	 0.63 Q
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Plants are going to get bigger. Smaller refineries are expected to grow by about 35%.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See Process Description.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
9%	 Based on crude oil disappearance and purchased fuels
in refinery processing.
7
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Small Refinery / 50-75 x 103 bbl/day
U. Increasing amount of waste heat recovery, reductions in the purchased fuels
(natural gas) and a substitution of coal with efficient burner management.
Lube oils will probably be replaced by synthetic oils.
Y. Increased imports. The contribution of shale oils will be evident,
secondary and tertiary recovery methods will be practiced. Price
structure will be drastically changed.
a
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Medium Refinery / 150 x 10 3 bbl/day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/Yr, etc.
Gasoline	 1,933,750 b/cd
Distillates	 1,121,575 b/cd
Residuals	 812,175 b/cd
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 52,000 kW; Peak	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb hr	 @	 psi3, Returns X, Temp. of Returns
3.75 x 105	@ 400-600
9.58 xx I 	 @ 100-200
E. Other Heat to Process Wesc:ribe):
Direct fuel consumption (natural gas b still gas, fuel oil)
7.5 x 1010 Btu/day
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 8760	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	 Peak hp
	
Seed	 Range	 Driver
Cat cracker air blower	 Electric or Steam
Alky refrig coma	 Turbine
Alky driver on contactor
Hydrotreating coma
Cokin	 r blowe 
F rce^ raft coo ing
H. Bperational Considerations:
The refinery consists of many tightly integrated processes which do not
operate independently. Production and process conditions are uniformly controlled
to maintain smooth operation.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
	
70,300	 1200 F	 Fluid coking
	
494.800	 950 F	 Catalytic cracker
	
81,250	 970 F
	 Catalytic reformer
y ro rea er	 —
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iCTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Site:	 Medium Refinery / 150 x 10 3 bbl/day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel
	 crude oil derivatiies	 /	 7.18 x 10' mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 natural gas	 /	 4.22 x 105 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Crude oil is not burned per se, but many components of the crude (heavy oil,
coke, still gas, etc.) do constitute the primary fuel. Process steam allows
flexibility and does not need to be produced only by the primary fuel.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
40-47 *	 Near existing locations	 yes
M. Application Discussion:
*Majority of growth expected to take place at existing locations -- process
improvements in efficiency, etc. Petroleum industry growth assumed to be
2% per year from now to 1985, 1% per year thereafter.
Sophisticated, complex analysis based on refinery
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: by refinery basis.
0. Economic Discussion:
The refinery business is highly capital intensive. Maximum run time
is obtained from equipment.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Continuous run philosophy. Major maintenance is performed by individual
processes on an annual or biannual basis.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Medium Refinery / 150 x 10 3 bbl/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Industry wide - $37.5 billion (about $12..5 billion in medium refineries)
S. If'this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978
	
4,550,000 b/cd
In 2000
	
6,096,600 b/cd
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 0.85 0
In 1985	 0.87 Q
In 2000	 0.95 Q
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Plants are going to get bigger. Smaller refineries and medium sized plants
expected to grow approximately 35% by 2000.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See process description.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
9%
?x
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Medium Refinery / 150 x 103 bbl/day
U. Increasing amounts of waste heat recovery, reductions in purchased fuels
(natural gas), and a substitution of coal with efficient burner management.
Lube oils will probably be replaced by synthetic oils.
V. Increased imports. The contribution of shale oils will be evident,
secondary and tertiary recovery methods will be practiced.
Price structure will be drastically modified.
f
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:__ Large Refinery / 350 x 10 3 bbl/day
B. Products:	 Product	 1b r etc.
	
Gasoline	 2,792,250 b/cd
Distillateg	 1.619.500 b/cd
Residuals	 1.172.750 b/cd
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 126.000_ kW; Peak 	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 3 Heating):
	
lb hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns X,	 Temp. of Returns
	
5.42 x 105 @	 400-§0
	
2.5 x 106 @	 100-20a
	
@	 ,
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Direct fuel consumption (natural gas and still gas, fuel oil)
1.63 x 1011 Btu/day
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
8760	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
	
Cat cracker air blower	 Electricor Steam
	
A1ky refrig compressor	 Turbine
Alky driver on contactor
Hydrocracke
Hydrotreating compressor
Coking air blower
F rced draft cooli.ndg tower
H. Sperationa Consi erations:
The refinery consists of many tightly integrated processes which do not
operate independently. Production and process conditions are uniformly controlled
to maintain smooth operation.
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr Temp. Description
98,437 1200 F Fluid coking
888,125 950 F Catalytic cracker
182,000 970 F Catalytic reformer
43,750 950 F Hydrocracker
73,500 800 F Hydrotreater
1
I
7
9
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:
	
Large Refinery / 350 x 10 3
 bbl/day
J. Fuels:
	 Primary Fuel Crude Oil Derivatirk s 	 1.03 x 10°	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel Natural Gas
	 /	 6.07 x 105	mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel
	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Crude oil is not burned per se, but many components of the crude (heavy oil,
coke, still gas, etc.) do constitute the primary fuel. Process steam allows
flexibility and does not need to be produced only by the primary fuel.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000
	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
20-22 *	 Yes
M. Application Discussion:
*Majority of growth expected to take place at existing locations -- process
improvements in efficiency, etc. Petroleum industry growth assumed to be
2% per year from now to 1985, 1% thereafter.
Sophisticated, complex analysis based on refinery by
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: refinery basis
0. Economic Discussion:
The refinery business is highly capital intensive. Maximum run time is
obtained from equipment.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Continuous run philosophy. Major maintenance is performed by individual
processes on an annual or biannual basis.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam.or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
NIA
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Lai°ge Refinery / 350 x 10 3 bbl/day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Industry wide -- $37.5 Billion (about $15 billion in large refineries)
9
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 6,570,000 b/cd
In 2000	 8,806,200 b/cd
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
--see attachment--
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
--see attachment--
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 1.22 Q
In 1985	 1.25 Q
In 2000	 1.28 Q
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Plants will get much bigger. Large refineries should be expected to grow -25%.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy.
See process description.
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
9%
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iLarge Refinery / 350 x 103 bbl/day
U. Increasing amounts of waste heat recovery, reductions in the purchased fuels
(natural gas) and a substitution of coal with efficient burner management.
Lube oils will probably be replaced by synthetic oils.
V. Increased imports. The contribution of shale oils will be evident,
secondary and tertiary recovery methods will be practiced. Price
structure will be drastically revised.
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8.0 PORTLAND CEMENT
SIC NO. 3241'
8.1 INTRODUCTION,
This section for the Portland cement portion of the CTAS cogeneration
study has been organized into three major subsections as follows:
8.2 Background
8.3 Existing Facilities
8.4 Trends
8.5 CTAS Model - Process and Plant Data
In general, this paper - progresses from the history and a discussion of
the cement.making process through present trends, and finally to a projection
of the nature of plants to be installed between the present and the year
2000. The data presented for the CTAS model is either estimated, obtained
from other publications or is from actual engineering data from Kaiser Engi-
veers' job files for preheater/precalciner facilities.
8.2 BACKGROUND
Dr. R. L. Handy of Iowa State University reduced the cement making process
to ultimate simplicity:
"Take two cups of crushed limestone, add one-half cup of clay or pulverized
shale (plus perhaps some sandstone or iron ore, depending), mix thoroughly
and grind up fine. Bake in a white-hot oven at about 2600 0 F. Cool. Add
a tablespoon of gypsum and, again, grind very fine. If you can do this for
about a penny a pound, you can almost compete."
The cement industry utilizes two basic processes, wet or dry. In the wet
process, the crushed raw materials are ground with water to 80 minus 200
mesh, thoroughly mixed, and fed into the kiln in slurry form. Under the
dry process the raw materials are similarly ground, air blended and then
fed into the kiln. Although both processes produce cement of equal quality,
the wet process, due to ease of blending and material handling, has until
recently been dominant in the U.S.
Recent technological efforts have been aimed at improving fuel efficiency.
As a result, two innovations -- the dry process air suspension preheaters
and flash or pre-calciners, have been developed. Suspension preheaters
are a product of European technology. The preheater suspends the raw mix
in the hot exit gases of the kiln. Productivity and thermal efficiency
are both improved since these gases drive off residual moisture and partially,
calcine the raw material before it enters the kiln.
Air suspension preheaters combined with precalciners offer further ad-
vantages. Developed by the Japanese, the process basically involves the
addition of a furnace between the third and fourth stages of preheating. ine
furnace increases the amount of heat available for calcination in the pre-
heater so that the feed entering the kiln is approximately 901 calcined. By
providing heat at the point of c=.ilcination, the flash calciner reduces the
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need for a larger kiln. In fact, kiln diameter may be reduced by as
much as 50% with no loss in production capacity. Other reported ad-
vantges include longer brick life, better process control, low xO 2 and
S02
 emissions, the ability to use lower grade fuel and/or coal, and
lower capital costs for large capacity units.
Another recent improvement is the development of the roller mill which
combines the tertiary crushing, grinding and drying stages into one
step thereby replacing ball mills, separators, bucket elevators, and other
auxiliaries. This replacement not only reduces capital cost, but also
increases thermal efficiency since it uses exit gases from the kiln pre-
heaters to dry and air classify the raw material.
8.2.1 Reserves
Raw materials for the production of cement are abundant. Many domestic
companies report reserves exceeding 100 years at present annual capacity,
while others report 25 - 100 years.
8.3
	 EXISTING FACILIITES
8.3.1 Capital Investment
In 1974, the Portland Cement Association estimated that the capital cost
of a new plant was equivalent to $70 per ton of capacity; it is estimated
that the current cost of a new plant is about $100 per ton of capacity.
The cost of converting plants from wet to dry process is also high, amounting
to about $50 per ton of capacity.
The present domestic Portland cement production rate is estimated at approxi-
mately 84,800,000 tons per year. At a replacement value of approximately
$100 per ton of annual capacity, this represents a total capital investment
of $8.4 billion dollars.
8.3.2 Current Wet and Dry Plants
For years, domestic companies made cement by the wet process because of the
availability of low cost fuel. Wet plants still account for approximately
507 of the total U.S. cement production -- the remaining 50% is produced by
the dry process - either long dry kilns, suspension preheater kilns or pre-
calcin,L:r kilns. Precalciner kilns are replacing both wet process kilns and
long dry kilns.
8.3.3 Process Description
The manufacture of Portland cement basically consists of grinding and
blending a mixture of shale and limestone; clinkering the mixture in a kiln;
adding small amounts gypsum to the clinker and then grinding this mixture
to produce bag or bulk cement.
For the purpose of this portion of the CTAS study, the process is described
under the following areas and is applicable to either wet or dry process
facilities.
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• Quarrying
• Raw Materials Crushing
• Raw Materials Grinding
• Raw Materials Blending
• Burning
• Clinker Cooling
• Finish Grinding
Quarrying
Limestone and shale are ordinarily quarried close to the cement plant
using conventional drilling and blasting techniques. (Ripping can be employed
in some softer rock). The blasted rock is ordinarily recovered by shovel
or front end loader and transported to a primary crusher located in or
very close to the quarry. In a few locations, the shale and limestone may
be of the correct proportions so that one quarry will suffice; however,
separate shale and limestone quarries are most common.
Energy usage in the quarry is in the form of explosives and mobile equipment
and, therefore, the quarry area does not lend itself to cogeneration.
Raw Materials Crushing
The quarried raw materials are crushed by one, two and possibly three stages
of crushing. Various types of crushers can be used, including jaw, gyratory,
roll, and impact crushers.
Raw Materials Grinding
Prior to the development of roller mills, grinding was performed either
wet or dry in rod mill and/or ball mill circuits. The roller mill has be-
come dominant because tertiary crushing, grinding and drying are combined
into one unit which not only reduces capital cost, but also increases
thermal efficiency since kiln preheater/ precalciner exit gas is used to
dry and air classify the raw material.
Raw Materials Blending
Limestone and shale (and occasionally other additives) must be thoroughly
blended prior to being fed into the kiln. Several blending techniques
are possible including preblending (where the materials are mechanically
blended before being fed into the roller mill) and air blending after the
roller mill using f lu..,dizing silos.
Burning
Approximately 90% of all energy used in a cement plant is used for burning
in the kiln/precalciner. The preheater tower brings the rotary kiln off-gas
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into intimate contact with the raw material feed (raw mix) through four
stages of cyclines. In the precalciner kiln, burners are installed between
the third and fourth stage of the preheater tower in order to precalcine
the raw mix before the raw mix enters the rotary kiln. Up to 60% of the
total fuel may be consumed in the precalciner. A burner in the rotary kiln
(consuming the remaining 40% of the fuel in this example) sinters the
precalcined raw mix into clinker which is then discharged for cooling.
In most preheater and precalciner installations, hot exhaust gas is then cooled
in a spray tower before passing into a roller mill and this gas stream is a
candidate for possible cogeneration.
Cooling
Ambient air is drawn through the clinker in order to air cool the clinker
prior to the finish grinding step. The clinker cooler hot air is then
drawn into the kiln/precalciner for combustion air. A substantial portion
of the hot clinker cooler air is not drawn into the kiln and is instead
filtered and then wasted to atmosphere. This gas stream is a candidate for
-possible cogeneration.
Finish Grinding
After the clinker is cooled, small amounts (approximately 5%) of gypsum are
added to the clinker and the resulting mix is dry ground in a ball mill(s)
(also called finish mills). Excessive heat in the grinding circuit will
impair the quality of the finish cement and consequently a cement cooler
is installed in the finish mill circuit. This cooler produces relatively
small amounts of waste heat in the form of hot water and could be considered
as a candidate for cogeneration.
8.3.4 Typical Plant Sizes - Existing Plants
A typical wet process kiln is capable of producing approximately 250,000
TPY of cement. One facility may produce from 200,000 TPY up to 2-million
TPY of cement - an average size would be approximately 600,000 TPY for one
plant.
A typical long dry kiln will produce approximately 300,000 TPY of cement.
Suspension preheater and precalciner kilns in general have a larger production
capacity than wet or long dry kilns - typically a preheater/precalciner kiln
produces from 600,000 TPY up to a recent 1,400,000 TPY capacity for a single
kiln.
8.3.5 Typical Energy Consumption Data - Existing Plants
Fuel Consumption
The Federal Energy Administration has indicated that the U.S. cement industry
is one of the most energy intensive industries in the ration. In 1972, the
industry averaged close to 7.0 .million Btu's per ton of cement produced. Due
to increased fuel prices and the elimination of some older, less efficient
plants, energy usage has improved. In 1975, energy usage declined to 5.8
million Btu's/ton of cement produced.
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Power Consumption
Power consumption has remained approximately constant in the United States
between 150 KWH and 160 KWH per ton of cement. The dry process precalciner
kilns consume approximately 10-15 KW/Ton of cement more than a wet process,
however, the industry is gradually reducing overall power requirements.
8.4 TRENDS
8.4.1 Production - 1978 Base
Present demand for Portland Cement is approximately 84.8 million TPY.
As of 1975, total capacity was 104 million TPY made up of 60.8 million
TPY wet process capacity and 43.2 million TPY dry process capacity.
Since 1975, several wet process plants have been replaced with dry
process facilities and we estimate the 1978 base production as 50
million TPY dry process capacity and 54 million TPY wet process
capacity.
8.4.2 Production Increases 1978 - 1985
Projections by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, The Portland Cement Associ-
ation and Cembureau indicate that demand will grow at a rate of about 3%
in the U.S. and about 2.5% in the rest-cf-the world through 1985. By
1985, therefore, demand for cement will amount to about 130 million TPY
is the U.S. Assuming 10 million tons of imports and a 90% utilization
rate, domestic capacity requirements will amount to approximately 133
million TPY vs. an estimated current capacity of 104 million TPY.
Thus, an additional 29 million tons of new capacity will have to be
added by 1985.
In addition, assuming that one-third of wet process plants will be
closed, 19 million TPY of capacity will require conversion from wet to
dry process.
8.4.3 Production Increases 1985 - 2000
Assuming that domestic production continues to grow at a rate of 2%
per year between 1985 and 2000, an additional 46 million TPY of new capacit
will have to be added for a total capacity of approximately 179 million TPA
In addition, we believe that the remaining wet plants will be phased out
of production so that an additional 35 million TPY of capacity will re-
quire conversion from wet to dry process.
8.4.4 Energy Requirements 1978, 1985 and 2000
The following table shows the approximate energy requirements during
this time period:
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Total Annual	 Average	 Average
Production-Tons	 BTU/Ton	 KWH/Ton
1978	 104,000,000	 5,600,000	 160
1985	 133,000,000	 4,800,000	 155
2000
	
179,000,000	 3,500,000	 150
8.4.5 Environmental Control - Impact on Energy Consumption
As with other industries, cement plants are faced with increasingly
strict environmental controls. Fortunately, cement dust is not-toxic and
pollution control equipment consists primarily of dry collectors to remove
particulates from both process and fugitive emission pickup gas streams.
Large dust collectors or electrostatic precipitators are used to remove
particulates from the main kiln exhaust gas stream. Smaller dust collectors
are used to recover particulates from fugitive emission points such as
conveyor transfer points, chutes or other dust sources.
S02 emissions are generally very low since the majority of any S0 2 in the
gas stream, (including S0 2 resulting from the sulfur content of oil or coal)
reacts with the raw materials and reports to the finish cement product.
Given the fact that S0 2 emission levels are very low and the fact that NO,t
emissions are presently being reduced by precalciners, it appears that the
only foreseeable environmental control that may influenr:°-a cement plant energy
consumption would be a stricter standard for particulates.
8.4.6 Coal Firing
Coal firing is not new to the cement industry, however, until recently, the
availability of relatively inexpensive oil and natural gas has resulted in
limited use of coal. This trend has been reversed and virtually all new
facilities will be coal fired with oil and natural gas used for startup and
standby emergency firing only. (All of the projects currently underway in
KE's engineering division will utilize coal firing.) The cement process
can in many instances utilize hi-sulfur content coal without adversely
affecting the finish cement. In fact, the ash resulting from coal firing
is added to the clinker and slightly, increases the total amount of clinker
produced.
The disadvantage to coal firing lies primarily with expensive handling sys-
tems and with an increased danger of explosions over petroleum fuels.
(Pulverized coal is very explosive and if allowed to remain in storage, as
in a bin, it will self-ignite and explode.)
8.4.7 New Processes
The precalciner is relatively new to the cement industry and is the most
modern commercially operating process. Other processes are under development,
however-, they are not commercially proven, therefore we do not foresee that'
they will be utilized on any large scale, if at all, between the present
and the year 2000.
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8.5 CTAS MODEL
While many wet and long dry kilns are still in existance, the trend
is to replace these facilities and to build new facilities utilizing
the new energy efficient precalciner kilns and roller mills. In our
opinion, precalciner kilns will represent the large majority of
replacement and new cement projects and, therefore, precalciner kilns
and roller mills will be used for the CTAS Model.
Preheater kilns are also very energy efficient with approximately the
same fuel consumption/ton of cement as precalciner kilns. Precalciner
kilns are more popular and are most likely to be utilized over a
preheater kiln because of the following observed advantages and reported
advantages:
Observed Advantages
o Operating availability is increased
o Operating problems specifically scaling in tower - are reduced
o Lower grade fuels and junk fuels can be used
Reported Advantages
o Less refractory consumption
o Kiln specific volume is increased (220% more capacity for a given
rotary kiln size vs. a similar preheater
o More stable and controllable operation
o NOx emissions are lower
o Capital Cost/Ton is lower for large capacity units
The basic precalciner kiln flowsheet is shown on Fig. 1 in this section.
Several variations of the precalciner itself are possible - Fig. 2 shows
nine commercial variations. A discussion of the streams and operating
philosophy follows.
8.5.1 General
Quarry
As discussed earlier, energy usage in the quarry is in the form of mobile
equipment and explosisies and offers little potential for cogeneration.
Crushing
Large primary and secondary crushers are driven by large electric motors
and offer no potential for cogeneration.
Grinding
As discussed earlier, the roller mill incorporates tertiary crushing,
grinding, and drying into one piece of equipment and does not produce
significant waste energy streams suitable for cogeneration.
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Blending
Blending systems are basically dry process air-blending utilizing a
fluidizing silo. Mechanical preblending (in which materials are stacked
in layered beds for mechanical reclaim) is being used to supplement air-
blending and results in a lower total power demand. Blending systems
have little potential for cogeneration.
Kiln/Precalciner
The kiln/precalciner offers the most potential for cogeneration. The
various possible off-gas streams are discussed under paragraph 8.5.6.
Clinker Cooler
The clinker cooler is intimately tied to the kiln operation and operates
on the same schedule as the kiln. Clinker is cooled from approximately
2350  F to 1500 F using ambient air. The heat given up by the clinker
is approximately 880,000 BTU/ton.
The clinker cooler vent stream is a possible candidate for cogeneration
and is discussed under paragraph 8.5.6.
Finish Milling
Finish mills are driven by large electric inotors and only a small percent
(5%) of the input energy goes into grinding the clinker finish cement.
The remaining energy is required to turn the ball charge and ends up as
heat. Since excess heat has an adverse effect on the finish cement,
grinding temperatures are kept below 1800 F by any combination of air
sprays, ambient air and water cooled heat exchangers. Approximately
56,000 BTU/ton of cement is dissipated through air, water spray and/or-
cement coolers.
8.5.2 Operating Philosophy
While the kiln is designed to run continuously at a maximum capacity for
24 hr/day, 7 day/week, 330 day/yr; buffer storage piles and silos permit
the remaining equipment to operate on a more flexible schedule. Thus tha
quarry (and crushing area which is usually tied to quarry operation) operate
during daylight hours between five-and seven days a week.
The roller mill is ordinarily sized for a slightly larger flowrate than
the kiln and operates 80 - 90% of the time. The mill is shut down for
maintenance and, during roller mill shutdowns, the kiln is run on stored
material and the hot kiln off-gas is bypassed around the roller mill. In
the future, roller mills may be oversized in order to utilize off-peak power
rates. This is not presently economical as the increased capital cost for
an oversize mill more than offsets the savings from grinding during off-peak
hours.
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Because the majority of energy input into the finish mill goes into
turning the ball charge, there is no money to be saved from running
the mill at reduced capacity and consequently the finish mill is run
"flat-out" i.e. fed as much clinker as it can possibly handle.
Finish grinding is frequently scheduled to take advantage of off-peak
hour power rates.
8.5.3 Typical Power Curve
To date, there is only one precalciner kiln in operation in the United
States (although several are in various stages of design and construction)
and because of the lack of operating data, we cannot accurately predict
typical curves other than to say that when excess finish grinding capacity
(finish mill) exists, that this operation will be scheduled to take advantage
of off-peak hours at night.
The seasonal variations in power demand are generally more pronounced, par-
ticularly when the plant shuts down once or twice a year for approximately
30 days to rebrick the kiln and for general maintenance.
For a 1-million TPY facility built between the present and the year 2000,
the power requirements are estimated as follows:
Peak Demand - 19,400 KW
8-5 Daytime Average (Excluding Downtime) - 16,500 KW
5-8 Nigh.time Average (Excluding Downtime) - 12,800 KW
Yearly Average - 13,000 KW
Large horsepower loads in a plant this size are as follows:
Item	 Normal hp	 Peak hp
	
Speed
	
Probable Driver
Roller Mill 2000
	
2500	 900	 AC Synchronous
I.D. Fans	 4400
	
5500	 1200
	
DC or AC Induction
Finish Mill 6350	 6350	 200-1200 AC Synchronous
8.5.4 Criticalitv of Power Failure
The rotary kiln is the one piece of process equipment that must continue
to rotate in event of a power failure - if a hot kiln ceases to rotate,
differential cooling may warp the kiln. Conse quently, all cement kilns
are provided with standby drives - either diesel, gas or electric motors
powered by standby generators.
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The remaining process equipment is less susceptible to damage during
a power failure and the only other emergency power requirements would
be for lighting, fire protection and personnel safety.
8.5.5 Typical Plant Size - 1978 to 2000
The present lower limit for precalciner kilns is approximately 500,000
TPY. The largest planned domestic precalciner kiln has a capacity of
1,400,000 TPY and, therefore, the projected range for upcoming conversions
and new facilities is between 500,000 to 1,500,000 TPY per kiln with a
1,000,000 TPY selected as an average size for the CTAS model.
8.5.6 Process Data
For the purpose of the CTAS study, we have assumed that a 1,000,000 TPY
precalciner kiln utilizing a roller mill will be typical of cement plants
built between 1978 and 2000. The general flowsheet for such a plant is
Shown on Fig. 1. The following lists the assumptions, process stream data
and our interpretation of the suitability of each stream for energy recovery.
8.5.6.1 Notes and References
The gas flowrates and temperatures shown on the CTAS plant model flowsheet
were taken in part from design data for a 1,000,000 ton/yr coal fired
precalciner kiln facility. This flowsheet is based on 0% alkali bypass,
6z moisture in the raw materials and a heat consumption of 3,000,000
BTU/Ton of cement. Other flowrates are approximate and are based on data
from other systems.
8.5.6.2 Process Flowstream Data
Reference - Fig. Z Flowsheet
The following is a list of typical data for the major streams in a
1,000,000 TPY precalciner kiln cement plant utilizing a roller mill for
raw grinding. The stream numbers listed below refer to the stream numbers
on the flowsheet.
Stream No.
1. Kiln off-gas.
220,000 ACFM @ 200°F
304,000 ACFM @ 550°F
Dust loading minimal
(Roller Mill Operating)
(Roller Mill Being Bypassed)
(Clean side of baghouse)
2. Dusty off-gas stream. Temperature is approximately 50°F
higher than stream 1 above because of heat losses through
insulated ductwork and baghouse.
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3. 270,000 ACFM @ 700oF, dusty
4. 5100 Ton/Day Raw Material Feed
5. Secondary air duct (used for combustion air in precalciner).
Note that in some systems (i.e. planetary ccolers), all
the clinker cooler exhaust gas is drawn through the rotary
kiln and therefore, streams 5 and 8 are not present. In
this example, stream 5 is assumed at 156,000 ACFM @ 1500 F, dusty
6. 102 1 000 ACFM @ 22700F, dusty
7. Hot clinker. 2880 Ton/Day @ 2400oF
8. Cooler Vent. 335,000 Am @ 400 F, dusty
9. Cooler Vent. 300,000 ACFM @ 300 
0
F, clean. (Note - baghouse
and ducts are not insulated because there is no dewpoint
problem-consequently cooler vent air cools approximately
1000F in the system ducts and baghouse.
10. Cool Clinker. 2880 Ton/Day @ 1500F
11. Portland Cement 3030 'Ton/Day @ 1800F.
12. Hot Water 60 gpm @ 1600F
Other
This facility will consume approximately 3,000,000 BTU per
ton of cement or approximately 380,000,000 BTUH using coal
burners located at the rotary kiln and at the precalciner.
8.5.6.3 Possible Waste Heat Recovery Points
The following is a discussion of four points in the process flow from
which waste heat may be recovered. This flowsheet has been simplified
with the intent of illustrating possible applications for cogeneration
systems. We are aware that a given plant could vary significantly from
the model and that each plant would have to be studied in detail before
a cogeneration system could be utilized.
Waste Heat Recovery Point
1. Kiln off-gas
This stream has two conditions - 220,000 ACFM at 200 0
 F for approxi-
mately 140 hours a week (roller mill operating) and 304,000 ACFM at
5500
 F for 28 hours a week (roller mill down). This location is
logical since the stream is not dusty and potential dewpoint problems
would not affect the baghouse - only the fan, ducts and stack which
could be lined or corrosion resistant. Dewpoint problems could occur
at approximately 150-2000 F.
a
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a
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2. Precalciner off-gas
In some (but not all applications) there is excess heat in this stream
over what is required to dry the raw materials. This stream is approxi-
mately 270,000 ACFM at 100 0 F and is cooled to approximately 400-600 0
 F
(dependent on the moisture in the raw materials). Assuming 5000 F
average, there are approximately 2,500,000 BTUH available for recovery
at this point.
Other factors must be taken into consideration if this stream is used
for cogeneration.
a) The stream is dusty (20-25 grains/ACF of limestone, shale and
clinker dust).
b) Good temperature control is critical - in general, roller mill
exit gas must not exceed 2250 F, otherwise internal damage will
occur to this very expensive equipment. General practice is to
install one on-line and two standby water sprays in this tower.
Failure of this spray is critical as the roller mill, ducts,
I.D fan and baghouse would be destroyed.
c) The heat that can b.2 extracted from this stream is not constr t.
Kiln and precalciner burners are adjusted during normal and upset
conditions.
d) If an electrostatic precipitator is used for dust collection in
lieu of a baghouse, the stream must be humidified for proper
operation of the precipitator. This moisture can come from either
the moisture in the raw material feed or from sprays in the
cooling tower. In many instances the raw material is relatively
wet and all the heat in this stream is needed to dry the raw
materials. In this case a heat recovery unit could operate only
when the roller mill is on bypass or approximately 28 hours a week.
e) A heat recovery unit must have a low air side pressure drop and be
capable of being bypassed when not in use, otherwise, a high pressure
drop at the large flowrate involved would increase the size of the
I.D. fan, negating any power savings.
3. Cooler Vent
`Note that this stream does not exist in those plants that utilize a
planetary clinker cooler.) The 300,000 ACFM @ 300 0
 F air flow on the
clean side of the baghouse lends itself to waste heat recovery/co-
generation systems. Further energy could be recovered by insulating all
preceeding ductwork and the baghouse so that less heat is lost through
radiation and conduction. Several companies are already utilizing or
investigating the utilization of this stream for hot water heaters, oil
heaters, etc.
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This stream is relatively constant, being tied to kiln operation, but
can experience upset conditions of up to 10000 F at the clinker
cooler so that large amounts of tempering; air are necessary to protect
the baghouse. During an upset the flowrate could double to 600,000
ACFM with the temperature increasing to 500 0 F. Upsets may account for
approximately 4% of the total operating time.
4. Hot Water
Some heat/energy could be recovered from the hot water exit from
the cement cooler at approximately 60 gpm at 160 0 F. This stream
would be tied to the finish mill operating schedule-operating approxi-
mately 140 hours a week during off-peak hours.
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CTAS INOUSTRIAL FROUSS DATA SHEETS	 SIC 3241-1
A. Plant s,C,vam /Site: Portland Cement 1.5 million tpy
_. .-ccucts:	 -^duct	 thi w-. •:c.
Portland Cement - All types
:P lant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 209316 k ;4 , Peak 29,000 ,,
]. Steam ;ecuirerents (Process S seating):
lb/hr	 0	 csia,	 returns:,	 Tf:ne. of returns-
Ne0ligiblea
h	 3	 a	 ,
u a	 ,
_. Omer Heat t:a Process (Describe):
Kiln Burner 649,370 MBTUH
-.	 Vlant Hours of W'per:tion at Average irlyr
..	 _ar?e Horsepower Loads:
Soeed 0r10able
`lanai	 io PeaK yo Seed	 Ranae Dr:v•r
Roller Mill	 2500 3000 _ 900r AC Synchronous
I.D.	 Fans	 6400 8000 1200 DC or AC Induction
Finish MiIT`1 0,OOU 0^ 00 — 200-1200 AC Synchronous
^. Goerationa'^ -onsideratlons:
A'as.e :Meat Stress:
1,600, _0
1,090,000 4— 
00,000 BTUH varies w/
wa— e^ r
inlet
Q`` j
' IGIi ' I t
<< ^f.1 1=	 5-371
_^escr'- cniln/Mill Fxit (,ac
Clinker Cooler Waste Gas
Cement Cooler
Heat removere ovea by	 _tZT -
SIC 3241-1
Plant sly;"+ame/sire:	 Portland Cement 1.5 million TPY
Fveis:	 Primary Fuel	 Coal	 /	 649,370	 mil. Btu/hr (4HV)
Secondary Fuel Oil/Gas	 /	 Standby only	 mil. Stu /hr (-HV^
3y-product Fuel JuR	 May partially sub -mil. Stu/hr (smy)
K. Fuels Discussion:
stitute for coal
^. ^ool^cations:
No. of Plants in
Years 1388-2000	 W. ere	 Coceneratien Potential
'•t. loolication Discussion:
^1. Pr!;er*!d ::oncmic Criteria:
:COnamic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle ana Haintenanca Philaso:.^y:
,. nttav kilowatt, ste am. 7r ra5te stream i:_d C.rV!S WI`!re apCr07r'at2.
Use additional sneet5 Cr disCJSSion Wner! required.
1
CTAS INDUSTRIAL PROMS DATA SHEETS 	 SIC 3241-2
A. Plant S:C /Name/Size:	 Portland Cement - 2.0 million tav
?. Prceuets:
	
Product
	 lb/vr, etc
Portland Cement^;';', Tv 0^_
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 27 ,088 k4; Przk 38 , 700 <;J
J. Staan Requirements (Process 3 ;:eating):
lb/hr	 .a	 osic,	 returns 5,	 -a-mo. ;f Returns
Negligible	 a
1 . 7t.ler ;feat zo =rocess (uescribe):
Kiln Burner	 865,827 MBTUH
P lant iicurs of %eraticn at Average Czncitions: nr/yr•
..	 . l r:e Harsecower Lzads:
Soeed O-aoable
40:-131	 no ce:K h0 Sceee	 ranee OHv•r
Roller Mill
	
3,500 4,000 900^rPm AC Induction
I.D.	 Fan s 	0 11,000 2-1 00 DC or AC Induction
Finish Mill	 14,000 14,000 200-1200 AC Synchronous
^, 2ceraticnai ccnsideraticns:
=eat Strew s:
t1L-
2,1150,000
1,450,000
15 ,200,0
_!--	 :eScr'` cM
220u-F	 Kiln/Mill Exit Gas
400o F	 Clinker Cooler Waste Gas
varies w/	 Cement Cooler
warmer	 ea remove y
inlet
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iSIC 3241-2
P'.ant S.C,''dameisd.e:	 Portland Cement - 2.0 million tpy
.I. Fuels:	 ?r'mary Fuel	 Coal	 /	 865 827	 mil, ?tu / tir !-1?v?
Secondary Fuel Oi 1 /Gas	 Standby only	 mil, 3aihr ;uyv
By-product Fuel Junk
	
	
/May partially sub- mil. a uoir ;:,HV;
s i u e or coal
K. Fuels ]iscussion:
!. acolications:
`lo. or =lints in
'ears :e5-_NCO	 adhere	 Czaerera.icn ?otent4al
,4, Acplication Discussicn:
,t, ? rsfer-ed Economic Criteria:
-, :czromic discussion:
P, %— v C ycle and Maintenance :Woso.hy:
t.aca c".cwatt, st_am Or Naste stream l ad ._rve_ wnere .ocrc_ri_,a.
I se !cG 4 t 4 cnal sne°_ts -or .'.'scuss'on ore r e .-9cl -ed.
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CTAS INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DATA SHEETS
	
SIC 3241-3
A. ?'ant s.C; Name /Si ze: Portland Cement - 1 . 0 million tpv
_. ,	 ducts:	 product	 lb/vr, etc
Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 13,544 kw., peax 19,348, kw
_. Stean neauirw.ents ;Process 3 -,eating):
	
ih/hr
	 3	 osic,	 Returns :,	 7-mo. of ..Re*_urns-
Negligible
	113
Cher Heat to =rocess (Describe):
Kiln Burner 432,913 MBTUH
?l ant lours of Coersticn at average oncitions:	 hr/yr
.ar_e Horse:ower _cads:
Sceed	 ?-zabi e
	.No>-nal ho	 Peek -o	 Soeed	 ;anCe	 7r y^r
__..
Roller Mill 2000 _	 5n(]	 aan	 AC Synchronous
I.D. Fans	 4400	 5500	 1200	 DC or AC Induction
Finish Mill 635U 	 6350	 200-1200 — AC Synchronous
1;perat 4 onal Consider:ticns:
a ;eat Strearrs:
_1,075,000	 220	 Kiln/Mill Exit, Gas
- V- 0	 --- 400"F	 Clinker Cooler Waste Gas
7,600,000 BTUH Varies	 Cement Cooler
w wa er	 Heat Removed
inlet
,V ^r,,
2
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SIC 3241-3
=cant SI C/Name /size: 	 Portland Cement - 1.0 million tpy
Fuels:	 Primary Fuel
	 Coal	 / 432,913	 mil, 3tuihr (;:HV)
Secondary Fuel Oil/Gas	 / Standby Only	 mil. Btu/hr (LHV,
3y-product -uel Junk	 / May partially	 :nil. Btu/hr (SHY)
Su bstitut e fo r coal
K- =Nets discussion:
L. Appticatiens:
'to. of 21ants in
Years 1=8E-2-COO	 Where	 Cccener+ticn Potential
Increased capacity and replacement - ( 4 
+	 between 1 85 & 2000
'•t. ?opt ieation ^iscasian:	 1 .5TPY/Plant
54 plants
refer-ed Economic Criaria:
c:,ncmic Oiscuss',on:
?, '.,U-.y :ycle :nd Maintenance Philoso ^hy:
V. At:3C1 (°Iowan, s:_am :r 'da5t2 str!3m load cv—ies wCere appr0 :riata.
Jse aCditional sheets for Y scusa on onere recuired.
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CTAS INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DATA SHEETS
	
SIC 3241-4
A. Plant SIC / Name /Si:e: Portland Cement - 0.5 million TPY
a. ?rcducts:	 Prcduc-lb/_, !t 11
C:. Plant Kilowatt Requir ements: Average 6772 kw-, Peak 9674 kw
]. Steam Requirements ;Process 3 Heating):
I b /hr	 @	 Wee,	 Returns	 T-3-mo. or Returns
Negligible
Other Heat a Process ( Cescribe):
Kiln Burner 216,460 MBTUH
Plant Hours of "eeration at ^verace ".nc*t'ons: nr/yr
..	 :ar;e Hor:e.owerLoads:
:peed ?"oable
,lo:mal	 ho Peak ^o Sceed	 "tan`e ,river
Roller Mill	 1200 1500 900
	 - AC Induction
T.D.	 Fans	 2400 3000 1200 DC or AC Induction
Finish M11	 4500 4500 200-1200' AC Synchronous
,,. ^perst'cnai _.nsider^t'ons:
'. 'M'as:e Heat stre_^s:
	
5$;000	 Kiln/Mill rExit +Gas
	
360,000
	 400 _F
	
Clinker Cooler Waste Gas
3,800,000 BTUH Varies w/ Cement Cooler
w— r	 ea remove y
inlet
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SIC 3241-4
Plant SICIName/S m	 Portland Cement - 0.5 mil
Fels:
	 Primary
 Fuel Coal	 / 216,640
Secandary Fuel O il /Gas	 / Standbon-
By-product Fuel Junk	 / May partia
K. Fuels discussion:
`	 susi ue
lion tpy
pail, 3tu/hr I'MR)
Y	 mil. Btu/ hr (:IHV )
rl y	 mil. Stu/hr (;SHV)
for  coa
Aoplications:
'^o. or olancs in
Years 1 985-2000	 Where	 Ceaeneration potential
'•?, ^ politaticn ^iscasion:
^_T9rred .concmic Criter4a:
cconcmic Oiscussicn:
9 , Out,., Cycle and 'Aaintenanca Philosophy:
^. ntt2Ch <4'cwaa, steam or Rasta str°am .Cac ,...ryes where ap^r_^r:at2.
iise acditional sheet; sor 3 1 sc.ss 4 on wner-e r?^_.irzd.
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JSECTION 8.4 - 3.6
GLASS INDUSTRY
The following three processes were selected for detailed data
gathering and evaluation for CTAS.
Section SIC Code Process No. Description
8.4 3221 i Container Glass
Manufacturing Using
Natural Gas and Electric
Boosting.
3.5 3211 1 Flat Glass Manufacturing
Using Natural Gas.
8.6 3229 1 Pressed and Blown Glass
Manufacturing Using
Natural Gas and Electric
Boosting.
A typical process flow diagram is shown as Figure 1. This diagram
is representative of all three processes selected. The detailed data
sheets for these three processes are attached to this discussion.
in all processes, the predominant energy requirement is the glass
melting portion of the process. The melting requires 75-95% of the
total process energy requirements. The glass melting is done at a
temperature of 2300-28000F. At these temperatures, the glass industry
processes are not potential front-end cogeneration system candidates.
With up to 25% of the energy released as waste heat in the flue gases
at 10000F, the processes do have back-end cogeneration potential if
an advanced heat reccvery steam generator is introduced that can
reliably operate below 1000 0F on "duty" flue gas.
In discussions with industry experts, it has been confirmed that
the actual fuel used in the glass melting processes is not critical.
Oil and natural gas can be substituted for each other with the only
process change being different burner and auxiliary e quipment require-
ments. The predominant use of natural gas is due to the lower fuel
cost as compared to oil. The use of coal is technically feasible
..♦ T_
but not currently economically viable due to the high cost of clean-
up equipment and gasification equipment.
The plant data submitted is representative of characteristics of
new plants that are considered feasible to build today and in the
near future. Present fuel costs are high enough to justify additional
capital costs for more efficient plants, Accordingly, the typical
future glass plant will require on the order of 3000 Btu/lb of glass
produced as compared to a current typical figure of 4000-6000 Btu/lb.
The current fuel used in the. glass industry is predominantly
natural gas due to a combination of fuel price, availability, and
cleanliness. Residual and #2 distillate oil could be used if cost
competitive. Coal/coal gas could theoretically be used. However,
capital cost of coal equipment and exhaust gas clean-up equipment
prohibits current usage.
The use of all electric melting or electro-boosting results in
higher efficiency plants. However, the faster escalating cost of
electricity as compared to natural gas prices has slowed the transition
and retrofit to higher efficiency, but higher electrical load plants.
At this point in the study, an estimate of the number of new plants
is difficult to determine. Economic conditions, fuel availability,
and plant retrofits to boost capacity tend to cloud the actual new
plant requirements. however, a 1-2% real growth rate in capacity
requirements was assumed. The remainder of added capacity is assumed
as being met by electric-boosting and 'nigher productivity.
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1CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Process 3211-1
A. Plant Name/Size; Flat Glass/800 Tons per Day
B. Products;	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
	
Plate Glass	 800 Tons/Day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements; Average	 5600	 kW; Peak	 7500	 kW
0. Stezm Requirements (Process & Heating):
	
lb/hr	 @	 ,esia,	 Returns u,	 Temp. of Returns
	0 	 @
@
@
Z. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Direct combustion of natural gas (190.0 moBTU/hr) for 2800°F combustion pr7ducts.
Hot Gas Flow - 2.16 x 106 SCFH at slightly positive pressure
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions;	 7500	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads: 	
Speed.	 Probable
	
Normal hp
	
Peak hp
	
Ran a	 Driver
4000 HP
	
7500 HP	 1750 rpm
	
Constant	 Motor
Up to 100 - 40 to 75 hp motors
H. Operational Considerations:
Continuous process operation with minimal down time.
Furnace - 75%
Anneal - 15%	 Energy Use
	
Heating and Mechanical	 IN
1. Waste Heat Streams;
	
lb/hr
	
Temp.	 Description
2.16 x 10 SCR	 1000 °F 	Flue Gasi	x
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Flat Glass/800 Tons per Day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Natural	 Gas /	 190 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Distillate oil is nearly 100% interchangeable with natural gas. Natural gas used
due to economic advantages.
L. Applications:
Total No. of Plants in
	
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
30-32	 Dispersed throughout the	 Low-Fair
country near major popu.ation
centers. Concentrated slightly
M, .application Discussion: 	 in the Mid-West.
Cogeneration potential appears low unless an advanced heat recovery steam generator
is introduced that can reliably operate below 1000 oF on "dirty" flue gas.
N, Preferred Economic Criteria: Return-On-Investment, Discounted Rate of Return
0, Economic Discussion:
Basic glass plant costs are low. Cogeneration has not been economical due to low
cost of natural gas. Evaluation could drastically change if natural gas prices
are deregulated and fuel cost increases out pace electric rate increases.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Duty Cycle: 5 days a week - 3 shifts/day at constant production or "pull rate"
Weekends
	
	 Furnace maintained at temperature gas flow cut back
to approx.15% flow,
	
Maintenance Philosophy
	
- Minimal - cycle and equipment are simple. Maintenance
only as required. Overhauls at 4-6 year intervals.
Q. attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet_
Plant Name/Size; Flat Glass/800 Tons per Day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Low
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial-in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process. - Not new
T. what is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 2.3 x 104 Tons/Day
In 2000	 2.7 x 104 Tons/Day
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Increased emphasis on improved efficiency regenerates for air preheat. Increased
use of improved insulation and the-brick materials.
tee
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Less than the national average.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 16 x 109 kilowatt-hours eauivalent
In 1985	 18 x 10 9 kilowatt-hours equivalent
In 2000	 22 x 10 9 kilowatt-hours equivalent
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
800 tons/day - No significant growth
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy. - See H,I
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Not available.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Process 3221-1
A. Plant Name/Size: Container Glass/450 Tons per Day
S. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
	
Glass Containers	 450 Tons/Day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 5100 	 kW; Peak 5700	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
Process	 0	 @
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Direct combustion of natural gas (106 mmBTU/hr) for 2800°F combustion products.
Hot Gas Flow - 1.2 x 106 SCFM at slightly positive pressure
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
7500
	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Rance	 Driver
600 HP	 1750 rpm	 Motor
Numerous 25-50 HP Motors
H. Operational Considerations:
Majority of energy requirements are in the glass furnace. Heating and mechanical
loads are slight.
80% Furnace
Energy Use	 15% Anneal
51 Heating and Mechanical
Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temo.
1.2 x 100 SCFH	 1000°F
0escriotion
Flue Gas
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Container Glass/450 Tons per Day
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel
	
Natural Gas /	 106.05 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Natural gas used exclusively in this typeof plant due to low fuel cost and
simplicity of auxiliary equipment. Distillate oil could generally be used
if cost competitive.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1485-2000
	
Where
	 Cogeneration Potential
8-12
	
Throughout U.S.
	 Low
M. Application Discussion:
Transportation cost of glass containers is high. Accordingly, plants are and will
be dispersed throughout the U.S. near to local demand. Cogeneration potential
appears low due to basic low capital cost of plants, little electric demand, and
little need for low grade heat. Cost of natural gas vs. electricity could alter
potential if cost ratio significantly changes.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: Return-On-Investment, Discounted Rate of Return
0. Economic Discussion:
Basic glass plant costs are low. To date cogeneration has not been economical.
Evaluation could be drastically changed by natural gas price deregulation making
fuel savings more important - provided electric rates don't keep pace.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Duty Cycle: 5 days a week - 3 shifts/day at constant production rate or "pull rate"
Weekends	 - Furnace maintained at temperature, gas flow cut back
to approx. 151 flow.
Maintenance Philosophy: Minimal - Cycle is simple as is equipment. Maintenance only
as required. Overhauls at 4-6 year intervals.
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
See attached.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Container Plant/450 Tons per Day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Low
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Not new.
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 '16 x 106 tons/year
In 2000	 20 x 106 tons/year
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect'
the energy conversion system requirements.
Increased use of waste heat recovery for air preheat. Requires better regenerator
design due to particulate carryover in flue gas.
V. Describe orowth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Slow growth due to replacement by plastic and possible impact of bottle laws.
Basically, not a growth industry.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 44 x 109 KWHR eouivalent
In 1985	 41 x 109 KWHR equivalent
In 2000	 34 x 109 KWHR equivalent
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
Typical size is 450 tons /day. No significant change in the future is foreseen.
Transportation not production costs are critical factors.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy. - See H and I
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Not available. - This figure is proprietary in this very competitive field.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Process 3229-1
A. Plant Name/Size: Pressed and Blown Glass/120 Tons per Day
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Lamp Tubes	 120 Tons/Day
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: 	 Average	 1100	 kW; Peak	 1300 kW
0. Steam Requirements (Process 	 b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 a. Temp. of Returns
0	 @
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Direct combustion of natural gas (30 mmSTU/hr) for 2800°F combustion products.
Hot Gas Flow - 0.32 x 106 SCFH at slightly positive pressure
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 7500 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal ho	 Peak hp
	
Speed Range Driver
200 HP
	
1750 rpm Constant Motor
Miscellaneous small motor drives
H. O perational	 Considerations:
Majority of energy requirements are in the furnace.
Furnace - 85%
Energy Use	 Anneal	 -	 8.
Heating and ,Mechanical	 - 7%
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Temo.	 Descriotion
0.32 x 106 SCFH
	
1000°F	 flue Gas
.. ♦ Y.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
i
Plant Name/Size: Pressed and Blown Glass/120 Tons per Day
a
Natural Gas	 {J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 / 30	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
s
Secondary Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV) s
By-product Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
Natural gas normally used due to economics. Distillate could essentially be used
as a substitute if cost competitive.
i
L. Applications: cup
No. op Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential	 99
15-20	 Throughout U.S.	 Low
i
M. Application Discussion:
Plants are small in size and "cheap" to build. Cogeneration not attractive to
date.
N. Preferred Economic Criteria: ROI, ORR
0. Economic Discussion:
Cogeneration not attractive to date due to small plant sizes, electrical requirements,
and low gas rates.
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Constant load operation 5 days a week. Reduce to 15o energy requirement to maintain
furnace temperature on weekends. Minimal overhaul required.
a
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
p
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Pressed and Blown Glass/120 Tons per Day
R. Describe the level of capital investment in this industry. (1985-2000 time period)
Low
S. If this is a new process that is not commercial in 1978, give an estimate of
the commercial date for this process.
Not new
T. What is the national capacity for producing this product
Now in 1978	 2.2 x 104 tons/day
In 2000	 3.0 x 104 tons/dam
U. Make estimates of changes likely to be made in this process between 1978 and 2000
to be compatible with anticipated environmental regulations, energy conservation
measures, changes in raw materials (feedstocks) or other factors that might effect
the energy conversion system requirements.
Increased use of regenerators and air preheaters. Increased expenditures for-
Insulation.
V. Describe growth trends for the process products and anticipated future use of the
process. (1985-2000 time period)
Slower growth than the national average.
W. National energy consumed by this process
In 1978	 20 x 10 9 KW-HR equivalent
In 1985 ^18 x 10 9 KW-HR equivalent
In 2000	 15 x 109 KW-HR equivalent
X. Describe the typical size of this plant today and how that will change in 1985-2000.
No significant change from the 120 tons/day size.
Y. Make a list of unit operationsin the plant and indicate the major energy users or
major sources of waste energy. - See H and I
Z. Describe the cost of energy (heat plus kilowatts) as a percent of the total
operating costs. Give basis for this discussion.
Not available.
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9.0 - PRIMARY METALS INDUSTRIES 3:311
9.1 General
The primary metals industries is composed of the integrated steel
mills, the mini-steel mills and the :specialty steel mills. For the purpose
of this synthesis on the cogeneration of energy, trip
 following analysis
encompasses all three subdivisions of the primary iietals inaustri!,s; conse-
quently only specific information regarding a particular description of a
steel mill will be individually related. This commentary will discuss
greenfield construction, round-out expansions and mt}difications, estimated
capital expenditures, major energy uses, energy conservation, environmental
regulation changes, earliest anticipated commercial use and degree of
implementation of new facilities, average enercay consumed per unit and
thermal/electric potential neat losses. The specific data will describe the
individual plant capacities and production, growth trends, national energy
consumed and the particular range of existing plant capacities, typical
modern facilities and the estimated conventional plant size in 195-2000
period.
A thorough research of various governmental and private documented
reports, and prophetical articles written by industrial economists and
respected industrial leaders of the steel industry has developed the conclu-
sion that the existing domestic steel. manufacturing industry will not keep
pace with the world steel demand in 1985-2000. The steel industry has two
approaches to the above problem. One, greenfield site construction and the
other; domestic rounding-out expansions and modifications. It is of general
opinion that the present domestic steel prices, depreciation and investment
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tax credit conditions and the current environmetal regulations inhitjit
greenfield site construction and operation. Regarding round-out programs,
their final effect is a temporary and limited solution to the world steel
demand. Through the 1.973-2000 period round-out programs are expanding
raw material facilities (i.e., Coke Oven Batteries), iron and steel making
facilities (blast furnaces and electric furnaces), rolling and shaping
facilities (continuous casting and annealing furnaces) and finishing facili-
ties (pickle and shear/grinding lines). The cost of greenfield construction
and round-out programs has been expressed as a percentage above a projected
mar[<et price of steel products, and as a cost per unit ton of raw steel and
finished steel.
It has been estimated that the cost of greenfield construction
will remain above the projected market price of steel by 9 percent - 14
percent. The cost per unit ton of raw steel was estimated at $430/ton,
which concludes a $542/ton of finished steel product at 100 percent utiliza-
tion. A lower utilization factor would increase the cost per unit ton. The
cost per unit ton will vary according to the type of facilities installed
and the amount of utilization. Depending on many factors which have been
considered, the best estimate of capital expenditures is a range from
$60.Ox10 9 - $115x10 9 by the year 2000. The majority of this estimate
will be soent for raw materials, engineered equipment and energy require-
ments. Energy demands will be made up by coal natural gas, oil/Liquid
petroleum gas, oxygen and purchased electricity. The cost per dollar for
additional greenfiled or round-out programs is estimated to be 0.062$/$
added. This is based on the current cost of energy and the anticipated
4
cost per ton of additional steel manufacturing facilities.
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The major energy users of the previously stated fuels are as
follows, respectively:
Coke ovens will use 63 percent of the steel industries fuel. Blast
stoves, power generation systems, soaking pits and reheating furnaces
will use 16.6 percent. Melting and annealing furnaces and heating
ovens will absorb 6.3 percent and the BOF, blast and open hearth
furnaces use 1.3 percent. Finally, electric furnaces will use 12.5
percent.
The potential for energy conservation in the steel industry is
separated into two categories, existing technology and new technology. It
is imperative that the following data is understood to be developed from a
set of assumptions generally derived from averages across the steel
industry. This data cannot be applied to any one particular plant or group
of plants. Implementation of a cogeneration system will have to be on a
plant by plant basis. The total average potential energy savings is
570x1012 Btu/yr providing implementation of improvements to existing tech-
nologies and application of new technologies. The potential energy savings
for existing technologies is 395x10 12 Btu/yr and for new technologies is
175x1O12 Btu/yr. These potential energy savings may be acquired by
increasing the efficiency of reheat and annealing furnaces, computer mod-
eling, increase use of continuous casting, dry quenching coke, desulfuriza-
tion of the blast furnace hot metal, increase the efficiency of the soaking
pits, inject Lin of coal into the blast furnaces, conservation of the blast
furnace gas, utilization of the BOF gas and the preheating of coking coal.
The realization of the improvements to existing and new technologies will
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depend on the absence of government intervention, involvement of government
energy conservation/environmental control regulations and government estab-
lished effective incentives. Lack of or delay to any of the above govern-
mental policies will reduce the potential energy savings by 50 percent.
The total national energy consumed in the base year of 1973 and
projected to 1985-2000 is 25.0x10 6 Btu/ton. The existing steel manufac-
turing facilities and their projected round-out programs will consume about-
5.OxlO15 Btu's based on an 80 percent utilization factor.
Regarding thermal/electrical load profiles, energy flow schematics
and mass flows; the only developed and documented information available is
the major meat losses that are associated with specific intro-steel plant
facilities. They are as follows:
Sinter Plants
Coke Plants
Blast Furnace
Open Hearth
Electric Furnace
2.106 -
0.26x106
1.5x106
0.45x106
0.31 x10'
3x106 Btu/ton
- 0.52x106 Btu/ton
- 2.0x106 Btu/ton
- 0.8Ox106 Btu/ton
Btu/ton
9.2 Integrated Steel Mill (3325-1)
Integrated steel plants utilize iron ore and metalurgial coal as
major raw materials. They transform these into steel by a series of pro-
cesses which include coke making, sintering, reduction of ore by blast
furnaces and steel making by either a BOF, electric furnace or open hearth.
Further manufacturing forms raw steel by continuous casting methods, which
is then worked into steel products by rolling, shearing and finishing
facilities.
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The range of existing integrated steel mills is 1.0x10 6 tPy to
7.8x106 tpy which includes multiple plant corporations. The current domes-
tic average capacity of the integrated steel plants is 118x10 6 tpy. Based
on the present utilization factor* of 80%, they produce about 94x10 6 tpy.
The typcial size of the integrated steel mills is 2.5x10 6 tpy. The
expected plant size by the period 1985-2000 is 4.0x10 6 tpy.
• Utilization factor is defines Gas the capability to produce raw steel
• for a full book order based on the current availability of raw mate-
• rials, fuels and supplies and of the industries coke, iron steel
• making, rolling and finisning facilities, recognizing current envi-
• ronmental and safety requirements.
93 Steel Specialty Plant (3312- 1)
The steel specialty plants are very si.milar in design to the non-
integrated steel mills. The major difference is the type of steel they
process; which is special alloy and stainless steel products.
The range of existing steel specialty plants is 8000 tpy to
1.15x106 tpy. This also includes multi-plant corporations. The current
domestic average capacity of the steel specialty mills is 21x10 6 tpy.
Based on the present utilization factor, their production is 17x10 6 tpy.
The typical size of steel specialty plants is 200,000 tpy. Their expected
plant size in the period 1985-2000 is 300,000 tpy.
9.4 Non-Integrated Steel Mill (3325-4)
A non-integrated steel mill is referred to as mini-plants which use
ferrous scrap as their primary raw material. Electric furnaces are their
major equipment for steel making. Further steel processing is very similar
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to the integrated plants only its diversification and onnage of steel
products distinguishes it from integrated mills. Because of their high
demand for electricity, only non-integrated steel and specialty steel mills
are critically effected by increase of prices and shortages of kilowatt
power.
The range of the non-integrated steel mills (mini-plants) is
18,000 tpy to 1.25x10 6
 tpy. The current domestic average capacity of the
mini-plants is 14x10° tpy. Based on the present utilization factor*,
their production is llx10 6
 tpy. The typical size of the mir' plants is
250,000 tpy. Their expected plant size for the years 1985-2000 is 400,000
tpy.
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Integrated Steel Mills/2.5 x 106 TPY
B. Productrr	 Product	 lb r. etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average .28 x 106 kW; Peak-33 x 106 kW
D. Steam.Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 gj ,	 Returns X,	 Temp. of Returns
870.000	 @	 400 , unknown 	 unhunown
42,000	 @	 200 , unknown ,	 un:-novm
@	 .	 .
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
Bleat furnace air is supplied at 4500 lbc/t at 14000 F.
'	 F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp Peak hp Speed Range	 Driver
RPM RP14
8100 10,000 300 150-450
	
_1M.  motoi —
4800 6,000 150 100-230
	 V.S. /L.^. motor
2800 3,500 35C 200-500	 Motor generator
H. Operational Considerations:
j	 I. Waste Heat Streams:
Ib/h r leiSL, ilk5rri^i^1C^
1.97 x IU 60O°F' Blast :urnace Emissions
I o.603 x 10_ 2300OF POF Emissions
0.54 x lo6 16occF Open Hearth Emissions
.435 x 10S 18000F Coke Oven Ercission
Y
J
i
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Inte grated Steel Mills/2.5 x 10 SPY
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Coking Coal / 1.04 x 1o4 (BTU) mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel
	
Natural Gas / 0.19 x104 (BTU) mil.	 Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 coke oven Gas / 0.18 x 10 (BTU) mil.	 Btu/hr	 (HHV)
K.	 Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion w"ere req,.ired.
CTAS Plant =Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Specialty Steel Mill/200,000 TFY
B. Pro; lucts:	 Product	 lb/yr, etr..
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements:
D. Steam Requirements (Process
lb hr
	
@
89,000	 @
4,200	 @
A
E. Other Heat to Process (Descr
Average 6o,000 kW; Peak 80,000 kW
8 Heating):
prig,	 Returns,	 Temp. of Returns
400 ,	 unknown	 unknown
200	 unknown	 unknown
ibe);
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal hp Peak hp Speed Range Driver
RPM RFM
1150 1750 450 300-600 Motor generator
21.00 3000 290 161-420 Motor generator
3100 45n0 800 690-960 V.S./D.C. motor
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	 Temp •-	 D^ sc r i t,' ;, „ t
5000
	
1800OF	 Electric furnace off gas
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: S,gAalty lei mill
.
hnn
.
onn mpy
Purchased
	 Btu
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Electricity	 / 0.328 (3.41 x 103 kwhr) mil. Vl u/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel Natural Gas	 / 0.015 x 104	 mil. Etu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel None	 /	 N/A	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Appl'.cations:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Co4enerdtion Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
p, Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion vrhere required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Mini Steel Mill / 250,000 TFY
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 4o,000 kW; Peak 50,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
jb1hr
	 @	 psig, Returns	 Temp. of Returns
87,000	 @	 4o0 , unknown ,	 unknown
4,200
	 @	 200 , unknown ,	 unimown
@	 .	 ,
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal hp Peak hp Speed Ra^naegM Driver
720 800 800 RPM 450-1350 SYN. Motor
4,100 4,500 800 Rpm 69r, -96o V.S./L.C. motor
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Ted_	 Descri 'ir^
6000
	
1800OF	 Electric furnace off aes
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Mini Steel Mill / 250,000 TPY
Purchased	 BTU
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Electricity	 / o.41 (3.41 x 1031cwh)	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel Natural Gas	 / 0.018 x 104	mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel None
-
	 N/A	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
D. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves %, here appropriate.
Use adaitional sheets for discussic^, where rzq:r rE..
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9.5 NARRATIVE, REPORT - ALUMTrIA
A. The 4 -digit 5IC industry to which the alumina process belongs is
2819. Notes Will be listed as 3334
B. It is estimated that the level of capital investment n this in-
dustry in the 1985 -2000 time period will be $9.5 billion. This
estimate is based on the addition of 13,025,000 metric tons of
annual alumina production capacity at a cost of $730/metric ton.
C. General Process Description
General Description of the process as it will be in the 1.985 -2000
time oeriof.
Alumina will probably continue to be produced from bauxite by the
well known Bayer Process in the 1985 -2000 time period. The pro-
cess will probably be modified to utilize more heat transfer area
to reduce the amount of energy consumed. Also, the process will
probably be modified to reduce losses of bauxite as the price of
bauxite increases.
In the Bayer process bauxite is dissolved in hot caustic soda
solution, clarified to remove undissolved solids, the a2.=--'na
hydrate precipitated and the hydrate calcined to produce alumina.
C. 1. Input materials for this process for the production of
two pounds of alumina are:
4 pounds of bauxite
1/2 pound of caustic soda
1/8 pound of lime
C. 2. Product output for this process is 2 pounds of alumina
per 4 pounds of bauxite consumed.
C. 3. Listing of unit operations for the al-mina process are:
(1) Mixing
In a typical Bayer process plant bauxite is mixed
with lime and hot, 212+ oF spent li quor to form a
slurry. The slurry is screened and is heated to
a temperature of 325+ oF. The heated slurry is then
pumped to the digestor vessels,
(2) Digestion
The hot slurry from the pumps is mixed with a
stream of 400+oF spent liquor as it enters the
digestor vessels. The mixture is further heated
to a temperature of 450+cF and a pressure of
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500+ psig by the injection of live steam. At
this pressure and tem-oerature most of the
alumina is extracted and the inert materials
remain suspended by mixers in the digestor
vessels. Silica scale deposits in the first
digestor vessels.
The alumina-bearing "pregnant liquor" is
cooled in a series of pressure reducing
flash stages to atmospheric pressure and
212+QF. The flashing steam is used to
heat the digestion spent liquor in heat
exchangers which operate in series. Final
heating of the liquor is accomplished by
direct steam injection prior to mixing with
the bauxite slurry.
The pregnant liquor is pumped to the Clari-
fication and Filtration Areas, where the
undissolved solids are removed prior to
precipitation of the alumina hydrate.
(3) Clarification
Coarse undissolved solids are removed from
the liquor by sand traps and the bulk of the
remaining finer solids are removed by set-
tling. Settled mud solids and sand are
washed to remove caustic liquor before the
mud is pumped to the disposal facilities.
The wash water is returned to the process
to cool and dilute the digestion effluent.
Clarified liquor is pumped to the filtration
facility for further solids removal.
Clarified pregnant liquor is mixed with
filter aid and filtered in filter presses.
A filter cake builds up on the filter cloth
until its thickness has too much resistance
to liquor flow. The press is then opened
and the cake sluiced off and sent to the
Clarification Area mud washers. Filter ef-
fluent, which now contains a minimum of sus-
pended solids, is sent to the Heat inter-
change Area for cooling before precipitation.
(4) Heat Interchange
The filtered pregnant liquor, at 210+ oF, is
too hot for precipitation of hydrate and it
is, therefore, flash cooled in the Feat In-
terchange facility. This consists of trains of
flash tanks and heat exchangers. Filtered
liquor is pumped to the vacuum flash tanks
and is withdrawn from the last flash tanks at
approximately 160 to 1700F and sent to the
Precipitation Area.
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(5) Precipitation
Cooled pregnant liquor flows through a series
of precipitation vessels in which it is agi-
tated in the presence of alumina 'hydrate
seed to precipitate alumina trihydrate.
The precipitated hydrate is formed in a
range of particle sizes which are separated
in settling tanks. The product hydrate,
which is the largest crystal fraction, se-
parates first and the slurry is pumped to
the Calcination Area for washing and calcining
to product alumina. The remaining fractions
are reused as seed.
(6) Calcination
The coarse alumina hydrate from the primary
classifiers in the Precipitation A-rea is
washed in dilution tanks and then on vacuum
filters to remove caustic liquor. The moist,
washed hydrate is then fed to kilns for heat
ing to 2400OF and conversion to product
alumina.
The alumina is cooled to 200 OF by air and
water cooled heat exchangers before being
conveyed to storage bins for loadout to
shipping vessels.
(7) Evaporation
The spent liquor which leaves the Precipi-
tation Area is too dilute for use in the
digestion vessels. The required concentra-
tion of caustic soda is obtained by flash-
ing off water from the spent liquor, which
has been heated in Heat Interchange heaters,
in a series of vacuum flash tanks with as-
sociated heat exchangers.
The evaporated spent liquor is stored in
tanks and is then pumped to the digestion
s
	 vessels via the digestion heat exchangers.
C. 4. Major energy uses in the Bayer alumina process are:
steam to the digest-ors which, in some plants, must
be at a pressure in the 635 prig ran ge; fuel.to moire
the calcination kilns which operate in the 2000oF'
range and require a clean fuel such as natural gas
or fuel oil to prevent contaminating the product
alumina: plant steam in the 90 prig range for gen-
eral plant use and for heating process streams;
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fuel for the generation of electric power to
run the motors which drive tie pumps, mixers,
conveyors, fans, compressors, etc., required by
the process.
C. 5. Power failures are not considered to be critical
to the safe operation of an alumina plant since
such plants are designed to fail safe. After re-
storation of the power to an alumina plant it can
be put back into operation in a relatively short
period of time, with only minor losses of pro-
duct. Of course, operations such as precipitation
and calcination are adversely affected by power
loss, and if the loss were for an extended period
of time could -require considerable maintenance
labor to cl,e&n equipment to prevent plugging.
C. 6. Cogeneration is a common practice in alumina
plants because Large quan-,.ities of steam are
used for the various processes within the faci-
lity. The turbine generators, either straight
backs pressure or automatic extraction condensing
units, act as the reducing valves for the digestor,
compressor and deaerator.
D. For Processes currently in use:
D. 1. The approximate national alumina industry cacp-
city is 11,868,000 metr,^ tons and the pro-
duction is 10,681,200 metric tons.
D. 2. The estimated changes likely to be made to the
Bayer process for the production of alumina is
the use of additional heat transfer surface
area in order to reduce the amount of energy con-
sumed. In some cases as much as one-third of the
energy can be saved by this method. Also, in
some cases, equipment wil? be added to reduce
the loss of alumina in waste streams, This will
become increasingly f'ea ible as the price of
bauxite increases.
D. 3. Growth trends show an estim-ted r(,043,.000 metric
tons of .Bayer process alu^a.` zia, ca a ,_lity in 1985
and 30,068,000 metric tons in 24o0o.
E. It is unlikely that any process other than the Bayer process will be
used irl the 1985 -2000 time period.
F. The total estimated nationalnergy consuned,by the Bayer alumina
process in 1978 is 2.13 X 1014 Btu, in 1985 will be 3.05 X 10 14 Btu
aAd in 2000 will be 5.39 X 1014 Btu.
a
a
i
i
i
i
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G.
G. 1. The average energy consumption per metric ton of alumina
production is 17.91 X 106
 Btu.
G. 2. The current cost of energy per dollar value added is
approximately y$0.36.
H.
H. 1. The range of existing plant capacities is from 180,000
to 950,000 metric tons per yea_.
H. 2. The capacity of plants representative of typical modern
facilities is 1,000,000 metric tons per year.
H. 3. The expected typical plant size during the period ,c85-
2000 is from 1, COO, 000 to 2, CCO, OCO metr i c toc.. per year.
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KEY PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS OF 1 1 000, 000
METRIC TON/ALUMINA PLANT	 2gl q -1
WAS 3^3U -s
PLANT
HOURS OF
OPERATION
8136 HOURS/YEAR 8 AVERAGE CONDITIONS
PLANT
ELECTRICAL
REQUIREMENTS
30,290 KILOWATTS NORMAL 37,137 KILOWATT; PEAK
PLANT STEAM REQUIREMENTS
LBS/HR @ PSIC RETURNS w TEMPERATURE OF RETURNS
295 7 934 50 0 -
44,100 500 1	 100 2840F
640, 506 635 635 2840F
OTHER
HEAT
TO PROCESS
733,772 M BTU/HR TO ALUMINA HYDRATE CALCINER
LARGE HORSEPOWER LOADS (TYPICAL)
NORMAL HP PEAK HP SPEED, RPM SPEED RANGE, RPM PROBABLE' DRIVER
150 TO 1000 200 TO 1500 1200 1200 JELECTRIC MOTORS
FUELS DESCRIPTION MILLION BTU/HR (HHV)
PRIMARY COAL OR FUEL OIL 1467.5
SECONDARY FUEL OIL OR NAT. CAS 733.8
BY-PRODUCT NONE -
WASTE HEAT STREAMS
DESCRIPTION LBS/HR TEMP
SUITAe_E
FOP. USEAS
MAKEUP WATER
SU I TABLE
FOR HEAT
RECOVERY
EVAPORATOR COOLING WATER 4,950,000 125 YES NO
MUD DISPOSAL STREAM FROM MUG WASHERS 11430,000 200 NO NO
_OOLINC WATER FROM ALUMINA COOLER 442,OD0 175 YES YES
BOILER BLOWDOWN 83,600 274 NO YES
FILTER PRESS LOSSES 10,000 210 NO NO
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01,IG1NAL PAGE TS
k	 w.	 ........._	 ..	 _.	 ... -.	
..
OF POOR QUALITY
i40 I 400 I 400
70 700 700
CO 0 600 600
N^ m
.J• 50 J 500 = SOOY
40 - c 400 400J
L6
V
2'
30 E 300 c 300
C
W 20
N 200 CC 200
S
10 100 100
0 0 0
HEAT TO CALCINER
633 PSIG STEAM
ELECTRICAL LORD, PEAK
ELECTRICAL LORD, NORMAL
SO PSIG STEAM
500 PSIG STEAM
TT
3: 1 DISK: 140
	 2819-1
0F: R07139:0
SF: SYMIOO:S
1.3.1
THERMAL NC ELECTR I CAL LOAD PROFILES ON PROCESS UTILITY
AEOU I RDIENTS FOR A TYP I CAL t MORh*. WORK DAY FOR
A 1 0 000 t 000 METRIC TO WYEAR ALUMINA K ANT
12 MN	 6 AM	 12 NOON	 6 PM 12 MN
1.3.2
PROF I L .E OF WASTE FEAT STREAMS FOR A TYP I CFA. MOAN
NOW DAY FOR A 1, O0lO v 000 METRIC TML/YEAR ALUMINA M MT
sow 6000
EVAPORATOR COOLING HATER, 125•F
5000 5000
m
J
4000 4000
N2O
3000 3000
cc	 2000 2000
KJO DISPOSAL STR£RM FROM MUO WASHERS, 200•F
W
1000 1000 
ALUMINA COOLER COOLING HATER,
	 175•F
FILTER c	 •r 	 saylN	 a
0 0
12 MN 6 AM
	 12 NOON	 6 PM	 12 MN
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:	 Alumina Plant	 1,000,000  metric tons per year
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average X 30,290 _kW; Peak 37,137	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 8 Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
295,934	 @	 So	 +	 n	 ,
44,100	 @	 500	 100	 ,	 284OF
LAo,5D6
	
@	 61S	 .	 1nn	 ,	 2R40F
F. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
733 0 772 M Btu/Hr. to Alumina Hydrate calciners
This heat must be supplied by either fuel oil or nat. gas to prevent
contamination of the product, alumina.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 La rige	 Driver_
Pumps 150 to 1000
	 200 to 1500 1200 RPM	 120^ 0 RPM _ Elect=ic -ffttors
H. Operational Considerations:
1. Waste Heat Streams:
lb1hr
63,600
442,000
1,430,000
r
10,000
Temp, Description
2740 F Boiler Slowdown
175 0F Cooling Water Return From 	 Alumina Cooler
2 00OF Mud Disposal Stream From Mud Iashers
jz^07^ Evaporator Ccoling Water'
210O F Filter Press Losses
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
	
Plant Name/Size: Alumina Plant
	 1 000,000 mpt,r r runt "r_}[er.r
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Coal or Fuel oil	 / 1.4fr7.5	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel Fuel oil or Nat .Gad	 733.8	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel
	
None	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name / Size:	 Alumina Plant	 2,000 , 000 metric tons/year
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 60,580 kW; Peak 74,274	 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process 6 Heating):
	
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns ib,	 Temp. of Returns
	
591.868
	 @	 50	 n
	
88.200--- @	 500 , --Lan- o 	 7RdoF
	
1, 281 01.2	 @	 635 +	 100	 +	 284OF
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
1,076,800 M ,Btu/Hr. to Alumina Hydrate Calciners.
This heat must be supplied by either fuel oil or natural gas to prevent
contamination of the product, alumina.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp	 Peak hp
	
Speed	 Range	 Driver
Pumps 150 to 1000 200 to 1500_ 1200 PP*t	 I 20 RPM Flnrrri, Mca-ors
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
167,200
884,000
2,860,000
9,900,000
20,000
Tend	 Descriotioli
	
2740 F.	 Boiler Blow +n 
	
175 0 F.	 Cooling Water Return Fso,j.-Alumina...Cnn.er
	
2000 F.	 Mud Disposal Stream Fror. Mud 1: isbors
Iz F^ EEv ora or Co line hater
	
210 0 F.	 Fiuer Tess usstss
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
	
Plant Name/Size: Alumina Plant	 2,000,000 metric tons vet
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Coal or Fuel Oil	 / 2,935.1	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel Fuel oil or Nat.GA 1,467.6- 	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 None	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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9.6 NUATIVE REPORT - ALUNMIR M SMELTING
A. The 4-Digit SIC industry to which the aluminum smelting process
belongs is 3334.
B. The estimated approximate level of capital investments that in-
dustry for the 1985-2000 time period is $11.33 billion.
C. General Process Description
Metal' ic aluminum is produced by the electroly-, is reduction of
pu--e alumina into aluminum and oxygen in a bath of fused cryo-
lite. It is not possible to reduce alumina with carbon because,
at the temperature required for this reduction, the aluminum
comes off as a vapor and is carried away with the carbon monoxide.
This metallic vapor cannot be condensed by cooling because the
reaction reverses at lower temperatures and then converts the
aluminum back to alumina.
The basic aluminum smelting process used today is the same one
discovered by Hall in 1886. In this process alumina is dis-
solved in a bath of molten cryolite - sodium aluminum fluoride -
in large electric furnaces known as pots. A number of these
pots which are deep, rectangular steel shells lined with car"cor_,
are connected electrically in series. This series of pots is
known as a votline.
High-amperage, low-voltage direct current is passed through the
cryolite by means of carbon anodes suspended in each not to the
bottom of the pot, which acts as a cathode. The electricity de-
composes the dissolved alumina with the molten aluminum going to
the bottom of the pot and the oxygen combining with the carbon
anode to be released as carbon dioxide. The layer of molten
aluminum which covers the carbon lining at the bottom of the-pot
becomes the cathode.
Additional alumina is added to the bath to reolace that con-
sumed by reduction. Heat generated by the electric current
maintains the cryolite bath in a molten condition so that new
alumina charges are dissolved. Periodicall;j molten aluminum
is siphoned off. The metal is then cast into ingots.
C. 1. The input materials are 2 lb of alumina, mettalurgical coal
and tar, 0.6 lb of baked carbon, 0.3 lb of cryolite, 4.04 lb of
aluminum fluoride and 6-8 '&wh of electricity.
C. 2. The product output from the above input materials is 1 lb of
aluminum metal in the molten state.
C. 3. The unit operations of the aluminum smelting process are:
(1) Anode Making
Very pure carbon is used as the raw material to make
anodes. This is necessary to keep from contaminating
5-415
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the bath in the pot, since all impurities in the anodes
dissolve in the bath as the anodes are consumed. The very
pure carbon (calcined petroleum coke or pitch coke) is
ground and mixed hot with enough coal tar pitch to bond
it into a solid block when it is pressed in a mold to form
the "green" anode. This is then baked slowly at temperatures
rising to a maxim= of 2012-23720F, and cooled slowly; all
out of contact with the air. In a cavity, molded in the
top of each block, a steel stub is enbedded by casting
molten iron around it; the conducting bar is bolted to
this stub. This is the prebaked electrode to distinguish
it from the Soderburg electrode, in which the electrode
(one large one per pot)'is formed in place and is baked
by heat from the pot as it gradually decends into the pot.
The paste charged into the top of the S©derberg electrode
is a carbon - pitch mixture similar to that used for a pre-
baked electrode, but with a somewhat large proportion of
pitch.
(2) Reduction
Alumina is electrolytically decomposed into aluminum and
oxygen. The aluminum, in the molten state, is removed
from the pot periodically by siphoning. The oxygen re-
acts with the carbon anodes to form carbon dioxide which
is released from the pot as a gas.
(3) Casting
The molten aluminum which has been collected from the pots
by siphoning into a crucible is cast into pigs or ingots.
C. 4. The major energy use in the aluminum smelting process is
the electricity required by the pots in electrolytically
decomposing the alumina. This requires from 6 to 8 kwh
of electricity per 1 lb of aluminum produced.
Another major energy use in the process is the heat re-
quired to bake the anodes used in the pots. This requires
1462 Btu per lb aluminum produced. This heat must be fur-
nished from fuel oil or natural gas to prevent contami-
nation of the anodes.
C. 5. Power failures are extremely critical in the aluminum
smelting process because when the electric current is shut
off the molten aluminum in the pots freezes. When this
happens, the solid aluminum can only be removed by blast-
ing. This takes months, which means the production of
the whole plant is lost for several months.
C. 6. Since most of the energy re q uired by the aluminumsmelting
process is in the form of electricity and since very little
process steam is required, the potential for cogeneration
is considered to be nil.
5-116
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D. For Process Currently In Use.
D. 1. The approdmate national industry capacity is 4,824,490
Metric Tons/Yr. while the current production is 4,535,020
Metric Tons/Yr.
D. 2. The Alcoa Smelting Process is now in the pilot plant stage
of development. It is too early to speculate on the fut-
ure of this process at the present time. The process .re-
portedly uses 30% less electrical power than today's most
efficient smelters. In this process alumina is converted
to anhydrous aluminum chloride which is then electrolytically
decomposed into molten aluminum and chlorine. The chlorine
is recycled in the process.
D. 3. It is estimated that the aluminum smelting process in the
United States will have the following capacity in time
period (1985-2000):
1985 7,410,000 Metric Tons
2000 13,073,000 Metric Tons
E. The most promising new aluminum smelting process at the present time
appears to be the ASP or Alcoa Smelting Process mentioned in
D. 2. above. Since this process is still in the developmental
stage, it is unlikely that it will have a signif
i
cant effect
on the aluminum smelting industry in the time period (1985-
2000)
F. Total estimated national energy consumed by the aluminum smelt-
ing process for 1978 and for the time period (1985-2000) is as
follows:
1978 6.5 X 1014 Btu/Yr
1985 10.1 X 1014 Btu/Yr
2000 17.7 X 1014 Btu/Yr
G. The average ever& consumption per unit of primary process output.
G. 1. The average energy cons=ption per pound of alumin= is 6
to 8 'Irwh of electrical power plus 1462 Btu for baking the
carbon anodes, if prebaked anodes are used.
G. 2. Current cost of energy per dollar value added is $0.267.
5-1x17
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H.
H. 1. The range of capacities of existing aluminum smelting
plants is from 27,000 to 259,000 metric tons per year.
H. 2. The capacity of plants representative of typical
modern facilities is 125,000 metri-- tons per year.
H. 3. The expected typical plant size during the period 1985-
2000 is 250,000 metric tons per year.
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DATA FOR KEY PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
FOR 250,000 METRIC TON PER YEAR
ALUMINUM SMELTING PLANT
PLANT
KILOWATTS
REQUIREMENTS
378,000 KW AVERAGE 378,000 KW PEAK
STEAM
REQUIREMENTS NONE
OTHER
HEAT TO
PROCESS
92,000 M BTU/HR TO BAKE CARBON ANODES
LARGE HORSEPOWER LOADS (TYPICAL)
NORMAL HP PEAK HP SPEED RPM SPEED RANCE, RPM PROBABLE DRIVEF
75 TO 750 100 TO 1000 1200 1200 ELECTRIC MOTORS
FUELS DESCRIPTION MILLION BTU/HR (HHV)
PRIMARY FUEL OIL OR NAT. CAS 92
SECONDARY NONE
BY-PRODUCT
WASTE HEAT STREAMS
DESCRIPTION LBS/HR TEMP.1.^
SUITABLE
FOR HEAT
RECOVERY
NONE
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THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL LOAD 'PROFILES ON PROCESS UTILITY
REQUIREMENTS FOR A TYPICAL, NORMAL WORK DAY FOR
A 250,000 METRIC TON/YEAR ALUMINUM SMELTING PLANT
m
400 400	 ELECTRICAL LOGO,	 (378,000 KILOWATTS)
J =
` J Y 300
J
^
LD
s 200
W
00 200
C 2
J
100 m 100	 HEAT FOR CARBON ANODE BAKING,
(92 MM BTU/HR)
c
ti
0 J u	 0
12 MN	 6 AM	 12 NOON 6 PM
J
2W2
12 MN
1.3.2
PROFILE OF WASTE HEAT STREAMS FOR A TYPICAL, NORMAL WORK DAY
FOR A 250 , 000 METRIC TON/YEAR ALUMINUM SMELTING PLANT
^},^ pA
 
U1'^q.^Lr^
 F.iY
THERE ARE NONE.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Site:	 Aluminum Plant 500,000 Metric To ns/Years
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 7r,6,nnn kW; Peak 756.000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 p ig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
None	 @	 r	 r
@
@	 r	 r
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
184,000 M Btu/Hr. to bake anodes
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:
	
hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	
Peak hp
	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
75 to 750	 100 to 1000 1200 RPM	 1200 RPM Elpr. Mn nrc,
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
Lb/hr	 Lem .	 Description.
None
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Aluminum PlaUt 50, ,000 metric tons/year
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Fuel oil	 / 18 4 .0	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 None A	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel_ Nnnn	 /	 mil'. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000
	
Where
	
Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
5-lt23
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Aluminum Plant	 250,000 metric tens/vr.
B. Products:	 Product	 ib/yr, etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 27g,0oo kW; Peak 378.000 NW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
None	 @
@	 +	 ,
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
92,000 M Btu/[Ir. to bake anodes.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:	
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Seed	 Range	 Driver
	
_7 5 to 790	 100 to loo0	 12o0 RE	 -j2,QD-jjUL Mortr ic Motoxs
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Tei_ te
	
ue§St,i pt ipn
None
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Primary Aluminum Plant 25o.nno metric tons/year
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Fuel oil 	 /	 92.0	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel None	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel N,,,,,.
	
/	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where requirea.
CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: Aluminum Plant 100,000 metric tons/year
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 7s ,I^rinn kW; Peak 15 -1, noo— W
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
None	 @
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
36,800 M Btu/Hr. to bake anodes.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loa(;-,:	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
50 to 500
	 75 to 750	 _1200 RPM	 _12nn RPM	 Rtrr M..rnrs
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
I b/hr
	
Tenp•.
	 Descri pSion
None
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Aluminum Plant	 100,000	 metric tons/year.
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel Fuel oil	 /	 36.8 	 _	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr HHV)
By-product Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-200	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
iL=uri.ties before casting.
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r. The SIC 4ndusti-j code number for copper smelting is 3331.
B. The es
t imated ' to_ ca-pi al expend_ w	 pu a - ccesses	 _ ^e- A „ne vim
Sates, during the 1985 to 2000 period, wi i? be approximately
800 million dolla_Ts, expressed as 1978 dollars.
C. Copper smelting embodies pyrcmeta'? urgical treatment of naturally
occu-r ing, sulf^.:r-bearing co=e-r mine_Tal species which in most cases
have been concentrated by PhYsacal means. Some other copper
containing mate_• in.s axe co-treated with the sulfides, for example,
scrap, cement copper and other secondaries. The input materials
other than those mentioned include silica and limes tone flux which
i s required to provide a low melting, fl uid slag above the molten
copper containing phase.
In smelting of copper surides, a matte is produced as an inter-
mediate product; matte contains copper , -ron and sulfur as its
nrincipa: constituents and calc_=, magn esium, er ,=inum and other.
e" ements in relatively minor pro-oortions. A second product of copper•
smelting is blister copper-, a product no*TQi y containing in excess
oil 98 percent copper, d i :used with oxygen, Leon, su f-ar, phosphorous
and the like. w1 i ste-• coppe—r is a commerida_ y traded commodity
but requires additional treatment  before end product consumption.
Other r°, a -i-iely common amelter products are anode or Pir ref - ed
cower. The former is the oormal smelter product, cast into shames
which render it amenable to e.' ectrolyic refining. The letter is a
somewhat special material that finds d_•ect use for copper is pipe,
a ll oying and. casting applications.
Depending upon the smel
	
method utirzed, the principal unit
operations in copper• smelting _nclude concentrate drying end
pe'ietizing, smelting (melting), convert'_ag, anode or Pire rePi:iIIg
and casting. Water, typic a??y c=tzined in the c-lte• cake, concen-
trate Peed is frequently removed in the roasting operation. The
dried material, or calcine, is the product. At this M me, a
considerabl e pro-port-ion of copper concentrate is d_•ectly fed with
its Mois ture to the smel Ling process. in sme ping , the concentrate
and fluxes are elevated in temperature to the point where they
become molten and fo= two distinct phases, matte and slag. The
latter phase contains _ron oxides, calcit:m and siliean oxides and
alumina in sold solution; it is a disposable material. The matte
i s subseguen-,ly treated in molten form to extreme oxidation through
air blowing which oxidizes both the contained _•on and sult,:r. The
former is removed as a slag and the latter as sulz'=- dioxide gas.
.n both anode or fire refining, the relatively pure molten copper
is blown :p ith a_• to remove traces of sulfur. , phosphorous and other
9.7
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The principal energy consuming operations in copper smelting are
in"drying, smelting and converting. The typical copper concentrate
feed will contain from eight to twelve percent moisture. Drying,
normally accomplished in rotary devices, will reduce that moisture
to less than one percent, suitable for direct feeding to the smelting
unit or for pelletizing. Although present practice frequently
utilizes natural gas as a dryer fuel, a systematic shift is underway
for both existing and new installations toward use of fuel oil or
coal for that purpose.
Smelting requires a considerable quantity of extraneous energy; that
need may be filled with natural gas, oil, coal or electric power.
In general, smelting of dried concentrate will require from two to
seven million Btu's per ton of concentrate.
Converting of copper matte necessitates extensive blowing of air
(oxidation) through the molten material. The principal energy
requirement is either electrical or steam for air blower operation.
Power failures are not of major im portance to copper smelting opera-
tions provided that reasonable alternate emergency systems are
provided. During medium to long-term outages, the converting vessels
are drained since no practical means are provided for melting solid
material resulting from cooling. Normally, during long-term outages,
the smelting vessel or furnace will also be drained. Where slag-
resistance electric smelting is used, the smelting vessel is not
drained. Other than cycling effects on refractories, and additional
energy use, power outages are not highly deleterious to the copper
operations.
Process modifications in recently constructed (and probably forth-
coming) smelters have been directed toward cleaner off-gases and
increased energy efficiency. As sulfide concentrate contains a
large quantity of latent energy, the modifications have led to
process autogeniety. Where electric smelting has been adopted; it
is because of operational flexibility and comparatively lower power
cost, viz a viz the other energy costs.
D. At this time, national industry capacity for smelting of copper
materials to semi-refined or anode copper is about 1.3 millions
annual tons. Of that installed capacity, approximately 80 percent
is presently being used because of the material existing in inventories.
Process changes underway and anticipated to meet both environmental
and energy-cost constraints probably include a shift to process
thermal autogeniety (like flash or Noranda smelting), to more and
more efficient thermal recovery from off-gas streams, to oil and
coal fuel use and to electric smelting because of its smaller and
cleaner off-gas. Hydrometallurgical process are in development but
environmental and energy advantages are not apparent while recovery
problems continue to exist.
5-429
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Various sources have been examined regarding use-growth for copper
between 1985 and 2000. Predictably, a major growth area will be
tiin solar, heat-recovery applications. Estimates indicated a
national growth pattern during those years of from three to about
five percent per annum.
E. Beyond continued movement to utilization of the electric, Noranda
and flash smelting processes, no other likely substantial shift is
anticipated. Other process variations are available but their
advantages are relatively minor and uncertainties persist. However,
it is expected that upwards of 90 percent of all national copper
smelting will embody one of those three processes by the year 2000.
F. Using 2 million tons of copper national production in a base year
in the 1985 to 2000 period, total national energy consumed will
approximate 36 x 1012 Btu per yeas. Where Noranda and flash
processing is used (about 80 percent of production), roughly 82
percent of the energy will be supplied by carbonaceous fuel. For
electric smelting, 20 percent of the production, about 95 percent
of the energy will be supplied as electric power.
G. The average energy consumption per ton of copper, utilizing the
three major new processes would be 18.5 million Btu's or about
5,500 kwh. Currently, power cost (electric) in the copper producing
areas is about $0.02 per kwh.
H. Present plants operating nationally in the copper smelting industry
have a capacity ranging from 35,000 to 280,000 short tons per year.
A typical U.S. plant operating presently will produce 84,000 short
tons per year. During the 1935 to 2000 year period, a typical plant
will produce 140,000 short tons per year.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
405,000 short tons per year concentrate
A. Plant Name/Size: Copper Smelter:	 72,500 short tons per year
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
	
Mode Copper
	
72,500 short tons per year
	
Sulfuric Acid	 310,000 short tons per year
	
Precious Metals. Qold, etc.	 tndaterminate
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 10,100 kW; Peak 11,400 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
	
lb/hr	 @	 psi9,	 Returns p,	 Temp. of Returns
	
40,000
	
@ 140-150 ,	 90	 ,	 2400 F.
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
83 9 000 M Btu/hr. for smelting.
28,000 M Btu/hr. for drying.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 7,62Q	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
	
Normal hp
	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
	
isn-2,0no
	 _3,500	 1.200 rpm	 1.200-1.800 Elect. Motors
and Steam Turbines
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
600 M
	
2,3000 F.	 Off gas from smelter reactor and
converters.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
405,000 short tons per year concentrate
Plant Name/Size: Copper Smelter; ?2,500 short tons per year
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 oil	 /	 g	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel oil or coal	 /	 28	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Co eg neratlon Potential
M, Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
p, Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size: , Copper Smelter, 160,000 short tons per year
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc..
Fire refined copper	 160,000 stpy
. +i»,lrin Acid _
	
650400 stw
precious metals. gold etc.	 indeterminate
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 25,800	 kW; Peak 28,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process b Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psiq,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
None	 @
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
249,000 M Btu/hr for smelting
58,000 M Btu/hr for concentrate drying
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 8,400 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal hp Peak hp	 Speed Range Driver
50. to 2,000 100 to 2,500 	1,200 1.,200-1,800 Elect. motors
H. Operational Considerations:
1. Waste Heat Streams:
	
lb/hr
	 Tem .	 Description
	
1,400 M	 2,2500 F	 Off gas from flash smelting
furnace and converters.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size: Copper Smelter, 150,000 short tons per year 
J.	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 Fuel oil /	 249 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel oil or Coal /	 58 mil. Btu/hr (IIH'J)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential_
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
CTAS P1ant.Data Sheet
A. Plant Name/Size:__Copper Smelter, 175,000 short tons per year
B. Products:
	
Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Fire refined (anode)copper 	 175,000 stpy
Sulfuric Acid	 710,000 stpy
PrpsjnuS mFtalG, gold	 indPtrrminate
silver, platinum group
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 28,500 kW; Peak 31,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr
	
@	 P5i9,	 Returns	 of Returns
None
'E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
273,000 M Stu/hr for smelting
64 3 000 M Btu/hr for concencrate feed drying
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 8.400 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal hp Peak hp	 Speed Range Driver
5Q to 2-000 100 to 2,500	 1.200 RPM same Elect. motor
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Description
1,560 M	 2,2500 F	 Off gas from the flash smelting
furnace and converters
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
Plant Name/Size:	 Copper Smelter, 175,000 short tons nor year
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel 'Fuel oil	 /	 273	 mil, Btu/hr (HMV)
Secondary Fuel F\,el atl or coel. /	 6h	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 None	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion: Coal, at an equivalent Stu imput could be substituted for the
primary fuel; however, significant additional capital would be
required in that event for clr.i-_,ing of the smelting off gases.
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
p. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt. steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets For discussion where required.
r . , Ys^,	
...
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
700,000 short tons/year concentrate
A. Plant Name/Size: Copper Smelter, 140,000 short tons per year
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Fire refined copper	 140,000 stpy
Sulfuric Acid	 570,000 stpy
Precious metals, gold etc.	 indeterminate
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 24,800 kW; Peak 27,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
None	 @	 +
@
@
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
218,000 M Btu/hr for smelting -
51,000 M Btu/hr for concentrate drying -
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 	 8,400	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
	
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp
	 Peak hp
	
Speed	 Range	 Driver
1,200 to
50 to 1,750	 _ 7,000	 1,200 rpm 100 rpm elect. motor
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr	 Temp.	 Descriptior.
1,150 M	 2,250 o F
	
Off gas from flash furnace and
converters.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
700,000 short tons per year concentrate
Plant Name/Size: Copper Smelter, 10,000 short tons per voar
J. Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 nil.	 /	 "ns	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel oil or coral.	 /	 Fi	 mil.Btu/hr (H"V)
By-product Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (WAI)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
960,600 short tons per year concentrate
A. Plant Name/Size: Conner Smelter, 163,300 short tons j2 r xenr
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Anode Copper
	
163,300 sho rt tons per year
Sulfuric acid	 780,000 sho rt tons per year
Precious metals, i.e., gold	 indetermina te
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 18,500 kW; Peak 22,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 psig,	 Returns %,	 Temp. of Returns
*	 60,000	 @	 150	 ,	 90	 ,	 240-2600 F.
@	 ,	 s
*	 Intermittent use u"`^d zing` blower startup.
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
187,000 M Btu/hr. for smelting. _
62,500 M Btu/hr. for cone. drying.
F.	 Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions: 7.620 hr/yr
G.	 Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed Probable
Normal hp Peak hp
	
Speed Range Driver
9sn-innn 3.000	 1,200 1,200-1, 800 Elect. Motor
and Steam Turbine
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
	
lb/hr
	 Temp.	 Description
	1,520 M	 2,300 0 F.	 Off gas from smelting reactor and
, rn
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
960,600 short tons per year concentrate
Plant Name/Size:b hopper Smelter; 163,300 short tons per year
J.
	 Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 oil /	 187 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuelsil_u coal /	 62.5 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel / mil. Btuihr	 (FiHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000 _	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
M, Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where approLiriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
677,000 short tons per year concentrate
A. Plant Name/Size:rpper Smelter; 115-000 short tons per year
B. Products:	 Product	 lb/yr, etc.
Cover (anode)	 -LU.200 Stny
Sulfuric acid	 550,000 Stpy
Precious metals (gold, etc.) 	 indeterminate
C. Plant Kilowatt Requirements: Average 16,00o kW; Peak 18,000 kW
D. Steam Requirements (Process & Heating):
lb/hr	 @	 p5ig,	 Returns	 Temp. of Returns
* 60,000	 @	 150 ,	 90	 ,	 240-2600 F.
@
@
* Intermittent during furnace startup, by fuel fired boiler.
E. Other Heat to Process (Describe):
132,000 M Btu/hr. for smelting.
44,000 M Btu/hr. for concentrate drying.
F. Plant Hours of Operation at Average Conditions:	 7.620	 hr/yr
G. Large Horsepower Loads:
Speed	 Probable
Normal hp	 Peak hp	 Speed	 Range	 Driver
250-2,500	 2,500	 1,200	 1,200-1,800 Elect Motor
and Steam Turbine
H. Operational Considerations:
I. Waste Heat Streams:
lb/hr
	
Temp._	 Description
1,080 M
	
2.300	 0 f a- from smelting rxa•ror and
converters.
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CTAS Plant Data Sheet
677,000 short tons per year concentrate
Plant Name/Size: Copper Smelter; 115,000 short tons per year
I Fuels:	 Primary Fuel	 oil	 /	 132	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
Secondary Fuel oil or coal 	 /	 44	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
By-product Fuel	 /	 mil. Btu/hr (HHV)
K. Fuels Discussion:
L. Applications:
No. of Plants in
Years 1985-2000	 Where	 Cogeneration Potential
m. Application Discussion:
N. Preferred Economic Criteria:
0. Economic Discussion:
P. Duty Cycle and Maintenance Philosophy:
Q. Attach kilowatt, steam or waste stream load curves where appropriate.
Use additional sheets for discussion where required,
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RATIONALE FOR DROPPING OUT ZINC AND LEAD
AS CANDIDATES FOR COGENERATION
	
9.8	 Zinc	 SIC 3333
Zinc is not a likely candidate for cogeneration since the older blast
furnace technology is being phased out.
Refining of zinc ores is done by the electrolytic process or by distil-
lation in retorts, electrothermic, or blast furnaces. Over the last ten
years the electrolytic process has gradually replaced most retort smelters
since it cuts operating costs, improves recovery rates, and upgrades zinc
quality.
Due to rising costs of production materials, power, labor and equipment,
plus a low market price for zinc metal, the zinc refining process has
evolved to a fairly energy efficient arrangement. As such, there is
little waste heat that is not reused, there are few possibilities for
cogeneration.
Based on the current pricing structure of zinc metal, it seems like there
will be only moderate growth in U.S, zinc production capacity.
This, coupled with the relatively energy efficient processes employed
today, indicate few, if any, mutual advantages to combining a zinc
refinery and a power plant on the came site.
	
9.9	 Lead SIC 3332
Lead production through the blast furnace step and the use of waste heat
boilers was a good candidate for cogeneration in the past.
Also, in terms of quantity consumed, lead ranks behind aluminum, copper,
and zinc. At present about 53% of the lead used in the U.S. is for
batteries. Anti-knock compounds comprise the second largest use (15°f)
followed by ordinance and a host of other applications.
The use of lead sheet and lead pipe has declined in the U.S. because of
the substitution of aluminum and plastic. Chemical application in paints,
enamels, and in gasoline has come under increasing criticism because of
potential health hazards.
Secondary lead producers have peculiar new problems; not only must they
also confozm to pollution emission standards, but they also find the
technical problems of reclaiming lead are increasing.
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Fossile & Elec.
National inergy
Year (1012	 Rtu/vr
1978 71
1985 96
2000 168
1973	 71
1985	 80
2000	 101
SIC 2011
National Cap.
(10 °
 lb/yr)
35,000
40-50,000
SIC 2026
60-70,000
80-90,000
SIC 2046
5.6 APPENDIX B - SUMMARY OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ENERGY CONSUMPTION PROJECTIONS
A. SIC-20 Food
(1900 BTU Fossil/lb
Can.
70Z
80%
(3300 BT T.'- c s s
1978	 104	 31,000	 70'/'.'
1985	 141	 -	 -
2000	 159	 71,000	 8011*1
This industry now converted to -1 bm product produced no-- corm
processed. Also plant capacity charged to 2.6 x 10 1
 lbmiyr.
SIC 2063
1978	 100	 18,000	 70h
1985	 118
2000	 162	 30,000 8 0
SIC 2082
1978	 75	 50-60,000	 70N
1985	 120	 -
2000	 190	 90-110,000 8 O'ft"
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The BTU energy use per pound of product are within t 20% for the
individual 4-digit SIC. It is a function of many variables. Additional
information for the food industry is supplied below:
SIC
2011
2026
2046
2063
2082
Ratio
Generated elec./punch. elec.
.56
1.72
.09
Ratio
Fossil purch./elec. Durch.
4.4
2.9
17.1
83.3
5.7
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B.	 SIC-22 Textiles
j
SIC-2260
i
's
National Energy National Cap.
Year (1012	 Btu/yr) (106	 un its /y r ) 7. CaD.
1978 75 10,000 yd ti 80H
1985 75 - -
2000 75 10,000 yd ti 800%
C.	 SIC-24 Lumber and Wood
SIC-2421
1978 237 40,000 bd ft 752
1985 300 - -
2000 400 80,000 bd ft 80
SIC-2436
1978 100 20,000 sq ft 80
1985 130
2000 275 74,000 sq ft 85
SIC-2492
1978 32 3,400	 sq ft 90
1985 100 - -
2000 172 24,000 sq ft 90%
D.	 SIC-26 Paoer, Pulp
National Energy National Cap.
(1012
 jj	 vr) (106	 tons/vr) Cap.
SIC 2621-2
1978 416 14 900
1985 454 -
2000 784 25 95%
SIC 2621-4
1978	 405	 18	 90^
1985	 441	 -	 -
2000	 950	 40	 95".
SIC 2621-6
1978	 63	 4.4	 90W
1985	 69	 -	 -
2000	 128	
5_447	
8.4	 95Z
tY
i
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SIC 2621-7
1978	 102	 5.4	 90ti
1985	 110	 —	 —
2000	 205
	 10.3
	
95Z
1978	 176	 14	 90,10,
1985	 191	 —	 —
2000	 419
	
31.5	 95Z
The total energy values for SIC -26 were based primarily on the following
check points (1) The Btu/lb of product_ which was provided in the text, (2)
The total national energy as indicated in the Department of Commerce Census,
(3) and the national installed capacit;7 as indicated in the GE text. The
total energy indicated in the text appeared to be a _actor of 2 to 3 greater
than census numbers and numbers based on installed capacity and Btu/lb. The
following information is provided.
SIC 106 Btu/lb
2621-2 33
2621.-4 25
2621-6 16
2621-7 21
2621-8 14
5-448
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E. SIC-28 Chemicals
National Energy National Cap.
Year (1012 Rtu/vr) (106 tons/yr) X Cap.
SIC 2812
1978 180 12.5 90-95Z
1985 240 - -
2000 300 22.5 90-95%
SIC 2813
1978- 22 16 90-95%
1985 33 - -
2000 66 48 90-95N
SIC 2819 * 1 and (2)
1978 53 (158) 3(9) 90%
1985 76 (229) - -
2000 135 (405) 6.8	 (20.3) -
These come from 3334-4 & 5. The numbers in (	 ) are for 2819 -2.
SIC 2821-2
1978 50 3	 901-95/07
1985 110 -	 -
2000 160 12	 90-95%
SIC 2821-3
1978 18 3	 90-952,
1985 38 -
2000 60 12	 -
SIC 2822
1978	 7	 1.5
	 -
1985	 9	 -	 90-95Z
2000	 13	 3	 -
SIC 2824-1
r'	 1978	 30	 1.5
C?^, •^	 1985	 55	 -	 90-95%
2000	 75	 4.5	 -
pe^^
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SIC 2823-2
t	 1978 14 1 90-95%
1985 20 - -
2000 25 2 -
SIC 2865-1
1978 35 3.5 -
1985 65 - 90-95Z
2000 90 10 -
SIC 2865-2
1978 6.5 1.5 -
1985 10 - 90-952
2000 15 4.8 -
SIC 2865-3
1978 20 1.5 -
1985 45 - 90-950
2000 60 5 -
SIC 2865-4
1978 22 4.5 -
1985 45 - 90-950
2000 65 13
SIC 2869-1
1978 0 4.5 -
1985 0 (Use Meat of 90-95%
2000 0 Reaction) 13 -
SIC 2869-2
1978 300 12 -
1985 750 - 90-95TM
2000 1100 48 -
SIC 2869-3
'	 1978 3 1.2 -
1985 6 - 90-95%
2000 11 3 -
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SIC 2869-4
1978	 18	 1	 -
1985	 24	 -	 90-95:
2000
	 30	 2	 -
SIC 2873
1978	 200	 16
1985	 250	 -	 90-95»
2000	 305
	
30	 -
SIC-2874
1978	 35	 9
1985	 48	 -	 90-95:
2000
	
60	 18
SIC-2895
1978	 18	 2	 -
1985	 20	 -	 90-95:
2000	 24	 3.3	 -
3
The chemical plants generally operate in continuous fashion for long
periods of time, such as weeks and months. Based on a 7900 hour a year,
3
there is over a 90% load factor and the chemical industries have been
operating close to capacity.
F. SIC - 29 Petroleum
	
National. Energy	 National Cap.
	
(1012 Btll/yt^)	 (106 bbl/d Y) 	 h Cap,
SIC 2911-1
1978	 560	 3.03	 95-1002
1985	 580	 -	 -
''	 2000	 630	 4.06
SIC 2911-2
1978	 850	 4.6
	 -
1985	 870	 -	 95-100:
2000	 950	 6.1	 -
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90%
SIC 2911-3
1978 1220 6.6 -
1985 1250 - 95-1001"0'
2000 1280 8.8
When the total energy of SIC 2911 is reviewed, we estimate that
it is high but within approximately 20: of the magnitude we would
estimate from Census studies and Bureau of Mines Reports.
G.	 SIC 32 - Stone, Clav, and Glass
National Energy National Cap.
(1012	Btu/yr) (10 6,tons IV Caa.
SIC 3211
1978 55 7.2 —
1985 .? — 5ZO
2000 65 8.5 —
SIC 3221
1978	 150	 16	 —
1985	 162	 —	 80-857%
2000	 188	 20
SIC 3229
1978 68 6.9	 —
1985 76 —	 80-85%
2000 93 a.4	 —
SIC 3241-1
1978 150 30	 —
1985 255 —	 90:
2000 Z70 54	 —
SIC 3241-2
1978 75 10	 —
1985 85 —	 901
2000 90 18	 —
SIC 3241-3
jSIC 3241-4
1978 75 10 -
1985 85 - 90X
2000 90 18 -
Because of the nature of the industry, the Btu /ton	 will decrease toward
the year 2000.
ia
H.	 SIC 33- Primary Metals
aa
National Energy National Cap.
(1012 Btu/ y r. (106 tons/ r) r can.
SIC 33X2-?
1978 560 22 80%
1985 952
2000 1666 67 90%
SIC 3312 -2
1978 3080 123 807
1985 5200 - -
2000 9200 365 90%
SIC 3312-3
1978 360 14 807
1985 612 - -
2000 1070 43 902
SIC 3331-1
1978 4.6 .25 80%
1985 5.8 - -
2000 9.3 .52 907
SIC 3331-2
1978 6.1 .34 80X
1985 7.8 -- -
2000 -1-1.4 .69 90"
Sir `{M-3
19 7 8 4.6 .	 5 30%
1985 5.3 - -
2000 ? . '? 907
J°YJ;
;ACy' i 
	
swu Tai
SIC 3331-4
'1978 12.2 .67 807
1985 15.5 - -
2000 24.8 1.4 9OX
SIC 3331-5
1978 30.4 1.7 8O%
1985 38.8 - -
2000 62 3.4 9O%
SIC 3331-6
1978 18.2 1.0 807
1985 23.3 - -
2000 37.2 2.1 907
SIC 3334-1
1978 31.8 .53 95;0
1985 49.2 - -
2000 86.4 1.44 95%.
SIC 3334-2
1978 127 2.1 -
1985 197 - 957
2000 346 5.8 -
SIC 3334-3
1978 159 2.7 -
1985 246 - 95N
2000 432 7.2 -
The values for SIC 33 are high by approximately 50% based upon
review of other sources.
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